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!ABSTRACT /

Models
A product of the Project on VOCational Education

*
. , odels for LinkingiAgences Serving the Handicapped, this manual

.

describeS various ebderal .agencies and national prganizations pnd
... outlines their policies artdZactqvities.relatedto interagency

agreements. (The above-menItoned project is dsigned,to help states
meet the needs a students at the secondary, postsecondary, and adult
levels by examining these components of interagency ,linkages that are
necessary to.ensure accessibility. and delivery of supportive services
to handicapped people-in vocational education.) Presented first are
brief descriptions.of the following' five federal agencies ,cooperating

% in the linkage project: the Office of Adult and-Vocationai Education,
, the bffice,of Special. Education; tie Rehabilitation Services
Administration, the Office of Elementary and.Secondary EdUCation, and
the, National Institute of Edu ation. Selected federal agencies are
also, described, including li rary programs, the Federal Interagency
ComMittee on Education,/the omen's, Educational Equity Program, and
the National OccupatiOnal 'Information Coordinatin CoMmittee. i

Outlined are the goals and activities of.17 profesSional associations.
.
N and advocacy giroups.7Appma4N4, to the report are des'crip.ibas of six

related projects. (A related status report of interagency linkages at
s. the state level Rand a handbook omdeveloping effeitiveltnking

strategies,-are available separately--see note.) (M10
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The yea for improved .interagency linkages hag been expressed with

gPawing frequency. throughout our nation. 'Increasing fiscal' restraints

and heightened iWareness'of the comprehensive service,need6 of handicapped

)pee
rsons provide a strong impetus for cooperation. TA vivid demonstration

of the federal government's commitment,to linking agencies sem(ing the

handicapped is seen in the existence of this project. Although4he pro-

. ject was funded thrdugh the Office of. Vocational, and Adult Education,

four other agencies contributed to the design of the Request for Proposal

(ftFP) and to the evaluation of contract prop9sals, In addition, the

contract specified that a representative from each of these five agencies
.

-serve as an ex-officio member of the project's advisory.committee. The

five agencies cooperating in designing and advising this project were as

...-foli.ows:,

t

I

aL
.

I. Bureau of Occupational and AdUlt Education, U.S. Office
of Education; , ,

.

°
. .

2e Bureau of Cdueationifor the'Handicapped, U.S. Offfcef

.

_... Education; ft

.,

3. Guidance and Counseling Branch, Office of Elementary and
.

. Secondary Education, Division.of State Educational Assis-
ltance, U.S. Office of Education; ,

,'4. Rehabilitation Services Administration,-U:S, Office of
.

Human Development Services; "and
,

5. :,Vocatignal Education Study: Natiopil Inet,itute Of Educatidn.
1

With the forma,qon'ofthe.U.S..Department'ofEducation, several of

the above'agen*cIes,have beep reorganiied andNa e called by different
_ .

titles. The listlbeloyrefleas the current tus df.the res,peCtive.
agencies under :0e new department: ' *'

..
.

i,

I. Office of Vocational and Adult:kducation ,
!

. .

2.- Office-of Pecial 'Education'and Rehabilitative Services

- Office of Special Education
.

Rehabilitation Serviceg Administration .

.

. Office of Etempntary:and Secondary Education'

- GuidanCe and Counseling Branch

4. Officeof Ed.0%, ucational.Research and Improvement;

- National Institute of,Equc,tfon

3
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The goal of this project is to develop and disseminate information

about linkage actiwities nationwide. A Series of three proOcts has
#.,

been developed outlining federal, state,Lnd local cooperative efforts..
Status Report of Interagency Linkages at the State Level and 4-landbook'on

Developing Effective Linkage Strategies ;are the companion document to,

this manual.

The purpose of this manual is to 'describe various federal agencies

and national orgariizations and to outline their policies and activities

relatedto.inter4ncy agreements. Since this manual is part of a series,

its scope is purposefully'narrow. It illustrates the federal agencies'

leadership initliatives in establishing cooperatift. Iniaddition, the

agreements which can be foUnd in the appendices,.can serve as,moaels for

writing state and ;local interagency agreements. The manual is intended

to be used as a reference, rather than as a comprehensive description of:_

'linkage practices and procedures.

Information for this manual was gained through a site visit durih

.November, 1979, to the five federal agencies identified above. Project

/1' staff members interviewed agency representatives-to obtain'information

9, on the roles and responsibilities of the federal agencies and their

relationships to the states., Subsequent letters and calls tothe project's

liaison personnel in each of these agencies have hl.ped to,update'the

reports in this document. .

13eorganization of the U.S. Office of rdueatioa has resulted in

.changes that were not finalized at this writing. Readers are encouraged

to check with U.S. Department of Education personnelt.for current infor-,

matiop about a particular office or di on. Addresses and telephone

.,numbers for'the agenCiesand organizatis described have been included

to aid the reader. C.

1.1,4
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SECTION II

,s

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION0OF THE FIVE FEDERAL AGENCIES
COOPERATING IN THE LINKAGE PROJECT

. /

A. Office of Vocational and Adult Education

B.-`.Office of Special Education

C. .Rehabi =litation Services Administration

D. Office of Elementary and Secondary Education,
GuidanCe and Counseling Branch

E. _National Institute of Ed4ation

a
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OFFICE OF VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

. The Office of Vocational and Adult Education in the U.S. Department

of Education fs-responsible for the administration of the Vocational

Education Act of 1963 as revised by the Education Am dments of 1976

(P.L. 94-482). 'It also has certain responsibilities relating to the

Comprehensive Employment apd TrYining-Acts; vocational, technical and

occupatidnal training 'in,community and junior colleges; and the Adult

Education Act of 1974.

To carry out thT administrative responsibilities, the Office of

Vocational and 'Adult Education is subdivided into two major offices.

These offices are further subdivided by areas.

I. Office of Educajion and Employment

- Occupational Specialties Staff-
se,

- Office of Special Programs

- Division of State Vocational Programs

p - Division of National and Vocational Programs

2. Office' of Adult Education

of Adult-Lbarning

- Division of Development and Dissemination

Title II of the Education Amendments of 1976 requires that 10% of

the basic state grant funds be spent for needed special services and

programs. These special services and programs are.tocover the excess

costs of program services required_for handicapped students over those

equired in providing vocational*educati6 to regular students. These

unds Ast-belMatched with state or local funds.

The Act requires that the. state provide coordination of vocational

edUVtion with the EmpNyment Service,,with state agencies responiible

fo the education of the handicapped, with CETA, and with other related

'agencies, organizations, and institutions. If appropriate, interstate

ar4rangements can be worked out for projects, sich as teacher traini,ng,4

or for programs in cases where state boundaries are aniofficial barrier

to comprehensive planning fn an employment area which extends into two '
e, 1or more states. 4

40'



Because of limited funds; resources, and qualified.staff, t-most(

economic and efficient Means of helping handicapped people is through'

cooperative efforts of all 'agencies which have'an interest, impact and
.

focus on special needs individuals/ On May 22, 1978, the Bureau of °

Occupational and Adult Education and the Rureau of Education for Ihe
,

Handicapped issued,a position "Appropriate CoMprehensive Voca-

tional Education for All Handicapped Person0. The stated position is

that appropriate comprehensive vocational education will be available'.

and accessible to eyerY handicapped person. The goal of this for'mal

agreement was to link the efforts of-the two Bureausin a unified apprO ch.
,

to serving handicapped people.. The entire text of this position state-

ment can be found.gin Appendix A.

Within the Office of Vocationaland Adult EduCation.there are several

areas 'where linkages are required or can be encouraged. -In the Division

Jof State Vocational Program Operations, each state.is required to proOde

assurance in its Five Year Plan that it will coordinate prdgraM5 with the

):equirments of Public Law 94-142; EduEation of allHandicapped Children

Act of 19751 The Office of Special Education is invited to, review the.,

ddcuments from the states, In addition, each state is required to

include a pergbn on its State Advisory Council who is experienced in the

ffeeds of handicapped people.

The Office of Vocational and Adult Education administers the Voca:

tidnal Education Act-of 1963 as amended by the Vdcati nfl Amendments of

1976. The ivi;lon of Vocational aurTechnical Educa ion awards grants

3 to thestat s upon approval of a state plan, for programs df vocationa l ,zt

education and part-time employment for those who need financial assis-

tance in their vocational preparation.

Programs authorized under the Adult ation'Act of 1974 are admini-
.

-(Cd4ei*sci-onto-f'Adtrit`-filtIOAGic 11.4'e Gra ` ZI- trtavgardedtttx-ttateI'4---t"-'"''''

to aid in eliminating functional illiteracy among adult, thrAugh expanded\

.educational opportunities.

The avition of Research and Demonstration administerS the

tional research program under the Vocational Amendments of 1976. Contracts

are awarded for projects of national significance relating to the -Voca-

tional education of handicapped-persons.

8 .
0
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Al though not many ..fopnal -1 inkages have been made between the Office

of VoCational and Adtil-t Education and` other pfrces,. niuch informai.'cooper
atitn occurs. The five offices previously mentioned wrlich, served as' a
team to provide input, on RFP-79-4.9, "Vocational 'Education Model s for.

Linkiql Agencies Serving the Handicapped," are .ansex4mple.

Many additidna.1 inforimal\ linkages among the Office of .Volcdtional and ..
Adult Education ,staff and otherfederal agencies ex-Nt.. Persons f '

education and training agencies, special interest groups, businesS/aence
. e

inthistrial /*community, gi-oups, 'instituions working with court adjudicated :
,.,,

offenders and advocacy d-p ofest7dnal organizations have informal
contact with the Office o V'if-cational and Aduic Education to help serve
handicapped people.,

c

CONTACt
Office of Vocational and Aduh Education
Division of State Vocational Prolgrams
U.S. Departhent of Education.

aROB 3
7th and .D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202
(202) 24,5-0636-:---
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f1HE'OFFICE OF SpE.CIAL EDUCATION

The Office,-,of Sp'ecial fducation is one unit of the U.S. Department

of Education's Office of Special Education.and.Rehabilitative Services.

. as ore of its primariroles the development and implementation

of educational policy:Wfulfill the maridates of Part B,,Education of

the Handicapped Act (P.1.. 91-230)' as amended by p:L. 93-380 d the ,*'

EducatiOn'of All Handicapped Children Act. of 1,975 (P.t. 94-142). This .

role is carried out in the following ways: --

I. developmerit.af agre&ents wi.th other federal agencies

. in order to provide, comprehensive and timely services
to handicapped persons (see Appendix B, for an example
of such agreements) ; , W.-

2._: farmulatiOn_of regulations to implement the laws, such .

e!
- aS-.P.L. 94-142, which are within its jurisdiction; sX.

.
3:. developmand and execution .of plans to provide personnel ,

training programs such.as the Leadership Training Ins,ti- ,

a ute,.which is described in.Appendix'C;

4. development and execution of methods to fund-timely ,

research, such as the Education of the Handicapped
. Policy Project, described in Appendix DI

2,5: provision of financial and/techdical assistance to .

- states to fulel fill their-obligations-under the.aw; and .

6. monitor-ing-compliance.
.

The organizatibn of OSE reflects the objectives listed above. It is.
. ).

.

divided into theofoiroOlg units

I. Gifted and Talented Education.

2. 'Division of InnoAtioft.and Development

3. Division of PeNonnel Preparation

4. Division of Media Services

- *Captioged Films'and Telecommunications Branch

g °source's ,

, .

5., Division of Assistance to the States
. ,

- State Policy and Administrative Review Branch i

4

- Field Services Branch

- Program Support Branch

-12
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CONTACT:
Office of Special Education and
RehaLrititative Services

U.S. Department of Education
Room ;030 Donohoe
4Q0 Maryland Aveque, S.W.
Washington, D.C. '20202
202) 472-3740
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REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

-

As a result' of the reorganization of education at the federal level,

the Rehabilitation Service, Administration is located in.the Office of .

Special Education and Rehabilitative Services. The Rehabilitation

services Administration (RSA) is responsible for administering the

Rehabilitation'Act of 1973 as amended (P.L. 93-112 and P.L. 93-156) as

well as other related federal legislation. The mission of RSA through

its agencieS across the nation is to provide services to handicapped

*sons to help them become employable. On the federal level, RSA works

to achieve this goaliy developing and approving state plans; monitoring

appropriate uses of federal funds; establishing policies, interpreting

federal regulations; and providinginational leadership in the field of-

' rehabilitation.

Essentially, the state-federairehabilitation program is'financed

with 80% federal and 20% state funds. Wo"rmata based upon neeAs it

relates to the population and per- capita income of the state determines

the amount of.funding given. States can also obtain monies for training

programs and receive grants and contracts to extend an4(imProve services

to handicapped individuals. Serving the severely handicapped is the

first priority of vocational rehabilitAtori.

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 requires states to provide assur-

ances in their state plans that. cooperative agreements are being developed

with other state andsfederal agencies. RSA provideS leadership in

establishing cooperation through disseminating information and guidelines

such as those illustrated-in the memorandum of understanding seen in

Appendix E. The concept of the "first dollar" provision. in the Act

rgquires the vocational rehabilitation agency to make use of, existing

resources-before using its own funds for services. This places a great
e . .

deal of emphasis on the importance of,developing effective cooperative s ,

'agreements.

a'
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CONTACT:
'Office of Special Education and
Rehabilitative Services

Rehabilitation Services Administration
D.S Department of Educ.ation

Room 3024 Switzer Building
3rd and 'D Streets, S.W.

Washington, D.C. 20202
(202) 245-0925
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OFFICE OF ELEMENTARY AND SECOJ4DARY EDUCATION, Q U I DANCE vanto COUNSELING

13R7TRCH I s

.
. The Guidance and Counseling Branch was established July 2, 1977,

''. .

e-
and now is under the Division of State education Assistance in the Officje ,

.,

of Elementary- and Secondary Education. This Branch has a responsibility 11.

for:

1. carrying out the provisions of Title III, Part D,..of '
Public Law 94-482 Irld Title.IV, Part D, of Public Law .
95-561 making gr*nts to states for (a) state leader-
ship- and supervisory services in.guidance, counseling,

,-,..a-nd testing; and (b) omprehensiVe guidance, counseling,
and testing prograths in eleTentary and secondary edu-
cation;

2. providing in.Ormation regarding guidance and counsel ing,

a a3 e'pro-fet'slon, guidance and counseling activities of
the federal government,' and to the extent practicable,
activities of state and local programs of guidance and
counsel ing; and

advising the Secretary oriTsoordiriating guidance and
counseling activities included in all programs which he
or she is authorized toicarry out and, to the extent he
or she deems practicable, hoiv such, activities may be
coordinated with other ,programs of the federal goverriment
and state and :local guidance coun'sel ing programs.

.Funds" were rescinded for fiscal year 1980,-and the fiscal year 1981
.budget made no pr'visibn for prArams. However, an extensive network of

informal linkages is in place among the members of thee Guidance and

Counsel ing Branch and personnel of other office's and divisions in the

Department of Education. .Linkages with such organi-zations as the

National Occdpational Informaticin Coordinating Committe( are maintained

through advisory committee participation.

.

CONTACT: ;
Office of Elementary and Secondary
'Education
Guidance and Counseling Branch
Division of -S,tate Educational Assistance
U.S. -Department of Education
Room 3010, ROB 3
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202
(202r 472-1357

14 16
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NATIONAL INSTITUTE- OF EDUCATION
A, . . ..^-..

A The National insiftute,of Education (NIE) was created by Congress

in 1972 as-the priluary federal agency for educational research and
,

development. The promotion ofequity and the improvement of educational

practices -are the purposes NIE. Helping indiV,iduals realize their

full potential through educat on-regardless of race, sex, age, economic

status, eihnic-prigin,-orhandi apping cOndition is the goal of NIE

research and dissemination activities. To achive its mission, NIE 'has.

organized its work around threebroad p ogram areas:

I. Teaching and Learning; .

PoLicy- and Organizati, n; and

3. Dissemination -and Improvement of Practice.

The majority of NIUs funds go to the support of. long -term research

and development programs. Remaining funds support new activities whichRemaining

contriWte to the NIE goals. Grants competitions are announced in the

Federal Register and requests for,proposals forspecific contracts are

announced in the Commerce Business daily. In addition NIE accepts
1 A
unsolicited propoSals.

Interagency collaboration among decision- makers is-emphasized to

serve the diverse needs of educational practitioners. For example, the

Dissemination and Improvement'of Practice Unit'(DIP) in the NIE Regional

Program Unit, supports the following goals:

I. pieeting immediate needs of local practitioners;

.2. facilitating person-to-person assistance in problem solving;

3. developing local capability for access to Research and
Development resources;

44,
4. fostering incentives for utilizing Research and Development

products folk improving practiced increasing.equity; and

-5. promoting collaborative,retaionsh ps among diverse edu-
cational agencies.

Organizations and groups served by DIP'S Regional Program include:

1. Regional Educational Laboratories and Research and Develop-.
ment Centers;

.1.517
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2., state departments of educatton (indiVtdually and in

,,... consortia); . .

_ ,

...
, . .-

professional education associations;

intermediate service agencies; and
,

,

local education agencies.

S aring research information is emphasized by the NIE. 'Special

Purpos: Grants are awarded to solve specific dissemination problems

su611:,as planning, evaluation, or training. /Suppo'rt is also provided to

the-Sta e Dissemination Program. One,type of support is the State
. ..

,
rs' .

Dissemination Leadership project.which encourages the snaring .of infor-

mailon a ong state-level policy makers, dissemination representatives,:

and NIE s aff. The ReSearch and Development ExChange provides a federal

--, -I-frit-tativ to- encourage-closer- 4nteraction between the worlds of edu:

cational'r search.and school practice. , , ,./'
,,

These nd other program within the DIP Unit provide a broad range

of interage cy linkage oppOrt nities through which.the needs of ban-di- "I'

$

capped indiv:duals -cab be.addressed. However, tne DIP unit is only,one
.

6 of three program areas w 1-61fliffer possi i 1 i s or cooperation. Botha

,',

the Teaching and Learning Program-and.the Educational, Policy and Organi-c,_ '

Nation. Program ,are valuable resources.
* P

,. .

CONTACT:, ..
''CJI

National Institute of Education_
U.S. Department of fducation
1200 Nineteenth.Street; Room 7120
ashington, D.C. '20208

202) 254-6070 . -

6
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DESCRIPTIONS OF SELECTED FEDERAL AGENCIES

A. Introduction '

B. ,Librery'RrogramS

A

6'

C. ,Federal Interagency Committee on Education

D."
.

. .
.

D. women's Educational.Equity Program

E. National' Occupational FriformatiOn Coordinating

Committee
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INTRODUCTION

...
.

Information for this section was gathered during on -stye visits in
, . .

Washington, D.C. The agencies described were suggesAed for inclusion by
---"N,

representatives of the'five federal agencies cooperating in the project.
._

They are. examples of agencies which have the potential "to-form linkage

agreements.

.LIBRARY PROGRAMS

The Office of Libraries and Learning Technologies is directed by the.".

Assistant Secretary for Educational Research and Improvement. Of the

Office's four Branches, two are especially relevant to individuals

interested in linking agencies serving the hIndicapped. These are:

;1. theState and Public Library Services Branch; and

2. the School Media..Resdurces Branch.

The State and Public Library Services Branch administers formula

grants and monitors state and public library plans. Regulations governing

state and public library services define as handicapped those persons

Who are unable to read conventional-books due to physical impairments,

visual' impairments, dyslexia, or other disabilities. State and public

libraries are obligated tb Proyide such services as 'Braille or Talking

Bodks to blind and physically hAdicapped readers.

In additioq, special programs are available at certain state and

public libraries. Signed story hours, b.ibliotherapy for emotionally

disturbed children, training for retarded youngsters. in the use of

reference,materials, and outreach services to persons in various kinds

of treatment settings are exampfes:of such programs. Such states also

haw a special-wave radio reading service. The machine needed to listen

to then broadcast:ts free to blind or physicallY handicapped persons

- .through their state library.

. Although there are 'presently no federal directives regarding linking

state and public library services to those offered by other agencies,
.k

r
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.'
many informal:links are in effect in certain states. In addition, each

state library is required to have an advisory council; representation from

the handicapped community on the, council is mandatory.

0.

CONTACT:
Office of Libraries and Learning
Technologies

'State' 'and Public Libraiy Services

Branch

U,S. Department of .Education ,

ROB 3, RooM 3319
400 Maryland 'Avenue, S.W.
WaShington,-D.C. 20202
(202) 472-5150

The second Branch listed above, School Media' Resources, adminiSters

E.S.E.A. Title IV-B programs which provide sohOol media resource funds:

These funds'are distribted to each state's department of public,instruc-

tion according to'a standard formula. The funds are to be used by local

/

- 4

educational agencies for the acquisitionof school library resources-and

other materials for use by students and teachers in elementary and

secondary schools:* Each local educatiOn agency must demongtrate that

'appropria.n procedures have been used when plAnning allocation of these

funds. \In addition, periodic 'contultations with teacherstlibrariaps,,'

and other pr.Qfessionals withiethe school must be conducted tocobrdinate
.

onal program.the selection of eouipment and materials with the instructional

Thus, some such funds might be,spent on vocationally related readihgt

material for-handicapped students, if the various P'tofessionals in a

school .agreed On the importance ofacquiring sucWmaterials. ///

.1

CONTACT:
Office ofLibraries and Learning
Technologies

School Media Resources, Branch
U.S. Department'of Education
ROB 3, Room 3600
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

(202) 245-248

.20
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FEDERAL -INTERAGENCY OMMITTEE ON EDUCATION

tr.

0

9 o

The Federal Interagency ComMittee on Education (FIC).was establis )ied

by presidential .executive order in 1964 to,facilitate coordination bf edu-
.

cation activities, of federal agencies. It was given a statutbiv authority

in ,the Department, of Education OrganizatiOn Aci in,,1978 (P.L. 96-88,

Section 214. Under the law, FICE'assists the°S'ecretary of-,Education (who

is designated as Chair) in assuring effective coordinatiop.of federal... -

programs, policies, and admirlAratiVe practite4.

The Committee is composed orsenfor pOlicp:Making officials from

federal agencies, commissions, and boards selgcted"by the Presicent.,
.

Agencies represbnted :include the Office of Manag.ement and Budget, Coun'Cil

of Economic Advisers, ehice of Science and Technology Policy, and

Domestic Policy §taff as stipulated by_the,l-a(' Reliresentatives or, more

than 30 'federal departments and agencies were active under the executive

order, and it is,expected that the Pres-Meat, will Opoint a similar array,

under the new authority.'

°

Th6 law prescribes at least two meetings a y6r, althoughFICE has

previoUslymet.m6nt-hly. The purpOsetf these meetings has Veen to exchange

information, resolve'common problems, reinforce mutual policiei, receive

:briefings on major issues, ..review recommendations of Subcommittees; .and
et.

develop a coherent approach' to federal education programs. ,

Subcommittees and., other. worlIng groups are appoinqd as needed by

the FICE Chai r.fo focus on particular, areas of interest a concern. These

provide reports and' recommendations-to the 'committee. A FICE staff,

headed by an EXecutive -Di.rector and attached to the' Office o'f the Deputy

Under Secretary fo'r Inter ency Affairs, proVides administrative and,

other support to the Committee. ,

FICE is charged by,-the'statute.with these responsibil'i'ties:''

1. consistent admiestration,and developMent of' policies and
practices among federal .agencies in the .00nduct of reAated,
pro grams;

2. full and effective communicilion Sqvg .fdde01 agencies
to avoid unnecessary duplication of "activities and .repag .7

.titive collection of data;

4 .
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3. -full 'and effeCtive cooperation with tRe Secnigary on such
studies and analyses as'are necessary to carry out the pure

0 Oses'of t[M Act;

4. coordination of related programs to assure that recipients
of federal,assistance are efficiently and responsively

served-; and
4

A

full and effective involvement and pat'ticipation af students
and parents in federal education programs.

CONTACT:
Federal-Interagency Committee on
Education

U.S. Department Of Education
330 C Street, S.W.,-Room 4044
Washington, D.C. 20201
(202) 245-0425 i*

WOMEK5 EDUCATIONAL EQUITY ACT PROGRAM

. '

4s- 0

Title Ih, Part C; ,of the EducatiOn Amendments of 1978=reauthorized .

''the Women's Educational Equity Act Program (WEEAP). The program provides

financial assistanaeto able educational agenc4s and institutions to

meet the requirements of Ti le I)( pT the EdUcation Amendments of 10e. .

Another goal is to improve w men's equity in education by funding prOjects

-

of general significance to:
re .

1. develop and'evaluate curricula and materials;

develop model Inervice and preservice programs;

3. o research;

a '4. rove guidance and counseling activities;

5: increase opportunities for adult women; and

6. expand and improve programs in vocational, career.,
physical,and administration education.

Activities related to handicapped women initiated by this program

included funding a project to determine the needs of -handidapped girls

and women through a review of the literature and through personal interr,-

views. WEEAP is alsowriting new,regulatianA-WW4Vdentify handicapped

women as a, priority area for-study.

22 23
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Since this is a new program, possibilities for formal linkage

agreements have not been fully studied; however, program personnel.

provide input to other offices. Ideas'for future activities and feed -

back on current projects are gained from many sectors throUgh the

legally-mandated National Adyisory Council on Women'sEducational

Program."r

CONTACT.
Womeh!s E'ducationa'l Equity Act Program

1100 Donoh
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

(202) 245-2181

NATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Over the last fifteen years there has' been a rowing awareness of the
.

need fota'forrival and standardized system for the Collection, analysis, % s'

.

anernelilinatiod.of occupaiionalinformation. However, a,detailed
, ,

explanation of the structure and cOtent of an occupational information

system has been lacking.. To fill this need, COngresss Watnished,the a0e---
--. .

\

National Occupational Information CoorVgating Commlttee (NOICC) and

State OccupationaA Information Cdordina -01 Commftts (SOICCs)3 which
°

are charged with the' responsibility o pr\oviding leadership" in the
1 -

.

implemehtatipn'and,use of ah occupa ionalflnformation system.
i-

The establisliment of the NOICC was man\ ated y Educationb the Educatio

Amendments of 1976, P.L..94-482, Tile II, VCationaEducation,'Section
\

. 161(b)(1). This legislation calls, . NOICC to:

.
.

\

,

I. improve co n between, add comMunAation-among;
occupational data moducers and 2,,ccupational data users;,

2. dtvelop and implement an-occilOaionat information systemN...
,

to meet the common oc.cupabdnal.informaiton needs'af
vocational education programs and employment and train.:

-114L.p.roorams at the national ", state and local leveFs,fu

which system shall include data on occupattorial detharill

and supplyibaseaon_p_niform definitions, standardized

A estimating procedures, and stapdardizd occupational.
classifications;

A ....

_ to

. .
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3. assist State Occupational Information Coordinating Committees
established by each statereceivig assistance under thi
legislation and under the Comprehensive Employment and
\Training Act (CETA) of.1973.

.
\

As a result of the CETA Amendments', NOICC and the SOICCi noel

/ charged with a fourth mandat:
7

. .

.
i
i.

4. to give special attention. to the labor market informa Ion,
needs of youth and to the delivery of career informat on
for career exploration, decision-making ant job -searc
purposes.

R

Bylaw, four. Federal agencies cooperated in the establis ment of

the NOICC:

1. Office of Education, Department of Health, Educatio
and Welfare (HEW);

2, National CenierforEducational Statistics, HEW;

3. Employpent antj Training Administration, Department
of Labdr (pOL);--ad

4. the Bureau of Laboi. Statistics,'DOL.
. '"\

AlthoughlZhe operating.heads of these four agencies are tf e.statbiory

members of NOICC, their respective designees comprise a T
/

chnical

Steering Group. These members have 'authority-Over the'pol'cy,-operating
4

and, funding detilions of the NOICC. in addition, the Re abilitation
.

Services Agency'of HEW pafticipates as a nonivoting reprpsentative on
-

In
the stee ing4,group.

OICC isheaded b9 an .Executive Director Who 'i responsible for

pol cy formulatl6n and overall management of 'programs. Old staff. To

carry out the 'Congressional mandates,' NOICC is divided/into two units,

each headed by a coordinator.''One tsnesponsible for aintaining the

NOICC's relationships with the SOICCs and for s'cliO t aining; the other

coordinator is respOnsible for the design, developmen and implementation

,pf a comprenhensive Occupational Information System.

With respect to the SOICCs, a somewhat analogou4 structUre.exits.

There are four statutory members.of the SOICC:

r. the state board administeting Vocational education;

2. the state Employment Security Agency;

24
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3. the state Employment and TralQing Obuncil (formerly
referred to as the state Manpower Services Cdunci1); ,end.

4. the state agency, administping the vocational reha,
bilitation rogram.

i

Although thee are the nly agencies that m440ie on §OICC fiscal

matters, many state Committees, have invited other agencie(a'nd organi-

zations to participate in an advisory or technical capacity. Each SOICC

has a chairperion as well as a staff which .is headed by a'SOICC Director

or Coordinator.

* ff-
CONTACT:

, National Occupational Information
Coordinating ComMittee'

Suite 714 -

2100 M S,t111#et, N.W.

Washingeon, D.C. 20037

(202) .653-5665

c
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SECTION IV

*

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS AND ADVOCACY GROUPS

Introduction

, B. National AssocjaCon of'State Directors
of Special Education4

A
.

d
C, National Association'of State Directors

of Vocational Educatio,

D. Council of State Administratorsof
Vacational Rehabilitation

E. American Personnel and Gdidance Association

ti

F. American Coalition of Citizens with
Disabilities, Inc.

G. Association for. Children with Learning

Disabilities

H. Asociation for Retarded Citizens

I. Council for Exceptional Children

J. Epilepsy Foundation of America

K. National Association of Vocational Edftation

Special Needs Personnel

L. National Industries for the Blind

M. National"Network for Curriculum
.,Coordination in,Vocational and Technical

Pdticiti.bn

N. National Rehabilitatio'n Association

0% National Rehabilitation Counseling Association

P. President's Committee o,n Employment of the
Handicapped

Q. Regional Resource Centers.a if

R. Resources antaining Additional Listings

/ .
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INTRODUCTION

National professional associations and organizations of citizens ,

concerned about handicapped individuals are numerous. These associations,

through the number of people they represent and through their strong

commitment to'improviIng conditions for handicapped persons, play an

important role in shaping federal, state, and local policies and activi-

ties- Four of.these organi2ations reflect the federal agencies partici-

. pating on the project's advisory committee:

I. ational Association of State, Directors of Special Edu- ,
cation;

2. National Association of State Directors of Vocational '

Education;

3. Council of State Administrators of 1bcational Reha-
bilitation; and 1--

4. American Personnel and Guidance Association.

Other associations mentioned in this chapter are included because of

the broad scope of their concerns in relation to the project's goals.

These are by no means the only relevant organizations, nor is the project

staff implying any evaluation of the organizations not included. With

more than 500 national.associationS involved in efforts to improve handl-
*
capped individuals' opportunities and lifestyles, space would.not'permit

even listing all their names, and addresses. N6

Listed, below are brief descriptions of the'goals and activities of

several associations. Following descriptions of the four associations

most closely "related to the project's advisory committee,'the latter

portion trthis secttoescribes additional organizations with which

tho'se interested in linkageS might want to communicate.
$-

. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE DIRECTORS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION (NASDSE)

The 'National Association of State Lirectors of Special 'Education is

a nonprofit association representing personnel. from state education

agencies who have legal responsibility for the administration and super-
.-

vision of special education programs In publ* -"bls.

4
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NASDSE publisheS the Liaison Bulletin 26 times annually with infor-

.

, Q
mation pertinent to professionals in the field of special education.

This, organization has also developed numerous products, and conferences

`interpreting Section,504 of,the Rehabilitation Act and Public Law 94-142,

the)Education for All Handicapped Children Act. Most prbducts are sold

. as training packages for state directors aN local levq0 personnel -'

interested in federal programs affecting handicapped children. Current

brochures are available on products developed through NASDSE by writind'

5

0

the address below. -

CONTACT:
National Association of. State
Directors of Special Education

1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
'Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 833-4218

%
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE DIRECTORS' OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION (NASDVE)

The National Association of State Directors'of VocationalEducation

is concerned with the administration 9f vocational education and the

Orofessional development of state department staff. The association

meets three times a year to discuss issues invocational education, and

to review position papers developed by members'for publication.

The Association has developed a National Vocational EducatilOro-

fessional Development ConSortiumL. The consortium was established to

41., provide workshops throughout-the country oh topics related to'pro-

fessiOnal_development

: 'CONTACT: '

'National:Associotion of State .

.Directors of Vocational Education

2020 N. 14th Street
Arlington, yirginia 22201

(703)' 522-6121

30 29
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COUNCIL OF STATE ADMINISTRATORS OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION CCSAVR)

This organization serves as a resource for communication and cooper.:

ation among specialists working in the area of vocational rehabilitation

of disabled youth 4nladults. It it composed of the chief administrators

of the public rehabilitation agencies for handicapped persons in the

U.S; and territories. _/The Council Maintains communication with similar

orgSnizations in health, education,.:welfare, and manpowerfields,'as -r

they are related to vocational .rehabilitation.

CONTACT:
Countil of State Administrators

. of Vocational Rehabilitation
1522 K Street, N.W., Suite 620 °
Washington, D.0 20005'
(202) 638-4634

ti

AMERICAN PERSONNEAND GUIDANCE ASSOCIATIONS (APGA)

4

The American Personnel and Guidance Association has neey 40,000

members and is widely regarded as the major professional organization*for

counselors: It is a scientific and educational association dedicated to

the advancement of the discipline,of guidance and personnel work by

promoting the exchange of prOfessiorfal experience through national,
,

regional, state and local meetings. "APGA serves as the umbrella.organi-

zation for thirteen associations which represent specialized )rsonnel

ong thedivisioms of APGA are the National.11

Vocational 'Guidance Association, the American School Counselors Associr

,at-iX the American_Rehabilitation_dbunseling Association, andithe

Natiorial_Employment Counselors Association:

a
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CONTACT:
American Personnel & Guidance

AssoGoiation

. 2 Skyline Place, Suite 400.
5203 Leesburg Pike
Fails Church, Virginia 2204
(703).820-4700

AMERICAN COALITION OF CITIZENS WITH DISABILITIES, INC. (ACCD)

0

A nationwide umbrella association of 90 organizations of and for

disabled individuals, ACCD works for full realization of the human and

Civil rights of people who have physical, mental and emotional dis-

abilities: One of ACCD's federally-funded projects was awarded by the

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped to analyze special and voc a-

tional education data availlible in five states. Its.purpose is to pro-

vide a data base for decision-making and program planning and to Ovelop

a process for collecting information for site reviews.

CONTACT:
American Coalition of Citizens with

Disabilities, Inc.
. 1200 15th Street, N.W., Suite 201

Washington; D.C. 20005

(202) 785-4265

ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDREN WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES (ACLD)

The Association for Children. with'Learning Disabilities is a national

organization of parents and professionals concerned with the problems of
g

learning disabled.people of all ages. ACLD is very active in the collection,i

'developMent, publication and disseminatidh.of-MatertaTS---m-learning dim
A

abilities. ACLD has a vocational committee to study and promote the

vocational needs of learning disabled individuals and to select national

conference programs in the vocational area. Recent national ACLD con-

ferentesave included many programs relating-to the vocational education



lea?ning dis4ted students. ACLD at the ational and state levelsof
has established many informal linkages ith hose providing spices to

learning disabled youth.

,CONTACT:
Associat on for Children wit,
.Lea in "Disabilities,
4156 rary Road
,Pittsburg , Pennsylvania 152

(\ (412) 341-1515

ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS (ARC)
o

.

I

This association, along with its state and 1061 ffilietes, provides

'a variety of direct services to the developmentally disabled. The also r

sponsor training sessions for professionals and provide nformation and
< educational materials.

One project directed through ARC is the ARC-N On-the- ob Training

Project. The project encourages-business and government employers to

provide job opportunities for work-ready mentally retarded i dividuals.

The protect reimburses employers f r, training these individua during

approximately the first two months of employment when job adju4ment is

especially critical. An abstract f the project is located in Appendix F.

CONTACT:

Association for Retarded Citizens
2709 Avenue E East, Box.6109
Arlington, Texas 76011
(817) 261-4961

COUNCIL fr EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN (CEC)

Establis

t

ed in 1922 to advance the education,of exceptionalchildren

and youth, CE serves both handicapped and gifted groups. Lt has local

dnd state chapters, as well as a national office. CEC collects and
,- . .

publishes education materials and provides information regarding state

33
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and national legislative.issues. This orRanilation also conduCts research

and training on education of,disahled children and youth, promotes communi-
.

1 4

cation between
specialists serving these students, and works for improved

educational legislation and services.

CEC has several divistons-forirersons interested in particUlar

aspects of special education. In,1976, the Division on Career Development

was.eartablisfied by the parent body. The purpose of this division is to

provide an organization for rsp"Fesentatives from all disciplines who are
, . .

involved in career development of exceptional children, youth, ajid adults.
. -

.To meet its goal, the Divisio6 on Career Development encourages and

promotes professional growth, research, legislationt infor'mation, dissemi-

nation, and technical assistance. This division also encourages inter-
4

action among thetwelve CEC divisions and other organizations involved

in the 'career developmerit of exceptional individuals.

t.

r

CONTACT:
Council for Exceptional Children
1920Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091

(703) 620-3660

EPILEPSY FOUNDATION OF AMERICA

- t
The Epilepsy Foundation prc(vides information on such issues as

medication, legal rights, and employment. It publishes materials for

persons who have epilepsy, for- their families. and for professionals.

This group, Witt) its state and focal affiliates, also offers resources

for persons with epilepsy through direct services such asAself-help

groups, training programs for. professionals, and low-cost medications.

Ih 1976, the Epilepsy, Foundation of America was awarded a contract
A44,

by'the'pePartment of Labor to establish Tra'ning and Placement Service

(TAPS) projects in several cities, utili isng a 'varietY of funding

sources. The mission of TAPS is to increase the employment rate of

persons wid epilepsy by providing support services and on-the-job training.

34, v3
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CONTACT:
Epilepsy Foundation of America
1828 L Street, km.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 293:.2930

a

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION'OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SPECIAL NEEDS PERSONNEL (NAVESNP).

,..

Affiliated with the American Vocational Associa ion in its "New and

Related Services" division, NAVESNP was organized'in 1974-with the

following objectives:

1. to serve as a unifying association for all personnel
interested in or responsible for the development or
operation of'programs for learners with'special voca-
tiOnal education needs

2. to unite related state and regional units or organi-
zations of special vocational - education needs per-
sonnel 'into a national.professionareirganization

3. to promote and maintain active leadership in Voce-
tianal, career and occupational education

4. to provide services to members of the association.

A

CONTACT:
American Vocational Association
2d20 N. 14th Street
Arlington, Virginia 22201

(703) 522-6121

NATIONAL INDUSTRIES FOR .THE BLIND.(NIB)

""

The Wagner-O!Day Act was enacted tiy Congress.lh 1938 and amended in

1971 as the Jaxlts..Wagner- O'Clay Act. It directs agencies of the United

States Government to purchase, under certain conditions, products and

services from workshops for the blind. The Committee for Purchase from.

'' the Blind and Other Sdverely Handicapped was established to-implement.

the provisions of the Act.
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.

National Industries for the Blind is a nonprdfit corporation which

provides a- wide range Of services to the xisuallY 'impaired., It was

designated by the Committee to allocate purchase orders from the government

among qualified workshops for the blihd. NIB is also charged with fl

monitoring the associated workshops fo .the blind to assure compliance" f
with the Javits-Wagner-O'Day Act and contract specifications.

It is the intents and goad' of NIB that every blind- person capable of

working at any 'revel oflemploymOft will'bedprovided-a job-opportuniiy.

These job opportunities may.be in onevf several programs: 0'

1. work .acttvities centers

2. special workshops

3. .competitive industry or .

4. Industres for the Blind..

To accomplish th goal of employment fot' all blind personswanting.fo
)

work, 'NIB recognizes evaluation and rehabilitation as,khe key` to the'

effective voettitniT placement. NIB offers extensive rehabilitation,

.
:services to the associated woh.s.4o.K. It also assists them in modifying

the working environment to yield maximum productivity and satisfaction --
ti

for blind'wor.kers.

-

CONTACT:
National industries for the Blind
320 Fulton Avenue.
Hempstead: NevrYork 11550

(516) 485-0230
Y

NATIONAL NETWORK FOR CURRICULUM COORDINATION IN VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL

EDUCATION (NNCCVTE)

'

r

Six geographically-al-ranged centers make up the National Network

fot Curriculum liOrdination'ih Vocational and'Technical Education. In

order'to reduce duplication of effort, NNCCVTE vas established by the.

U.S. Office of Education in 1972 to provide a system through which voca-

tional and technical eduCation curricula,could be shared.

36
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The Network'Centers function autonomously wi 'in their individual

regions; however, six Center Directprs meetregula ly-to coordinate the

efforts of the Centers. Among NNCCVTE'objectiyes are to:

"-->

1. conduct coordination, di4eminaption., d diffusion
activities to improve the acceppllce f new curricula
and to assess their impaat ,

2. share information regarding materldls

3. sharecinformation and plans regarding durricului
development, i

4. identify curriculum needs

5. provide curriculum services to encourage adaptation,
4rdemonstration and adoption of effective curricula.

and ,curriculum development practices

6:-4Pfan for cooperation in.the development, testing,
disserOnation, evaluat1or ihd reproduction of
curriculum materials amohq and between the, states

7. develop and maintain, interrostate liaison activities
- t4 stimulate cooperative relationships among the

States. .

. .

4,"

CONTACT:
Northeast Coordination

Center
Bureau of Occupational andCareer
Research Development
Division of Vocatibnal Education
22. West_ State Street

.Trenton, New Jersey p8625
(609) 292-6562

Southeast Cuf'riculum Coordination

Center
Mississippi Stateiniversity
.Research_and___Curriculum_Unit

Drawer nX
Mississippi State, Mississippi 39762
(601) 325-2510

East Central Network for Curriculum=

Coordination/Illinois Vbcational
CurriCulum-Center

Sangamon Statelkiversity
Springfield, Illinois 62708
(217) 786-6375

37.3G
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Sor
Midwest Curriculum Coordination
Center

Curriculum and Instruction
Material s Center

Oklahoma State Department of
Vocational and Technical

'Education
1515 West 6th Avenue
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074

(405) 377,22000 ext. 252

Northwestern Curricylum ,Coordi-

nation Center
Washington State Coordinating
Council for .Occupational Edu-

4.00. cation . .\
a

LS-10 Airdustrial Park/apildicg 17 .

Olympia, Washington 98504

(206) 753-0879

Western Curric ulum Coordinatio'h

Center
University of Hawaii
College of Education
,Wi st Hal 1 216 .

1776 University Avenue
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
1(808) 948-7834

NATIONAL REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION (NRA)

The National °Rehabil itatiori Association is an organization of pro-
fe'§slo-na1 and lay persons dedicated to the rehabilitation of all physically
and mentally.handicapped persons. The Association strives tdincrease

opportunities .for handicapped perskis to b@come self - sufficient, sel f-

supporting and coRtribUtipig members of the community. One of NRA's goals

is to show that rehabilitation results in social and economic gains to

'the nation, as well as to the handicapped individual.

.To achieve its 'objectives, the Association:
.

.
1. r e pf'dt ents its members before governing bodies concerned

with rehabilitation legiilation .

2. encothges teamwork 4ht a basic system of rehabilitation
through the maximum use of the knowledge and skills of
all professions



3._ provides through publications and conferences on the
atfonal; regional, and, local leel, a forum for
diScussion of all problems related to handicapped
oindiViduals

4. fosters research to advance know] dge and skills
necessary to improve rehabilitati n services to
disabled persons, and

:5. promotes and stimulates professio 1 training oppor7
tunities for all personnel engaged in work with handi-
capped persons.

ea>

CONTACT:

National Rehabilitation ssociation
154K.Street, N.W., Sui e 1120
Washihgton, D.C. 20005
.(202) 659-2430 -

NATIONAL REHABILITATION COUNSELING ASSOCIATION (NRCA)

The National Rehabilitation Counseling Association is a professional

d6ision of the National Rehabilitation Association. It is dedidated to

improving practices in rehbilitation.counseling and the-quality of
;

'rehabilitation services p rovided to disabled people. Its goals. are

1. identify the needs of disabled people and the reha- ,

bilitation counseling knowledge and skills necessary
to respond to these needs

2. discover and develop means whereby t hese needs.are adew.t
quately met and to act as an advocate for the needs of
disabled people in our society

3. share the results.of these developments and discoveeies
. ,, dnattandl.

conferences artd its liaison with other interested pro-
fessional associations and agencies

4. promote research.to,test and:develop rehabilitation
.counseling practices

5. promote improvement of graduate and.inservice training
for rehabilitatiop counseling practitioners

6. itentify, develop and establish standards for reha -.
bilitation counsel-ing-practices, and

7. encourage professional and personal growth of reha -.

,bilitition counselors.

I,.
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NRCA distributes information on a variety of topics related ta\the

educatipn and employment of handicapped persons. Materials coveing\such

issue& as formal education of handicapped ivretViduals; psychosocial issues

and health services are available.. Employment data i cludes vocationa

rehabilitation and trainit rights, hiring regulation and special

needs of the handicapped employee. This organization 'lso maintains up=

to-date information on salaries, agency requirements andperonnel

practices for its members.

CONTACT:
National Rehabilitation Counseling
Association

Cary Building - Suite B-110
8136 Old Keene Mill Road
Springfield, Virginia 22152

(703) 451-7981

THE PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT THETHE HANDICAPPED-

The Prjegidenes Committee on Employment of the Handicapped consists
A

of approximately 600 organizations and individuals. The member &hip of the

Committee is drawn from business, labor, professional, rehabilitation,

mass media, medical, veterans consumers and other group,. Cabinet

officers and'heads f ederal agencies administer or programs

serving those wh handicapped are also members: The Co 'ttee has a

voluntary irman, four Vice-Chairman and a staff of approximately 40

perso in Washington, D.C.

The_PresidPnf's Committee is responsible for creating a climate of

ti

acceptance in America so that -handicapped people gain their :full share

of educational and employment opportunities. It works to bring together

all interested groups and organizations, private as well as government,

to cooperate n enhancing the lives of handicapped people.

0
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CONTACT:
4:

$
4 President's Committee an, Emplo t

of ,the Ha'nd'icapped

, 1111 20th Street,

e

-Sixth Floor
Washington, D.C. 20 q

(202) 653-50I 44 -

N...a

REGION4.RESOURCE CENTE (RRC)

The Office of S cial Education of the U.S. Department of Edu-

.
cation-funds the Reg ona.i'Oesource Center program. The twelve RRCs Were

established to operate on4 regional basis. The designated regions

cover all 50 states; the'District of Columbia, the U.S. territories,

and the schools of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The RRCs'provide assistance to the state education agencies (SEA),

and through them to local education agencies (LEAs). The purpose of .

the Rilq: *gram is to help 'SEAs and LEAs identify and eliminate the

remaining obstacles hinderigithe delivery of the educational .services.

intended in P.L. 94-142, thellducation for All 'Handicapped Children' Act.
..

These Centers offer assistance through training, consultation and other

service delivery models. RAs also identify, demonstrate and disseminate

quality programs and practices'. Six program areas were dray from

P.L. 94-142 and identified as the'Regional Resource Center's major area

of cancentration. They are:

I. child identification and educational evaulation

2. individual educational prograMs (IEPs)
,

3. pliCement in tbIsleast restrictive environment

4. procedural safeguards for handicapped children

J

5. educational programs and services for special
populations, and'

6. responsibilities for,and coordination of compre-,
.hensiye services. for handicapped children.

For further information, contact one of the Regional ResoUrce

Centers listed below. ,

r
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CONTACT:

. s Region I ...

New England.Regional Resource Center
.

,
s

, Trinity College
Colchester Avenue

/2

Burlington, Vermont 05401

(802) 658-5036

States Served
Maine
Vermont
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Connecti cu$

Rhode Island

Special Sphere of Expertise:
Interagency Rural

Region 11
Ngw York Regional Resource Center
,400 Huntington Hall
Syracuse UnivetIsity
150 Marshall Street
Syracuse, New York 13210
(315) 423,.1880 thru 1883

States Served
New York
New Jersey
Puerto Rico

Pk Virgin Islands

-Smscial Sphereof Expertise:
Special Populations (SP) Urban

Region III . ...

Mid-Atlantic Regional Resource Center
George Wasivingfon'Univqrsity
1901' ennsylvania.Avenue, N.W. #505
Wshington, D.C. 20006

(202) 676-7200

. FTS: 254 -3700

States Served .

Pennsylvania
,Maryland

.Delaware
-Virginia
West Virginia
District of Columbia

Special Sphere of Expertise:
Interagency Urbaw -

420 41s
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Region IV
Mid-South Regional Resource Center
University of Kentucky
Resear?ch Foundation

PorterlBuilding, Room 131
Lexington, Kentucky 40506

(606) 258-4921
FTS: 31 -2781

States Serv-ed

Kentucky
Tennessee
North Carolina

South Carolina

Special Sphere of Expertise:
Procedural Safeguards (PS) Urban

Region V
Florida Regional Resource Center
Florida Atlantic University
1236 North University Drive
Plantation,Florida 33322

(305) 473-6106 or 6166

States Served
Georgia
Alabama
Florida

Mississip0

Special Sphere of Expertise:
Least Restrictive Environmen RE)

Urban

Region VI
Ohio State Unive4ity Regional
Resource Center

Ohio State University
345 ARPS Hall ,

1945 North High Street,

Columbus,-Ohio 43210
, 0 -(614) 267-6396

4

States, Served
Illinois

Indiana,

Ohio

Special Sphere of Expertise:
Child Identification and Evaluation

(Assessment)
,

o
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Region VII
Minnesota Regional. Resource Center

BurtOn r11
University of Minnesota

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55105 0

(612) 376-3533

States Served
Wisconsin;

Minnesota'
Michigan

Speqial Sphere of Expertise: 9

Procedural Safegadrds (PS) Rural

Region VIII .

Louisiana Regional Resource Center
P.O. Box 44064
Capital Station
626 North Fourth Street
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804

(504) 342-3631

'States Served
New Mexico
Texas

Oklahoma
Arkansas

Special Sphere of Expertis'e:
Individual Education Program

OEN Urban

.Region IX
Mid West Regional Resouroe Center
Drake,University
1332 - 20th Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50322

(515)'271-39a6
FTS: 862-4737

States Served
Kansas
Missouri
Iowa

.,
..,

Nebraska 4.
,Nebraska

AP' ' .1g;

Special Sphere of Expertise: .' ':". '1

Lndividial Education"Pro'grame

(IEP) "Rural

II
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Region X
Utah Regional ReSource Center
Utah State University
Exception ilfi Center

Logan, h

(801), 750-1995

States Served
Colora,do

Utah

°Wyoming'
Montana
South Dakota'
North Dakoto
Bureau of.Indian Affairs (BIA)

Special,Sphere of Expertise:
Special'Populattons (4P) Rural

Region XI
California Region Resource Center
3325 Wilshire BoUlevaret, Suite 1345
Los Angeles, California ,90010
(213) 381-5231
FTS: 798=4068 or 4069 .

`b1tates Served-
Arizona
Nevada
California

4k, Hawaii'

I

Special Sphere ofExpertise:
Child Identification 'and Evaluation
(Assessment) Urban .

Region XII I.

Northwest.Regi.anal Resource.Center
0, Cliniea.k.Service.Building

Third'Flopr
.1590 WilliametteStreet
University of Oregon
Eugan,e, Oregon 97401

-k(603)-688-5641
(603) 687-6.544'
FTS: 425-6544

A t 4

States erved-

Oregon
Idaho

'Washington' f

-ATas4
-U.S. Trust Territories

America SaMoa

Special Sphere oPExpertise:.
Least Restrictive. Environment .ELRE)
Rural'

-
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RESOURCES CONTAINING ADDITIONAL LISTINGS

The fofloWing resources have been selected to illustrate the kinds

of compila'tions of organizations related to the handicapped population

which are cdrrently available.
.

1. ,Bowe, Frank. Handicapping America: Barriers to Disabled

People: New York: Harper and Row, 1978.

Appendix A, "Organizations of-and for Disabled People," and

Appendix B, "Government Programs for Disabled Pe ple," give eleVen

pages of names, addresses, and brief descriptions of organizations

and ageNcies of interest to those working with handicapped persons..

2. Clearinghouse on the Handicapped,'Office for Handic pped,
Individuals, Office of Human Development, U.S.
Department of Hea9th,- Education, and Welfare.
Directory of National Information Sources on
Handicapping Conditions and Related Services.
Washington, D.C.: U.S.. Government Printing.

\ I

Office, 1976.
I

This directory contains nearly 350 pages of abstracts

describing national organizations and federal information sources,

as well as an index listing' the programs related to specific

topics (e.g.: "Mental Retardation" or "Recreation"). Each abstract

include "Handicapping Conditions Served," "Scope of Activities,"

and "Services ". Information on user eligibility, age, fees, and

special notes are addgd where necessary.

3. Cqmmittee for the Handicapped/People to People Program. Directory

of_OrganizationS Interested in the Handicapped. SOite 610,

' La Salle Building, Connecticut Avenue and.Littreet,

Washington, D.C. 20036; 1979. - , .

0ne hundred and seven organizations-are described, with infor-

mati,on given on "Officers," "Organization.and Purpose," "Principle

Programs;'; and "Publications," for each. The,1980181 version of

thq dtrectory is currently available.

t
4. Kapisovsky, Peggy M.1. yorkman, Jean, a nd Foster, dune C.

A Training and.A.Csbdi?0 Directory for Teachers Serving

Handicapped Studats'4. 1(-12. (1977) Copies can be ordered

AP
from Mr. JaiMes*Bennett, Dli'eCtor of Technical Assistance
Unit,, Office of Program Review and Assistance, 'Office for

Civil Rights, 330 IndepdndOice AvenUe, S.W., Washingtc*r

D.C. 20201. .

46
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This manual is divided into three parts. The `First identifies

national resources which provide information, literature on handi-
.

capping conditions, equipment, and/or inser.vice education. Part II
. .

is a'state-by-state listing of inservice training programs for

teachers, state agencies, servite and consumer organizations, and

directories of 'SI-vides. 'A.bibllo.graphy:of texts and mierials

for inservice workshops is presented in Part III.

5. Rabilitation Services Administration. Ready Reference Guide
Resources for Disabled People; A flandbook for Service

1.
Practitioners and Disabled People. Washington,
U.S. Government Printing Office.

This guide was created' primarily for vocational rehabilitation

counselors; however; it fan also be-aresource for disabled persons

and others. This 'publication is meant as 4 handbook for everyday use

to stimulate the pursuit of more information.

0
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Comprehensive Vocational Education for

All Handicapped frersons----ACTION

MEMORANDUM
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MEMORANDUM
Department of Health, EduCation and

Welfare, Office of Education

r--
TO: U.S. Commissigner of Education
THRU1 EDC /P

FROM: Charles H. Buzzell
Actirig Deputy Commissioner
Bureau,of Occupational and Adult Education.

Edwin W. Martin
Deputy Commissioner for Education
of the Handicapped

SUBJECT:USOE POsition Statement on Appropriate Comprehensive Vocational
Education for all Handicapped Personsr---ACTION MEMORANDUM

. ISSUE

Proposed USOE position paper as a basis for joint planning for
Appropriate Comprehensive Vocational Education for the Handicapped.

'DISCUSSION
.

The attached statement orposition (Tab A).has been prepared by the
Inter-Agency Coordination Task Force for the purpose of increasing
the availAility and accessibility of appropriatp comprehensive ' ,

vocational educktion for all handicapped persons.

The statement was developed as a result of consultation with State
Directorstof0Vocational Educatjon and Special Education, local
program managers, teacher educators representing both Special
Education and Vocational Education\tdvocates' for the handicapped,
handicappedpersons,' andmeMbers of he staffs of the Bureau of
Occupational and Adult Education, and the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped. It reflects the requirementS of the Education
Amendments of 1976 arorthe Education for All Handicapped Children'Act.

The position statement will serve as the'basis for the development
of a joint administratOe plan,to coordinate activities of the Bureau
of EduCation of the'Handicapped and the Bureau of Occupational and
AdultEdutation in such areas as persopnel training, program de-
velopment and demonstration, dissemination of information, leadership \.

training, and technical assistance as they relate to appropriate'
coMprehensive votational education of the handicapped.

ma.4" kECOMMENDATION

ide recommend your approval of Ihe Statement of Position Cf the U.S.
Office of Education on Apgropriate Comprehensive Vocational Education
for all handicapped person's. -

, . \
DECISION .

Appnov

Tab A:
Tab B:

ar

ed Disapproved

Pro ose Position Statement
Implementation Plan

51
4f*

4 48

Date. 6110/76
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This statement of p sition :vas jointki

developed bylthe Bureau of Occupational

and Adult Education an d.the. Bureau of

Education for the Handicapped. It has

4received the approval' of the Commissioner

of Education and represents- the official
.

policy, Of the U.S.'Officeof Education.
t
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%it is the position of the U.S. `Office of Education that AN APPROPRIATE

COMPREHENSIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION WILL BE AVAILABLE AND ACCESSIBLE

TO VERY HANDICAPPED PERS:;.

Background .

.

Vocational education is an integral part of the American education system.

Thr gh

\\
out the years it has prepared individuals to 4ork in the labor force,

which is crucial to the maintenance of society. In the past five years

there 'gas been a renewed national interest in expanding and improving \

vocational education opportunities. for handicapped persons. As a result

of current Federal and State legislaiiod, litigation, an the efforts .of

various advocacy groups, there is urgent Reed to provide an appropriate
voOtional education for hdmdicapped persons. The Education for'All
HanTicapped Children Act-of 1975, the Educatiod Aniendments of 1976, and
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, allconsistently emphasize
this need and give particular prominence to assisting handicapped persons

--- to participate in regular-vocational educatiOn.
. ,

It islestimated that approximately nine percent (9Y0) of..the compulsory
school aged population is'enrolled in special education programs ar the
handicapped. The concentration.of these.enrollments is between the ages of

. 6 and 16 with a sharp decline 'front ages 17 through 21.. "t should 69ft be
interpreted that there is a decline in the need of serv'fces for.,W 17
through 21 population: but rather that there is a deficiency in the number
9f appropriately designed programs to meet the needs of these handicapped
persons. . 4,

). 7
There are practical reasons supporting the concept of appropriate comprehensive
vocational education for handicapped persons. According to the 1970 census
d'aia, on1y,42 percent of the handicapped are erkloyed, compared with 59 percent
of the total'populationt..The fact that a substantial umber of handicapped

students leave the eductional system without basic and\occupatiopal skills
may contribute to the problem of unemployed handicapped adults. Recent

national research studies and program audits of the General Accounting . ,

,
. . Office have identified as- a major problem he limited access that handicapped

youth and adults have to qualified appropriate comprehensive vocational
, education programs.

,
Handicapped individuals havenot had adequate access to the education system
and have received less than a 'proportionate share of tlie vocational education

provided in the public edugation sector. _ -. .

se
-The challengertfor the futu're is for all segments Of the USOE to work
cooperatii/elY to overcome the attitudinal, programmatic,,anA physical
barriers that exist,.and to develop a new level ofawareness regarding "the'
critical need to facilitate handicapped persons' participation ill the total

. education system..

Jr%



Assumptions c
The position that AN APPROPRIATE COMPREHENSIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION WILL

BE AVAILABLE AND ACCESSIBLE TO EVERY HANDICAPPED PERSON has been developed

to reflect-the goals of the U.S. Office of Education of providing access-,

excellence and equity, in tie Nation's educational enterprise.

8
The fallowing assumptions form the, basis of the Office of Education's
positiOn:

----

1. The provision of appropriate comprehensive vocational
education for the handicapped is Aependent upon all

4t4,-
segments of the education system. Elementary, secondary,
and adult education must provide the programs, and
services necessary for students to develop basic skills
and make career choices. Vocational education must provide
the education and training to develop occupational
competencies.

ft 4

2. Appropriate comprehensive vocational education for the
handicapped must include"cooperative relationships
betWeen eeducational sector- and the employment sector.
to facili te the transition from school to work.

3. Appropriate comprehensive vocalional education for
handicapped persons will provi, e sequential educational
instruction and training appropriate to the needs and
progress of each handicapped individual.

4. Appropriate comprehensive vocational education will reduce
the,number of handicapped persons who are unemployed by pro-
yiding the education needed for effective participation in
the labor force. This also will assist employers to meet
their affirmative action goals for Employmentof the Handicapped.

5. Appropriate comprehensive vocational education will, to the
m ximum extent possible, iden nd eliminate factors such
s attitudinal and environme tal ba iers, which determine

to,a large degree the impact specific handicaps have 0
on*dividuals.

5552
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ACTIVITIESvT0 IMPLEMENT U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION POSITION
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Implementation of the Office of Education Position !

.f

To implement the stated position-that AJl APPROPRIATE COMPREHENSIVE '.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION WILL BE AVAILABLE AND ACCESSIOLE TO EVERY° .

.

t
HANDICAPPED PERSON, the Office of Education will:

1. Assess'and evaluate progress of the education community
toward achievement of the goal of appropriate comprehensive
vocational education for all handicapped persons:

. 2. _Develop_the primary interagency and intra-departmental
agreements needed in the appropriate comprehensive
vocational education effort at the national level and
encourage development of-similar agreements- at State
and local level

3. ProVide for the effective participation of Members ofthe
handicapped population in the policy formulation,-planning,
,implementation, and evaluation of appropriate comprehensive
vocational education at national, State, and local levels. ,

4. Demonstrate national leadership in the recruitment,. hiring,
and prdmotion of handicapped persons within the'U,S. Office'
of Education as a model for replication by national, State
and local public agencies.

5. Reflect the priority of improving appropriate-compnel
vocational education fdr 'handicapped persons in USOE resea
and develOpment,activities.

6

6. Assume leaderAjp for insuring that the civil rights Of the
handicapped are fully protected in all appropriate coniprehen ive
vocational education activities. 4.

¢0
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Education, Vocational Rehabilitation,

and4Vocational Education Programs,to,

Maximize Services to Nan1icapped

Individuals
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MEMORAN-DUM DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
,OFFICE OF THE.SECRETARY °

TO : Chief State School Officers
State Directors of Vocational Rehabilitation
State Directors of Vocational Education .

FROM : Commissioner of Education.
Commissioner of Rehabilitation Services

DATE:

1

SUBJECT: Development of*Formal Cooperative Agreements Between Special
Education, Vocational Rehabilitation, and Vocational Education
Programs to Maximize Services to Handicapped Individuals

This memorandum announces a joint national itiative to expand
and improve the service delivery system to h dicapped individuals
among the Rehabilitation Services Administrat n, U.S. Office of
Education (Bureau of Education for the Handicap ed and Bureau of ir

Occupational and Adult Education), the National Association of
State Directors of Special Education, National Association of State
Directors of Vocational and Technical Education, and the Council*
of State Administrators of VocationM Rehabilitation. It is a basic
tenet of the State and Federal participants that the development of
new interagency agreements among State DepartMents of Special
Education, State Departments of Vocational Education, and State
Rehabilitation agencies is critical to the achievement of the goal.
It is the expectation of all of the participants that States will
develop new agreemerAs during Fiscal Year 1979.

As further evidence of this joint:priority, the Federal agencies
herein named have

Identified staff to assist in the development of these
agreements and serve as principal Federal Contacts
matters of interpretation and clarification of these
initial guidelines;

Established a task force to develop further guidelines
for collaborative planning and service delivery; and

COmmittedstaff and resources, to initiate a national
training Workshop for special educators, vocational
educatorisrand rehabilitation administrators scheduled
for -February 1-2, 1979.

*i
. . .

This memorandum further supplements a joint communication of October 14
17, 1977 from the Commissioners of Education and Rehabilitation
Services, and provides additional clarifying guidance.on'the'

61
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cooperative use of programs to serve handicapped individuals. Also,

it addresses 'a number sof issues and recommendations emanating from

a:Joint CSAVR-NASDSE Task Force. Further efforts are under way to

respond'more fully to all Tf'the concerns raised by thait TaskForce.

To briefly recapitulate relevant -information from the joint

,communication of October 17; the Commissioners identified the purposes

of- the :communication to be: .
0 .

' 'To assure that handicapped persons eligible for services

.under 4the Education for All Handicapped Children. Act of

1975 (P.L.' 94-142),'the Vocational Education Amendments
(P.L. 94-482) and the, Rehabilitation At of `1973 (R.L.

93-112) receive -all appropriate services for wh;ichthey

. are eligible.

Vau

.4

4 a

To assure that all agencies administering these laws

understand that eligibility under one lawshould not,
in and of itself, result in a.denial of complementary
.services under another of, the laws.

To assure that the Federal agencies involved are-fully

,
committed t& helping State and local agencies to engage,

in... i coordinated service delivery for handicapped persons.

. . ) i

. Further, Without restricting the eligibi'lit§'of any ,

Jiandicapped person, it is the intent of the Commissioners
to encourage-their constituent State and'1401 agencies .'?'

to give priority to identifying severely handicapped '1, °,

-Wsoris recuiring services and to assuring the prompt
and effective delivery o:* services to all thoAc who .i

,.quality for them.

0. . .

. The Orinclpal legislative references are:

Part B of the_Education
.

for the Handicapped Act(EHA)

as amended by Public Law 94-142 requires that States
-receivinggrant dssistance under the'Act assure a free

-
appropriate pliblic educationis defined as "special

.education and related services:"-

The Rehabilitation ACt (P.L. 93-112) aUthorizei vocational

rehabilitation agencies to provide services to handicapped
individuals in order that these individuals may "prepare

.._ for 40 engage in gainful employment."
4

Under P.L. 94-482, vocational education provides the
occupational training and support services needed to

enable handicapped persons to .prep re for employment.

. Eligible persons are those who' are'iniigh school,.those
who have completed or left high'schOol and are available

for" full time study, and those in the lafior market who

. need upgrading or retraining. Support services,do not

include medical, dental, lodging 'or food. ,

NM.
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Part B. EHA, gives the State the responsibility to .assure
the'priovision of a Free Appropriate*Public Education.
The Statute is not intended to relieve 4n insurer or
similar their party from.fh otherwise valid obligation
to provide or to pay for services phlvided to a'handicapped

.child. , .

P.L. 93-112 contains a longstanding "similar benefit" or
'first dollar'!' provision,which requires the vocational
rehabilitation agency'to make full use of'existing
resources, before expenditure of VR funds to pay for ,

certain services. Consequently, without clear -cut
guidance, there can easily be some misunderstanding in-
the case of handicapped individuals whoard'eliOble
under more than-one program. Therefore, there is an
obligdtion-to develop cooperative working arrangements.

P.L. 94 -482 requires State Education agencies, under the
State Board for Vocational Education to expend 10% of
the "Basic grant" allocations to pay 50% of the costs
of providing'the special services needed by handicapped
students to,succeed in regular vocational education,
programs. Students with disabilities who can succeed
without special services are not repdfted as handicapped
under vocational education reporting system.

The issue of current concern between education and rehabilitation
falls in the area of "related services" since the provision of -
basic academic instruction and vocational education continues to be
the'responsibility of the education agency. Hdwever, "related

services" may overlaP certain VR services. A number of handicapped
individuals under 21 years of age may be eligible for such services
under all three programs at the same time.

Although'the programmatic goal's of each program are differen ,

many,, of the services which may be offered under one program could,
under certain circumstances; -be provided by he:other% It must.be

remembered, howeNter,'Pthat terms and purposes are notalways identical
and_that there°Will remain certain differences,to be resolved at the

local-level-wi mthieach,agencylsAaws-, regulations, priorities, 60
resources. "Following are a number of areas which have been identified,
as needing additional-clarification.

Definition of a "free appropriate public education'
r

. 9

A free appropriate public education is defined as: special education

and related services which are provided at public expense,under
public supervision and direOtion, meet the standards of the State

education agency, 'include pre-school, elementary school, or secondary
school education in the. State involved, and are provided,in conformity
with an'individualized education program (45-CFR 121a.4).

63
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Dissimilarity of the VR program from a "rights,prograe

There are some-fundamental features oT the vocational rehabilitation

program which must guide VR decisions. Where the education program

under P.j. 94-142 is a "basic rights" program, the VRJ1rogram is

not. Federal_legislation and implementing regulations establish
Certain conditions which.State VR agencies must meet in order to

qualify for Federal Finandial Participation (FFP). These conditions

are-reflected in Sate plan requirements.,

The law, regulationso.and.State plan recognize that all individuals

Who conceivablyimight meet eligibility-criteria cannot be served -

and that limitslmay be -set on whway be served: Consequently,, /
' accommodations are permitted where StateVR agencies do not have

adequat resources to serVe'all handicapped people who are at or

it is thi type of flexibility permitted a State agency which

lnear worki g age and have vocational potential. Esstentialy;

obviously deviates from a "basic rights" prograM capacity and to '

increase that capacity, the iaw requires the use of other available

resources. Ad4.44192.111,1 Federal regulations allow State VR agencies

the option of applying a means test as a. basis for cost sharing

for certain services.

Relevant factors governing bro ad approaches by S1 to VR agencies

in the provision of Services
. ,

. , .

Given the flexibility in administerida their programs as described
above, there are several requirements-which State VR agencies must

meet. Among those most applicable are State VR agencies' assurances

that '
4

,. 74
(a) 'yR services are provided for purposdS of determining-VR

eligibility and for carrying out the Individualized Written
Rehabilitatibn Program (IWRP);

(b) the age of an individual, 'in and'of itself,"will not be the

decidingfactor tneligibility determination. Rather, age

relevancy is the point .-41 life when, vocational planning,
preparation, and a continuum of_VR services (including
services to determine rehabilitation potential and establish
employment goals and intermediate objectives to 4.tain such
goals) are appropriate fora given tndividual;

(c) no handicapped individual or. group o f handicappe d individuals

will belexcluded solely on the basis of the type of phySical

or mental disability;
e 44 p \-21

(d)' if a'financial,means test is included'61 the State plan,

that test will be properly and equitably applied;

4) severely handicapped individuals must'be served i st under

any established priorities', and any ether priori es will not

disCriminate on the basis of age, sex, race, color, creed or

national origin;
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(f) 'similar benefits from other ,service providers will be used

where available; and

(g) ..authority for determining eligibility for, or the nature and
,scope of, VR services is vested in the State VR agency and
cannot be assumed by or delegated to any other agedcy or
individual.

It should Otted that special attention is accorded the severely
handicapped as required by the Rehabilitation Act.

Use of "siTilar benefits" under de-Rehabilitation Act

It was the intent of Congress that the similar benefits provisi-ons
are to provide vocational rehabilitation'agencies with an organized
method for assessing the eligibility of handicapped individuals
for benefits under other programs and for drawing upon other programs
to Obvide those services for which the individual would otherwise
be entitled. This requirement contains considerable flexibility

if for State application,in determining the nature and degree of
cooperation with other agencies ancrin individjial cases. Similar
benefits need not be,utlized when they would not be adequate or
timely, or otherwise interfere with achieving the short or long 40

range rehabilitation objectives of the individual. This condition
applies to all VR service's, but specifically by law to physical
restoration and maintenance. While other.services (including
training other than that,in institutions of higher education)are
not subject to mandatory similat'Thenefits provisions, the State VR
agency would look first to other appropriate sources, such as free,
public education generally available to ail children in the State.

Availability of services as key to
Alkl
use of "similar benefits" by VR

'a enci

Issues have been raised involving circumstances under which available
special education and related services will be provided to meet an
intermediate objective 1/, under both art tEP and an IWRP. When

"special education" and "related Services" arse available and the
handicapped child is entitled to receive those services, such
services are a similar benefit.

The key concept is "availability ". The-service must bee one that.
is needed for both education'and rehabilitation purposes and. which
the education,agency cam provides in a timely fashion, meeting the
quality level heeded'for the intermediate rehabilitation objective

*relating to the attainmentof ion range employment goals.

Therefore, when a service is needed for VR purposes but is not
available from the education agency, then the rehabilitation agency
tdnnot look to mn

responsibility for .providing that service (directly or by using
other similar benefits which may be available outside of education)..

.1.

. 1/ Intermediate rehabilitation objectives: .the steps which must,,be achieved

before the long range vocational goal can be attained, i.e.; medical, .social,
per'sonal, vocational outcomes which result from provision of services.

,00
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The following services are considered to be particularly important
in meeting the unique needs of handicapped individuals (see .also,
Attachment A) and may not be generally available to handicapped
students in the education setting: (1) Physical and mental

restoration services; (2) General and special medical examinations;
(3) Transportation in connection with the provision of ther
vocational rehabilitation g'ervices including, for example, to job
training sites where placements have been made cooperatively by .

the school and rehabilitation agency; (4) TelecommuniCations,
sensory and other technological aides'and devices; (5) Job
development and placement in suitable employment; (6) Post-employment
services necessary to assist,handicakped individuals to maintain'
s,their employment; and (7) The purchasing of occupationallicenSes,
tools and-equipment necessary for entry into employment.

Services such as those listed above Would not be required by the -

majority of handicapped studentS. They may be requireI fof,the'

more severely impaired students to assist them to become.well-
adjusted and suitably employed.

Cooperative Arrangements
, ..4.4

It should bedet4rmined by State educatsion.arld rehabilitations

agencies which services and undu what conditions Such-,igrviceS
can be made available by .each agency and provided*to halfidicapped-

students Formal cooperative agreements between these agencies
should establish specific guidelines for providing the essential '
services needed by the handicapped student. These cOoperative
agreements Should with respect to services define as a Tihimtnil (1)
how the services would be a component of a student's IEP and IWRP;
(2) benefits to be made available by each agency; (3) eligibility
criteria.

f

Cooperative arrangements between the State VR agency and the State
Education Agency can establish the specific responsibility of each
agency in the provision of services to handicapped individuals under

an IEP and an IWRP particularly where the,State Education Agency .

is unable to provide such services. Additionally; with respect to

1), availability of tervices for handicapped individtitls through vocational
education for handicapped individuals fopost secondary training
at less than the baccalaureate level.

,

State VR agencies must keep within the provision,` intent, and spirit

of the Rehabilitation Aet. They-must work within arrangements that
recognize the expansion.and contraction of services capability, and
make accommodations for such changing availability of resources. In

this connection, the State Plan for VR services requires that
cooperative arrangements be reviewed annually for conformity to

s. .

e

es a is e II. na I'll 'GI ' S
benefits. It is recognized that availability of service falls in
the area of negotiable services rather than basic education services.
It is further recognized that where a State program, has e flexibility
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to utilize direct State funding, Title XX s'cial services funds,
or other funding sources, there is'aninh ently greater potential -

for more flexible cooperative arrangements. '

r.

Collaborative development Arid execution of the IEP and IWRP

Eaop child'Aved under P.L. 94-142 must hkLian Individualized
Education Program (IEP). Each handicapped individial-served by the
VR program must Itave'an Individualized Written Rehabilitation Program'
(IWRP), except for diagnostic services. The education agency does

not have to provide and pay for.all services in an IEP. The same

is true for VR and its 'Services under an IEP or.IWRP may be

Paid for'by the other agency, or some other community re*rces.
The IEP may contain reference to services which are, in fact,.
provided under an IWRP, and vice versa. .

Both the Rehabilitation Services Administration and the Office of
Education strongly encourage State education agencies and'State
vocational rehabilitation agencies to develop collaborative IEPs

and IWRPs at the earliest,time appropriate to each eligible
individual. One guiding principle is that the VR agency should not
be e6ected toleiovide and pay for-services for hanicapped gtudents

'which ar'e afforled non-handicapped students in the school 'setting,

.1s required under Section 504 of the.Rehabilittrtion Act.,
Additionally, MR agenciek cannot provide services at a point in .

time where such services Meet only educatibnal needs and do_not_
appropriately fit into a continuum of services under an IWRP leading

to a vocational objective. VR involvement might occur on an
individual basis as early of secondary school entry for Ore- vocational
planning purposes which normally would not involve expenditure of

funcjs'at that ,stage, Later on, VR should become involved at least,
by,fhp terminal year (graduation or' t urination foother reasons)
vilth.stubents who are,--:expected-to-nee rvices.-'

Cooperative Funding

4
For a !lumber of years, Federal Financial,Participation (FFP) has

".been available for expenditures Made in support of cooperative
prbgramsjnvolving State VR agencies and State of local public,'

agencies. These agreements are required to- meet the specific

requirements of Section 1361:13 CFR,45.. The Rehabilitation Services
Administlationin Program Instruction 78-22 dated June.5, 1978,
terminates federal Financial Participation for expenditures Abe
and certified to the State vocational rehabilitation agency under a
cooperative agreement, by the participating State or local agency.

_Federal Financial Participation continues to be_available for
expenditures made in support of cooperative programs between State
VR agencies and other State or local agencies. Requirements for FFP

are that the cooperative'provam meets the requirements of Section
1361.1-3 CFR 45 and State funds expended are directly appropriated

.tp the State VR agency or are transferred to the VR agency by the
participating State or local, agency.
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Sharing personal information between agencies'

Various laws and regulations govern the sharing of personal

S information in different ways. Legislation and regulations
applicable to education records allow rather free access by'the

individual to his own records. Many programs will share information,
with other agencies under conditions 'that such information will

not be further divulged. VR case files often contain information
,obtained from a variety of sources, some of whom do restrict further,

release. To address this prObleM and others, -RSA-4s-durrently
working on revisions to regulations and guidelinesdealing with
access, disclosure, and protection cif personal infolmatibn. Until

these problems can be worked through, VR agencies may permit the
sharing of information, only\on a.Selective basis in accordance with
State policies implementing section 1361.47 of the Federal
regulations.

Both Federal agencies recognize that the education and rehabilitation programs
administered by each State vary in content and structure and that each State '\

must develop inter -age'& agreements which will permit the best use of each
'program for the individdaT's benefit. Attached to this memorandum Is a
listing of services which may be apptopriate under .L. 94-142, P.L. 94-482
(Vocational education), andP.L. 93-112 (the Rehabilitation Act): _____

This letter is part of a continuing joint effort between the Offices of
Education and Rehabilitation Services to assist State agencies in establishing
action plans and resoling impediments for coordinated services to handiCapped
individuals. A high level interagency cbllaborative team frqm the.Officeocif.
Education-and the Rehabilitation ServiceS Administration, including representa-
tion from CSAVR, NASDSE, and NASDVE, will contjnue to meet froM time to time
tofurther this process and to resolve problems identified by State Agencies
which require our joint attention. .

Any State agency or.association referred to in this memorandum which requires
assistance in resolving policy or regulatory impediments or questions are
invited 'to submit such to the persons identified in Attachment _B. Requests

should contain, as a minimum, a 'statement of,the problem, agenCies involved,
implications of the problem, alternatives considered, ,preferred alternative,
and the timeline for Federal .response.

Ernes
Ed

Boyer,

n

. Commiss oner of Ro ert R. Humphrey

Commissioner, Rehabilitation Services
Administration,

op

Ed'wi'n W. Martin, erector
Bureku of Education for the Handicapped

Daniel Dunban, Director

'Bureau of Ocqupational and Adult Education
A
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ATTACHMENT A .. ..-
.

The following table represents a'rev.ESIon by fhe Nattbnal interagency4eam
of oneinitially.developed by a joint CSAVR-NASDSE Tasic-Force.,0Under Federal
laws and regulations, all of theactivities listed below can generallyte
provided by special education, vocational Pehabilitation, and vocational
education, with the exception of those activities marked with an "*".
Asterisk marked activlties- are.excluded under most circumstances or lack
authori2ation in 'the statutory, authority for the.lirogiam.

.

..
.. ,, .

... - -

It is expected that each of thejOisted activities,Will'beaddressed-in the
development of collaborative ice agreements within each State.

i . .

e

eO.

;. A.

.1

N .1
.

ACTIVITIES SP b VR ..VOC ED

Find tivitis: ,

..

,

,

....

.e-......,

'.

L

,

-

,

. 4
.41:

,

....,

.

4

.

.

.

.

s4

.4.,

.
\
,

.

'

*

..

,

.

.

*

.

.

\

.0-

.

.
..

,

.- -...

- *

*.

..

*

.%

.

,

.

1) Public awareness .

is .

2) Professional.aWareness.
.

'3) Mass screening %

N

4) Individual screening f

.

Cross Referral:

\
,

.

.

.

Assessment Activities:

1) PsycHological
. _

2) Social/hoMe/peer .

,

. 1

.3) Educational

,

4) SpeechLlanguage

6f General medical examination
. .

...

6) Specific medical examination ,:

7) Voc4tional interest/aptitude
,,,

8) Work evaluation 1/

1/' Usually provided in private rehabilitation facilities to determine work
potential or employability.

. t
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ATTACHMENT A - PAGE 2

ACTIVITIES

.

.SP ED VR VOC ED

Program Planning:

Services:

1) Occupational. skills instruction

2) Academic/vocational supporting

instructions

3) Counseling - academic adjustment

4) 'Counseling'= personal adjustment

5) 'Counseling - vocational adjustment-

6) Medical se vices other' than

diagnosti

7) Mental therapy

8). Aids/devices, etc.
individually owned

a

`Aids /devices, etc. - for learning

and job training site accommo-

dations

'9) Interpreter & reader services.-
for personal use or home study

,Interpreter & reader services -
-for learning and job training

site accommodations

10) Other related services, i.e.,

OT,, PT, s'nech correction

11) Job development

12) Job placement

13) Post-employment services

-14) Occupational setvicesAtools,
equipment, etc.) individually

qwned

f 70
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*
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ATTACHMENT A - PAK 3

ACTIVITES SP ED VR' VOC Ea

15) Family support services

16) Transportation

17)., SubsistenceNhile in training

Arbitectural Barrier Removal:

* *

1) Individual accommodations
(

*

2) Home ,accommodations

3) Learning site accommodations

4) Job training site acsomModations

w,

NOTE: Work study, work experience, OJT, etc. have not been included in the
above listing because of the numerous and varying definitions and
conditions applicable to these services under the programs, They

will be addressed in subsequent materials. '
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Leadership Training Institute inVocational-

Education for the Handicapped: A Special ,Project

' PROJECT ABSTRACT

In the past five years there has been a renewed national interest
. in expanding and improving vocational education opportunities for hand-

capped learners. Asa result of federal and state .'legislation, fitiga-
tions, and the efforts,of various advocacy groups, there has been a Sig-
nificant concern expressed for the need to provide handicapped learners
with an appromliate vocational education in theleast restrictive environ-
ment.

In part, to address this cohCern the Bureau of,Edulation for the
Wandicapped/USOE has funded the Leadership Training Institute project to
conduct a series of eight (8)eregional topical institutes for Leadership
personnel from the fields of vocational education,.special education,-and
vocational rehabilitation. The institutes are designed tb: .1) address the

implications of recent legislative developments, and 2) assist regional,
state, and local leaders in formulating effective policies and guidelines
to implement appropriate vocational education programming for handicapped
learners. Approximately 150 individuals involved in administrative, -

. planning, and other leadership'roles from state education agencies; pro-
fessional, and advocacy organizations, state advisory councils,and,,-insti-

. .tutions of higher education will be seletted to .attend each regfbnal

institute. Two institutes addressing the topics of "individual education
prOgramming" and "the least restrictive environment" are being planned for

the1978-79 school year.

A national needs assessment survey is in progress to determine the
'nature and extent of the leadership training needs. The project's national

planning and advisory council will be involved'in planning and.conducting
the 2-day topical institutes, identifyingcriteriaJor selection of parti-
cipants, and reviewing specific project components and publication's.' Indi-
vidual institut4efroceedings documents and a report of leadership' needs
assessment survey are athorig the oroducts'IO be generated by the project.'

,-5 The project is being jointly conducted by the Uniyersity-W-IllinDis
and The Pennsylvania State University. Additional information concerning

the project can ,be obtained by writing:

to .Dr.L. 'Allen Phelps, Project Directqr
A?, Leadership Training Institute/Vocational

q Education and Special.Education-

7 , - 4 345 Education Building
, University' of Illinois .

.

..

a
* .

. brbana, IL 61801 .

. :(217) 333-2325

p
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Education of the Handicapped

Policy Project
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EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED POLICY PROJECT

Tdt George Washington University
Suite 310

1001 Co necticut Ave,
Washington, D.C. 20036
Samuel Halperin, Director
Lisa Walker --:,Coor'dinator

(202) 676-5910

3

In its second year, this projectis designed to assist the development

of educational pOlicies necessary to implement the Education for All Hand
,

,capped Children Act (Public Lqw 94-142) by providing forums for dialogue,

problem identification and resolution for state and local officials, education

and related associations, parent and other public interest groups, and

other organizations and individuals. The project will focus primarily on

the development of interagency agreements'for cooperative support and

delivery of comprehensive services to handicapped children, including

research and publication of materials4On the current, status of these

agreements, and unique cooperative activities ongoing at the local level;

convene national and regional activities, conferences' and programs

to extend awareness df the current status and needfor coopeeative4gree;-

ments and.to identkfy continuing interiOncy difficulties; aid will design'.

a problem-solving strategy to assist state agencies in establishing facil-

itating agreements.

At the national level, project staff will work with representativgs of

governors, legislators, pareniC teachers, disabled individuals, principals,

handicapped'children, and others to identify continuing problem areas: The

project will 'sponsor a series of field trips and Washington-based meetings

for federal policymakers in educat!on to examine services to handicapped

children and the status of, implementation of the federal law l'he staff

will convene a series of state and 'local forumi thro gh The Associates

Program (TAP), the Educational Policy Fellowship P ogramb(EPFP) and other

.vehicles to focus on state-specific issues in serviqe de'livery. <Thae project

will provide national activities, conference's and programs to Promote

awareness of the law, to better identifyPecific nee4 and to further

communication of various policyMakers invollied.in'implementation. This

effort is beingfunded the'Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, U.S.
.;

Office of Education.

'79
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Information Memorandum toSta

ReWabilitation Agencies Regarding.

Mental Health Coordination y
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COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT

NATIONAL INSTITUTE'OF MENTAL HEALTH,

r

'44

ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE, AND MENTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

- AND THE

P REHABILITATION SERVICES ADMINISTRATION,

ADMINISTRATION FOR HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS
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PART ONE--GENERAL

Parties to the Agreement

IP°
The parties to this agreement are the National Institute of Mental

Health and the RehabilitatiOn Servic9 Administration. The:agreement was

developed In conjunCtion with and is endorsed by the National Association

for State Mental Health Program Direct the National Council of Commuriity

Mental Health Centers, and the Counci of State Administrators of VoKtional

Rehabilitation. An attaqied endorsement heet lists the names of other

organizations that endorse and support thi. agreement.'

Legal Basis -for Cooperation

air

This agreement'is entered into by authority given to the respective"

cooperating agencies-under the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 as amended

(P.L. 93-112); the Health Revenue Sharing Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-63), the

Publie}lealth.Service Act as amended (P.L. 78-410), and related State legis-
.

lation.

Purpose of the Agreement

.The purpo,se of this agreement is to set forth prihciples and operating

procedures which will guide NIMH, RSA and their State and local counterparts
1

in establishing 'relationships and operational plans to facilitate services

authorized by law to persons disabled byimental health problems on an effec-,

tively coordinated and integrated basis Without duplication bf effort.

Federal /State /Local Roles
,5

State mental health agencies operate mental health programs inthe

States. In addition, these-mental health agencies administer, establish

standards for, or monitor the.operations of federally supported mental health

centers, under State plans approved by NIMH. NIMH grants for client (patient

87 75
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service's are made directly ti*the community mental health centers which.

operate in "catchment" areas. specified an State plans., These centers'prWde
,.. 0.

_ .
\

services authorized under theFvderal law and may provlde
.

additional services,,

. State vocational rehabilitation agencies operate under State plans
.

i V

.\*

Approved by RSA. All RSA grants fOr client"services are Made directly to

the States which deliver the services through local offices. The\gocationar

rehabilitation local services areas and theental health"catchment areas are

seldom the same.

o

The vocational rehabilitation services listed in this section are those

autOorized under'the Federal Rehabilitation Act Ad are delivered on a State-

wide basis. The mental health services listed are those authorized under

the mental health legislation and are delivered through federally funded

community mental health centers, or through other public or private agencies.
J

.
_

Servi-ces of Vocational Rehabilitation Agencies

4511igibility

State vocational rehabilitation agencies have been established to Assist

in the vocational rehabilitation, orphysically and mentally han*kTd per-
.

sonS.' Responsibility for determining eligibility of individuals for these
4 A

services rests soely with the State agency. The,criteria.of eligibility

for vocational Tehab-klitation are:

1. The presenc of a physical Aental disability which
\\ 4 , ' r

constitutes cir results irma'substantial "handicap ,to
.044

employment.-
/ .

-2. A reasonsable expedation that vocationalt.r9habillation

services may benefit the individual in terms of employability

1

.

88.
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Services

The'following services are made available for the purpose of assisting

handicapped persons prepare for remunerative employment:

1. EValuation of rehabilitation potential;

2. Counseling and guidance, ding vocationally oriented

personal adjustment coUns ing;

3. Physical and meptal restorat on services;

4. Pre-vocational, vocational justment and vocational training;

5. Maintenance not exceedi g the estimated cost of subsistence,

. .1

during rehabilitation;

6. Transportation in connection with the providing of any-

vocational rehabilitation service;

7. Services,to members of a handicapped individual's family when

. .
such services are necessary to the vocational rehabilitation

of the handicapped individual;
1

8. Telecommunications, sensory and other technological aids and

devices;

9. Recruitment and training services to prOvide new employment

oppOrtunities in the public services fields;

10. Placement in suitable emp.loyment;

11. ,Post - employment services, necessary to assist handicapped

individuals to maintain their employment;

12. Occupaiional.licen uses, tools, equipment, Initial tucks

(including livestock) and supplies; and

13. Other goods and services which can reasonably be. expected to

benefit a .handicapped individual ,in terms of employability.

89
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Services of Community Mental Health Centers

Eligibility

Any person who has a mental health problem may be served 654,a

community mental health'cepter. The resources available and agreements

0

wit, other agencies will determine thtksPrvices actually available in a

center.

Services '(Required by Federal_ law)

1. Inpatient services including full 'time hospitalization.

2.' Outpatient services including appropriate treatment so that

cl-i-entscanfunct ion as- theygo- about----eieir daily 1 roes.

3. Partial hospitalization as treatmehealternatives to full

time hospitalization.

4. Emergency mental health strvices available 24 hours a day,

seven days a week.

5. Consultation and education services to a wide'range of ,

V

individuals and entities.

6. Specialized services for children.and elderly.

7: Screening services,available to courts and other public

agencies considering individuals for irp tient,treatment.

8. Foilowup care for mentally ill residents discharged.from

meltal health facilitjes. e4 ,

9. Transitional residential services for mentally ill residents
.,-----

discharged or diverted from institutions, includirig living

arrangements and access to supportive or rehabilitative services.

10. Alcohol and alcohol.abuse servicesi.if not available from

other sources.

01: Drug addiction and drug abuse services, if not available from

other sources.

90
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Recognition of Joint Responsibility

In carrying out their responsibilities under their respective laws,

the signatories to this agreement recognize overlapping authority and joint

responsibility to provide comprehensive, effective services to iiientally

disabled persons. They recognize that their ability to provide the needed
4

services, and the economical.uie of their resources, require'careful joint

planning and cooperative efforts.

They recognize, further, that no single, pattern for cooperative effort

can be effectivt everywhere. In general, with respect to a client for whom

the two agencies share.responsibility, the mental health agency will provide

psychiatric consultation, mental health treatment, and emergency mental

health services. The vocational rehabilitation agency- will provide all ser-

vices that are needed to facilitate the client's vocational adjustment. The

precise roles of each agency in a given geographical area will depend upon

the resources available to both agencies and the particular needs of the

client.

° As they enter intothils agreement, the parties recognizi the existence
, 1

of problems which must be overcome if it is to IA fully effective. These

includ,pdiffering'organdzational structures for delivering services, differ-

ing tr'aditipul models for delivery of services, differing'professional

%

training and empl6 nt backgrounds of employees, and limited re .urces

Ilk

to perform the fun ns assigned them under existing They recognize

that a, solufiOn to e problems will require specific and well planned

strategies,.persistence and dedication, and good will, and they commirthem-
.

4
,

.selves` to thatgoal.
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PART TWOCOOPERATION:AT FEDERAL LEVEL

-Oppo;Auhities for cooperation will be found at both State, local
2

and Federal levgls. This part covers areas of cooperation.at the Federal

level. These areas include: policy deve op ntmC, and budgeting,

information, research and evaluation; special Projects and demonstrations,

<

manpower. development, and service development and technical assistance.
t

Each *of these'areas will be discussed briefly in the.following paragraphs,

Policy Development, Mar-Thing and Bt/dgetiig

Ordinarily, these activities. a ;e undertUen and supervised ,t the

Commissioner-Director level. NIMH and RSA agree that they will designate

appropriate staff to meet twice annually for thepurposes of collaborative

budget and policy planning. This will include involvement of programmatic

,stadrin consultation for program development and determination of program

priorities.

RSA and NIMH have responsibility for apOoval of State plans governing

.
the delivery of vocational rehabilitation and mental health services,

respectively. The contents of these State plans may either facilitate or

hinder the development of cooperative prilgrams.: The cooperating agencies
/

,

will consult with each 'other in the develtpment andrevision of State plan\
guidelines and willexamine existing plan requirements to ascertain whether

revisions are desirable to make this agreement more effective. -

Also, from time to time the cooperative agencies'' w411 see fit to develop

and promote, within departmental policy, legislation designed to improve

the scope, quality and efficiency of their respectiveprograms. It shall

be the -= policy "of the cooperating agencies to confer with each other in

the proCess of developing such legislative proposals as they affect their

mutual responsibilities.- They will confer with each other, likewise, in

the development of regulations pursuant to legislation.

.92 00
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InformatioR,1

NIMH and RSA have responsibility to keep the general public and selected

professional and othelr special interest groUps informed of their goals and

activities. They will exchange-information, releases, publications and pro-,

cedural manuals and instructions of mutual interest. This will include

notification of time, place and content of staff development programs which
.0

promise to 'be of mutual interest and invitations to be represented at such

program,iworkslops and conferences.

Research and Evaluation

(1

NIMHand RSA have resources.available to enable them to encourage

and support research and program evaluation designed to increase knowledge

:and measure the effectiveness of the programs for which they have responsi-

bility.

Special Projects and Demonstrations

An important part of the responsibilities of NIMH and RSA concentrates_

on encouraging and supporting special projects and demonstrations designed to

test new knowledge under field conditions and to introduce and expand the use

Of methods and techniques that promise to imprOve the effectiveness of ser-

/ . 4t t

vices to disabled individuals.

Manpower Development

An important function of RSA and NIMH is to encourage and support short

) term and long term training of individuals serving or expected to serve the

clients of their respective agencies. The two agencies will cooperate in

providing training experiences mutually beneficial to,rehabilitatfon and

mental health workers. They will collaborate,in performing utilization 'studies

of rehabilitation and mental health services /manpower.

9

\
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4rvices Development and Technical Assistance'

4

-yin the final ana)ysit, the success orzfailu of this 'cooperative r
t

..

- tionhiAiNk,depend upon the extent paxtent to which it esults in the expa
. .

ion and

-'

. A
."""

improvement of serlic.gs'to mentally ill persons. Of.extreme iMpo nce; then,
,

4 l

3 o.

is the prlomotion, cif cooperative relationships at the service Levels NIMH wad
.1. .

I

.i. . .

RSA wi31.encourage
/Ai

heir State and local counterparts to ent into such

.
'st .

4

agreemeilts'. and will assist tivm in their efforts to do so. . ywill provide'

technital assistance
4 to thle.ragencies and it doing so will cbordinate their

efforts to the maximum extent pOs011e. They will, advise the regional office

to designate staff in the.A4iolkoffices who.will have responsibility for

the organizatiOn and delivery ofltecnfileal services and for the coordination
.

of thetr,own technical assistance pro rams with.thoge of each other an d those

_ e
4

of other agewies, .11" - ,...
o

.

,

NIMH and RSA will.,encourage-their State and loCal,cotinteparts to.silaice
. %,..

1 * .

with each other infohnation abou.t'the clients for whom they are both servilag,'

being governed in so doing by poliCies that proteceifierights of the clients
.

. %, 4
,

and assure that the information will' be used only to facilitate services to
, . . :

i

the dis.;bled individual. . 4.

. *
Techniques for. Cooperation

,7

In carrying out their responsibilities for cooperative efforts in tt

. .

areas of Research and Evaluation, Special Projects and Demonstrations,'' and

Manpower 1:141opment, the ,participating agencies will keep each other informed ,

of strategies for achieving their goals, and ,projOts approved to implement .

A . 0
e

their

diWa e their own efforts with the efforts of other public and violuntary-

agedc s so as to maximize'theiroeffectiv nest..
''

They willshare respouillilifY. ".

.

. , \ .4). ,,

gs'in all of these areas.' In.
.

rategies in carrying out these programs, ;hey will attempt to coor-
46..

I !:

for dissemination and u ilization ol, find

<
; 10
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- , ....,...... ..,.. ...I. . ,

their eOopevaive efforts, they wi.11 .explore opportunities for joint fund
-

,
-

, (ing,,of projects. .
...: .....

...
Procedural 'Arrangements

.

7?'

. .
. '

0

To facilltate:the imO tidmentaon of this agreement; the cooperating --
- 4

. agendes Will' take administrative acct -ion which will include the following

steps:

. . .-

1. Within ninety dayt. following the effective date of this agreement,'

the cooperating agencies will develop a plan for the implementatio of the
-

agreement Which includes time phasedplans for putting into effect its

various provisions!

2: .The chief executives of the cooperating agencies will designate

--

individuals to represent them in carrying out the various aspects ofthe '

agreement. These will include but not necessarily be limited to the aresIs

discussed in'tps partdof the agreement. The individuals so designated will

4 be given spetific.responsibilitiet, which shall include submission at, east
.

.a
of reports to the agency exeCutiveol'progress being made and pro-

4:flems encountered. - , \ "t

. . )

,
.

'3. Each chief executive of the cooperating agencies,, subject to the
. ..

.

-' limitation of theiau4ority, Will appoint-individuals representing the
i

- ,

.4.
,,,

interests, of the programs administered by theother to membe'r'ship on apprd- -.
,

-,..
c.',

.

'priate national advisorups,and will consult with each other these
. 4 . . (

appointments, . .. 1-

. .

.

or
4, The chief exeCutive:of each agency will, assign overall responsi-'

. ,
. 4

bility for the illtentatibn 0 this agrOment at the national' level and

,

. . .

. .

for,providing assistance to State and local counterparts iDoihe-development
.

' rtiand un,...ementation of agreements ,et :ffibte'levels.
. , .

'4
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-5: ----The- chief Agerrcy-executives- of-NIMH---and RSA -will -meet--at---least once

annually to'review progress being made in carrying out the provisions of the

agreement and plans developpd thereunder and to discuss other matters of

mutual concern to their agencies and constituencies.
- - - _

0

-VT

7

6. Both coopegati.ng agencies depend heavily on theft regibnai/offices
k

in carrying,*outotheir'policies.and provIdineleadershipand asSistance'at

A A % It

State and local
'

levi7s. TheyeWill emphasize the importance'df this reement

. s .
j1:1 their...oral and written communications with regional officers and:will

,
'

advise the regional office toassfgn specific roles to their personnel in

carrying ,put ttie'alreement.

4

PART THREE -- RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COOPERATION AT STATE AND LOCAL LEVELS a

t

4

As
,
indecated-elsdwhere, crucial to the success of this agile6fferft, is-s'N

7 ..
. %

.

,,,,

Ats implementation at the servicelevel. Agreements between rehabilitation

P .

and mentalhealth"agencies at
...

these levels should be entered into, using.
e Y

, \

this agreement)As a guide but adapting it to local condttfbns, reflecting

operational responsibilities to be carried out by each party. Cooperative .

agreements at 'state and Total levels should address themselves.to fhp follow-
.

ing considerations.

,

Parties to the. Agreement
.

In some States the State vocational reha41,itation agency and the tate.,

s

<N7

inental health agency should, enter an ace:2nt which applies to both publiclY

"and:privately owned /operated

bilitation should enter into
e ,. . ,

-hospitals,-1Or 'ther types of mental health facilities.

programs. In other instAnces,-vocationa,1 rehaL

Agreements directly with CMNCs:psychiatrtc

Purpose of- he Agreement-
,

,The purpose of the agreeMent shouldbe to facilitate the expansion, -
."

.

improveme9t and coordination of services to personi disabled by-mental:health
.

-.Y

_problems for whom responsibility is shared by mental health acid rehabilitation.
.._ .4.

, . .

.... .
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Legal Basis

The legal basis for'the agreement should 6e cited. Reference to both;

Federal and State laws should he made. ,

Services Provided by Each Agency

The serVices for whicheach agency' is responsible by law should be
°. .,.- --

t10,
- sl.

lfsted. sThAVerlapping nature of the'authority should be recognized.

,. Since mental health, services are what may be described as "cradle td gray"
. . , .

and VRservicet are avai,lble, withninor exceptions, only to individua)s
.

approaching working age with specified requirements for eligibility,

it is very important thatthe role to be played by bothiagencies' be clearly

spelled out, incTudihg the characteristics of ttle individuals to be assisted'
- 0

[2,y the VR agency and'theprvices to be provided by thegmental health 'agency
.

while VR services are underway.
4

4
.Continuity of Care

o

It

Oniwof the greatest problems, in serving mentally ill persons in the'
. . , ,,,s( ,

.1

o .' 4

community is'assuring econtinuity of relevant care 4.r9m Vitiation of. ser-

vices until need is no longer appar&i. Often,...seAral. aiencie$ in add:Ft-ton.

I I

`ko

and mental health will be involved.' -It is impptant, ttserefore, that
.

. .

s

the agreementinclude procedurest...ttiat. will' assure that there are.,, no gaps

service that will,bitdetrjMental -to-the welfare of th4 client. Consideration 4 .

shpuld be gixendsto:hav;ing,n,maq instances, one profeislpi person in ,one to

.

of ,the serwice agencies,cept,rdsporisfbiaity)4Or:sIMOpin Iflow of services
' ,

'without regard.to what agency is providing sevVe's g a given,ttme. r

--' Referral .1"

.

\ . 41.

\
The agreement should include afOrthe referral p'rocedure.and rrangements

. .

k'''
k *

p

'for ,reporting back on referrals.

S

' o 1`.

.

. ,

,

7

I
o1,415*a I

f 7 "v;e:
-,I

.
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do-i-nt Staff --Tralning-a-nd-C-onferences-

Effective referral and §ervice coordination will depend upon a eft rough
A

understanditg bylth staff Of0each agency of the services available from the A.

cooperating agency and the system throu services are delivered.
. .

To facilitate this mutual understar)dins, thekagreement-Sh66Td-Orevide for

intera4en,cy training program for seriice roviders and adminimetive personnel..

Use ,of Facilities

The ggreemeA shotild provide .lor coop-' ative planning for the develop
.

}

ment and use of facilities, designed to serve the mentally ill. In instances

in which a facility operated by or for the clientele of one of the agencies

is'used extensivey_by clients of the other, a supplementary. cooperative agree-
,

meht relative to the use;-of such -facilitymey be -n-secfed The cooperating
, . ammile-

agencies will consult with each other thld be mut ally supportive of each.
, ..

. :

other's efforts to make available in the community suitable.living arrange-
.

. l'1

menus for Mentally 'ill persons. ,.

Consideratiod sholebe given, also., to locatlg.the raprese ti)ves of
, \---.- .

.

& one agency in the facilities of the other ," when such arrangement ,romises to

lacilitete.the- royision -of 'services to individual§ served jointly by the .,
. .

, ntwo agencies

Ark

Joint Funding ik
S.

. 0.

Both general legislation anqiVR and menial health Federal legislation on
r ..,

.. .
. . .. ,

authorize the use Of Federil resources for joint funding of projects: Admini-
, , e

stretiom of Such projects maybe undertikeh jointly, or one of the agencies

Ic" tk involved may-administer the project for the cooperatingalencies. -Agreements
* , -. ,-: ,

i

should recognize this infrequently used a4hortty and encourage w<ploratiOn
( . 1

1 .
. i "-

.

,-
, ,of'opportunit4es

. ,

to use...this authority, when Such joint funding.and adMini- --
.

funding :and
.

. . i ,

-

stration pgdMises improve'or expand services.

. 198
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S

The agreement should specify that the cooperating agencies willexhange

information, releases, publiCations and prbCdural manuals and instructions

.

of mUfmai.concerti:to de--c6operatlpg agencies.
. . .. z . .e

,-Collftdentidltty.of Client. Infurmaktion----
'irr---

\

1.

The agreement should provide thatin instances in'which both agencies

are ,serving acient they will share information from,the files of the
A

individuals. being served, such information to be used only for the purpose

for which it was made available. Federal and State laws,and the rights of

the, individuals, of course, will govern this exhange of information.

Implementation and Evaluation

,,Each -S- eor- 1 ocal-agency- valved-i-n-a-coopera t ve-agreemen t-wil 1

assign a member of its staff as liaison with the. other agency. %This person's
, . s.

t funetions will be: (1) developing procbdures for carringl'aut the agreement;
.

(2)'appraising.the effectivenersil)f the relationship; (3) seeking methods ,9,

s .

iF impror the effectiveness of the joint effort; and (4) making periodic 'reports

4to the director ofthe agenCy on'progress being made and problems eficountered.
.1

Se
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A.

,,, Ihis_agremeat,*All remain in effect from date' of mutual Signatures

until amended by mutual consent or until terminated by either party upon

3Otdays written notice:

Od,

b

Admini,trat r, Al I, Dru Sc', and

Ment . Health Administrati n

4

.

Commissiole-r, Adminibtrati forlHa lcapped
Individuals Date:

,

Date

e

4

r

17,1

A

r.

4

o

*to°

O o I

.

0
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The following organizations endorse, the National Institute of Met
.

.
,.

"IlMalth/Rehabilitation Services Administration Interag6ncy Agreeliieiit;aird7-----
1 .:

pledge their. support and assistance in its implementation.

4
r "

o

'National tounc-r1 of Community
Mental Health Centers '

Er'

Council of State Administrators
of Vocational Rehabilitation

National Association' of State
A:--Fitirit)al Health Program Directors

V

1, -
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APPENDIX F
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*

On-The :Job Training Project.

/ .

ARC Research and Demonstration Institute.

% PROJECT DESCRIPTION

" ° v.,

o

4
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.°
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.
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On-The-Job Training Project
/

NARC Research and Demonstration Institute.

Institute Director: Brian M. McCann, Ph.D.

National Project Director: Michael W. Stuffibaugh

ARC!..N OJT PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

The Association for Retardai Citizens-National On-The-Job Training Project'

(ARC-National\OJT) is funded by the U.S. Department of Labor and/or the

Manpower Planning Agency inlyour state through the Comprehensive EMployment

and'Training Act (ETA).' :it is administered by the Association fOr,Re-
.

tarded CitizensNational. The project encourages'business* to Provide

job opportunities fpr worZready mentally retarded individuals and reim-

burses employers for training giyen these individauls during approkithately

the first two months c) employment wh n job adjustment is,espeaally
a

n Z

critical.

cp

One of the most helpful aspects of the ARC-National OJT ProjectJs its
it.

simplicity! Requirtments for participatiOn are specific and minimal, and

there is very little paperWork for the job placement dounseloe-or employer

6 to do. ARC-National strives to ensure that the OJT Project will remain a

'read-Fry available and easjly-use

vel pment. s,'

tool for job placement ;and career de-
,

f"

1

Participation requirement and.re mbursement procedures are detailed below.---

rffyou. have questions or negd additional information, please contact the

p ject's field coordinator at the.

I lustrative prbTotional broghures

a scravailable at no cost from\the

e look forward to assisting you in

of the Alt-C---Nat-i-on-alGOTProjectr49

i +rat

address or phone number liSted above.

and-manY'other supportive services,are

projegivinIt'

every way possible to take advantage,

. . O.

kdditional employers who are,acce funding' are State, County,.

and Munlcipal Governments and school districts.

k
.%;

7 e
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FACTS ABOUT'USING THE ARC-N OJT PROJECT

Federal agencies or divisions of..the federal
government.

ANY EMPLOYER IS 1.

ACCEPTABLE EXCEPT:

3.
"44: `

4.

5.

THE EMPLOYER 1.

ALWAYS:,
2.,

4

THE EMPLOYE MUST:

_

_ --
THE EMPLOYER IS ''. 1. Completion of the'320 hour trainingsperiod

,OREIMBUR D AT. THE by the 'trainee
'TIME OF: s. ' -OR-

.

2. Resignation or teriOnation of the trainee if
he/she fails to coMlolete the training period.

THE REIMBURSEMENT 1._ of the entry wage during th>,.frst 160
RATE IS1. ."

.

hours of employment.
'

-AND- .

One-fourth of thp entry wage g-the next
.

t
160 hours of employmeAlt ,....

.
.2.. Calculated on.the basis of the actual entry

.1

a
wage. There is no ceiling -- the higher the

. c-
hourly wage at entry, thehigher the reimburse--
ment amount.

THE-(TRAINEEMUST: 1. Piave an I1Q. of80 or bglow.
,(-

2. Be work-ready, ...

.

3. a. AVergge at least 354Forking hojurs per .

week during the trainingperiod (i:e.,-an .

,.,ijuit.,c.lif.rir- nflt.sal..

b., Average at least 20 working hours pgc Week: .*

*/
(The work week is defined as' Sunday through

1
,Saturday,and Is not limited*to only the
'school week) er

. -..

barmen re s

'

operation (other jobs are accettable).

Facilities for mentally retarded persons
(institutions, sheltered workshops; eta.)

4Attfiliated units, bOth state and .local, of
the Association for Retarded Citizens-
National (ARC's).

Religious or sectarian organizations i.e.
any job that-requires the trainee to perform
duties in a place or worship or religious.
insttrEtion). 0 .

Has the absolute right to terminate a LL.41IW.
. ,

Is reimbursed acco;gng to the -number df
training hours copleted even if the trainee
resigns or is terminated.

. Literally hire the trainee in a regular
payroll status.

2. .Pay the trainee at least the federal minimum

wage.($2.90'per hour in 1979 and $3.1.0 in 1980).

t

- 11
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":

ANI1 be enrolled in the lapt year of class-

room activity,in a school work-study prow.

gram. '

,,. or in scho
AND

. b. BE: Economically disadvantaged (E.d.).
(Individual is'E.d. if he/she is handi-

;.. 'I cappedl.**

THE PLACEMENT PER- ,

. 4 SQN IS AUTHORIZED
To COMMIT FUNDSJO

2.
.AN EMPLOYEE. PRO-

\Tipp:.

1

4

.tgke,

I

Both the employei?and the trainee-meet:ALL re-,
quirements for participation.

Aarainee Job Pfaceient form.is submitted,to '

the OJT,fiel0 office immediately after a'place-
ment is made and funds are committed' (usually
one week after a trainee begins work). ***

- .

w ao

** Please call-OJT Office if you need additional inTol:mation about
definitions of E.d., unemployed or underemplOyed.

*** ARC-National: will complete all Other necessary paperwor,_ on receipt

ef-a-TraineeJob Placement Sorg. No special record keeqpt g or reports

are required-of the placement person or employer.. EMPloyers simply

mustovign the Reimbiirsiament Agreement, Invoice and ,a Trainee Status

Form verifying the trainee's completion of 320 hours of euloyment.
114plvemegt person willreceive copies correspo ence sent

'to the employer.%

r

*el.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1981-752i294

,
, '.

93.
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WISCONSIN VOCATIONAL. STUDIES CENTER

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN=MAQISON',
°

The .Wisconsin Yociztiondl Studies Center at th'e,Univer-
sity of..Wisconsin-MadiseTnwas reorganized with the support of
the Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical,- Achilt
EdUcNitin within the School'of Education in 1971. The func.-
tion of the center is to serve the State of Wisconsin in a.uni-Clue
way by'bringing the resources of the University to bear on iden-s
ti red, problems in the delivery of vocational and inaniunder
programsvocational education, riedmial Nification, adult
education, career education and .infinpotber
citizens of all ages in all cominunities of the.state.. The center
focuses upon the delivery of services Maui:ling analyses.of need,
target -groups served, institutional 'organization,instructional.
dnd curriculum methodology and conEent, labor inarket needs,

yK manpower policy, and-other appropriate, factors. To the ex-
tent that these goals. are ench,anced and the foci of problems
'widened to encompass regional and national concerns, -the
center engages in studies beyond the boimdaries of the state.

6 "
4 i

14Elt.l E E. SI RoNG , director .

Rociit It. I AM111,10 , IISSOci:ite director

IT;

9

e

4

964 Ediucatiunal Sciences Building

9'

. . ,

)25 W. ,Johnson St!
/

I

J

44

NI
.

Madison, itconsin .0706 )
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DOCUMF.NTRESUME

ED 215 004 CE 031 698

TITLE Competency-Based)Curriculum in Communications.
General Industrial Arts.

.INSTITUTION..;

PUB DATE
NOTE

'tifIRS PRICE.

DESCRIPTORS
1'

Tennessee State Dept. of Education, Nathville. Div.
of Vocational-Technical Education, \./'

[803
838p,

MF05/PC34'Plut Postage. 40.

Architecture; BehaVioral Ohjectfves;. Civil
Engineering; *Communicationt; Competence; *Competency-
Based Education; *Drafting; Electrical Appliances;,
Electrical Occupations; Electricity; Electronic
Equipment; *Electronics; Engineers; *Graphic Arts;
Guidelines; Industrial Arts; Instructional Materials;
Job Skills; Learning Activities; Mechanical' Design
Technicians; Models; Occupational Information;
Photographic Equipment; *Photography; Printint;"
Radio; Safety; Secondary Education; Teacher Developed,
Materials; Telecommunications; Television; Vocational
Education

,'ABSTRACT ,s
.

.

. - Designed andwritten for industrial arts instructors
, and.students, this .teacher- developed curricului0.offers both a model
fdt instructors and practical guidelines for classroom activities

_t.. that explore
.

the field'.of,comiunicationt. Varioui aspects of,courte
: Oesign and deliveek.are covered in .the introductory section,, .

including course goals and objectiVes, siudeit outcomes, curriculum .

.' format) instrActor sidelines for organizing and compoting student,
modules, a bibliograPhy, andacVevement forms'. The, remaining Milts
deal with_thefollowing to Ds: electrititigeleCtronics' (tadio,
telegraph,,telephoni, televilion); drafting (architecture, mechanical

c engineeringX industikalvengineering, civil engineering); photOgraphy
(camera and lens, picture making-with automatit cameras, camera

,construction and operation, types oblack and white film, developing
black and white film, making prints from negatives;cpotographic
filters,-photOgraphic paPersemakin enlargements); graphic arts

ti(block Printing; ribber stamp cons uction, hot stamping,
,lithography/offset printinl,'silk-t reen printing, posters', general
'safety). Each unit contains the followingvunit Objectives,
ifperformante objectives, content outlkpes, teacher attivities, student
yriactimitiet, references) resour es, ,infarmation'sheets,. transparency
masters, ''and testp.aidtest an wertIso covered in each unit are
(Icupitioni associated with the%given area.of'commun

.

.

. . . ,
.

******************************************t**********; A***************, .
* Reproductions stippiiedWEDRS th A,are e- est that can be made *
*.

,. from the-original document. *
5,

_ .
.
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PREFAtk: COMMUNICATIONS

a

'electrons create television pictures and artists paint 'masterpieces. This
,is the world of communications, a,very large System of visual and audic\ images
prbduced and" received by. senses. -Eich, method of communication is unique to

.") what can be sent and received and involves iifferent sources and uses of.

color and sound; This is an investigation into the man-Tade symbols we hear
dud see around'us.

This curriculum has been designed; and written for Industrial Arts instruc-
tors and students. It offers both a model fof instruction, and piactical guide-
lines for classrbom activities. It is .a primer for, exploration into the Held of
communications.

These materials are intended.to.be used by both the. novice\ and veteran'
instructor. Special attention hasp been given to format and content, compensa-
ting for differences id the instructor's previous knowledge and experience. .

Loose-leaf pages permit immedigte revisidn and expansion sothatinstructors and4,

students will find the mateiiaks easy and enjoyable,_to'use. '
. .

.
. ,

Industrial Arts .instructors in Tengessee developed this curriculum in
three-stages.. First, a state-of7the-art study was condUcted to determinet i

. what hadbeen publishedin communications curricula.; '-Second, practiced
instructors wrotethematerials. Finally, stuarnta and instructors used the
curriculum.urriculup_in'their_classrooms"before if-was Avevised And published. All of :-

this required fotirteee";Onrhs, from research; writing, and field' testing, through
revision.-:- .

. 1
..q.

. . -1 "%g...1-On behalf of these inatructors we hope that' you mill join us as we view
and listen to the communications. world. Ilia this iS Only the'beginning We
request' your commeas and contributions as a-means-of_continu.ally-shapidg and
coloring this .curriculum_ -- -- --,

.
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INTRODUCTION: COMMUNICATIONS

C 1

This program it* designed to assistvindbriduals in the making of informed
and,meaningful-occupational choices. . Inthe exploration of the world of
communication's students will develop an awareness of the industry and

_41 technology'and the Oangei it.brings to an evolving society. Application of
the program will help students ddvelop tht technical competencies, concepts and
basic- skills Which are commonto-the industrial-technical aterials and
processes of the, communications industry:,

411

;The content of the 'curriculum is structured, analogous to an .inverted cone.
Starting at the top it offers a broad, circular panorama, an overview of the
world of,commuhications. As the curriculum telescopes down.Ward to the tip Of. -

. the cone', th e specific details andcomponents7-the subject matter - -come into
perspective. In additiOn. the cone tan $;e imagined as. surrounded or enclosed in
a netting or mesh-the functions and duties of the jobs in the field of
communication. As students trdverse this cone, both across,and through its
diminishingdiameters; their exploration becomes focused and the discoveries
they make can be carried through the point of departure. The student leaves

fhe elementary knowledge and ski-lis of the "cone" of'communicatiohs.

The? subject matter. ist the culridulum: -shape, weight and density to the
, general concep.' It is divided into four major means of communication which
exist in the world Ioday, Each of ese avenues of communicatiohsLis presented ,
and investigated in the manner described in the prectding paragraph. The
medium.ofphotograpl., for example, carries a visual message. The, students are
oriented to this concept before thertake and develop their first picture. The-
students, must create a visual image of a buildingbefOre they learn to
represent it on paper. The subject 'matter in eachof the foul sections
contained in a padket Of units, eacti.unit. generating momentum which is.applied

, and transferred to the next in the,:cluster.
.

The world of communications is a product .'
oElof a creative induitry, one which

begsn,with ideas. The curriculum' explores the processes, tools 'and materials
that allowed these ideas..tO.become usable'prbducts. It is hoped that Students_

be.sable-:to develop the insight,,,dhdelpqnding, and practical skills from
.differenttypea.of communication so that their own'ideas can be created.

..1
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PROGRAM .GOALS AND pBJECTIVES: -COMMUNI-CATIONS .

DEFINITION.

'Industrial'Arts Education is that segment'of the total educational program

that is__conceived and designed-to interpret, humanize and make meaningful to

all students the basic functions and concepts\of industry and technology

through a broad spectrum ofi experiences and'actimitieq with the materials,

processes; and related problems of our industrial-techriological society.

GOALS
.

. To provide students with a.variety of laboratory and clalroom ekperiences
.

with truphasis-upon-the--orien-tatiqn-and explOration of the Occupational cluster
ofNcoMmunications.

.. . .

. . ...
0.--.-1. , N

4 ''' . To aequaintstUdents with the principles-of various visual communication
psChniques and deviceS used in our present technological society.'

, .
$ .

To allow for exploration'in specialized and allied fields of visual
communication technOlogy in order to develop an awareness of the existing .

occupational and 'educational .Opportunit test.

'
OBJECTIVES. S

----.
,

Develop an insight and understanding of industry, Its place in our society, and
.

the free enterprise-systemk -6'
%.. 4 ' ...J -Discoverrand develop individual tilenta, aptitudes, -InOres:ts,

4
and potentials.

4m,relited to industry and tethOlOgy; ' 4.. e

*.- . r
Develop an understanding'of'industrial processes and. the practical application

, - .of screhtific principles; , .
..

.

.

,

.C.41. 0.C. 4,. C.C> 003,40.4).5.3..... c-.e.e,tc-G4±4. eoo o t...00t...o.c..t>o 4 .o.t.o. taat..t c.....tolo ta o ata o o o ola oo t5 V. V. V...> 6 . t. V.V.,... 4. V. V. t. 4,.C.4:. stoOooac,o wo.C...o carao..o.o.

'"kDevelop basic skills, in the proper use of collision industrial- teas, materials,
,. .w , '

.

and prOCesses;
_ . N$

.. Develqp-problemriolying and creative abilities involviqg the materials,, pro-
- cesSes, and products of industry;

..-

_

1.,
.: . .

.. .

t

understanding of' uatrial and technological career opportuniti s, t

quiremts a develop. those traits which will help students p Ir ain
)emplo-YMen .

.,
.

,

Develop a
and their -r

and maintai
.

ssist individuals
hoices and (b) 'in.

iki444vOCatiOfil

in (a) the making of informed and,madingful occupational
preparini individuals for-ehlollment4 advanced o highly
and technical education programs.
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GENERAL INDUSTRIAL ARTS

-EXPLORING'TECHNOLOGY

7
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STUDENT OUTCOMES

r .

This curriculum hos been written to bridge:the gap between elementary
school career educatidn activities and,high-schoal-level vocational. education
courses. It is 'one of four major career cluster curricula intended for use in
Industrial Arts in the middle or junior high schbol (grades.severi through ten).
It provides career exploration and basic skill development through'the
multiple- activity approach of general Industrial Arts. .

. .

Industrial Arts programs pare not intended to prepare students foi employ-
' went" in specific occupations. The emphasis is placed on short-term manipula-

tive and exploratpry experiences leading to an understanding of, modern indus-
try, itt tools processes and materials. Activities are designed to develop,
the students" awareness and interest in the many occupational possibilities

)open to them. The final outcome should allow individuals to make informed and
meaningful occupational, consumer, and avocational chdices.

But the ,transition from awareness and investigation to decision and choice
requires articulation. The general nature of Industrial Arts and_its position-

' in fhi-ducational continuum-should -be-falfowed by more specific occupational_
'programs. 'this' curriculum has been designed, in part, for student Ar

matriculation, nto trade and industrial and-pre-technical courses and into
various types of postsecondary training. This articulation can only
aerdeved if these options are available to students.

This- curriculumis one of four tiers comprising the.general,Industrial
.Arts matrix'shown on the following page. The purpose of this matrix is to
illustrate the grade'and career cluster relationship of Industrial Arts in).
Tennessee. Instructors are encouraged to block, bysubject area, the time they
spendteaching these curricula in the classroom. A mini-course schedule can be
utilized in grades, 7 and 8 ranging from 6 to 12 weeks. A complete course of
study of 18 or 36 weeks is more suited for grades 9 to 10. Credit should be
granted proportionally from 1/2 unit through 2 u it for a one-year course. .

This matrix, appropriately complipted, can be an id to scheduling and to.
*diagrammini internal IndUstrial Arts articulatio .

Every unit or module. in this curriculum. lists performance objeqives or
pro iciency-levels. These objectives were developed from the job dutiel
de ailed in the job structure and adopted tp the philosophy of Industrial Arts.

40. .student performance is therefore not geared towards employment competencies:b.
.The objectivei do describe the tasks to be performed, the condition under
\Which they will be perforied, and thestandard_a__accleptable,-yereorukance,..---..

.
' This curriculum provides pre- occupat '.onal explorato y experienCa for ..

students, leading not only to advanced vocational-technical e cation studies,.
but contributing to the students' avocational activities an sumer

.,
;. knowledge. The course map that follows is a graphiC represen ation depicting '-

.r- the students' entrance and exit through this program.
.

4
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CURRICULUM FORMAT

.0 7

. There are four major sections in the Industrial Arts--ComMunications
curri ulum. Each section is divided into units of instruction. (See the

tLours - Map).'

Electricity and Electronics (EE)
.,=

1.1raftitig'and Design (DD)
- Photography (PH)

10 _ Graphic' Arts (GA)
.

.1. The order in which these sections are presented-is at the discretion
of the individual'instructor . The sections can be taught as they are or
used in conjunction with the instructor's own instructiOnal materials.

.

This curriculum has been, designed for one year or 180 hours of in-
struction. Each section can be used on.a 9 or 12 week basis.

Each unit pf instruction is divided into the following part's:

Description of Unit
Unit ObjectiVe

Performance Objectives
Outline of Content
-Teacher Activities i

Student Activities

Reierences/Reiources
Inforiation Sheets
'Transparency Masters

-Teacher DeMonstratlon Sheets
Student Assignment Sheets
Student .Activity Sheets
Unit Teq(s)
Answers to'Test(s)
Equipment/Supplies'.0

Following eac sectfion in thecurriculum is a comprehensive Job
UStructure -S). This cah be usedwhen-instructing from the Outline of

Content,or performing, Activitie

Every,unit has.a self-contained. numbering system, and each unit.

begins with page number one.- The' pages are numbered consecutively
except for theTransparency Misters, which are numberedseparately in
upper right hand corner. ; r4, .

The objectives list4 ft: the begining of each unit are measured
either by a student assignment, by a student activity,' or by a test.
Answers are Oovided for all ofthe assignments and.tests. The minimum
acceptable performance levels for, assignments, .activities an4e-t24,41A, are

-tb be determined by the instructor. Also; the point or grAde values for
these eyatUatiop instruments are to,-be established by.the instructor.



C8

The Individual Student Achievement Records and the, Class
Competency/Progress Record 'should be separated from this-introductory
section and reproduced'for use in thi classroom.

Tht Division of VocationalTechnical. ROilcation would appreciate your
your 'evaluationq and comments as you utilize this curriculum for Industrial
Arts -- Communications.

.

.

Industrial Arts
212, Cordell Hull Building

0 JRashVillt, Tennessee 37219

C
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COURSE MAP:' COMMUNICATIONS

O

Electricity and Rlectronics

1. "'Introduction

2, Electricity..

3. RlectrUnici;

.

4.
.

Radio ,'

5. ,Telegraph

6. 'Telephone

7. Television

Photdiraphy.

1. Camra and Lens: Types of'Uses
,

.C9

Drafting an Design
,

1. Architecture'

2. Mechanical Engineering
, -

3. industrial Engineering

4. Civil Engineering

5.- Other Engineering Specialtiei

Graphic Arts

1, 'Introduction

2. Picture Makin with'Automittic Oameras.2.. Block Printing.

,. 3. Camera Con4trUctiba and,Opayation 3. Rubber S&;bip Construction'
.,

. .

4. Types of Black and White Film 4. .Hot Stamping
a.

I
5, Developilt Black and

l'

White Film ' 5. Lithography/Offset Printing
,

,, !V-
. 6. Making Prints from Negatives 6, Silk-Screen Printing

. ,7. Posters

8. General Safety

Photbgraphic Filters

8.' Photographic Papers

Making Enlargements

10 'photographic Activities

41.
.

\.

15.

S.

01; -
r
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INSTRUUTORS'S GUIDELINE FOR ORGANIZING.-
AND'COMPOSING STUDENT MODULES.. \\.

Thb Instfuctor's Guide for this,curricuIum .contains all of the
materials needed'io fdriaa,Stuaent Module. Extract, duplicate, collate
and staple from each unit the pages lifted below.-

.

Discription of Unit
Unit Objective
Performance Objective
Student Activities
References/Resources (optional)
jinformation Sheet
ssignment'Sheet

Student Activity Sheets
Unit Test(s)

Prerles*t/Pose-Test *
,a Job Structure ** .

--.4

*" These items' follow each section in the curriculum. They may be
reproduced and distributed separatt from individual units.

.

4,

1

1- .

18

1

V

a
F.1



. -syqpEsT4D PAPER COLOR CODE
FOR REPRODUCING' STUDENT MODULES

,

,

1,

\

'
e11%

^S

White

Unit 'Objec tive

Description of Unit
Performance Ob.jective
Outline of Content
Teacher,Activities
Studen't Activities

References/Resources
Transparency Masters.

Green

Information Sheets.

Bilff

.

Demonstration Sheets-

Brown

Assignment Sheets
-Student Activity Sheets

Yellow (canary)

Test(s)

Pink

Answers to Test(s)

Cherry

Equipment/Supplies

Blue'

'Job Sheets

C 11

.
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DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

Ihid'unit,dontainia short histOry of electornic communications, a
luolc,et'the. FCC :and-: basic eleCtrOni&ComMuicatiOns model. The
materiais.,iii,,thiatunit are designed fer'2,hodrs of instruction.

tetv-7comp etiOn7;4f'ihid.Unit-the-Studentiiill be able, tiridentify terms
nd'dertai,tOnit,:dieCtide!brieflYthe,lhistorY of eleetronic communica-

,

electronic

the elementetif a
sie-eleatroiiieCOlihniCEitionic-sticide

ter4t0OlOilitiienit,.Ofthii:Unitthe!Student,-liiii be nble
a -

tc
(i0 FOtre-,at 444itiOili,and descriptions.

df r-,00tdi.primari funCtiOnd.

elements 'of a basic.eleCtranic,izoMmuni-
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I. A 'Short History of Electrical Communication
(From an FCC Infortation Bulletin)

The earliest me hod nf'distaliCe.commtinication was-by runners
who carried 'oral orzLcitten messages. After man domesticated the
horse, riderd were able to convey messages faster and farther.

%For,signaling purposes,_primitive people used drum, fire, and
Stoke: Torchenand'fire towers figuredin the Greek and Roman
military,camPaigts. Agamemnon sent the new-6 ,a the fall of9Troy to
-his wife by flares along,the way. Cyrus, king of thePersians,
stationed men with strong.lungs on hilltops to relay orders through
hide megaphones.,During the Crusades, Saladin dispatched messages.
by pigeons. .

The ancients employed burnished: etals to reflect' the sun's
. rays for daytime signaling. Signal flags by day and flashing .

lights at night also were-.used.

Andrew Jackson fought the British at New Orleans after: ce
. had beenlyeached in the War of 1812 hecause, of a lack of speed
communication to let him know of, theiwar's end. Sitilarly dur
the CiVil War, a Confederate raider destroyed Yankee-whaling ships
in tlie Arctic, two months after Lee Surrendered.

I
/.

. - ,

,

!

1 The colorful pony-express required 10 1/2'days to carry mail
from St: Joseph, Mo., to San.FiSncisco:

Before the advent ofithe,railroad, it,took 44 hours for stage-
.

I' coachentecarry news from Washington to New-York,Ci y. .Express

bi

riders cut-thiadown to20 hours. Trains now. make t e trip in 3
'hours and jet planes in less than an hour. Trainn ve crossed the
continent in 2 1/2,days and jet planes now make the trip in-.5
hours.

In 1492 it'took,ColumbuS IO'daysto reach the New World: ;Cen-
turies ldier Aterican clipper ships crossed- the Atlanticin 2
weeks., Steamships-have made the trip, in 3 J/4 days, and jet pas-.
senger.planes .11.0471315an the ocean_4wabout 6 1/2 hours.

-

-° HoWever, telephon&and.telegraph ire- able to bridge the conti-
1 .

vent Orrsea almost instantaneous
r' ,

At the-'turn of thecentury, tic? was confined to wireless
telegraph; largely for'marine pdrp.se, and code cotmunicatiowfor
comparatively short distances: TOdSy radio hadaany:aural and
visual communication tses,on.lend;-on the sea, std in the air.
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That radio no longer is earthbound is evidenced by-the devel-
opment Of space communication. Global telephone, telegraph and
television services have been expedited and expanded by relay via
space communication satellites. United States participation in
such a system was authorized byLCongress in.1962.

Invention of the steamboat and locomotive greatly reduced the
time element in communication. -But it remained for the telegthph
to strengthen our nationallife and unity.

The'principle of the electromagnetic telegraph was developed
by Samuel F. B. Morse. While a professor-of arts and design at Newt
York University in-1.835, he proved that signals could be transmit-
ted by wire.

As in the case with many notable inventions, he had
in arousing interest. He gave a public demonstration in
it,was not until five- years later that congress appropri
00,000 to 'construct an experimental telegraph line from
to Baltimore.

difficulty
1838, but

ated
Washington

Early the next year 1844, meibers of Cqngress witnessed the
sending and receiving of, messages over a part of the lime. Before
the line had reached Baltimore, the Whig party held its 1844' na- °

tional convention the4 and, on May 1, nominated Henry Clay. This

news was hurried to Annapolis Junction (between Washington and Bal-
timore) where Morse's partner, Alfred Vail, wired it to the capi-
tal. This was the first news dispatch carried-by electric tele-
graph.

"What bath God wrought sent by Morse frodthe old Supreme
Court chamber in de United States Capitol to his partner in Balti-
more, officially opened the completed line on May 24, 1844.

.Three days later the Democratic National Convention met it
Baltimore. ,Van Buren seemed'the 'choice; but James K:"Polk

won the nomination. When this news wasteiegraphed to Washington,
skeptics refused to believe'it: Only after persons arriving', by

train from Baltimore confirmed the report, .were many nvincedof
the telegraph%t valte.

MorSe and his associates obtained. private funds'to extend

,their line to:Philadelphia and Newtqrk. Small telegraph companies
sprang up in-the East, South, and' Midweit. Dispatching bf,fr4ins
:bk.telegraph startediir 1,851. .Western UniokcommenCedi business the

same year. .It'bdilf the first'trAscolintinOlial telegraph line 'fin
1861, madly alOng railroad rights -of-

.

.

The telegraph. provided speedy colMunicatlon at the time the

Wept, was being opened. TOgetheewith the'railroad, the telegraph
bdili up communities,'ofenekdarkets, and promoted commerce.



Until 1877, all rapid Giong-distance communication depended
upon the telegraph. In that year, 1mwevers-a rival developed with
the advent, of the telephone. Patent litigation between Western.
Union and the infant telephonesystem was terminated in 1879 by an
agreement that largely separated the two services.

4In 1881, the competitive Poital Telegraph pystem entered the
field. For'. economic.reasona,:Postal was merged with Western Union
in 1943. 'Today'aii* one company Western Union -- offers a nation-
wide telegraph service. SOMe independent telegraph companies ..

ex-istr-but-they;-are--imall and mostly serve railroads or particular
industries in limited areas. ,

- . .. . .

Ocean cable.telegraph--.7a sea-going extension of the land tele-
,

graph system to link islands and continents:-Also was pioneered by-
', Morse. In 1842, over,,an insulated copper wire submerged in New

York- harbor, Morse demonstrated that eleCtrical impulses coArld be s,

sent under water. It remained for Cyrus W. Field to make the -sub-
marine cable practical.' . , s ,

t

With capital obtained from private subscriptions in New York
and.London,and, in part,appropriated by the British and United

4 States:Governments, an attegri wails made in 1857 to lay a cable
ander the Atlantic Ocean. The_cablebroice after 355 miles, had been-
laid out..by a ship' erating from Ireland. Mhe'fallowini June,

_

another attempt failedi A.Oable was successfully laid the.next
month butAt soon became inoperative. Another cable7laying effort,
in 4865; proved futile.. .:

On July.27, 1866.the-itesamship "Great Eastern" complete d' lay-
inva new cable from Ireland to. Newfoundland. Returning:.to mid-
ItilWic, the ship located and.. raised .the cable used in the 1865

, attempt, spliced it, and extended it.to Newfoundland, where it was
landed 'On September 8. Thus-, America and Europe were linked by two

.. cableS. .0ther'ocean Cables :followed.
-.

' ;
. \

.' Through telegraph cables,. internacommerce was stimula-
.

,

.ted and the exchange of/news became a matter of minutes instead of

'
weeks. .. t. %..11 -'

.

'

1

..
..: - !

.
siA Ocean cables ware operated .by manually repeating 'the Messages

. along. the route:` In,1921 "regenerators" were'developed-fOrAirect,
transmission hetween terminals. Less that 300 letters a minute '

could be-Aent%0Ver the,origihalihxransatlantiC cable. Mbderri "PeF6!
,alloy" cables have-a capacity of about 2,400. letters a minute.

* 4
'If I Can get a merchanism which will make a current
,of electricity vary in its intensity, as the air varies
in density when a'sgendlie passing through it, I can

.

. telegraph ahy sound, even the sound ofspeeph."
.

f '"'
.

A
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SoT,AedliiedAlexander Grahai Bell in 1875 while experimenting,
with his "harmonic telegraph." On June 2 of that year, by fashion
ing'a makeshift diaphragm, this teacher of the deaf discovered he
could hear over a wire the sound of a twanging clock spring.

1

Nine months lateron March 10, 1876--Beil transmitted the
first complete sentence .. heard over a wire. What he said was, "Mr.
Watson, come here, I Nirant you." It was received by his associate,
Thomas A. Watso,.in an adjoining,room of their tinyiloston labora-
tory.

4
.

United States Patent No. 174;465, issued to'Bell in 1876, be-
dame recognized as the "most valuable patent." Yet early efforts
to popularize the'felephone met with disapp intment. Though people
pate-to hear Bell lecture on "the miracle scovery of the age,"

. for a time they seemed unaware of its poss ilities;

However, 1877 saw construction of_the first regular telephone
Ane--from Boston to'Somerville, Mass. At 'the close of 1880 there
were 47,900 telephones in the United States. The following year
brOught telephone service between Boston!and Providence. Seryice
between New York and Chicago started in 1892, and between New York
and 8ostonAn 1894. But transcontinental service,by overhead wire
was not inaugurated until 1915. 45

Early'telephones were leased in pairs.. The subscriber had to
put 41) his own line to'connect with another. The first switchboard
was set up in Boston in 1871. The first regular telephone exchange
was established in New Haven in 1878. Early swftchboards were
manned by boys.

gE 1:5

In the early days, many cities and towns had rival telephone
systems. Philadelphfa was -the last major area to give .4,dual ser-.'
vLde, doing so in 1943.

The first bell telephone company started in 1878. It devel-
oped into the AtericanTelephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T), in-
corporated" in 1885. 'AT&T And its subsidiaries.comprisethe3ell''
System_which provides a variety of communicationserVices. Some
1,640 independeht,terephone,companies also operate.: Most of them
connect with the-Bell System.

Toward the close of the 19th- century the myriaehf overhead
.telephone wires in large cities'became such an obstacle to effec-
tive fire'fighting, and_were so subject to snow and sleet damage
that it was necessary to, develop sturdier overhead cables. In
1888, 100 wires could be combined into a, large cable; tgdaymore N.
than'4\-000 strands can be 'encompassed' in a cable-the 'siie of an
actUlf'd wrist.

A
4
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. , !..5.tvoctc,La Porte, Ind., in 1892. Most .telephones now are dial operated.''.-'1,

The first coaxial cable experiment opened between New YorleaCd
'Philadelphia in 1936. One pai'of coaxial units can carry simul-
taneously.1,860 telellahone'apversations.or 606 conversations and

. ..

two TV programs. Each of these 1,860 voice-pathways also can be
equipped to provide up to 18 telegraph circuits. Commercial ser-
vice Uas inaugurated between Stevens Point, Wis.,,' and Minn apolis
in 1941. Coast-to-coast service was inaugurated in 1951 w entthe
Japanese Pedee Cbnference in San Francisco was televised.: ,

. ,
- \ .
.Expaiments with underground telephon ble began in 1882,

1 G

but'it was not until-1902 that the first loA istance buried cable
was placed in operation--between New York and wark, N.J. The
first 'crass-continent unddrgranhd-dable-line-Ws-openelin-19424

. . .

Submarine telephone cables have bong.connected this country
/

ith Cuba.' The first transatlantic telephone cableconnecting
NewfoundlanCwithAnglandwas opened in'1956. Later that same'
yeaf.a subMarine telephone.cable from the State of Washington to
Alaska was, put into- operation,- Hawaii was linked by telephone

began operat n in 1959.".'SeVeliiiiiifiane,cables now link North-

cable'witW-t b4mainland in -1957, and telephone cap-to France

America and Europe.7:

The dial telephbne was invented by. Almon B. Strowger, a Kansas
City, undertaker, in,1889., The first dial exchange was installed at

a

Few radio broadcasts travel through the air excludilieMmany
'are sent over telephone wires. .

In the 1860's, James Clerk Maxwell, a ScottisfOlphysicist, pre-
dicted-the existence of radio waves, and in 188k Heinrich-Rudolph
Hertz, a German physiciii,.demonstrated that rapid, variations of
electric current could be projected into space in the form of radio
waves similar to those of light and heat. A patent of a wireless .

system was issued in the. United States as early as 1872.

But it remained for Guglielmo Marconi, an Italian inventor,'to
prove the feasibility at radio.comMunication. Marconi sent and
received his first...radio signal locally in Italy in 1895. -In,1899
he flashed the first wireless.signal across the English Channel and
two years later received the-letter"S",telekraphed fromIngland
to Newfoundland. This was the first,Sufcessful transatlantic radio
transmission. 'Marconi also wit eastwardthe first eastwartransatlantic
radiotelegraph message in 1902a..:

These activities arcitisedmrld interest. -Sea disasters proved
the uewmedium..ta. be,::an,effecifie aid in rescue work, as well as
for communicating between-ships.and between Ships and shore points,
ancia numbefof ocean liners installed. wireless equipment.' In 1899
the United States Army established wirelebs communication with a
lightship off Fire'Is1ap4;11.Y. Two'years later the Navy adopted t
wireless system. ,Up'tq then, ithilhad been using visual signaling
and homing pigeons. '

r
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The first international wireless conference was held at Berlin
in 1903. :

The first radio distress call from an.American vessel ka. Navy

---7-relief-ship)- occurree_ia-1905.--But-a-radio-opetator_natned. Pack_
Binns made world news in '1909_ when he remained at his post on the

' stricken steamship Republic.to-summon aid with the British radio
t - -distress call "C Q D". Later that same year the S.S. Arapahoe

.brought help with "SOS,': which was adopted as an international
radiotelegraph distress call in 1906 and is still in use ("May -

......:- day" was adopted in 1927 as the international distress 11 for
rad1otelephony:1-In I912-the ill-fated-Titanic also re orted to
wireless:

By international agreement in 1927, the alphabet was appor--
tioned among the nations for basic use in radio calls to identify
both'the nationality and the type of radio stations.

-4;

f. . . 4

In 1904, radiotelegraph service was inauguratecamonefiite
$ Hawaiian Islands;in 1'903, a Marconi station at Wellfleet, Ilass?,,

carried an exchange of greetings betWeen President Theodore: Itgoie.-:
velt and King - Edward VII; in 1905 the naval battle of Port Arehur

in,the Russo-Japanese war was repotted by wireless, and in 11p6 ttt
U.S. WeatherBureau experimented With radiotelegraphy tohspeed

- ',

- -4. . notice of weather conditions. In 1909, Robert.E. Peary, arctic ,.
A,

explorerti_radiotelegraphed: "1:lound the Pulerin 1910 Marconilo -..

opened r.4gular American-tuiopeap radiotelegraph service:whichr -, .

several months later, enabled an escaping British:murderer to be .

V
..

apprehended-on the hiih seas'; and in 1912 the first ttanspacific _,4,..

radiotelegraph service linkerSanFrancisco with Hawail.-
-- .- 4 .

. 44Ag
- During the First World War, govertikents b4an using rdtotele-

7oka,
graph to'keep abreast of events and to direct the movement,of
troops and supplies. WOrld War Irdemsonqtrated the /alue of radio

. and spurred its deVelopment and.utilizationfor peacetime purposes.
°Radiotelegraph circuits to -other countries enable persons almost
anywhere in the United S'tates.t000mmunicate with,praciically any
place on the glebe.

. ,..-

._. -

..MP /, _
4.

.,

.-:-Pictures have been transmitted-

'by;

radio since 1923, When a ; .

photograph was sent from Washington to Baltimore in a test.. The,.' ,. .

. fist transatlantic radiophoto relay came in 1924 when the Redid
--tOrfioration of America beamed a-picture_of.Charles_Evans.Hughes;
from Londo to New,York. RCA inaugurated regular radiophoto ser--

, vice in 1926..

a



At present there is to domestic.all-radiotelegraph service on
a national basis. Two.radio communication companies once had

.-domestic networks connecting certain large cities, but these were
closed in World War II and were not reopened. However, microwave
and other developments make it possible for domatiC telegraph
munitation to bt carried in substantial part over radio circuits.
1n-4945 Western Union established the.firtt,microwave beam system,
connecting New York and Philadelphia'. This has since been extended
and is'being developed into a coast -to -coast system. Over. present

links Western Union can transmit about.2,000-telegrams sithdlta-
neously:in each direction.

The tirslime the human voice was, sent by radio is a subject
for debate. Claims to that distinction range from "Hello Rainey"
spoken by Nathan B. Stubblefield to a,partner in test near Murray,

iKy., in 1892, to an exRerimental program of talk and music by Regi-2"'
Fessenden of Brant Rock fu Mtss.,"in 1906, which was heard by

radio-equipped Ships within several hundred miles.

In 1915 speech was first transmitted across the continent--New
York City to San FrencisCo--and across the Atlantic Ocean--from

Naval radio-station NAA at Arlington, Va., 'to the Eiffel Tower in
Paris. There was some experimental miliAary radiotelephony in

: World War I betkeen grotad and aircraft.

. The first ship-to-shore two-way radio todversation occurred in;
.1922, between Deal Beach, N.J.,. at4d the S.S. Amerila, 400 miles at

%. sea. However, it'was not until 1929 that high seas public radio-
telephone service was inaugurated. At that time telephorie.contact

m- could be made -only with-ships within 1,500 miles of shore. Today
it is possible. to telephone nearly every large ship wherever it may
be on the.iglobe.

. . °,

Commercial radiotelephony linking North America with Euiope
was,opened in 1927, and. 4ith South America three yearsliter.
1935' the first telephone was made aroundthe world, Using both
wire'and radio circuits.

.

Until 1936, all American transatlantic telephone communication
d to,;berouted thiough England. In that year-a direct radiotele-

phone circuit,was opened to Paris. Others to other countries fol-
lowed:" Telephone-connection by radio and cable is now postible
with more than 180 foreign points.

-.Microwave telepbode transmission was first sent across the
'English Channel irr1930. A microwaveeelephone system, between
Boston and New York, went,into operation A11°1947. The first over-
seas telephone call from a moving automobile was made from St.
Louis to Honolulu in 19464

t,

48
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It was not until after World Wer.I that regular broadcasting
began. The first system used was 4M (amplitude modulApion).

:
Licensing of broadcaststations on a regular basis began in

1921 with WV, Springfield, Mass., the first station licensed..,
- Sote-broadeaet-StationS"develeped fret- experimehtaloperations pri-

pr to that date. A.-pioneer in.this respect Was KDKA; Pittsburgh.

Experimeital network operatiqn over telephone lines existed as
early as 1922. Predident,Coolidge's message to Congresp was broad-
cast by six stations in 1923. In 1926.the National Broadcaiting-
Company started the firstregular network with 24 stations. It6
first coastlq-.to was in 1927. In that year the Columbia

-Broadcasting-System.mas organized. The first round-the-world
broadcast occurred in 1930.

EE 1.9

mit

Before 1923, radio broadcast was localized. Today; though
telephone.lines, coaxial cable, microwave, and other relay means,
the same live program can.,be sent over many stations at the same
time, or by recordings 61/0046ape and film in 'the case of TV), so

4

.the same program can be used 4t'times to suit programmipg schedules
of individual stations.

4
Though a patent on frequency modulation (FM) was issued -in

"1902/the principle of FM had been known previously.' However, its
advantages for broadcasting were not deVeltiped until shortly before
WOrld War II. Largely as 'a result of developmental work by. Edwin
N. Armstrong in the 1930's, Ake Federal Cdkmunications'Commission.;'
in 1940 authorized commercial FM broaddasting to start January 1,
194t.

.
.

.

There was no "first" individual.commercial FMAuthoCrization
b ause, on October 31, 1940, the Commission granted construction
permit' to 15 stations simultaneously. The first licensed commer-
cial FM station was WSM-FM, NashVille (May' 29,'1941), which Tr-

: ated until 1951. ,

.

To enable FM,broidcasterS to obtai additional revenue, the
-Commission in 1955 authorized them to p ovide a supplemental 'backt
ground music" service to subscribers. T e signal is, in effect,
"piggy-backed" on regular. programs for rei4Ption on special sets in.'
stores; fattories% etc.

In-1961-

stereOphonic
tion to give

/

le

the Commission authorized FM stations to engage in-
broadcast. This involves dual transmission and recep-
a more realistic effect to music and other sound.

;

i9
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The beginning of visual radio has ben traced to 1884 when:
Nipkow, a German, patented a scannrng disk fox trans iaing

pictures by wiress. In. the United Sta es Charles F..J nkinstbe-,
'gan study of the subject -about Ri noux. and-FourniersondUct-
ed "televisidn" experiments in France er the turn 'of tfiek.cen-

In:-Marconi-predicted-"visible-telephone."--In-1925-
*4 Jenkins demonstrated "his mechanical TV app ratus. A year later

. .

there were experiments by E.F.W. Alexanderson, Philco T. Farnsworth
and John L. Baird.

.*. ,

An experimental TV program was sent by wire in 1927' tween
WashingtOri and New York by the Bell Telephone Laboratories. The
next year an Outdoor pick-up was tested Large screen TV was

. demonstrated in-a New York theater in 1930.

Seventeen experimental TV stations:were opeAting in 1937.
Ake.p

experimental mobile TV station was placed in use that ydar. The
first United States President seed on TV was -Franklin D. Rooseve
when he opened the New York World's Fair!' in 1939.

In 1939 the Milwaukee Journal filed the initial, application to
broadcast T# programs on a commercial basis. As a result of a

. hearing in 1940,the Commission authorized commercial TV operation'
to start July 1, i$'1. ,,,,s , .

e

e '

e

- ,44-t-''

e , 'IL"- .Meanwhile, ,a ntifebet` of-TV' stations, whidh had beed.operating-,
eiperkinentally, applled for commercial authorizapon. The first,ir

. grant fotirdgular Troperatiohwas'issi4d to WNBT, New York,.on
. June ".1941 -WeCtive July t of that:yearr:

. ,.6,,,,,, ,
..

,

..
s ..

, ..) .

As a resuirofitoceedingsAthatfaYted in 1948, the Commis-
siOn oh April ;J41 .19521,-Idded:70NHIF ,Uftra High Frequency) chan- ,d,

nels-to-the-12 VAF--4-Very-igiOreqeheicitannels-mfien_useiLlot__T V _

broadcast, thus making mote than 2:,00-4flinfrept-available fdr as-,
signment in nearly h,300 communitaCtlAuglrut the United States
and its territories.. TV set' :made afeer

,

.,

AnYil 3,0, 1964, must be .

able to receive UHF and VHF channelit', ,,

'': , -40,

, .?

,. o 9 2. )
4 ft

. .*

ifs Color television had long been'a subject study and experi7
mentation.,. In 192'8 Baird, in'Enipla ,gdemonsttafed.one system. .,

The next year color wet., sent over ire in'.a'testsat- the Bell Tele-
phone Latloratories. .'

T.
Color Tynias'considered-initi ly-by,the pc in 1941\ when it ..

,prdpoSed altethative standatdsfor ()chrome ind,goior. In 1.945 '-
it alldcated certain UHPfrequencie for tiKkmentation in Bevel -

oping color and high definition black-. iteTV.. In 1946 it
received a formal proposal for"the doptio of .color standards.

.

e
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-pidceedingsin 1949 and 1950,resglt
, the tommissioeradOptin&a color-Sistem

receivers -nor adapters- The FCC' held the
consideration of subsequent developments
'the present "compatible'" color system on-

EE 1.11

0 on Octobe04, 1950, in
lhat required speeial
door open, however for
and, as a resu adopted
December 17, 1953.

TheFCCautho4zedyay-TV (involving 'special programs for sub-
.

scribers) .a.S.'early as 1950. Five years later it proposed trial of
suclCai-fserviCe bubecause of Congressional committee resolutions,
deferred further action until 1959'when it invited applications by
commer'cial TV Stations to test toll -TV.. The firs( such giant ws
made on February 24,:1961, to WHCT, Hartf3rd-§ Conn. *Subscription
TV was established as a-regular broadcast service on December 12,'
1968..

. . :, .,,,-:,

University engineers helped to,constructaisome oftloanation's
pioneer AM broadcast stations -and many early broadca,4,licenses
were issued'to olducational institutions.

-,0.- ,. -

,

,

By 1925;%educational groups -held 111 licenses. For various
reasons,-most of these stations 'were off the air when 'the Federal
CommUnidationaXommiSsion was created j.n 1934. However, some edu-, ,,

',.: , cational bodies still operate in the Atiband4 either commercially
or without,profit.

'v,!*--.

,
V-

lo-enceUrage tWdevelopment of noncommercial,educat onal
'.broadcasting, the Commission in 1938 set ,aside certain channels
for the exelusive,dte.of educational, institutions. 0 y' a fe'w in-

Stitutiond applied, and most later:blangedAo FM when the Commis-
Sion allocated FM:ehnnels for n_oncomieroial::educational use,
Starting in 1941:-,','

As'an,additional incentive o-qucational broadcasting, the
Commissio in 1948'authorized. 1pw poZer (10twatts)-for noncommer-. b

cial educatppOOM stations.

In'itS-eeleVision decision' in 1951, the Commission alIdeated
TV' channels:,for noncommercial educational purposes. This later

:was` increased to 655

The first aoncommerciml.educationall&grant was,made July 23,
''"1952, fol,theKansaa'State- College' of Agriculture and Applied

,

. Seiehce,:(K,PAP=TV); but that. station was not built. The - =first such

.----Sfa064.19-0n-the-ace-WasAOHTT7-Houiton-i-in-195

Gable Tifileo deVelOped, initially, in themdate1940!s in commt,"
Attlee Unable-to receiVe.-television signals because of terrain or

; . , ,.

tdiatanee'frbeTVYStations.. seer aritenpas,were buiWto 'pick 111)
'broadcast station signals and feed theM by table to sUbscribers for
a :fee: ,' "-.,

4.



, .-7- In 1950, there Were 70 cable TV operatiQ in tho United

,

States, serving L4,000 subscribers. At the close -of fiscal 1973
there were almost 3,000 cable systems serving well over 7.25&1.11-
Xionhnmes in some 5,,700 communities:

,
, -). ..

Cable-offer s-cleaier pictures-thati-lome-antennas, .particularly_
:color TV, and can offer larger numbers ofIchannels for TV si:v

nals and various other services. Many systems feature separate

_ channels -for weather, Mock market reports, wire service news, and
FM radio. Some cable operators originate their own programs.

!- The average cable system has 1,200 subscribers. The largest- -

in San Diego --has - .over- 57_,000;. -some -have fewer- than- -L00.- -Most sys-

tems offer between 6 and 12 channels, the,average being 10. Cable

TV systems are capable of offering up tb 60 different channels.
The average. monthly fee is $5~'`f or service; installation fees range

n; from gratis to about $100, buethe averagela. $20.

The nabretindustry had total subscriber revenues estimated at
391jfillion-in 1971. Cable systems are'still concentrated in smal-
ler communities; over half of the systems serve fewer thad 1,000
homes each. In large metropolitan areas,where reception is'a
problem because of the "canyons' created by tall buildings, the
number of cable subscribers is increasing.

The Commission asserted limited. jurisdiction over cable TV in
1962,.first establishing;rules in 1065 for those'systems which re-
ceived signals by microwe. (Micro ve stations have always- been

FCC licensed :) In .1966,'the Commiss on established rulesfoeall
cable.systemSI whether served by min owave or not. An extensive

revision of the rules was adopted February 2, 1972 and became ef-
fective March 31, 1972.

,es

Amateur radio is'almost as old as marineradio. There was

some amateur operation at the turn ofthe century and, in 1912,
several hundrect.aelf-styled "hams"' were in radiotelegraph communi-

cation with one another or listening -in on marine telegraph trans-

missions. The amateur fraternity, which now also uses radio-tele-
phony, has been highly instrumental in popularizing and advancing
the radio art.

,

Police radio is also among th 'older public Safety services.
In 1916 the New York City Police Dep ent began operating a radii

-station to-communicate-with -its_harbor_patrol boats. TheJ)etroit.
Police Department experimented with rOlio comunication in 1921,

-using the call letters.'"KOP." The first. state police radio system

was established in.1923 by Pennsylvania. Thelirgf-construction
N'

.permit for a two -way police radio system went to Bayonne, N.J., 1.1V

9132', but Port. Jervis, obtained the' first license.

52
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Today radio Is employed fora wide variety of purposes. In
w. ,

addition to broadCastersand common, carriers, the FCC regulates
such non-Government radio services as aviation; mastne; public
safety (policeelfre, local- government, forestry conservat on,

ItSspecial emergency and highway maintenance); industrial ( siness,
.:--,-manufacturing, forest products, petroleum, power, etc.); and

.

- trans ortation (railroads, passenger- buses, _trucks, taxicabs;
autolebile emergency,,etc.); disaster communications; research add
experimentalrand individuals, who use radio' as a livelihood, hobby
or personal convenience (commercial and amateur operators and,pri-
vate citizens). .

4_7:

- --
4From an FCC Information Bulletin)

1. What is, thhederal Communications Commission?
.

11

Itis the United States Government agency'4Charged with regula-
ting interstate and foreign coMmunicahiar by means of radio,
teleiision, wire, cable, and::satellite.

2. Whatwis'the,Objeet of FCC Regulation?

To provide for orderly development andlioperation of radio*"
service to makecvailable a eapid,efficient, nationwide and-
worldwide telegraph and teleOhone service at reasonable
charges; to eromote-the safety of life and property through
the use wire aneradiocommunicati'oniand to .employ commu-
nication facilities id;the 'national defenk.

".

3. Is the FCC Under Any Government. Department?

No. It is-an independentFederal agency created by Congress
and, aasuchi_reporis directly. to Congress.

4. °How Did the FCC Come Into. eing?

.0

Jurisdiction over Wire and radio communications at various
times .was handled,tr.the Department .of CoMmerce, Post Office
Department,, 'Interstate COmmer e Commission and the Federal '

'Radio. dommisSion. Technolog dal develchiments.andinterference ,
necessitated coordination Of these regulatory fanctions'in a
single agency.. The Communications Act,, aigned.june'19, 1934:-

--.T, created-t,he7FederalF,COmmuniations-Commissian for that put-74-
pose.,

a.

_

° *Radio is used here in1,1 -inclusive sense and refers to'
televisi9n as well as ot l er)vdidtasting.and nonbroadcastingt-:

,

-uses.
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5.- IS the Communications Act Limited to the 50 States?
4

'No,- It applies also to Guam, Puerto Rico,.and the itrir

'Islands, but not to the Canalp Zone. . 6a.

4. 6

A. _What are the FCC's Major Activities ?:

It allocates hands of frequencies tol'hon-Government communica-.
tions services and assigns frequencies to individual stations;
licenses and'regulites stations and operators;.regulates com-
moil carriers in-interstate and foreign communications by tele-
graph, 'telephone, and satellite; promotes,sifety through the
use-d-radio on land,water, and in .the air;- encourages more
effective and widesftead use of radio; utilizes wire and radio
communication services in national defense. It doei not regu-
late radio, operations by the Federal Government.

7. How is ,the FCC AdIristered?

The FCC consists of seven Commissioners appointed by the 'Pres-
-idenewith'the Approval 'of the Senate. .No Commissioner can

have alinancial interest in any Commission-regulated.busi-
ness: No more than four Commissioners-may be members of the
Same political party. Appointmepts are for --.seven years, ex--

cept unexpired.term. The.salary of Commis-
sionefN 't$91,00raoyearrthe'Chairman. receives $52;000. 'One
of the Commissioners is designated Chairman, by thel'resident.
The Chairman's tenure during his term of office is at the
pleasure of the President. .

,

8. How Does the FCCFunction?,
.

:TheCommissioners function -as a unit, supervising allJEC
_____activitieswith_delegations of_resionsibilities to boards an

Committees oCbbidissioners, individual Csipmissioners,,and
staff units. .The Chairman is responsible for-the general

_administration of the internal affairs Of*the Cominissioni
-;

,..:

POlici,deterMinations are, tae by 'the Cg ..issidn as a whole.

Commission tracticas.cenfOri to thee Communications Act ofk
1934, as amended';'.the.Adiinistrative Proceditre Act, and Other:

AppliCable'laws. , i * -, .,''
-1

. -...
,

- The-FCC stAif IA'cirganiied-on-AIUndtionarhasid; There are
:five operating, bureaus--BroadcaSt, __Cable ..Television, ..eompion .,,

Carrier, Field Operations, and Safety and Special Radio -, '

Vices--and six staff..offices--Executive Director, Genet0V
Counsel, Chief Engineer- Opinions andikeview, Administrative' vt I .

Lati"Judges, and the'Review Bard. .

.--
% \
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9 Whai'DOes the TCC Field Staff Do? .

.
I

-
- .

... 0

.,

.
It is.engaged'ldrgelyin engineering work. This, includes.

.

,

.
i °monitoring the radiospectrumto see that station'operation

v' .k.v.. - meets teghUi61 requirements, inspecting stations (it all .
1-

ci types, conducting operator examinations A-HdAssuing'permies'Or -
licenses to'thdse fopnd qualified, locating and closing un-,c.,.

-
,..**ihorized trans*ittets, furnishing radio bearings for air- 9

. aft Or ships in"istress, locating /sources of interference
. .

suggesting re- dial measures, doing spedial engineering
4. 'Work. for other Goversbient agencies, and obtaining and analyz-

.

-ing technical data'for Colifission use..
.

10. How 1*-i-the FCC Cooperate With'Other'4encies?
.

.

:4-international and national-matters, it works with various
dOverninent agencies involved with radio and wire communica-
tion. It also cooperates with etate regulatory commissions in
telephone and telegraph mattersoof mutual concern, largely
through the National AsSociition of Regulatory Utility Commis-
sioners._ It also Cooperates with radio-user groups. ..% er '

_ .
.11. HoF,Many Persons Does the FCC Emiiloy?'

.

.

N
About 2,100.regular employees, of whom more than one-fourth

. are"englged in field engineering. With few exceptions, FCC
personnel is under Civil Service, . ,,

.

-, ,

-

.

0

.

4
" 12. What Does FCC Regulationof Radio Include:

This involves consideratiqn of applications. for construction
.permits and licenses for all classes of non-Government sta-
tions; assignment of frequencies, power, and call signs;
,authorization of communication circuits; modification and re-
newal of 'licenses; inspection of transmitting equipment and
regulation of its use; control'of,interference; review of
technic, e4 operation; licensing, of radio-operaws (Commercial'

and amateur)vremedial action when necessary7Ind other imple-
mentation of the mmunications Act. ,The. Commission does not
.license set for reception-only., .

49

.1

ea.

Pe.

. . .. -
13.' Sow Are-Broadcast Stations_Regulated?

. . : .

This: FCC function,includei all6cation of spectrum space (or. AM.
and,411 'radio and Vile, and-UHF televidiOn broadcast services;

=-. assignment= of frequenciesand call-ietters to stations; desig-,
nation 'ofoperaeing power and signtOn and.sigh-off times: The
Commission also issues:: conitructiOn permits and inspects tech:.

, ,
,.,ndcalequipftent.

CP
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While the,FOC is prohibited by law from censoring ,progranHcon-
tent, it does have many'regulatory responsibilities in the
program area. Foi example, it requires licensees to attempt
to ascertain and serve the programing tastes, needs and de-
sires of their communities. IdEensees are also obligated to
comply with statutes, rules, and policies relating to program
content, such as identification of all sponsored broadcast
matter, broadcasting information only on state-operated lot-

.
teries in their own or adjacent state

.***.

The FCC also requires licensee& to make available equals oppor-
.

11>,

tunities for use of broadcast facilities by political candi-
dates. It also enforces rules on personal attacks, editorials
endorsing or opposing'political candidates, station identifi-
cation, identification of recorded programs or program seg-
ments, and publicly declared Commission policies on fairness
in the presentation of controversial issues. The FCC requires
licensees to prevent use of their facilities for false ornis-
leading*advertising.

The Commission conducts inquiries and.investigations. Licen-
sees who; have violated FCC statutes, rules, or policies are
subject to sanctions including loss.of license and fines up to -

$10,000. ,

. The Conatission conducts inquiries and investigations: Licen-
sees who have violited FCC statutes; rules, or policies are
subject to sanctions including loss of liiense and fines up to
$10,000.

The Commission limits the number of broadcasting outlets that '

any one individual or company may own to a total of seven AM,
seven FM and seven TV stations (only five of which can be
VHF). The same owner cannot operate more than'one-station of
the same kind in the same place,

'Since broadcasting stations are.not common carriers, ttle\cotm-
mission'does not regulte rates, profits, accountiremetha
or other financial aspects of station operations,.

14. How Are Common Carriers Regulated?

4.10

In 'a:dation to licensiwradiotelephone circuits and assigning,
frequenciek for their operation, the FCC supervises Charges,
practices,' classifications, and regulations in interstate 41c1
foreign communication by radio, wire and "cable; considers
applicationSforconstruction of riew facilities and discOnti-
nuance or reductiOW :of service; acts on applications for
interlocking directoFates and mergers, and prescribes and,
revifrs the.accohrifing practiat of'communication carriers.

The mmidsionAdes not regulate purely intrastate.T4ire-ser--
vices; they_ are under- the .jdrisdiction of their respeCtive
state utility commissions. .'

- , .

3 .
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15. Can:Aliens Hold Rae o icenses?
e. -r.

.

The radio. ficense p ivilege is limited essentially, to citizens
of the United Stateal It is generally denied to aliens or
fheir representative, foreign lovernments or their repiesen-. ,

tatives, foreig; Corporations, and domesticcorporations*With
_.0 , alien :officers, directors, or more than one-fifth of 'their cap-.

'Athl'atockowned or Voted by alien interests:
t . ...` ,

.

, ,

In they interest of. air study, certain noncitizen aircraft _ . '\

pilots holding United. States pilot certificates who must use
O radio in 'their pilotingduties may hold licenses. Undeereci-

procal agreements with a ,number of'other nations, alien radio
- .

. \

amateurs may be authorized to operate their stations while
i

': , visiting the United States. .

. . .

. A radio station may al9o-be held by an alien-in the case of.Y vessels and aircraft raiuired by an act of Congress for,by. - .

. % treaty to carry radio. Commercial radio operator liCenses,and.
s f perbits generallyare granted only to United States citizens.

,a

' .t

EP

eq.

16. What Are Some Types of Broadcast Services?

..Thelist includes' the'olderstandard or
,

AM (amplitude modula-.
-tion); FM (frequency'mOdulation), commercial and noncommercial '' -

educational,iincluding stereophonic;°TV (television), commer-
. ° dial and noncommercial educational, also Ray -TV; international

- (except sations opekate4 by the Government); supplemental,
. .

services such as FM functional,musf; TV translators, remote ,

. .

..

.

pqkupsand studio- transmitter link; and-experimental:and de-
- ve brunental services. -

, .,

..
5 ., , , .., .. . .

: -t,..The Commission does not license cable TV (community ,antenna)' ...

'. or closed circuit (wired) TV systems since:the do not trans-
mit over the air.

It9

1does,,however, regulhe cable through
,

issuance of certificates of complianceAo systems that have
®- received franChises from theirlocal governing body.' It also.
. regulates TV importation of signals from other TV markets.

. -

,
. -.0". ...,

# .
17. What Are Some,Other Radio Services ? -, .

. ,'X''' .

... These inclade (aircraft and grcund); Marine (ship and
-,,

coastal); Public.§afety.(police, fire, fdrestry conservation,, \,,

highway maintenanqe; local government special emergency, and
_ state guard); industrial (businesii,fo$est products, manufac-

turers, motion picture, petroleum, poker, relay,press,'special
industrial, and telephone maintenance); Land Transportation
(railroad; passenger and truck, taxicab, and,attomobile emer-

sok. gelki); Amateur, Personal, Disaster and Experimental; also
-,CommOn Carrier.(paging, land mobile,,microwaw relay, broad-

.cast relay, and international \adiotelephone and 'radiotele
graph services).

- ,

ye.
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18. How Are Station Call Si nals Assigned?
.

sli'

. International agreement provides for national identificatioli''
of a station by the first letter or first two letters 41.t its
call signal, and, for this purpose apportions the alphabet
among the nations. The United States uses the initial letters
K, N, .and W exclusively. Ind part ag the A series. Call sig-
nals are assigned by the 'Commission on an indfliidual basis.

The initial letter N is reserved forthe Navy and Coast Guard,
while A, K, and W art shared by other Government and. non- .

Government stations. Broadcaststation calls begin with K or
W. Calls prefixed by K identify stations located west of the
Mississippi Fiver?, while 14 is.used'east of the. river, except
.fdr 'some long established stations whose call= letters were '
allocated before the\assignment rule was adopted.

4.,

19. What Is the Fce Role in Internation#1 Matters?

It is charged with domestic administration of:telecomMunica-
tion -provisions of .treaties -and international agreements which

A 'the United States is a party. :Under Department of State aus-
pices, it participates in related international conferences.

licenses ratio arid cable 'circuits from the United States to
foreign points and regulates the operating companies.

.

It also licenses radio stations on Alerican planes and'ships
in international service, and, under international agreements

0 and upodrequest,"inspects the radio equipment foreign -ves-
selstouching our, ports. Furtfier, it .is 'the medium for\re-,
solving cases of interference between domestic and foreign
radio stations:\

'

20e. What About Safety of Life and.Property?

'-

The'Communications Act stipulates: "For the puree<bf ob-
taining maximum effectiveness from theuSe of'red nd wire
communications in connection with safety of life% property,--,.___

the-COmmissidn shall investigate andstudy all phases -of the
problem and the besr7ethods of abtgining the cooperation and 'it
coordlnaamd'of these SysteMe." Radio'insiallations on ves-
seleand aircraft, also, police, fire, forestry and other,pro-,
teciive radio systems 'axe, in this category.'

. -

'5
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21.' Mow_Does Radio Aid'Business?

EE 1:19

Besides affording .a speedy means of communication and being,a
factor in protecting' life and property, radio contributes to

'economies and improvements in pplid and priyate business
operations; It has become an important adjunct to rail, high=
way, waterand.air transportation, to public utility,'indus-
trial, and othef business operations.

22. Does the FCC Engaie ih Studies And Research?'

The:1.6ommission is required to "study new uses for radio, pro-
..

for experimentel.uies oE frequencies, wid generally en-
courage thelarger and more effecfive use of radio in the pub-

'lid interest." Colgeraiiiip isnpaintaifted with Governalont and
commercial researchnd developient groups. In connection
with its'resehrch''attiviiieq, the FCC operates a laboratory at,
Laurel, Maryland. It also carries out polieyistudits to pro-
vide information on complex questions facing the ComMission.

23. What is the FCC's Role in National Defense?

.
-

.

Wire and radio communication facilities used to aid the na-
tional'defense form oneof*the. basic requirements of the Com-

, -bnnidationa 4dt. The President has ,delegated certain of,these
functionsto thd FCC. Amon other 4things, the Commission
supervises the Emergen6ilroadcastlyitem to notify and in- ,

vstruct,the public in the4yent,oftenemy attack. This system
'is put t.peaceiime useTfOt broadda4ting information and in-
stnnctious about loeii ind-atatewiddemergencies. The FCC .

cooperates withFederal, State, and loCal authorities in the
.preparation of emergency pans and; in turn, has the coopera-
tion of public- and industf,vleients concerned.

* - -

/ .24. Where Can One Get More Reference Material?

11.

Those interested in more detail about the Commissioti may pur-

chase various.FOC.yrinted,publications from the Government
'Printing Office or obtain free single copies of information
-hulletiiiijrOm the FCC. Lists will be furnished on request to

."the'Pubi,lainfOrMation Office, Federal Communications 'Commis-
aionWaihingtonsi-D.C.' 40554.-

sS,

Electronic ComiunitatiOns.

A. A Basic Mede17.-A11forma of communication are made up of five
,eiementa' These elements areas 'follows:

Ai***

1. "Information Source \--(--\.
0

2". EicaeittTianititter *

3. Message - Channel

Decoder or Receiver
5. InforMation Destination f,

59



It can readily be seen that these are the 5essential elements
of all communication forms regardless of the form. What coal-
prises"these elements may 4angeldrom form to fOrm, but each
element will do 1;asically.the same thing in each form. That.
pis to, say that while'the message channel in radio could be

. wire or radio' waves and the message channel, in human, speech

sound waves, theyboth function in the same manner which is to
provide a channel through which information may travel.

For their,use in electronic.commudications, these'5 elements
are defined as follows:

1. Inforkation sourceThiS )s there the information k

originates andvwhere it Ts convected into an electrical.
signal. . ,

4

2. Encoder or transmitter - -It is here that the signal from
the source is encoded, (if necessary), amplified and

447*

transmitted.

3'. Message channelThib is"the medium over which the trans- 1

mitted signal rides.
VA

A. pecoder or receiver--Here the opposite of #2 take's° place; 3*-

The transmitted signal is broken down and the usable por-
tion is senton.

-

5. -Information destination-,-It is here that the information
is changed from an electrical signal back into its origi-
nal form. ' -

B. Syetems'.

1. Radio--A system of communication using electromagnetic
waves for the transmission and reception of signals
through the atmosphere.

2: Telegraph-=A communications system tbat employs'a code
- made up of interruptioris or polarity changes of direct

current for thOOtransmissidft and reception of signals
primarily peWire.

ro
%

3. Telephone--A communications sysfem use d for transmitting
and receiving sound waves produced bythe human voice to
and 'from distant" points primarily over wire.

44,4;

. Television-- -A system of communication' employing the

transmission and reception, through the.atmosphere, of
images' of fixed or moving objects, usually accompanied by
sound. -

p

.s.
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.

Provide student with student module.

,Discuss unit and specific objectives.

Discus informatiorvsheets. and go through the outline of- material.

V. Give test.

. '
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References:

REFERENCES/RESOURCES

, Resa, Etta Schneider, Signars to Satellites,' Mankato, Minnesota,
Creative Educational Society Ic., 1965. ,(j384)

EE 1423

Hogben,1Ancelot, The Wonderful Wori&ofCommiinication, Garden
City, New York, Doubleday and CompanyInc., 1969.

Resources:

e.

1. Polic Information Office, Federal Communications Comaisslon,
Mailiington, D.C. _20554. '

v
.

2. Information Sheets.

3.. Transparency 'Masters. .
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Al Terms and DefinitiOns: N,

wg

*

. -

InformationSheet #1

.%

V

.'COMmuiliday.on--The process of exchaugihg ideas -and information.

a
2. ''Electronic communication -700tmunication where electronic devices

`are:744HfOrs:ibeseridifig iindzreceivi4 of:iaorMatioti.

FCC-- Federal ti'lmmUniatious Compassion.'

= *4,.
4: ladio7-A waves fort"'

trandmission^nOtpcep4on-of-ignals through the atsios
4 , . %Pheri

4-

I'elegrap*--A coiMUnicatiOUssYstem-tbat employs .a COde *ade-up.

ofiUterreptions,or polarity,44nges.of4triCtet'fOr the
transmiiion.arild reception'Of;s1 ltr.,,pri rilY'Ailier wire.

6: ,Telephone-4,6MMunications system.iksed
.!-

receiving:,sound wOeS.produced'by, the huma!i
diatant-points primarily over wire;

TelivisionA system of comilaickblon employing^the transmidsion
And reception through the atmeipheiki Of,magesof fixed or

moving objvt ,usUally-accompanied by sound.

7.

transmitting and
voice to and 'from

,,, . ,

11

I

.4

-4,
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Information Sheet # #2 ".
N o

IMPORTANT DATES IN ELECTRICAL COMMUgICATION ,
L

v .

0

11135 Telegraph invented by Samuel.F.B. Morse

1844 First news dispatch sent over telegraph

1861 First transcontinental...telegraph line

1866 First auccessful transatlantic telegraph cable laid

1876 Telephone invented by Alexander Graham Bell

1878 First telephone company started

1889 Dial telephone invented by Almon B. Strowger

1892 First dial-telephone exchange instal -led in LaPorte Ind.

1895 Radio.invented by_iGuglielmo Marconi in Italy
4

. i \_
.', 1902 0 'First transatlantic radio telegraph message sent

1906 First radio program aired

1915 First time speech-was transmitted across the continent

1921_ First AM radio station licensed--WBZ in Springfield, Mass.
j

1922 First ship-to-shore two-way radio conversation

'1923 First photo transmitted by radio

1926 First commercial radio network started with 24 stations --NBC,
National Broadcasting Company

*.
1927 , First experimental WV station

1936 First'round the world redid broadcast

1934 FCC was created

%.- .

1935 , Flkst-round the word telephone call
1

1941 _ _Firlit_grant for regular TV was issued'to WNBT in New York
Also first FM radio station lftepsed--WSM-FM in Nashville, p1
,.

.

1942 , First transcontinental undergr 'ound telephone cable

1945 Western Uniob_established first microwave beam system

1960 First passi4eabomuniCations satellite launched-- Echo-I

1962 First active'commUhications satellite launched -- Telstar-I

O
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SUGGESTED TEST.

r;

,

.TXue and False:

F

T

T F

Tp,

1.' The FCC stands for the Florida Citrus Commission.
'

Communication Is the, process of eXchanging of ideas and.
Adorrition.

EE .1.26

r

41,7

3. The telegraph was invented in 1914.*

4. Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone.

-.T F -'4,, The fir FM station in 'this countv.was WSM-FM.
,

.
.

T F 6. Thdhlis Edison. invented the radio.
'

_.' ''. ..- \

T F : The FCC regulates all: and foreign electronic,
:-,-,

communication. °
.

1. . , . r 's7141.
C T F. 8. All broadcast radio

4

and TV stationalSve call letters beginning
with either a K or a W.

-,=7.,

: T T. 9. A mesbigeAchannel is the medium_ov# which a transmitted
'signal-ridex.

,

T F 10. The fieS1 ortion of the communications\ model is' the
1/44..

C

e

receiver.

/

r f
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICUL

Instructional Section:.

ELECTRICITY--ELECTRONICS

Title of Unit: k
.

ELECTRICITY'

DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

This unit will cover basic electrical concepts. It will
-of the following areas: ,Whekt is electricity, sources.of
effects of electric shod, methods of transmission; uses
'and electrical_measuripgjegces. '7The_materisls in this_---iiiirghed for 7" hours of :instruction.

,

UNIT OBJECTIVE
a,

EE 2.1

C
0'

M

N
I

C
.A

T
I

0

A.

give an overview
electricity,..
ofefectriCity,
unit are

-'4.: After COmpletionW-this unit the student will be'' able to identify
. -

.

tx1cal'terms and definitiOns,'liet and describe sources of electricitr,
-., describe:theeffeCts of:',eledtric shodk, describe,how electricity is

transmitted,,- and 44. seveial..uSes of electricity. The Student will also
1--&-be7abletoldemonstraiethe abilitz to select and properly use electriCal

meAddring dii'C'es., .. .
.

- -.

.0.

elect

OBJECTIVES.-4' .."

:After unit ther completion of this un-student be able to::

1. Match OvekelectriCal.terms toe` correct definition

141E-Od-doicribe thei so4rCes of -electricity..

Peseribe.the,effeCts of :electric sho6k:

*scrihe holehlectricity is transmitted.
, .-

Lististletist 2 industkia1. and 5 residential useeNf
eIeCtOdttY.;,-.f

Or





. What is Electricity

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

EE 2.3

Electricity is the movement of electrons along a conductor. Elec-'
-tricity, the term, applies to the field of study where current
flows piiparily through-solid wire conductors of various kinds.

A. MatterAnything that occupies Space and has:mass Is Called
matter. All matter can be placed into 1-cCi. _groups: elements
and compounds. , 1

1. Element--Any matter where the smallest'particle.of that'
matter, which contains all the'chemical properties of that
matter; is .the atom. There are presently 106. known .ele-.
ments.7 Ninety two of these occur, innature and' other
Iivare man made.

2.. Compound=-Compdsed of'2 or more elements. The smallest
particle of a compound that has all'phe chemical properties
of that compound is a molecule.

. B, Atom--(See : Smallest unit of an'eleient that contains
all the chemical properties of that element. The atom is made ,

up of a nucleus, containing neurons protons, and electrons
orbiting around' the. nucleus in various energy levels.

1. klectronFundamental unit of negative ,charge. It orbits '' .

thenucleus of an atom. . ° .

2. ProtonFundaiental unit opositive charge. It is con-
tained inside the nucleus. \

-

3. Neutron.-The neutron -''is neutral'in charge and also dwells c
inside the nucleus. ' , .

A
r,

. -o . .

4. Ehergy levelLevels of energy around the 'nucleus of .an ,4

atom in which 'the electrons orbit. The energy level of an,'
. electron .is proportional to its distance from.the nucleus.-
The cIoser.to the nucleus, the less energy nd the farther
away from the nucleus the more energy. There are seven of=
these energy levels and each level can contain only a spe-
cific maximum number of electrons. 'V

. Neutral atom--In ith,inatural state an atom-of'any element
has an, equal number of el0,trons and protons and therefore
the negative charge of tWeelectrona is equalto the posi-
,tive charge of the protons thui the net charge of the atom
is neutral. :

1

A

4,

f,

*
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. Isotope--An atom that has an equal number of electrons and
protiins but hag..More.or, less neutrons than the- .. paten

element. i
*

111.1 '

7. Ion--An atom thit.has wined or lost 'an electron:.

gains an electron it is h negatively charged4Lon'and if
loses an electron it is a fposiiively-,charged ion. : : .

. ,
.

A

C. Free electrons.. -If electrons are acted by.heat or ligfit or if, -

they collideith other atomic particlei.they gain energy. As
they gain energy they can changdievela and move away from the +'

If,they gain enough energy they break away from the
pull of the,nucleut.end thus become free moving electrons. .
They move around in a random motion until they lose their extra
energy and then through a process known as recombination they
once again beeome,parfrof an atom. It.ie these free electrons
that.make current flow possible.,

1

''''

D. Conductorr--Element.or compound with many dree.electrons. Pro-
vijes a path Oflow resistance to current flow. The' more free'
electrons the better the conductor.

E. InsulatorElement or compound with few or no free electrons.
Provides high resistance toocurrent fldw,

CoillombPhysical unit of elTgtrical charge. 'Represents the
combined' charge of 6.25 x.16 electrons:

Current--(Symbol flow of eletrohs through a"
conductor. Thie'electron flow occurswhen a,voltage is placed'
across a conductor causing the free electrons to move along the
conductor in one direction rather than in a random, manner...

1..' Ampere --Unit of pepdrement of cUrrent.flow.' One amp is
equal to 6:25 x 10 ° electrons floWinIppeet AlAven
point in-1 second; colomb/second.

2. Alternating current-- Changes directions of flow with..xe-
gpect'to time? The Speedyith which.turrent.alternates is ,

called cycles'' per second or Hertz, (unit of measurement of

.tyCles'per-second)..i:In the.USA:we use 6Q cycle' AC. It

Changgit 4irection-0,0ow 0 times each' second: The basic'
, '*ave#Ffm'of acturren5$ the sine wave. The sine wave is

aleothe!basic igaVefoiS7of the entire electromagnetie wave
ipeotrum (See TAnsparendy Master) r

,

.Nlire4 current -Does not ,change direction of flow with

4. COnventional how-7-Theory%Otil. itEatkailt.hat-electrons'flow

from an aredypf positi,ve.tb an area of negative.cbarge.

". , 40
. .'

to

75. %.

., - 4 ,

(<
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Electron flow--Theory that 'states that electrons flow from
negative" to pogitive.

(NOTE: It °is not'known for sure which theory is .correct
although the electron flow"theory has wider, acceptance. It
really makes no difference which theory you subscribe to As
long as.when you are doing calculations you stick complete-
ly to one- or the other. You cannot change theories-ifimid-
'streain.)

H. Voltage--(Symbol E) Electromotive forCe provided by a
difference in pot l. Voltage does not flow; it provides
the push or force that causes current to flow.

1. Difference in p. enttalWhen one area is negatively
charged.and anet -r area is "'positively charged there is
said to be a diff rence in potential between the e40 areas.
Due to the'fac at everything in the universe is trying.
to reach .i-'eutral or balanced state, this difference in
potential provides a force that will push electrons along a
conductor the eby causing current flow.

2. Volt--Unit of measurement -of electromotive force, orvolt-
age. One volt is the amount of voltage required to push
amp of,Current through 1 ohm of resistance in one second.

Resistance=- (Symbol it.R) Anything that opposes current flow is.

called resistance. Oppotite of resistance is conductance.,
40

.

1. OhmUnit of measurement of resistance.

2e -Mho--Unit of measurement of conductance;

J. PowerThe.time rate of doing work. .This has to do with how
fast one form of clergy is converted to another formof energy

. to do work. '.

EX: The speed with which electric'eneegy,;s converted

Anto.mechanical energy in'an electric Motor. ,

. - .

1. Watt--Unit /Of measurement for .electrical power. -
116

.

f

2. Horsepower--Unit of measurement for Motors and enginds.
1 horsepower=746 watts
0

K. 'Cieek,PrefixesThese prefixes are used to denote quantities..
,(See Information Sheet #3)

wi
.

L. ElectricAlUbckElectricity is very dangerous and should
always be treated-with much respect. AnytiMe electricity flows
-'across the body. the bodyis said to have been shocked. If the
current- value is high,enough'ten severe dardage can be done to.
the body.' ,(See Information Sheet:#2) (Note that household
wall current is enough to the conditions are right.)
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II. Sources -=of Electricity

A. Friction ("Static Electricity"),(ex. wool cloth rubbed across a
plastic comb) Friction causes electrons to be attracted from
one material to another thereby creating an area of negative
charge. Static voltages can be high and can be a hazard. (ex:

Gasoline trucks drag a cilin on the highway to keep the truck
grounded, thereby preventing a buildup of static charge whi.0
Could cause a:spark and in turn an explosion.)

B. Chemical--(Demonstration #1,)-(ex: lead- acid'battery) Elec-
.

-trodes react with an elecqq5yte causing. them to become posi-
tive and negative charged i4ith espect to each other.

C. Heat--(Demonstration #2) (ex: thermocouple)' When WO dissimi-
lar metals, which pre_ in contact with each other, are heated, a
difference ip potential is developed between the two metals.

D. Light ("photoelectric")r-(Demonstration #3) (ex: solar-cell)
When light _strikes a photocell of any kind, electrons-are-dri-
ven from one material,acrOss a barrier to another material thus
setting up a difference in potential b(tween the two materials.

E. Pressure ("piezoelectric")--(ex: diamond needle on a record
player) When pressure is applied.to certain crystal sub-
seances, such is diamond; a voltage is developed across'the
surfaces.

...
F. Magnetism- -When magffltic lines of force cut across a conductor

or a conductor cuts through magnetic liness.f.force a current
is induced in the conductor. (NOTE: Some Teople have stolen
electridal power-using this principle. They'attach a large
coil' of wire to o-a long pole, did -place -the.coil near or against

(..\

a primary power line.' The lines of-force around the-power line__
cut the coil and a-current if! induced,, into the coil thereby

,

providing "free" electricity. The power company'knows that
-something Is happening,because their meters show that power is
be14.drained froF the line and-they check until they find what ,

LOausirig the leak. If a persOnda ught stealing_ power, the

7
- power company his the right to deterth n the amount of power

1
ybu tayesto pay for, and what theysay (

III. Batteries

goes.)

A. Battery--Groupipg of two or more cells of any kind. Examples:
chemical battery is blade of 2 or more Chemical cells, solar
battery. is made of 2 or more solar cells,

t.

B. Dry cell77(ex:' flashlight cell) Stores chemical.energy and
not electrical. Produces electrical energy from chemical ener7
gy. Electrolyte isga dry material; as (*posed to a liquid. It

could be p paste.
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C. Wet cell--(ex: one cell of a lead-acid."car" battery) This
cell h.as a liquid electrolyte. Itconverts chemical energy to
electrical energy but this type cell,can be recharged with
electrical energy thereby gaining. the name "storage battery".

D. Exotic cell--(ex: fuel cell) Any cell that produces elec-
.

«
trical energy in a manner that is not conventional..

IV. Magnetism
0

A: Laws of magnetism--(Demonstration #4) Unlike poles attract;
like poles, repel.

4 B. Natural magnets -- Galled "lodestOnes",:theY'come. from iron bre )..

that has been magnetized by the earth's magnetic field. They,,..
will not loSe their magnetism. The earliest use of lodestones
was compass points.

C. Electromagnets--(Demonstration #4) A magnetic field is set'up
around every current carrying conductor. If the conductor is
wound into a coil the field is concentrated in the center. If
a piece of ferrous material is then inserted into the center'to
form adcore..a stvng magnetic field will then set up in the
ferrous materiali- When the currentis stopped, only residual
magnetism vkll be noted in the core material.

0
D. ,Magnetic flux--Magnetic lines of 'force' are called/flux lines.

E. Solenoid -- Electromagnet with a moving. core. The core ibUron
and is spring lOaded,and when current is sent througff the coil
the resulting magnetic field sucks the iron core into the coil..
When.the current flow is stopped the spring forces the iron

%
. core Out .of the coif (ex: 'doorbell works on this principle).

F. Rilay-rControl device :coneisting of a set of centacts con- '

trolled by an,electromagnet. , Relays come normally' open and
normapY dosed. In a normally open relay tke contagts are

,, 1 'open untilfreelettrotagnet is'activated in which case the
contacts' are' pulled closed and iiirt-ant-Isallowed to
When the electromagnet is deactivated thecontaciailnd------___-__
currents flow stops. A normally closed relay works just reverse
to thiS. (ex: buzzer works on his principle).

EleAtical Poier Transmission

A. AC' opposedto DC--DC cannot be iransmitIed over'long dis-
.ta without,large-,power losses but AC can, so AC provides us
wi tlean, usable:energy ,form,that can be,transmitted over
extre ely long or shokt distances:

-, . , .

Generating'statiOn--Point of'origin for transmission of elec-
qrical power. There are many types'offgenerating stations such.

was -hydroelectrit, coal burning, and nuclear. The .voltages at
theswfants are stepped up extremely high before being

,transmitted.

78

St



C. SubstatiOn--Consists primarily, of switching relaysapd trans-
formers. Begins the voltage'step-down process, with step-down
transformers, and controln'the'distribution,pfthd current.
There may be several substations'betweep a generating station

-, and the consumer. (NOTE: AS voltage is stepped up current is
,.A ste.?ped down. The reverse is also true;)

0- .

,... . L ,.

:D. Residential transormer--Transformex_seen'ot-iAllity poles near
N» housei... This transformer con4let&theitep down process to a

Z usable level for a house: 240 volts arebrought into the hduse
via 3 wires. There die 2 'Hot" wire's and 1 neutral. There are
240 yolts across the 2 hot wires and 120ty2lts across). hot
wire and the neUtral:, -', e

.
.

.

': . e '
. ,

E. Distribution panel - -Often called the "S4itch Box" or "Fute
Box", this panel.is.the point of origin for all the electAcal
circuits irr'the house.)

. .

VI. Uses uf Electricity .

. .114,

A. Jndustria1=-DiscuSs uses applicable to your area., Some general
examples are: - 'subway trains; industrial machinery, etc.

.Residential---.Discus6 uses applicable, to yodr 4rea. Some gener-
al .examples are: TV, toaster, doorbell, etc.
---

VA. Measuring-Devices
..

..
.. .

.

A. Ammeter--(Demonstration #5) Device used for measuring current.
Current is measured by hooking the' meter' in serids with-the
circuit.

,.
o

...

O

B. Voltmeter- '(Demonstration #5) Device used for measuring volt-
age. Voltage is measured by hooking the meter in parallel with

1' the circuit.

C. Ohmmeter--(Deionstration #5),teviae for measuring resistance,
and can also,be usesfor checking continuity. To measure re-
sistance the-Component has to be out of the circuit.

6. VOM--(Demonstration #5) VoltOhi-Milliammeterd This device
1A-measure current; voltage and tegintance. It is all three

.
,..._.

meters in one.
_____

.

.

, .
.

----

A E. Wattmeter7-Special device for,measuring.kgeL. '

F. llowatt-hour Meter--(Demonstration #6) This is the device on
a houSe that, the power company needs to determine how much
electriCity has b6a used.

r.
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

.yroyideatUdentiwith. student module.
`x''""11

4 II.- Make transparencies. :

III. Discuss unit and 'specifit objectives.

1H

,IV. Discuss information sheet and go-through outline
demonstrations as you go.

411 '

'V. ,Discuss rstudent activity sheets.
.

.17/: Give test.

O

NIL"' Plan field trip to.poWer station. (Suggested)

,

.

'e .
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0

Terns and 'Definitions:

Information *Sheet #1

,

...,Alternating currentElectrical current'that changes direction of
flow_4D.Cmaggtude with_tespect to title, '' . ........ _ _ _ _ __. _ _ . _ _. _ __ _ _

. 14- 0

. Ammeter7-Deviceused to measure electrical current.: It is -connected
in series with the' circuit.

. -y

.

t. I
v

,--' AmpereUnit of meaprement of electrical current. One ampereLis
_.equal to 6.25,,x 10 electrons flowies past a given point in one. .

. ,

secAnd,.. or 1 coulomb/second.
.4.- i - . t ...' l'

,

%.k.
, .Atom7-Smallest particle of an elementthatIretairis all the ical

properties of the" element. , .*
..'

',c
.

,/ ,
w

"-Dsktery-mTwo or
,

more cells:
' . it -1. .t n

Cell-=Device used to convert chemical energy to electrical enemy..

CflompsundMattetcomposed of two or more elements.
. 4

ConductOrMaterral through which electric current can flow easily -"
.

due'to'its nutber of free electrons, . %.
,

1

fil

Conventional flowTheory .that states that electric current flows
. '

. from positive to negative.
', .

. .
. , .

CoulombPhysicul'ulAt of electridal Charge. is equal to the
chargelof 6.25 x 10 electrons. /

CurientThe flow of electrons through a)conducting. material.

Direct' current Electrical
,

lectrical Current that does not change' direction of
flow with respe t to "'time.

.

.

.

.'- . . . 0
:.,

6
, . . . , ...,

' ElectrodeUsually refers. to the metal parta,of.a cell' or battery.-, . ..
, Electrolyte-- Solution that is able to conduct current usually in a

cell or /battery. P

Electron -Smallestparticle'of negative charge.

Element -- Variety' of matter in which all atoms are the same.
o

Insulator Opposite of a conductor. Provides a high resistance, to
.

f

e current,floiv
f

'Lodes n Ironorethathas1-beett-magnettted7-by-the-earthis magneti-c
.,.fiel . 1 .1

.4
e .i

/

'

:

1.

o

4
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1

Ohm-lnirof measurement bt resistance.

"EE 2.13

4 .

OhmmeterDeVice used to-measure resistance-in ohm6.

%.9Proton--Smallest particle of Positive charge.
-\\

.

.
.

Resistance`-- Anything that opposeicurrent'flow is called _____ __ ___
resistance.

,

°

&Aar tell - -A_ type of- photocell usedro!convert the-energy-of
sunlight into electrical energy.

. ' , .
,

Static electricityElectrical enekgyrbat is-not in.motionv.,.
-.

,'14-,

.

'

t.Thermocouple -- Device made-up iff two-diseimilar metals bound fOgether
at one end. When heated a difference in' potential is ,produced
across the two pieces of metal.

,,

cfransformerDevice used to step-up or step-downvoltage.4
r .

Volt --Unit of measurementuof voltage.

1, ,,,

-

Voltage-- Electromotive for4 or electrical pressure,

, e

VoltmeterDevice for measuring voltage in volts.
. , i , ',

p

. .1

1.70M--Volt-Obm-Milliammeter;' device used to Measure voltage,
resistance and current. ,

.

,' 1

.
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Electrical Shock

I

A

1,7eLua-lo, at-the-factiAjiii.041.mkshodk., The following data
were Compiled wi h the kingrassistance of Dr.. Pothoff' of the National
Safety Coundil, and the-Pacific Telephone and telegraph Company.

I\
Type of Resistance' R sistance Values

Information Sheet 42

a

'4

4

.

Dry akin . , k0 000 t 600,00' ohms/, .

Wet 4kin

Internal Body

Rand-to-foot 1 400' to 600 ohms"
,Eai-to-ear- approltimatelY 100 ohms

.

, . .

f For example, with 120 volts and a skin resistance plus internal-
.

'resistance totaling 1200.ohms, the result would be a current of 100
miiiidmperes. that much current°is definitely enough to cause death':

The foli&ing data make a very clear'and self-explanatory summary of
the effects of various cutrents through the'humanbody. I

. ,1 ma.:

1 to A' ma.:

Safe Current Values

Causes no Sensation: ot felt..

Sensation ofIshoci, but not'painful; individual
can relpase'hiscontaci at Will; asnmeculA
control is not Jost.

Unsafe ,Cogent Values

mom'

. 8 to 15 ma.: . ' Painful shock;,individial can let,go atifill.2 1
..- . Control is'not lost. ,, .-. -

..,

', .,

15,to20'illa.: . Painful shock; iniscular:8bitrolCof.adjacent 4

MdgCleS lost, Cannot 'let go. .

::' t , -
.11.

,41

.20 to 75 ma.:- Rainful shock;,sefere muscular cOntractiOns-With .

. ., .

'
4

brea*hing.ettremely aifficuit:,, . ,.- '

.
(. r

c

... . ' - ... ...

Painful shock, causing ".ventricular fibrillation.100 to 200 ma.:

`of'the heart. Tbis_isIirregular-twifehisg of
. -tAa wall of the ventricle Of the-heart. It is a

1 ...fatal. heart condition, foB.which there .1.4'nO.
A known remedy or resuscitation., It means DEATH%

".""

lOt

. 1

r
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200 ma. or er:

EE 2.15

-Unsafe Current Values (cont'd) s s

t

SeVe're burns, -severe muscular conr.ractions, so
::severe that chest muscular reaction clampd the
heart.,and stops it ion.the duration df shock.
This reaction prevents ventricular fibrillation.
Artili0.11.respiration:should be adminiftered
immediately and 'in most case9 the victim cane

through,the skin, the actual skirrAesistance is,gradualfY decreased.
Remember this:, CurrentS the filling faifoi'in electrical shock.

T1e voltage is important only Is that it determines-how much current will
flow through a given bady resistance. A voltage of 110-120 is enough to
causela'current many times greater than that necessary to be fatal. Cur-
centi of 100 to 200 tiia. cause. a fatal heart condition known- as ventricu-
lar fibrillation. There is no known remedy to prevent death in this con-
dition. Artificial lespiration'proves.ineffectitve in reviving victims
receiving this amount of shock. It 'Is a generally accepted fact that
fewer low - voltage shock victims can be revived than those receiving
shocks. of 1000 volts or more.' So remember this when you workaround your
equipment. Low Voltage as well as. high voltage can be lethal. Be care-
ful--be extremely cautious--when working with or around electricity..

lows

.3

s.

_
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Greek Prefixes '

-,,

It- .,.._. ,
,

e

4

4411

Prefix ,)

.

Symbol

A A.

r

..

d

,

a-

"

. .14

Numerical Equivalent

tera"

giga

mega

kilo

hecto

deka

deci

enti

.

nano

pl.cO

T

G

M

k

h.

da

'd

d

C

m

O

n,

p

(

'

1012 = 1,060,000)1000,000

'109 = 1,000,000,

106 = 1,000,000

103 =,1,000

102 .= 100

10 = 10 .

. --..1 =. .1

102 = .01,

3
10 =,.001 .

o

10-6 1.= .000001-

10:9' = .000doOool

'10-1? = .000000000001

,

a.
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SINE 1/AVE

1 CYCLE

TIME LINE

(.5O Sec) (iSSec) (ISic)
AO 270'

FREQUENCY=
CYCLES

SECONDS

S

.0*

k)CYCLE WAVE B

WAVE B is TWICE the frequencyNlf WAVE kit
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MEASURING CURRENT
& VOLTAGE

t TIGUITE-1-7

FIGUOE:2
ot .

VOL.TS

:::::*****(i:;:*****:

....... ....:...
I

I

.

FIGURE 3

, \
CURRENT (AMPS) IS,MEAS9,ED IN 'VOLTAGE (VOLTS) IS MEASURED IN
SERIES WITH THE wquIT. PARALLEL WITH THE s I RCU I T . .

. 1 .
..

, tr

FIGURE 4
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HOW TO 'READ THE WATT HOUR METER

,_5

If you have a meter like.this (digital), just Write down the numbers.

4

4

a .

. : * .I * . .
. . ,

. If your meter looks like this (dials), read the right' one. firet. Ante- down the last
number the hand has passed..

*
Look! some of .the hands
turn rtght and some turn
left.

6 3

Take the Iasi reading
from the new readihg.

46372 new reading'
45109 Jast reading
1263 amount-of kilowatthoUrs'

. . you have used ,
-

this is the way to read a meter. But there is one more Ming. If a hand is right on a number and you
'don't know if it has passed or not, then do this. Look at the dial to the right.* the hang- passed 0?

METER
DINGWEE

11: /

41

.4 0

If this dial on the.righ as passed
0, write down the number the
hand on the left js pointing to. in
this case "7".

If the dial on the right has ndt
passed-0, write, down the number

. the dial on ihe left has just
passed. this case "6".

,
prepared by Tennessee Valle Autiiority Division of Power_Utilization

4
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Remonstration .

. 4 l
. 0.

Electrical Energy from Cherimical Action .
t.

. . -

Apple Battery, e.
.

.

4 , '44
06jective:

......_ ______

11,

c...

To produce electrical' current from a chemical reaction poing.some
very common Materials: -appes, pennies; and nickels.- 1

0 , - ' , \ -1:

Materials: . , 4. I I.
.s

I
-":- 6 A,

1:- 2 apples
24 ,.

l' .

, .

2. 2 penniesk
.

.e.

3. '2 nickels

. ( 4., jumper-wire with cps
. .

4-7-
YN

.

,

'' 6. t razor blade or equivalent sharp object,

5. 1 microammeter with_ leads,

r

C

Precedurel
,

s,

1. -Make 2'half inch slits in each apple. The slits should be
opposite each other on the apple.

B ,. it

2. -Insert 1 penny and f nickel into eachapple. .

.
e

...
3. Connect the jumper wire between the penny 'o oneone:apple encl.-0e

,
. ..

.
. , nickel,on'ihe Other apple. .

. . .
6 ',.

4. Countict the leads of the MicroaMMeter ,to.theremaining coins.

,,

dead the (Note: 'ff.).Ehe meter deflects off sCale7
/

5:

4

werse the micrOammeter leads.)
. % * °-

'Principle:,. 11
.

t

G. , . ' .1 17

eP The. acetic acaiir-the apple combines with the nickel th fora nickel
ions apd hydrogem gas.

tuts they
ions, are nickel moleculeOhat

have lost 2 electrons ehu ths ey are.poiitively charged and the hy-
drogen"gas,is hydrogen atoms tha have gained these electrons, thus` .1.

they are negatively charged. ,If is this ,reaction that provides.the
,,ionipand free electrons, for current'fl6w: The penny acts only:ass-ail re.

inert electrode.
-

. -e
o
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Electrical Energy from Heat

Demonstration #2

Objective:

To eonstruct a simple thermocouple and generate an electrical
current.

Materials:

1. 2 -.12" pieces (#14 or larger) of two different types of wire
(ex: copper and aluminum)

2. 1' milliammeter with leads

;

-3% 1 pair of pliers

4. I heat source (a cigarette lighter will suffice)

Procedure:

1. If wire has insulation, strip it off completely.-,

4

a'
2. Use the'pliers and_twist approximately, 6" of the 2 wires to-

gether tightly.
a

3 ,Spread the oppot4e ends apart at about a 45° angle. (You now
have a heritocolgole) -

.
4. Connect, the leads of the lliammeter to the sprea

thermosouple.. A. .
.

5.t Using the pliers, hold the thermoc6uple at the beginning of the
twist and heat the twisted end.

,

-6. Read the meter (Note: if the meter deflects'off,scale, reverse
the miIliammetel leads.)-

Principle:

. ,

As the .thermocouple is heated, el ctrons are forced to.move from one. -

wire to the other Wire. As a resultone becomes more negtive and
the other more positive and a difference in Potential is created. ;

5. It is this, difference in potential that produces currefirfld*:---"-. ---"

n- d

9 CI
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EleCtrical Energy from Sunlight

objective:

,EE 2.19

Pemongtration 1L3

To produce electricity from sunlight using a simple solar cell.

Mateiia.ls:

solar cell (Calectro #J4-804 or...equivalentunder $10.00)-

2. 1 VOM or voltmeter

Procedure:
,

1. Mount the solar cell on a small board for handling purposes.

2. Place the solar cell in direct sunlight. (outsi-de'or near a

window)

. .
.

3. Connect the leads of the VOM to the termipals of the solar

cell.. -

. .., .

4. Read the meter., (Note:. if the meter-deflects off scale,,re-
\

verse the VOM leads)

5. Cover the solar:cell with something that will block all light.

(a piece( of black construction paper will work5.

L,
6. Repeat, step O44.1

"-
7. If-funds_are available, buTseveral and construct a solar

battery.

Principle:

When the sunlight strikes the solar cell, electrons are driven from
one material across a barrier to another material. This causes a

difference kn.potential to. develop between the two'illaterials. This

voltage will proyide for current flow.

a-a. a a-a- a a-aC -c 4,

1..

t-4.C.4,4 L ,Caa-c a a -a-,a.a a. a a a, "Lt -a *aaa aaa a aa a c ar-4C

+1,
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Objective:

lignetism

r

Demonstration #4

To determine the basic_ laws and principles of magnetism.

Materials:

4 1. 2 bar magnets

2. 1 small bottle of iron filings

4/.. 25 feet of bell- wire .

4., 1 piece of 3/8",steel rod or bolt, 4" long

5. 1 dry cell battery, 6 volts

6. 1 SPST pushbutton switch (any SPST switch will work)

7. 1 pieCe Of liealiy whitepaper,(ex: construction paper)
,

2 or 3 ferrous obje cts (screws, nuts, wagrs, etc.)

2 or 3.non-ferrous Objects (penny, plastic item, aluminum item)
-A,

,10: 1 roll. of plastid electrical tape.

Procedure Al:

1. Using 1 bar magnet attempt to pick up some ferrous objgcts.

2. Using 1 bar.magnet attempt to pidk.up some non-ferrous objects.

Principle #1:

-Only ferrous metals are attracted by a magnet.

Procedure #2:
. 0 ,

A 1\ 'Attempt to' push the north, poles of both ba?'magnets together.

,

-.......t....,,...,--.,< 2, <.< AterW. .p.u.s.h. .09. 5,P.uth,.polea ..D.E.I.oth_bax_raigng_ts_tozether.
' r

,

3. Attempt to push north pole of 1 bar dignet'and the south pole of
the' other bar magnet together.

4. Lay the bar magnets side by side With tht north soles -beside
*each otherrand the south poles beside each other.

52 Lay the bar magnets side by Side with-the nortillpole of one
-beside the south pole of the other.

.

f-4-N f c,"

f
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Demonstration I3

Electrical Energy from$unlight

Objective:

.To produce electx4city from- sunlight using avimPle solar cell.

Materials:

1. 1 solaf cell (Calectro #J4-804 or equivalent--under $10.00)
0

2. 1 VOM or voltmeter

---

Procedure:

1. Mount the solar cell on a small board for handling purposes.

2. Place the solar cell in direct sunlight. (outside or near a

window) 1
ti

3. COnnect the leads. of the VOM to the ,terminals of the solar
.

cell.
i

4.,1
..

Read the ,meter (Note: if the meter deflec is off scale.,' .re=

i erse t he VOM lea p ll ,

5 'Cover the solar cell with something.thatl will block,all light.

(a piece of black 'construction paper will work) ., )

Repeat step #4,

If funds are available, buy sevdral and construct .a solar
battery. 1

4 °

Principle:.
e

° When the sunlight strikes the solar cell, electrons are driven frOm,
gm material across.a barrier to another material. This causes
difference in potential to develop between the two matieriaIs. This

voltage will provide for current flow.

I

C.

'
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Magnetism

Demonstration #4

Objective:

To determinethe basic laws and principles of magnetism.

Materials:

. 1. 2 bar magnets

2. 1 small bottle of iron filings

3. 25 feet of bell wire

.4. 1 piece of 3/8" steel rod or bolt, 4" long

5. 1 dry cell, be4ery, 6 volt's

_ 6r\ 1 SPST pushbutton switch (any SPSTswttch will work)',

7. 1 piece of heavy white paper (ex: constructiori7paPer)

8. 2 or 3 ferrous objects (screws, nuts, washers, etc.)
te: .

9. 2 or 3 non - ferrous objects (penny, plastic Iteraluminum item)
r

10.. 1..toll of plastic electrical tape.

'0 Procedure #1:

4.

,0
.Cay -the bar magnets Side

beside the'south pole of
,

a

1. Using L bar magnet attempt to pick up so0e ferrous objects.

2. 'Using 1 bar magnet attempt to pick up Some non-ferrous object's.

Principle #1t

Onlyeerrous metals are attracted by.a magnet..:

Pro educe #2:
$

\=1.-:. Attempt to' push the north poiles of both bar magnets together.

*II . .

2. Attempt to'lpush the south .poles of both bar magnets together.

I

3. Attempt to push north pole of 1 bar magnet and the south pole Of
fthe'other bar magnet together.

4. Lay the bar magnets ,side

each oeher and the south.
by side with the north poles beside
poles beside eachother.

by Side with the north pole of 'one
the other.

-400

'I
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Principle

EE 2.21

'Like poles'repel each other and unlike poles attract each other.

Procedure #3:

ei. Place the bar magnet on a flat surface.
t

2. Hold the piece of white paper above the magnet allowin it4o
'-.\-barely touch the'magnet.

3. Sprinkle the iron filings on the paper above the magnet.

A. Note the way the filings arrange themselves.

PrinCiple 1/3%:

The flux lipes of a magnet are concentrated around the poles of the

magnet.

f

Procedure #4:

1. Wind the bell wire tightly around the rad or bolt; Make at
least- 5 layeks.Of WIre'and leaye about 1/4" of each end of the

rod lorbolt exposed; .Leave a.,2 ttGlength of wire (for connec- L.
.

tion purposesrbetore you begin toNAnd the layers.
. . , . /L e.

....

2, Wrap the finished
)
oofl with electrical tape..

-
3. Cut about 2 feq off at the long

.
end of the bell.wire.

.N4, Y

1, 4: .Connect. the
;
piece of wire. from step #3 to,

and one terminal of the battery.
One side of the switch

5. Now cohnect one of theaead wires from the rod or bolt,to the
remaining side ok the battery and conrfect the other leadto the
remainingside of the switch.

.

%
: i

1...

6.: With the switch in the "open position age pt to pick up a
A .

ferrpus.object ..
.

Now, close the switch ,and otem6t, to pick up a ferrous object.
(You now have an electromagnet.)

'8. Whi e holding a ferrous object in the air with the Taghet, Open

t switch and note what happens,.

9. ,,Steps',6 and 7 may be repeated with non-ferrous'objects if

'desired.
"

U4
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Principle #4:

Anytime current flows through ccindyctor, a magnetic field is set
up around that conductor. If the conductor is wound into a coil the
magnetic field is concentrated inside the ,Foil. If 'a piece of fer-

. rous material is placed insidd the coil ag,a core, a strong magnetic
field will be concentrated-in the core.° As long as current flows,
the magnetic field wil remain strong, but if current flow is

. stopped only residual gnetism will remain in the core material.

4

4
),l

1 0 ti

e,



VOLT-OHM41TLLIAHMETER

Oh3eCtive:

EE 2.23

Demonstration #5

To measure resistance, Mtdge and DC current with a VOM.
w

Materials:

1. 1 VOM

2. 5 resistors of various values

3. 1 AC voltage source (wall receptacle will suffice) -

4. 1 DC voltage source (6V dry ell battery will suffide)

5. 1-SPST switch

6. Hookup- wire with clips(2 pieces)

Procedure:.

A. Resistance

1. Discuss ohmgranges

2. Measure the resistance of the five resistors

.B. Voltage ,(AC).

1. Discuss AC voltage ranges

2. Connedt the VOM in parallel with- the source and measure AC
voltage.

C. Voltage (DC)

q; Discuss DC-voltage ranges

2. Connect the VOM in patallel with the sourcand measureDC
voltage.

D. Current (DC).

1. Discuss DC current ranges

I

2. Construct a simple series circuit with a 6 volt DC source .

and a 24 ohi resistor.

3. Con ect the VOM. n seies-with the circuit and measure DC
cur ent. -(should read 250' ma.

103
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Demonstration #6

Reading a Power Meter

Objective:.

A
To show the 'proper method for reading a kilowatt-hour meter.

oe
Materials:

1. Transparency #7

2. Transparency #8

3. 1 kilowatt-hour meter (if available)

Procedure: .

o

r

1. Place transparency #7 on the overhead ptojector.

2. Go through and explain the information 'on transparency #7.

3. Place transparency #8 oh the overhead projector with.the num-
bered blanks covered.

4., Ask the studentg to read the meter and write down their answer.
p

5. Uncover the numbers and discpss any wrong answers.

6% Draw pointers on the bottojn set of dials and ask the students to

read them.

7. Write in the correct. answer and discuss any'wrong answers.

.8. Repeat steps- #7 and 8ias often as desired.
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Student Actiyity 411

Measuring Electricity I.

Objettive:

You will take the VOM and select the proper settitngs and ranges 'end
--measure AC'and DC voltage, Current, and resistan6e.

,

Materials: 4

1.. 1 VOM

2. 1 DC power supply or a'6 volt dry cell 'battery with terminals or
holder

.3. 2 1/4 watt resistors; 1 -200 ohms and 1 -20 ohms

4. 2 resistors any side and Value

5. 2test leads with clips on each end

6.- 1--SPST switch

Procedure (Measuring AC voltage):

1. Using the VOM `select the proper settings to measure the AC
voltage in a wall receptacle. . ,

2. Insert one test probe.into one side *of the receptacle and the
other test probe into the other side of the receptacle.

3. Read the_meter:

.

Procedure (Measuring DC voltage):

1. Using th.e VOM, select the proper settings -to measure DC voltage.

2. Connect the test leads to the DC source (provided.by.the
teacher).

3. Read the meter (if the meter deflects off scale, reverse the
leads).

Protedure (Measuring Current):

-7
1. Using 1 of the test leads, connect the positive terminal a 6

valt DC source (provided by the teacher) to one,si:de of -200
ohm resistor.

2. Using the other test lead, connect the remaining side of the 200
ohm resistor to one side of the SPST switch. (Switch should be

NOS
in the "OFF" position)."0:'

105
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, # 6

3. New connect the negative leill-of the VOM to the negative
terminal of the DC source and connect the positive lead of the
VOM to the remaining side of the switch. ,

4. Turn the switch to the ION" position.

5. Read the peter.

§: Using the 300 ohm resistor repeat steps 1-5.

Procedure Measuring Resistance):-
/

:
.

1. Using the VOM select the proper settings and ranges fOr
Measuring resistance.

2. Using a resistor,of Unknown value, supplied by the teacher, con-
4.nectooe lead from the VOM` to ow4end of the resistor and the
other lead to the other end.

3. Read the meter.

4. Repeat steps 1-3 using as many resistors as the teacher gives
you.

r

ti

Y'
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Objective:

'Building an Electromagnet

4

You will construct" an-electromagnet from materials supplied by the
teacher after which you will compete with other studekits to deter-
mine which electromagne(will pick ,up the 'most paper clips.

Materials:'

1. - 1 6d nail,

.
- r

2. 3 ft. bell wire

3: 1 6 volt'dc power tource (dry cell is OK)

4. 1 box paper-clips

Procedure

.1; Wind the wire around-the nail leaving 6 of each end' of the wire
exposed.

t

2. a Scrape. the_insUlatlon off of 1" of each end of the wfre._,

3. :,kttach die wire endg'to thg terminals of the six volt 'source.

4. ou now have an electromagnet.

5. Pick up paper clips with the electroma

6. Count and record the number of clips that your 1.ectromagnet
-

A % held.

Pfinciple

=

Anytime current flows, through a conduCtor, a Magnetic-field is, se

up around that conduc5ar. If the conductor is wound into a coil he
magnetic field is concentrated inside the foil. If.a piece of fer-'

rous metal is pladediinside the coil as a core; the magnetic field

will be' concentrated inside the cote. As long as a current flows,
the magdetic field will remain. strong, but if current is stopped
only residual maknetism will remain in the core material.

.

'1/414" 4.7

I
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Student Activity 1/3

Observing Power Constmotion

Objective:

You will read and record the values on the, electrical power meter at
your home.

Materiaks:

1. 1 pencil

2. 1 piece of paper

Procedure:

',,t,

1. Read the kilowatt -hour meter At your, home at the same time of
day for seven days straight.

. Record the 'values on your piece of paper.

Make a simple graph showirig power Usage for the seven day
period.

.

Optional Procedure:

Repeat the aboveProcedure-for.a 1 month peridd of time.

r

9



SUGGESTED TEST

1. Provides a high resistance to
current flow.

2: Smallest partiPle of negative
chargt.

3. Flow of electrons through a
conducting material.

7

4. 6.25 x 10
18

electrons.

5. Solution that is able to con-
duct current.

A. durr.\ ent

By Electrolyte

C. Electron

D. Coulomb

E. Insulator

EE 2.29

4

True or False:

T F .6. A thermocouple-is an example of a chemical source of
electricity.

T F 7. Piezoelectric has to do kith getting electrical energy. from
-.the-sun.
. tr

T F 8. A lodestone-is a natural magnet.

T F 9. Household wall current is enough to kill if the conditions are
right.

T F 10. An ammeter measures voltage.

,T F 11. The,atom is'the smallest unit of aolelement.

T V 12. One ampere is equal to one coulomb per second.

T F 13. Friction causes static electricity.

T F 14. The unit of measurement for resistance is the ohm.

T .F 15.
1,

100"to 200 de. of current produces ventricularlibrillation
,- and is fatal.

1U.1
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EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

Equipment:

,

1. 1 microammeter

2. 1 milliammeter

3. 1 pair pliers

4. .1 heat source (cigarette lighter will suffice)

5.' 1 solar cell (Calectro #J4-804 or equivalent--under, $10.00, 1079)

6. 2,. br Anagnets
1

)7. 1 kilowatt-hour meter (if available)

8. 24 YOM meters

9. 24 DC power sources or 6,volt dry cell batteries

10. 48 test leads with clips1,on each end

. 24 SPST switches

I

'Supplies:

1. 2 apples

2. 2 pennies

3. 2 nickels
o

4. 1-razor blade or equivalent sharp object

5. 2 12" pieces (#14 or larger) of 2 different types of wire (ex:

copper and aluminuM)

/1 small bottle of iron filings

7. 100 feetlbell wire

8. 1 piece of 3/8" steel rod'or bolt, 4" ldng

9. 1 roll of plastic electrical tape
.

10. 24 1/4 watt 200 ohm resistors

11. 24 1/4-watt 20 ohm.resislors

12.. 48.resistors of any size and value
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL Ans. CURRICULUM C

0
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Instructional Section: N
I

ELECTRICITY7ELECTRONICS , C

A
T

I

. Title of Unit: 0

N
ELECTRONICS

DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

This unit will cover 'basic electronic concepts. It will give an overview
of the following area: electronic.compopents (such as resistors, caps-
cithrs, inductorsand.solid -state devices), electronic calculations, and ,

basic circuit analysis. The materials in this unit are designed for 10''
hours of instruction.

;,

UNIT'OBJECTIVE

After completion of t is unit the student willbe able to identify elec-
.

tronic terms and defi itions, list,and describe basic electronic compo-
nents, perform basic electronic calculStiOns and analize simple-circuits.

"kg

' After completion of thii
A

-

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

unit the student will. be able to:

1.- Match given electronic terms.to the correct-dpPinition
.description.

2. ,List and describe

3. Demonstrate

A. Perform

B. Analize

6 electronic Components.

the db4ity to:

basic electronic calculations.

simple circuits.*
\ ,

,s

or
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. CeL)4fnents'

f

.

A. Aesistor--A resistor is an electronic component used to add
resistance to a circuit. (Remember that resistance ie an ppo-
sition to current.flow.) Although resistors come in a variety
Of types; sizes and shapes they all do the same thing; they
resist current flow. Resistors are rated two ways:, 1) value,
in ohms, and 2) power rating. ' 4

Ohms ating--The resistance value (in ohms) is marked on
resisto in one of two ways: 1) a etandard color code,
and 2) numbers stamped on the resisrpr.

.0"

e

Rower rating--There.are two ways the power,rati of reels-
tors can be determined.. One way is the physical size of
the resistor and the other wayds reading the value stamped
on the resistor.

3. .Types--There are many types of resistors. Some are general
purpose while others are designed for more_specific appli-
cations. The most common type is the carbon composition,
resistor., Some others are the wirewound-, metal7glaze,.and
glass -tin oxide.

4. Fixed resistor- -A fixed resistor. is a resistor with a fixed
r-eenstent-jvalue.-:

5. Variable resistor--A variable resistor is a resistor which
- is adjustable.

B. Inductors--Inductors are coils of wire of various.sizes-and are
used,to add inductance to the circuit.

1: InductanceInductance is the property in a-circuit that
opposes a change in current. It is present only when AC
current is' used.

c

2. Fixed inductor--An inductor in ;Which the inductance is,.
constant.

3. Variable inductor--An inductor the value of which is
adjustable.

4. Unit-of measurement- -The henry.

113 .
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C. Capacitors -- Capacitors are made up of twb'pieces of a conduct-
ing material separated by an insulating material cdrled'a
dielectric. They are'used to add capacitance to a circuit.

Capacitance -- Capacitance is the property in a_circuit that
opposes a change in voltage,

2. Plate--One of the pieces of conducting material` in. a,capa-
citor.

3. 'Dielectric-a-The insulating material between the plates.

4. Fixed capacitor--A capacitor in which the capacitance is
constant.

5. Variable capacitor--A capacitor the capacitance of which
can' be adjusted:

6. Unit of measurement--The Farad usually asured in micro-,

farads.

D. Electron Tube--A hermetically sealed glass or metal'envelope in
which conduction of electrons taken' place, through a vacuum or
gas. Although they are obsolete for the most part, being re-
placed by solid state devices, their primary funetion,is ampli-
fication:

1. Cathode--Common name for the negative electrode of a vacuum
tube.

.

2. Anode--Common name for the positive electrode (or plate) of
a vacuum tube.

3. Grid--An electrode havinone or more openings for the pas-
sgge of electrodes or ions. -.One or more grids are used in
electron tubes to control the flow of electrons.,

4. glosle Tube--The electron tube having twgelectrodes, a
Cathode and an anode.

5. Triode Tube Electron _tube having an anode!, a cathode, Ahd
a control grid.

(Note: As tubes get -larger, tetrode; pentode, etc., there
are simply moreatontrol grids added)

E. Transigtor--The tsAnsistor is a Solid state (or'semiconductor)
device that has effectivelyilmost totally replaced.the elec-
tron tube. The transistor has 3 or, more electrodes. .The three
maiw.electrodes used are the emitter, base; add collector.
Transistors-do not heat .up like tubes and this makes them more.
efficient.

1 1
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Integrated Circuit (IC)--Dieloped in 1958 at Texas Instruments
.

. .
----,

the. integrated circuit Asa total eleerNeic circuit housed in
.d

one very small unit. ,.
. v

II.. Calculations

t
_ -

. , .

Ohm_A.,-Ohms Law- -One of the fundamental laws of electronics, 's Law
, is stated: The current in amperes in a cfrcuitods equal to the

applied-voltage dikrigled by the resistance
t E

.

I = -- (See Transparency Master)-
R

B. Watt's Law--One watt of electrical power is equal to one volt
moving one coulomb of charge in one second.

6

P = I x E (See Transparency Master)

. Circuit Analysis

. Series Circuits
."

1. Batteries=Th7e total output volthgetof batteries 'connected
in a series circuit is the' sum of the output voltages bf all
the individual batteries. (See transparency Master)

2. .ResistOrs--The total resistance of a series circuit is
equal to the sum of all the Individual resistors.

The' formula is:. RT = RI + R2 = R3 =
u

where: RT= Total resistance in ohms, for the circuit

R
1
= Value fa ohms for the 1st resistor

R2 = Value in ohms for the 2nd resistor

R
3
= Value win ohms for the 3rd resistor.

Rn = Value in ohms for each of any number of
resistors

115
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..B. Parallel circuits

1. Batteries--The output voltage of batteries connected in, a
- parallel circuit is the same as the output of each of the
'individual batteries, but the available - current is

:increased. (NOTE: Batteries of unequal value should not be
connected in parallel as damage may result.)

Resistors- -The total resistance of a parallel circuit is- ,

equal t&the'recMocal of the sum of reciprocals of
. each individual resistor.

The formula is:

1-

RT
°1

4
RI R2 'R3 Rn'

whtre: Si= Tptal value of resistance in ohms for
the whole circuit

. R°
1
= Value in ohms for. the lst,rdsistOr

.
.. ,

R
2 = Valud in Ohms for the 2nd resistor

.1

.R3 = Value in ohms fdi
1

.the 3rd resistor
,

,-

le

7

R = Value ih 'ohms for each of any number ofn
-resistors .

S.

110
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'TEACHER ACTIVITIES'

I. Proviaeudent witntstudent module'.

II. Make transparencies.

III. Dis7 cuss unit and specific objectives.

0
IV. Discuss infotmation sheet

demonstrations as you gol.

and go through outline of material.giving

V. Discuss student Activity and assignment sheets: '

VI. Give test.

or.

4(

a
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I. Read objective sheet.

. ; k

II. Study ipformatile sheets.
'...

''

,III. 'Complete activity, sheets.
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Information Sheet #1

Terms and Definitions:

1. Anode--Common name for a positivb electrode.

c

2. Capacitance--Property of a capacitor to.oppose aoichange in
voltage.

Capacitor- -Two pieces of conducting material separated Py a piece
of insulating material called a dielectric.

4. 'Cathode--Common name fora negtive electrode.

5. Electron tubeAliermeticallylealed glass or metal envelope in
which the conduction of electrons takes place ,,t.krough-a vacuum or
gas.

A

6. Farad7-:Unit of measurement fox capacitance.

7. Fixed capacitor--A capacitot whose value cannot be changed.

8. Fixed inductor--An inductor whose value cannot be changed.
a.

A

9. Fixed resistorA'resistor whose vglue cannot be-chnged.
ok

10. HenryUnit of measurement for inductance.

f
InductorCoil of wire used to add inductance to a circuit.

. ,,,

12. InducliaeceProperty of an inductor that opposes a change in
current. ,

13. rOhm-=Unit of meastirdhent of, resistance.
0

14. Potentiomer--Variable resistor used to control voltage.

1541112lesistanceAnything that opposes currentiflew.

Resistor--Device for adding resistance to a_circuit.

17. Vari'able capacitorCapacitor the capacitance of which can be
changed or aried.

..,
18. Variable4nductor--Inductor the inductance of which can be

- changed Or varied.' I.

N 19. Variable resistor -- Resistor whose value can be changed or
varied.

20. Watt--Unit of measurementipf electrical power.-

r

1
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a

First
Significant

'Figure

RESISTOR COLOR CODE

11

!JI
Second

Significant
Figure

Infbmation'Sheet #Z

I. if-

Multiplier a Tolerance

*el

COLOR DIGIT MULTIPLIER TOLERANCE ACRONYM

Black 0
.

1

. .

1

Ba4,

Brown . 1

.

' 10 . i --- Boys

: Red. 2 100 --- .

.

Rob

Oiange' ,3 1,000 . ---=Y-
**-

Our -,... .

Yellow 4

4.
10,000

1.

-- . Young

"''''''
.

Gir lsGreen 5 -106,000 d,

Blue \6 . . 1,000,000 ,Behind

Violet 7 --# 10,000,000' r-- Victory

Gray i 100:000,000 ---
_ .

Garded

White 4-
.

1,000,000,000

.

---

.

Wabla

<

Gold .1 ' + 5% -,
,

Silver
. .

.01
.

. .

-N. .

No Color
,

. + 26% ,

at
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-INTEGRATED'CIRCUIT
4-, (with housing removed)

$

k

4
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OHM'S LAW

T.M.-3 / EE 3.10-c

VOLTAGE, IN 'VOLT\

CURRENT IN AMPERS

I-

R

a.

RESISTANCE IN OHMS

VOLTAGE VOLTS
CURRENT -AAA plES
RESISTANCE OHMS

rt

R= E

./,

o.

6
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'OHMS LA &WATT'S LAW
RELATIONSHIPS
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BASIC ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT

(CAMPS)

RESIST e5NCE 74, LOAD
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VOLTAGE
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4
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k.1.*

4
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a
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SERIES CIRCUITS

.

DRY
CELL
FLASHLIGHT
BATTERY'

E

T.M. EE

1)(

FIGURE Z

aor
FIGURE 1'
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.

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4
1

or"

,-, DRY
.. CELL ---.
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BATTERY'

FIGURE 5
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PARALLEL CIRCUIT
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, Objective:-

To allow students to actually see various el ectronic components.

Materials:

s-

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS -

EE 3.41,

Demonstration #1

.

1. Resistors of various types and sizes

2. Capacitors 'of various types 4nd sites

' 3. 'Inductors of various types and sizes

4. Transistors of various kinds

ti C

-

5.' Integrated circuits of var ious sizes

Procedure:

a

1. .As. the different ,components are discussed in th
out the actual components, to'the students.

V41,..-

4

4

n

outline, pass

V
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Assignment Sheet #1

Objective:

liking the color code chart:

0.

Color Coding Resistors

-
A, -s

4

A4 Determine the, value of the follOwing resistors:

$

1. Red Blue Green Silver.

. Browne Black Black

3. Black White Grey Gold

Orange Violet Yellow Silver

5. Brown White Blue

B. Determine the color cdde:or the following values:

1. 56 +.:20%..

2. 250 + 10%

3. 35,700 +, 5%

4. 900,000 + 10%.
a

5. 3 +5%

Procedure:

1. Use the color code chart and look-4 the value of each color.

O

r



SUGGESTED TEST

1. Common name for a negative electrode.

2. ` Unit of. measurement for inductance.

EE 3.13. ;

A2 Henry

B. 'Cathode,

3. Unit of measurement for resistance. C. Ohm

4. Coil o wire. -- Rop Resistance
'

5. Anything that opposes current flow. E. Inductor

. True or False:

T F 6. All resistors have a power rating.

T Pi 7. Tile most com&on tylle.ofrepistor is, the carbon composition.

T-. F 8. The insulating material in a capacitor is called the
dielectric.

T F -9. Ohm's law states that the voltage in a circuit is equal o the
current divided by the resistance.

T F 10. Batteries in series add 'voltages.

T F 11. A diode tube has two,electroiles.-

I

T-F' 12. Some resistors ale color coded to determine power rating.

T F 13. P= I x E refersto Watt's Law.

F 14. The emitter is part of a transistor.

T F 15. the IC Integrated circuit was developed by Bell Labs.

°

4
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EE 3.15 J

Equipment:

1. 24 VOM meters

EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

Suppl ies:

1 Sevpral resistors of various types and pizes

Q. Several capacitors of various types and sizes

3. Several in Uctors of liarious types and sizes

4. Several transistors'of various types and sizes fp.

5. Several integrated circuits of various types and sizes

0

a e

.

143
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL,ARTS 'CURRICULUM'

Instructional Section:
or, 4

ELECTRICITY ELECTRONICS

Title of Unit:

RADIO

)

EE 4.1
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C

A
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I

0

N
S

. ptiCRIPTIoN ,F. UNIT .

....,.
,.

This unit will-cover the basic cone s of radio.- It will give an over-
view of the following areas: What is radio?, radio wave propogation,
message channels, radio wave reception and uses of radio. The materials
in this unit are designed foi 5 hours of instruction.

r

UNIT OBJECTIVE
S

lk
"\''After completion of this unit the student will be able to identify 'terms,

and definitions, describe how radio waves are' transmitted, describe mis=
sage channel used forradio, describe how radio waves are received and
list and describe uses of redid.

p
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

After completion of "this unit the 'student will be able,toi

1. Match given terms'to he correct defini Ion or description.

,2. :Describe how radio waves are transmitted....
0

3: Describe two types of message, cilannels.

4. Describe how radio waves are received.

5. List and describe'8 uses of radiol

111
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I. What is Radio

a

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

., ,

A. Definition--Communication by electromagnetic waves transmitted
throbgh space. s.

B. Electromagnetic waves--The radiant energy produced by oscilia-

'tion of an electric charge. Included are audio and radio

waves; infrared, visible and ultraviolet light.wayes; and

gamma, and cosmic, rays.

C. Audio frequencies--Those frequencies Of the Alectromagnelic
'spectrum that can be heard by the human ear.

D. Radio frequencies (RF) --Those frequenCies abovewaudio frequen-
cies and below light in the electromagnetic spectrum at which

A
'

coherent electromagnetic radiation of energy is possIble.

E. IntelligenceIntelligence for the sake of electronics communi-
cations is that information which is being communicated.,

a

F. Carrier wave--This is an 4F frequency generated in a transmit-
ter and used as a,vehicle to "carry.: `the-. intelligence.. The
intelligence 1§ impressed (mOdulated) .onto the carrier wave in

,..' the transbitter batore?traddmissionocclars..
. .

G'. Modulation7-This 1 the process byhlch the intelligence id y%
iiiimessed 'Onto the carrier wave. net-9 are two types of mo-du-,

\ lationilca:-ampl,:itptle ,maulation anf fie4dency modulation.

- ,'

.1. AmplithdemodpIhtlbOiM)4hieia modulation where the ,

. amp4tude ofthe-Oirier,:4Sve'jtf.caused to vary.
.

., , ,... V 'as' .,y1",.
.

2. Frequency modulation ON)"This ;Iffiodulation Where the
' frequency of the CarrirWaVe is-Caused to vary.

. . , -,I,, .

H. Antenna--A devide used to radiat6lealronagnefic waves into
.. .v

fir..

the atmospheie.
411

:-.
.

.'
'

. ..

I. Microphone--A device.uied to oon eSonxiwaves'into an elec-
trical signal in the audio freq ency tange:/,.

. Radio Wave Prop" ogation
,....4 :. 5 r

.

IF .

A: Information source -In radio
/7
the nfbrna "on,toorce is usually

a-person speaking inta microph e.. I fib entertainment

radio-field the information sour e coul alsoo.be a tape play- ,

back unit or a record player. . ..

A -

1

k+

I.

4
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B. EncOder of transmitter -- Encoding and transmirion both take
464).

place in one unit in radio, the transmitter. It is here that
the carrier wave is generated. The audio signal from the in--

formation sourcesis amplified and modulated on to the carrier
wave. The resulting signal is amplified and then transmitted
either via an antenna or- through a cable.

*-

III. Message Channel

A. ,Open circuit--An optn circuit transmission channel is where the
--rtantmitted-signal is radiated via an antenna into the atmos-

phere.
.

B1 Closed circuit--A closed circuit transmission channel is where
the transmitted signal is sent through a table and is not ra-
diated into the atmdsphere:

IV. Radio Frequency leception

A. Decoder or receiverRadiovaves are. picked up by an antenna
and sent via Cable to the tuning section of the receiver. The
tuning section determiqes which frequencies will pass through .

to the demodulatiOn section of the.receiver, where the audio
-(intelligence) portion of the signal4"is'separated from the car-
rier wave, amplified-and sent on to the information destination

B. Information destinationThe information radio
is usually a speaker of'some sort where the audio al is °

converted into sound waves.

V. Uses of Radio

A; Commercial radio--Commercial radio brings us-music, news,
sports,' weather, special events ltd last but definitely not
lease, the commercial message: -It isithis commercial message,
that makeswcommercfal radio commercial. \Sponsors pay for the

. air time to broadcast the music, news, et6. and in turn they
%get to advertise their products. This is how commercial radio
gets its operating funds. I-Commercial !'radio has boteAM and FM. '

stations. Although about the same programming exists on both
AM and.FM there are some advantages and disadvantages to both.

1. AM vo'

_a. Advantage--Longer range, over the hor..izon trans-
mission.

b. DisadvantagleMore static.nofse.

2.. FM

a. AdvantageAlmost no noise and easier to multiplex fo'r
stereo.

b. Disadvantage--Line of sight-ttansmission only.

116;
vb
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B. %,.12.1iC radio--Like commercial radio in all the technical at
pects it is in funding and programming thltcthe difference
between public and commercial radio is t6Und. Funding for
public radio comes entirely from private donations and grants
and as a result there are no commercials on public radio.
the area of programming, public radio lends itself more to u
dational and cultural. programming. 41though public radio uses
both AM and FM, due to the nature of their programs most sta.
tions are FM for stereo and, low noise properties.

C. Amateur radio--An amAeur radio operator is called a "Ham" and
amateur radio is often called "Ham Radio ".,! Using mostly AM
radio equipment,_ Ham's can talk around the 'block or around the
;Arid: Although most ham radio communication is just for the
sake of the hobby, ham operators are sometimes banded together
in networks for communications during emergency situations.
The seriousness for their radio hobby is evidenced by the tests
that ham's have to pass and the licenses they have to acquire
before they are allowed on the air.

D. Citizens band radio--Called CB, citizens band radio is one of
th% fastest growing businesses in the U.S. People have CB's in
their home and cars, on boats and motorcycles, and some air7
craft are equipped with CB. The FCC requires a license to
operate a CB but it is just a formality and requirea---o y that

the person fill out a form and mail it 6 the FCC. .T are
three primary uses1of CB: personal, business, and emergency.

1. 'Personal -- Chatting with friends, looking for police radar,

checking on weather 'and road co ditions, passing the time
FPor staying awake on a long tri , getting local directions,
and finding a good place to eat are just some of the per
sonal uses of CB radio.

.

2. Business--Many businesses have CB base stations in their
offices and mobile rigs in their-company' vehicles. This
proVides for instant communication between the office and
the employee in the field.

4.
3. Emergency--Channel 9 is the CB emergency channel. In most

areas there are organized groups that monitor channel 9 and
if an emergency occurs, a discall on channel 9 will
usually bring help 'quickly.

E. Police and fire--Police and fire dep tments use radio to dis
patch personnel and vehicles to problem areas and to coordinate

fl
operations in the field.

F. Mi4taryAThe militry uses radio for such things as troop and N

supply deployment, %oordination of forces in the field, and
)calling in artillery fire and aif strikes from field posi, I

tions.

1 4 I
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G. Aviation--Most all aircraft have aviation radios on boarcrso%
they can maintain contact with air traffic controllers. They
also have radio equipmeht on board that provides course.and
position information.' 4

H. .Recreational--Several million people enjoy operating scfle
-model radio controlled (RC) cari, boats and planes as a hobby.
AltIough some people who are very serious about this hobby
,bidiRd their own vehicles and radio equipment; preassembled,
ready toloOerate RC equipment can be bought and most RC equip.:-
ment may be operated with an FCC class C license.

0
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES'

I. Provide student with student module.

II. -*lake transparencies.

III. Discuss unit and specific.pt4ectives., .
' -

... ..,
., . _, 0

IV. Discuss information sheet and goo through outline of material giving
4 demonstrations as yOd go. k

'''

V. Discuss student activity sheets.

V

VI. Give test.

VII. Plan field tripto radio station. (Suggested)
I

A

1r)

1

t,

t",

4

V

666
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C

C

'A" I. Read objective sheet:

3

U! Study information sheets.

'STUDENT ACTIVITIES
"70

III. Complet activitYshtets.

IV. Take.fieid-trip. (St.igge!ste

4

0

4
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Terms and Definitions.:

0

EE 4.9

o Information Sheet #1

-.1. AMAmplitude modulation; this is modulation. where the ampli-
tude of the carrier wave, is/modulated.

. Antenna--A device, usually wires or rods, used for radiating,
electromagnetic waves into or receiving them fram'space.'

,

3. Audio frequency (af)--Those frequencies in the electromagnetic
Wave apectrum .that can be heard by\the human .ear.

A. Broadcast--Radio or television transmission intended for public
reception without paymentitOthe_station.

1.

-5. Carrier wave--A single-frequency rf wave which is used as a
OS

vehicle" for and modulated by another wave containing the
intelligence.

.

. 1 6. Electromagnetic wave - -The radiant energy produced bS, the oscil-,

lation"ot'an electric charge. .It tcontains audio and radio
waves, infrared, visible, and ultraviolet light waves and X-,
;gamma arid COSMI6raYd.

FM--Frequency modulation; this is modulation, where the frequen-
t' cy of theccatrier

,
wal..fe is modulated.

8. Intelligence; -That part of an electronic'communications signal
that .is the :information being transmitted.

0 .

GPI

..-

.
..

,9. Microphone--An electroni9 device used for con4rting sound
waves into an electrical signal. .

q
, ... .

. .

. .

.

.

. . 10.4' ModUlation-I-The process by which the intelligence is impressed'...
onto 'carrier

5,

to the arrier wave. , . -,
...,` °

11: Radio Communication byelecttomagnetic waves transmitted
through space. \

* ---' ,

.

12. .Radio fiequency--Those. frequenciesat
.

which coherent electro-
magnetic radiation, ofenergy is possible. °

. . .
.

13. .Receiver -- Electronic device used to convert a recefved signal

into a visible or audible form.

1r.- Speakt An electroacoustic device used to convert an audio
frequency signal into sound waves.

. .
loN,

. .

15. Static--Noise created, in a signal'hy natural weather phenomena
, - and'electrical chatges existing in the atmosphere.

. .

.

A
4
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No

.16. TTansceiver-7Electronics. devi that will both transmit and
receive signals.

17. Transmitter--Electronica device used to generate an rf carrier 4
wave, modulate this carrier with intelligence, amplify and 40:

radiate the modulated carrier into space:

I .
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Inforiiation Sheet

COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
(

Sand Abbreviations

Audio Frequency

Very,Low Frequency, VLF'

Low Frequency 4

Frequency
/

2Q-30,000 Hz

Below 30 KHz

30-300 KHz

Medium Frequency AC MF. 300-3000 KEY(
_

High Fr ency ' '3000-,30,000" KHz

Very High Frequency .VHF 30,000 KR;-300 M

Uttra High Frequency UHF 300-3000 MHz

I

It

A
;
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CARRIER WAVE

AUDIO SIGNAL

. CARRIER WAVE

At

FM

eN
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v
AMPLUUDE. MODULATED SIGNAL
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FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
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RADIO TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION

EE 4.12

Demonstration #1

To show how radio is'used as a communications medium.

Materials:

1. l'Radio Shack AM transmitter kit #28-209

2. 1 Radio Shack Solar-Powered AM radio kit #28-214
1

1. Construct the kits as per the instructions provided.

2. Demonstrate sending and receiving metsages.

+ft

,r

Joa a'5

I
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Objective:

f

)' /

USING AADIO EQUIPMgNT

Demonstration °#2

To show the use of as many types of radio equipment as possible.

\.,(

Materials: i

. .
,

--.)

1. As many dfffefent types (Ham,"CB, short wave, etc.) of radio
,.

equipment As you,cadget your.students or patents of students to.
,

bring in.

PrOCedure:

1. Describe the piece of equipment and its function.

2. Operale (either youor the gtudent) the. piece of equipment.,
, .

3. If allowable, let the Other students operate the piece of
equipment.

O

f'

57
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CONSTRUCTING A CRYSTAL RADIO

A

Objective:

To construct 'a simple crystal AM radio.

Materials:

1. 1 RadiQ Shack crystal AM radio kit #28-207

/Procedure:
..0.

1. Read the theory- of operation provided.

2._ Construct the kit as per the instructions.

Student Activity #1

3. Determine how many stations can be picked "up on yoUr radio.

N.\

Or

ar.

3,13
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t

Matching:

A. Static
)

B. Micrdphone

.C. .Broadcaap. ,

D. AM
, .

E. Speaker'

True or-False.

, .

1

SUGGESTED TEST

e

' ModUlation
signal.

Norge. due! to atmospheric conditions'.
_

3. Device for converting electrical waves
into .soundwayes,

p e

used to cOnvesound waved into
electrical raves.

ft

Radib or television transmission
'tended for public reception without
paymento the station.,

C.

me
of the amplitude of ,a

r

:4)
. ;Jit'

...4 . .
,

T F 6. Audio frequencies can be heard, by the huma% ear, .°
.

T F 7.. There are three types. of ma4ala4n in radio's .

,T F 8. Radio frequedcie& are above apL t waves in the electromagnetic
spectrum. ' cf. '

, T F '9:' Modulation is tHe.proeess by whiA4the intelligence is
impressed Tie the

.

carrier wave.
)

a

T F *10. AM radio has 1 ss noise qiad FM.

T F ,11. - Public -radio op rators are called "Hams".

T . 12. Operating a CB r dio does not require a-license.

T F 13. Channel 9 is the B emergency channel.

T F' 14. Commercial radiq: #, funded primarily by grants and private
.1._ donations.

. ::'"- , ----
.

T. F 15. Airplades use rad0.os to maintain contact with air taqic.
conttollers.

111 15J
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ANSWERS TO 'TEST

ft' .
EE 4.16

JP.

sk 1 .

2.

'3.

4?

A

E

B

A

N,

. .sts. ;

O

5. C

6. T

7. F
I

8. F

9. T

10. F

, 11. F

12. F

13. T

14. F

15. T

1G0.
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EQJIPMENT /SUPPLIES

Equipment:

1. 24 -YOM meters

SUpplies:

1. 1 Radio Shack AM transmitter kit #28-209)

2. 1 Radio Shack Solar-Powered AM radio kit #28-214

3. 24 Radio Shack crystal AM radio kits #28-207

A

tt



TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM
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Instruct,iOnal Section:

ELECTRICITY--ELECTRONICS

Title of Unit:

TELEGRAPH

EE 5.1'
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DESCRIPTION OF UNIT \

This unit w ill covertlie basic concepts of the telegraph. It. will give
an overview of the following areas:. How the. telegraph works,. Western

,Union today, and the uses of the telegraph as a communication system. .

The materials in this unit- are des!ined for 5 hours of instruction.

2

dr

UNIT OBJECTIVE .

, i ,
,, .

After completion of tbis unit the student will be able-to Aventify terms
' and definitions, describe how the early telegraph worked, describe how
today's teletypewritgr'wo.rksiand list and describe uses-Of todsay's tele-
graph system as a commuticatl.ons system.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

After completion, pf.this unit the student will be able.to:

1. Match,giyen terms tot he -correct definitions And descriptions.
. -

2. Describe how the early telegraph worked.
,

3.' Describe hoW today's teletypewriter system worked.

4. List and desCiibe 5 uses of today's telegraph system as.a
commtiticalIbils system.

\ A

I

.
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EE 5.2

I. How'it Works

4^.

E.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT 0

A. Early system--The telegraph watthe first fast means of long
distance communication. The actual telegraph was a very simple
device consisting ofa key, sounder and a power source.,

1. Key--This was Simply'a spring loaded normally- open switch.
,When the key was depressed, current flowed through the

") system.

SotinderThis consisted of an electromagnet with a metal bar,
positioned above it. When current flowed through the'elec
tromagnet the bar was pulled down causing an audible click.

. When current flow ceased 'the bar was released also causing
an audible click.

A

3. Power source--The primary power soiitce was a chemical cell
battery.

4.. Morse CodeName after the American inventor ofthe
alphabetgraph this is a code where each letter.orthe alphabet is

coded with dots and dashes. A, dot was represented by about
1/4 of a second between clicks on "the sounder and the dash

. was 'about three times that.

B. Tpda'y's System- -The simple telegraph of the early days has been' -

r4laced by a much more sophiStica&ed piece,of.equipment, the
teletypewriter. All telegrams, .and most all other services
offered by-Western UniOn 1(the primary telegraph company qnithe
U:S.), are sent via the teletypewriter. Teletypewriters are

capable of sending and receiving between 65 and 100 wordsper
minute. ' A

1% Information SourceThere are two sources of informatidn,for
a teletypewriter. One is the keyboard which resembles a
standard typewriter and, the other is a paper tape coded with

punched holes.

2. Enerder or` transmitter - -In the base of a teletypewriter is a

device that cOnstructs.and transmits an electronicallY coded
signal, 'The coded signal is made up of electronic pulses.
This device is activated by either the keyboard or a punehed
tape."The device does not use a carrier wave.

3. Message charinelsThe primary-message 'channels used by
Western Union are coaxial cable and microwave transmission.
Most all pf ibOth of these channels are leased from the Bell

Oystem.

B

<
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EE 5.3

.1

kv?,Decoder or receiver--Also located in the base of the tele-

t .,
typewriter.is a device which receives and decodes'the coded -

signal.
. . ,0.

'. .

5°.Information estination--As the coded signal'is decodedukthe
. keyboard, which is the final destination of the,signal,ls

,

,activated.and.typed copy results.
d.

II. Mestern.Union And its Services-

0
A. The'Cogpany--Western Union today, is for All practicalpurposes.

the only telegraph company operating in the U.S. ',Although'
Western Union grew up around theAelegraph arid telegram, most of
its business today is derived front leasing teletypewriters for
data communications.

B. The Servi6es--Alorig. with -the leasing of teletypewriterp, Western
Union still offers a wide range of personal,messages, many of
which can be billed to'your home telephone.

1. Telegram --This is a iessage sent by teletypewriter and deli-
vered by telephone or messenger if- requested.

%

2. Mailgram--This is a message pent by teletypewriter to a
local post office and then delivered as a letter.

, .

Moneygram."-This is a service for sending mo1y from= one'ber-
son toanother yia.a message .sent03y teletypewriter. An
equal/ amount of money paid at one kestern Union office is
paid to the moneygram recipient at'anothee...Western Union
ofTice.,

.: 4. Specialty services--andygram; singing- telegram, and flowers-

sent by wire are some of the other services offered by: , .--

,

s '
' Western Union. -1 , .

- :
Ar 5. Teletypewriter,leasing"ManY companies lease teletypewriter

equipment and cable seevices frOta Wes_tetn Union fox data
communications purposes. .It is this-that,make utl the °

majority of Wegtern Union's business today.

.1 .

C

,
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

: Provide student with student module.

. ,

II. Make transparencies:

0
..

III. Discuss, unit and specific objectives. .
.

. -' N.
.

,IV.,, Discuss inforthation'sheet and go' through Outline of material giving

`,demonstrations as you go. ,. .

V. Bring in aoguest speaker from Western Union: (suggested)

V.I.- Give'test:
1.

S.

165
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EE 5.5

-STUDENT ACTIVITIES

f.. Read objective sheet.

Lt. Study information sheet.'
4

III. -Compete activity sheet.'

°

p.

-1A

I

I

,

6.
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Objective:

Sending and Receiving Morse Code

EE 5.9

Demonstration #1

- d

Using a slipple buzzer circuit, demonstrate how a simple telegraph
system world work using Morse Code.

Materials:

1. 1 buzzer (doorbell type)

. 2. 1 transformer (for buzzer)

3. 1 telegraph code key'

Procedure:

1. Construct a simple series circuit with the switch buzzer and
source.

2. Prepare a short simple coded message using Morse Code.

3. 'Tap out the message to the class using thd buzzer circuit.
(Make sure toletve a time gap between letters.)

41.

A
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Objective:

.0 V.:,

AssignmentaSheet

a

A
Psing Morse Code

h

To code a message intoMpr4 code and to listen tci-a coded messagd
tapped out on a buzzer circuit and decode it. 4'

Materials:

1. Morse Code handotit.

2. Paper.

...

3. Pencil

Procedure:
.

z,
. ..

. . . .

1. Using theMotse'Code handout sheet, put ehe following into Morse
code..

I would e to make an 'A in this course. Would you?

2. Copy down (in dots and dashes) a message tappd out on a buzzer
by. the teacher and use, the Morse code handout to decode the
message.

.1 .

- (.4

-,..

i
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SUGGESTED TEST

EE 5.1).

True or False:
1

T F I. Morse code was invented by Samuel Morse.

T F 2. The telegraph ws the first fast means of long distance commu-
nication.

T F 3.. The primary power source for the early telegraph was a simple
.electric generator.

T F 4. The sounder is part of today's telegraph system.

4' !

T 'F 5. The telegram is the p maty business of WesternUnion today.

_T F 6. :..Alestern Union, fQr al, practical purposes, is the only tele-
graph company ng in the U.S. today. j

1

'T F 7. The teletypewrite is the main piece of equipment used by
Western Union today.

T F 8. -The mailgram is a message delivered by personal messenger.

T F _9. The earlytelegraph consisted of 3 primer); components.

T ,F 10. Modern teletypewriters are capable of sending between 65 and
100 words per minute.

4

,
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EE 5.13 ...

EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

Equipment:

- .1. 1 buzier (doorbell type).

2. i. transforder (for buzzer)

3. 1 telegraph code key

Supplies:

4

4. 1 piece of wood 6 x 12" X°1"

AA,

o

A

I

(

4'
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Title of Unit: 0
N

"TELEPHONE S

9,
6

. , .

pESCRIPTION OF UNIT-
.

This unit will cover the basic'conceptb of the telephone. It will give
an ovetView of the lollowingfareas:,: ON the teleghonewaiks, the Bell

'system, uses of the .telephone, and Titof the Bell system telecummunica-
.

1

tions. network. The materials in thi" "-it are designed for hours` of,

- instruction._

'4 1

UNIT:OBJECTIVE '

able

.....--

..' :

After completion of this unit the seudent.will%be aole t9'identify terms
tand-definitions, describe.how the telephone works,. clescribe the Bell ys-
tem, list and desEribe uses of the telephone, listand. describe uses of
the Bell systei telecomiunications network..

. , *
.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

-''.-After complettOnof this unit the student will be able to:
-

,pt

1. Match given terms to deftiti8A and .d'scriptions.
. .

2. Describe how the telephone- works.

3. Describe the Hell system...,

4., List and desdribe 2 uses of the telephone.

s

5. List and desCribe 4 uses of the Bell system telcomiunications
network.

`t-

O



EE 6.2

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

o ,

0

V o

.

I. How it Works

Cenral Office--The nerve center of the telephone network.
is where all of ,switching equipment-and radio transmission

equipment is,located. All calls are routed through a central
'office. There may be 1 or many-cqntral offices in a city., It'

depends 9n the nuinber`of phones:

B. Information-Source--In the modern telephone the information
source is a carbon microphone inside the mouthpiecegof the'

handtleldunit. this microphone changes the sound eaves pro-

duced by.the voice into an electrical audio signal. This.sig-

nal goes over wire to a central office.
(

C. Encoter or Transmitter--When the electrical signal reaches the'

central office one of two things happens. If the call is a

local call to a phone number originating in the same'central,
office then the simple audio signal ig.ampllfied and sent to
the= receiving phone. If it is'agOcal call...that has to go
through another central office or if it is a long distance call
the audio is modulated onto an RF carrier wave in a radio

s transmitter and,transmitted.

D. Message ,Channel- -There are 1) three primary channels now-used
in the, transmission of signals 1.n. the Bell System and 2) some

experimental channels.\

1. Primary Channels

a. Opemwire--This consists of a pair (or `several pairs
together in a Cable) of insulated copper conductors.
Wtakes one pair for a complete circuit and this is
good 'for voice only.,

4

b. Coaxial cable--This is a special type of cable that is
Shielded.against outside interference from radio waves.
Using coaxial cable allows many calls to be "multi-

- plexed" onto carrier waves and transmitted all, on one

cable a, the, same time. CoaXiallcan carry radio or TV

signalsas Well as voice.
-(

Mitrowave--Using high frequency radio waves (micro-
waves), phone calls can be modulated and multiplexed
onto these.high Carrier.frecluencies and,transmitted
along a series of relay towers from city to city.
MiCrowaves can also be bounced off of satellites to

span the globe. Microwave can also carry radio or TV
4

signals as 'well as voce.

, .

,
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0. 26 .Experimental Channels \
\,,_ 4

J
4

4

. a. .Laser--This is a special highly, concentrated beam

--z,..

t, \c .

A

. .

coherent light. It may We to be used in plat of
. radio waves as a communi tions medium.

3. Yi

I , b. Fiber'opicg-=TheSe are a Special type oi'lo thih'
. s

. flexible glass fibers ch are being develo d'Xo use.
. . .- 4.

.., ' as a conduit. fOr'laier c mmunications..+
. . ,' 4J. .,

E. 'Decoder or Receivef--When a. phone till that hat n modulate4
* ,,

.-

. , onto
,

a carrier wave teaches the 1 stcentral office on itslpath ;
tb' ith.deStination phone, the audio signal 1.$' retrieved', from

tk4bcarrierwave and then sent,toward its fi al destination.
c .-

'.

F. Info tion Destination--The earpiece of a eRpone is the
final'destiliktion and is actually a small speaker that. changes
the audio signal into sound waves thit an be heard by athe
human'ear..

, , .r

G. Dial Circuit -iherg are two types'of dial,circhits in today's
phones. Trwse axe the rotary and the touthtone. .

.
, .

.

1. Rotary- -This i_the method'whereby,A per)
.a

gn rotates a num- .
. -

,

,, bered.dial o the 'phone. , Each num , when dialed, causes.
a correhponding n mbeenf Clicks. esg clicks are eounied .

_ ,'by special equip ent at.the central ffice and switches are
4 openpdAnd,close to route'the'CA11,c0 its proper path.

.k
,-_ _ _

1 Aso
2. Touctitone--Instead of dialing ntiatlers;with7this systema

person just 'touches the numbers in Sequence. EaciiiiiAer,
when pushed, emits a certain"tone (frequency of 'soutland
equipment at 'the central office "hears" the different bones
and this beginq the switching krocedtre to route the call
properly.

I. The Bell System
4.4

A. The Business--The Bell Sy ed is made up- of 26 different tc&po-
ratiohs, each cf which pefforma separate task,and_all of

. which) Working closely togebherloform,the largest telecommuni-
cations system in.the world. ,

. A

B. Telecommunications Network- -The BellSystemnetwbrk is; the
heart of the communications industryin the United States.
Most private homes have a phone aria- almost without 'eicceptini-t

,businesses And industries use this vast network in one -or more ,

ways. It is composed-of hundreds_of tholisands of miles ,of
wire, caIle, microwave relay.netN4Oks, and satellites. These /.

All work together for the ifargest,°.fasteq, and most used:C.6M-
,munications networkkin the world..1

4

4'
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C. Bell Labh-rOne of the 26 corporations,this is the research arms
of the Bell so Sciehtists hert,sre responiible for devel-

.,
oping and'Aegi new devices and techniques far improved'

2
:communications s One of the most notable accomplish-4

*
. menu of Bell Labs wa, 'Invention of "the transister there in

.

.e,

Uses of.ihe TelePhOne
, .

A.',PersonalThe'perdonsi telephone -is 'used for everything finm:
-- id4 chit that to summoning the police or fire department- in

%.eofergindy (incld,des-.1ncsi_andlangOigtance5. (Discuss per
''ssonal uses with studenti01 . ''' t

. .., ,,,-, -
e I

... \ , .,

B. tdginess-=Tlie Vsiness.phone.prOides quick and economical
communication between the business and, the consumer, between
businesses,' and between.people-within's busineds.%

. . -2 .
.%

IV.' Uses of.the Bell System Telecommunications Network. . ./,

'.. A. Private --All private phone call go through tilt network.

B. Business and Industrialr-Along with their phones, many busi-'
.nesses- lease .cable or satellite time iiom theEell System..
Some examples are:

an

S.

A

1. Western Union leases, most' of its: cable from the 1311

Systemt

, %

02. Radio and TV networks use the.Bell System to route'netWork
programming fromAheir'main studios to their affiliate' '

. stations, all across the'country.
.6

"
* ...

- 3. Many'. data coMMunications companies lease'cableor satellite
.4' ',-

, - timelficim'the.Bell System.

\ . 4
It C. Government---The'govirnmentleases cable from the Bell System . ;

'for `a rot of its communiCatibn* needs. Thiee examples are: st .

' 1. Military--Much of the high leveland top secret` military
communications systems use csble.leased from the Dell,.

.. , .... ,

- 1 . - Syttem.. %.
-,

'
. . . ..." ...

"2'. Aif.-traffid .control :centers across the country are tied -.

together through ahe Bell network and their phbne'bill is
1... ovee$.1,'600;0U0 Reritionthi ,

.,,

3 .Direct lines---tanyfacTiffeagEL--eCies ve r cp one
lines to other agentits for special use.
.be the red phoney in the White Houst that connects Washing-

An° example 'would

>jon-and Mpscow, `USSR. 4
F.

.

...

k
I

I 7
.

'
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES
fr.

.

,/

I. P'rovide student -with 'student module.
' - -

I.0,0Diacuss unit and specific,objeCtives.'

, EE 6.5

- . .
. .

:YU.
'''

DiiscuSginfOrmation.sheet and go thtough outline of material,
t<

, giving demonstrations as 'you go. ,.. ,A.

' ..

IV. C6ntadt the local Bell telephone representative for film, field
. '., trip, and demonstration information. (Suggested) -

w

,

.Give

At-

,/

'a ow

9

-

a

<,

a

_ 1

f

.

I

A

f

e

.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

'011-

Read objectiim sheet.

II. Study Information sheet.

III. Take-field trip.' (Suggested)

Take test.

4
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Terms and Definitions;.

1. Coaxial clabieSpecial type of cable that is shielded against
. , outside interferences.

et

4

Infor ation Sheet #1
0.......

,

0-

_.-----_,

it

fia>

..

2. Fiber optics -- Transparent glass fibers capable of transmitting
.

light"from,one end
_J
to the other, straight or curved.'

. i ,,,

3.: Laster-4 device used to transfarth incoherent light.oeveriaus-
,

frequencies into,a very narrow, intense beauty of coherent fight.
,.

,,
., . '+ s. ,-,.,

.s. , . ,

4. Microwave- -Term applied to radio waves in the frequency range of

1., .1000 Milt and upward toward fight.

. .

. .
.. .

5. Telephone Combination of apparatus for converting sound waves
tb Tlectrical waves,, transmitting them to a distant point, and
there converts these waves'back into audible sounds.

a
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Objective:

49. Telephone Cable
a

To show the student d4ferent"types of phone cable.

Materials:
0

'1. 12" of a single Rair

2. 12" of a multipair cable

3. 12" of coaxial ,cable

4. 12" of coaxial line
,

°

EE f,.9

Deinonstiattii #1

(NOTE: COntact yb4r local Bell company for these,material.s.)

Procedure,:

PasS-theJ

,

feces around the,room,_'

2. Explain ea type.

0

a

I f

{.!

1

9
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9

Objective:

6 .1

Telephone

Demonstration #2

J

To show the students the diffefent parts of the interior oft,a teleL
. .

phone. .

Ns-

,
.Materials:

1. 1 telephone (dial type) ,(Borrow from BellTelePhone)

re(

2. 1 telephone (tOuChtone type) (BorrowSfrom Bell Telephone)
4 s

ate v
Procedure:

Vs.

is Show both phones' and explain the difference between the dial and
touchtone systems.

2. Disassemble. the mouthpiece of each(phone and'sho 'the micro
phone.

.3. Disassemble the earpiece of each phone, and 'show the speaker.

-

4. Take the cover off of each phone and point out the dial cir
cuitry and the touchtone circuitry.

b

5. Point out the,bells that ring.
. , .°

6. 'Point-out-,,,ar4.,discuss any bother items of interest withinthe

,. phone':, k

o

tr
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True or False:

SUGGESTED TEST

EE 6 144

T .,1. The central office plays only a minor role in the telephone
system.
.

T F 2. The mouthpiece of a telephone, contains a microphone.

T F 3.' The earpiece of a telephone contains a speaker.

T F 4. The'Bell System consists of 20 different corporations.'.

T F _5. The laser is a concentrated beam of coherent light.

T F 6. Coaxial cable is shielded agSinst outside interference.'

T F 7.' Tou'ehtbne is a type of dial system,

T F .Thd Bell System has the third largest telecommunication net-
.

WOrklin thU.S.

-.1' F 9. Radio and television networks use the Bell System to route
networlmnbgramming from the network-studio to the local
station..,

. i
,

r
to

* .o T F 10. *Thectransistor was developed at Bell LOS in 1948

4
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ANSWERS TO TEST
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EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES.

EqUipthent:
4'

1. 1 telephone (dial type)

r. 2, 1 telephone (touch-tone type)

Supplies:

I,

a

4.°
4- °

o

1.' 12' of a single pair, of telephone wires

-3. 12" of coaxial cable

4. 12" of coaxial line
co'

'.0

/
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-Title of Unit!
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DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

'This
;

puit cover'tho'Iiird-E5hcePts ofAeleVision. It wiill jive an ,
Overview of the 'following areas: What ts'feieVision?, TV signal propoga-
tion, message channels, TV signal detection, and uses &television.
Thematerials in this unit are design&I fot 6 hours of instruction.

UNIT OBJECTIV"

After completion of this unit the student will. be able to identify terms
and definitiops, describe howtelevisio&sipals are propogtedr, describe
television channels used for televidlot;'describe hots television signals
are detected, and list and describe uses_of television.

PERFORMANCE 'OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit the student will beable tor'

1. t Match'given terms to the.coctect definition or description.

10. :

2. Describe how television signalsare propogated.

3. Describe two types of message"channels.

4. Describe_how televisIon signals, are detected.

4'4 ,

5. List and describe 7 uses of television.
.

,
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I. What is Television 6

r

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

A. Definition--Television (TV) is a telecommunication system used '
for the transmission of images of fixed -or, moving objects.
These images are usually accompanied By sound.,

B. VHFThis stands for "very high-frequency" and includes those
frequencies in the-RF spectrum between 30'and 300 MHz. There
all 12 channels in the VHF:band, 2-13. VHF, for broadcast pur-

, po es has been in use longer than UHF because VHF equipment is
cheaper to operate than UHF equipment due to VHF's lower fre-
quencies.

C. UHF- -This stands for "ultrahigh frequency" and,includes those

frequencies in the RF suctrum between 300 and 3000 MHx. There.`
are 70 channels in the 1F band. Two things have opened wide
the ddor for UHF TV in this country. One wasthe invention of
a special type of vacuum tube which has greatly reduced the
operating cost of UHF equipment: The other was the passage of
a federal law,in the earlyd6O's that made it' mandatory for all
TV sets sold in the U.S..L1 have.hoth VHF and UHF pability.
Before this law most TV manufacturers installed onry VHF tuners
in their sets. One advantage.of UHF Over VHF.is the number of
channels available.

D. Channel--A'TV channef is algrouping of fr4quencies'that
MHzWide. For example, VHF.channel 4-has_a_range of from 66 to
72'1MHz. Frequency'astignments fp.,;,..each channel have bee

handed down by'the FCC and'a TV station must transmit all of
its audio and Video within the limits of this 6 MHz wide chan-
nel.

E. Cathode Ray Tube '(CRT)--It was the invention of this tube that
9 made TV possible: The CRT is a special type of vacuum tube.

outside ,is a thick glass envelope and on the inside of the
front of this envelope is a phosphorus screen. In the back of
the CRT is an electron gun. tThis gun traces a pattern back and
forth Across the front screen-from-top to_bottom.A_s the gun

,,'Fac,s across, it shoots a beam of electrons and as iv traces.
bark the electron beam is blanked out. The movement across the
screen is called :trace': and the movement back is called `

"retrace".

F. Camera Thais is an electronic device containing aspecial type'
.of light sensitive vacuum-tube: The camera converts an optical
Image, created by light striking 'a lens; into anielectrical /
signal, known as a video signal.

,
1'
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4 . .i ° ,
N, G. Audio--,That portion of a r V signal thatl,has to do with the

sound: ,

.' H. Video--'rhat portion' of a TV ,signal that has to do with V
., picture. s 4

-'

II. TV'-Signal
.0

Signal Propogation

0

.

A. , Information Source--In TV there are two divisions oLeinforma-
\

tion sources; audio and videb.

1. Audio--As in radio the, main source of audio j_nform tion is
the microphone. Other sources of °audio informatiion would

the-sound-Gr-a-cle-of--a;411m, a phonograph, an-audfo --tap-e--

playback unit or the audio portion of,4 a .video tape.'

/

. 2. Video--The pritary source of 'video information in TV is th
TV camera. Other sources would e'a film projector, ',a.
sliderojector, of the video portion of a video -tape.

B. iEncoder or Transmitter--fn TV ithere is not, one simple .device
that constructs and transmits the signal due to the fact that
there are two signals \to, deal with. The signal is cohsttocted
in the follOwing meaner.

Y I *

1. Audio--The audio signal is sent from the source to a mixing
board in the audio control room where ieNlis amplified,
sent can to the master control room., gwitching circuits in --- :

the mixing-board-make it possible-to-sel ect-- Which si-pral--
,from the' audio sources will be sent to master control -. The
AgdI-6-coffrfol room is also where spec-far effects such as 4

°

- *t

reverh'are added to the audio signal.

2. VideoThe video 'sighal from ehd camera is sent to the -

video switchedin the), video control- room. The signal from
each camera is displayed on'a ,separate video monitor so7',,,

that, the program producer can select whi sighal will
sent to the er control room. The video control robe is

f#'00-
ial af fectr, such-As split screen Andalso where vid -

fddes, are added o the Video signal. .
.

q_ _ ' ___-
--

______
. -

.._ . ___ _
.

3. Master, ControlrRoom--This is the, nerve center of the TV
0 -

station. All,.the atidla and video_ signals cdn ge here and

\ are modulated . onto RF ,carrier waves, 4.94.1Hz 414rt, and , .

) sent,, either, by cable of nicrowave -to the main transmitter
where they-are amplified and transmitted Ihrough cab,let.' or
via, an antenna. ,.. ,

,

ti
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III. Message Channel

A. Open Circuit--An open circuit transmission channel is ,where the
transmitted signal is radiated via an antenna into the atmos-
phere.

B. Closed Circuit--A closed circuit transmission channel is where,
the transmitted signal is sent through cable and is not radi-
ated into the atmosphere.

IV.. Television Signal Detection

A. Decoder or Receiver--The TV signal is picked up from the atmos-
phere by an antenna and sent via a cable to the tuning section
of the TV receiver. The tuning section determines which chan-
nel of frequencies will be allowed to pass through the receiv-
er. Next the audio and video signals are separated from their
carriers, amplified and sent on toward their final destination.

B. Information Destination--Due to the fact that there Are two
signals there are two destinations. The audio signal ends up
at a speaker and the video signal is sent to a CRT (commonly
called the picture tube) where a picture is formed on the face
of the screen.

V. Uses of Television

A. Commercial--As in radio commercial TV derives its name and its
operating funds from 'paid advertising. Commercial TV provides'
the whole radge.of programming and is broadcgs't through the
,atmosphere where anyone can receive the signals.

B. Cable (CATV)-;-For are#s'of poor reception CATV.cpmpanies, put up
a TV antenna-on a higAiSill'or tall building and customers pay
a mvthly'subAcriptipn to be connected via cable tb this
antenna.

C.° Public television=4ublic TV is much the same as public radio.
It is privately funded anoA:mostly educatidhal in programming.
Public TV signals are broadcast through the atmosphere.

D. Securify7-Closed circuit TV 'cameras are used frequenilY to

monitor places that need close supervision. 'The 'advantage of
closed circuit TV for this"functidn.is that one security guard
can monitor many places at once from one location.

.0,4, r, .0 eeeeee
E. Scientific-7Television cameras can go WheYe'it is sometimes not 4.1(

practical ot safe for man to go. Some examples are: 1)

eras in outer space, 2) cameras used to monitor thermonuclear
detonations, 3) under water observation and, 4) cdMeras for
observing the inside of a containment building at a nuclear
power plant. Scientific use's of television are almost,litit-
less.
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F. Educational - -By using closed circuit TV and video tape record-
ers it is possible to- record almost anythingand play, it back
later for educational purposes. Some examples are 1) lec-
tures, 2) scientific experiments, 3) political and other types
of speeches, and 4) surgery (for'medical students).

G. Recreational and PersonalThere is an ever increasing number
of video games on market today. The home video tape recorder
and playback unit has made it possible to record material off
of a TV set and play it back at leisure. Some ham radio opera-
tors use TV to see as well as talk to each other.

4
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

Provide student with student module. 4

IIIrMake traosparencies.

III. Discbss unit and specific objectives.

IV. Dispuss information sheet andjgo outline of material giving
dem6nstratfons as ;ou go.

V. Discuss student activity sheets.

VI. Give test.

VII. Plan field trip to TV station. (Suggested)

4

NIO

4.
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Read jeciive sheet.

Sudy information

Complete activity

Take field trip.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

sheets.

sheets.

(Suggested)

a

EE 7.7
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Terms and Definitions: ,

EE 7.9

'Information Sheet #1

1. Audio--Pertains to sound :portion of. a TV signal.

e 2. Camera, TV-- Complex electronic devite used to convert an opti-
cal image formed by a lens into an electrical signal.

3. Channel - -Band of frequencies, 6 MHz wide.

4. CRT--Abbreviation for Cathode Ralr Tube;,a special type of tube
in which an electron beam can be focused on a lutiiinescent
screen to produce a visible pattern.

5. Signal, TV--A composite electrical signal consisting of both
audio and video informatiOn:

6. Television -A communication system for transmission of images
of fixed or moving object's usually accompanied by sound.

7. UHF Stands for ultrahiigh frequeccies/*" /

", ,8. VHF-rStands for very high frequencies.

. 9. video Pertains to the picture portion of a TV signal.
.

10. VTR--SCands for video tape'recorder.

1

417
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MASTER CONTROL ROOM

VIDEO TAPE, RECORDERS

FILM/SLIDE CHAIN



TYPICAL HOME CLOSEDCIF(CUIT TELEVISION SYSTE

MONITOR

MICROPHONE
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( CATHODERAY TUBE

FLUORESCENT SCREEN

ELECTRON BEAM

DEFLECTION PLATES

GLASS ENVELOPE a.

ELECTRON GUN
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Objective:

"'USES OF TELEVISION

To shoW some of the uses of television.

Materials:

1. 1 TV see.

-

2. 1 video game,

3. 1 video tape recorder

4. 1 portable TV camera

Procedure:

# EE 7.10

Demonstration #1

'°1. Demonstrate the video game and allow students to operate it.

2. Demonstrate the VTR by recording something from -the TV set and
replaying it.

3. Connect the TV camera to-the VTR and record some 'action, and then
play it back'

2.u:2

1/4
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Student Activity
I.

TELEVISION PRODUCTION

(for'egtire class or groups)

Objective:

To produce a TV commercial* news spot.

Materials:

1. 1 TV set

2. 1 videotape recorder

3. 1 portable TV camera

?),

'Procedure:.

1'. Connect all pieces of equipment.

2. Select, people to be camera operator, actor(s), producer, VTR
'operator, etc.

3. Write a script. -.
a

4. Tape the spot;

o 0
5. Play it back.

6. Retape 'if there are large mistakes.

7. Alternate positions and retape.

I

`.
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SUGGESTED TEST

, True or. False:

T

T

F

F

1.

'2,

UHFstands for ultrahigh frequency.

The TV signal consists of both audio and video information.

T F. CRT stands for cathode ray tube.

T F 4: The picture. tube in a TV set is a VTR tube.

T F , 5. A TV channel is 6 KHz wide.

T F - 6. Audio pertains to the sound in television.

T F 7. The signal,from a TV camera in a TV studio goes directly to
the master control room.

T T .% 8. Audio special effects are added in 'the master control room.

T. F -9. The video control room is the nerve center of a TV station.

T F' 10. CATV stands for cable television.-

*



ANSWERS TO TEST

EE 7.13

1. T

2. T

3. T

4. F .
5. F

6. T

7. F

8. F

9. F

4

10. T

.4

e

1,

.
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A

EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

Equipment:.
quir

1. LTV set

2. '1 video game

3. 1 videb tape recorder

4. 1 portable TV camera

Supplies:

1. 1 tape for video tape recorder

slCt
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Matching:
1.

PRE-TEST/POST-TEST

A: Television , M. Communication
B. Atom Watt
C. Resistance 0. Electron
D. Anode P. Audio
E. .Coaxial Q. .Channel
F. AM R. Conductor
G. Proton . S. Electron flow
H. Video T. Telegraph
I. Molecule U. Capacitor
J. Current V. Modulation,
K. Volt W. -Laser

L. Radio X. Broadcast

ti

Y. Audio frequency
Z.

AA. Microwave
BB. Telephone---.,

CC. Battery
DD. Ohm
EE. Teletypewriter
FF. Conventional flow
GG. Key
-HH. Speaker
II. Cathode

1. A device used to transform incoherent light of various frequen-
cles into a very narrow, intense beam of coherent light.

.

2. Pertains to picture portion of a TV signal.
41.

3. Modulation where the amplitude of the 'carrier wave. is.modu-
lated.

4. :Electroacoustic device.

5. Frequencies that can be heard by the human ear.

6. Urlit of measurement of ,resistance.

7. Theory that States that electrons move from an area of negative.
charge to an area of\positive charge..

'4 8. System of communication employing the transmission and recep-
tion, through the atmosphere, of images of fixed or moving
objects, usually accompanied by sound. A

9. FloO,of electrons through a conductor-.

10. Smallest particle of a compound.

11. Communications system that employs a code for the transmission
and reception of signals.

12. Special type of cable that is shielded against outside inter-
ferences.

,
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13. System of communication using electromagnetic waves for the .

transmission and reception of signals thro ghthe atmosphere.,'

)14. Common name for a positive electrode.

15. Radio or television transmission intended for public yeceptiOn
without payment to-the station.

16. Communications system used for transmitting and receiving sound
waves produted by the human voice to and from distant points
primarily over wire.

17. Pertains to sound portion ofa TV signal.

18. Material through which electrons can flow easily.

19. Process of exchanging ideas and information.

20. A telegraph instrument with a signal activatedodevice for auto
matically typing received messages and a keybo-ald for sending
messages.

21. Term applied to radio waves in the frequency range of 1000 MHz
and above.

22. Two pieces of conducting material separated by a piece of insu
' lating 'material.

21. This is modulation where,the frequency of the carrier wave is
modulated.-

24. Band of frequencies 6 MHz wide.

25. The process by which,the intelligence is impressed 'onto the
carrier wave.

'26.,Two or, more cells.

27. Hand operated switch used to open and close a circuit.

28. Fundamental unit of.negative charge.

29.- Opposition to current flow.

, A
30. UnIt of measurement of electrical power.

£
.1
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True or False:

31. The,FCC is the
1

Florida Citrus Coimassion.

32. The first FM station, in this country was WSMFM.

33.° Thomas Edison invented the radio.

34. 100 to 200 ma. of cprrent produces a fatal heart condition
known as ventricular fibrillation. .

35. The symbol for current is C.

36. A solar cell is an example of the photpelectric effect.

37. Any current:carrying conductor has an electromagnetic field
around it.

one volt moving one coulomb of charge in one seitnd.

39. Some resistors are color coded to determine their value.
P.;

40. fhetransistOr is a solid state device.

41. The formula for Watts's law is:'-13 = I x E.

38. Ohm's law states that one watt of electrical r is equal to

42. Capacitance opposes a change in voltage.

. . 43. Most static noise in radio is caused by a faulty tuning
section. r'"

44. In a radio, demodulation takes place in the transmitter.

a

4

45. Public radio is funded by paid" Commercial advertising.

46.-0he disadvantage of FM radio is the amount of noise that inter
,/fers with the signal.

47. The telegram is the primary service of Western Union.

48. The Bell System is the largest privately owned.telecommunica-----
. ,tions system in the world.

49. There are 75 channels in the UHF, television band.

50. All phone calls go through a central office:

2i
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ANSWERS TO TEST

26. CC

27. GG

28k 0

EE 8.5'

4. HH 29. C

6.

-5. Y 30. N
-*

'6. DD 31.: False

7. S 32. True

.,./E A 33. False

9. J 34. True

10. 35. False

11. T 36. True

12. E 37. True

13. L 38. False
,-

14. -D 39. True

15. X 40. True

-BB 41. False
.1

17. g Trim

18. R 43. 'False

19. M
V
44. Falie

20. EE 45. False

21. AA 46. False

22. U 47. False

23. Z '48. True

24.6 Q 49. False

25. V 50. True

211'
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Equi0Arit :

1. 1 microammeter

2. 1 milliammeter

, 3. 1 pair pliers

c-/
MASTER EQUIPMENT! UPPLIES

t

0 0

EE 8.7

4. 1 heat source (cigarette tighter will suffice)

5. '. solar cell (Calectro #J4-804 or equivalent- -under $10.00, 1979)

6. 2 Oar magnets

7.

8.

0

4
1 kilowatt-hour meter (if available)

24 VOM meters`

o

7

9. 24 DC power sources or 6 volt dry cell batteries

10. 48 test leads with ps on each end

11. 24 SPST switches

12. 1 buzzer (doorbell type)
. 4

13., t1 transforier (for buzzer) f

14. 1 telegraph code'key

15. 1'- telephone (dial type)

16. 1 telephone (touch-tone type)

17. 1 TV set

18. 1 video game

19. 1-video tape recorder

20. 1 portable TV camera

SUPPLIES

1. 2 apples

. \
2 2 pennies

3. 2 nickels

4. .1 razor blade or equi4alent sharp object

213
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5'. 2 12" pieces (#14 ar largep of t2 differgpt types of wire (ex:
copper and aluminum)

' 6. 1 small bottli- of iron filings,

7. 100'feet bell wire
I

8. "1 piece of 3/8" steel rod or bolt, 4: long

9. 1 roll of-plastic electrical tape

10 24.1/4 watt 200 ,ohm resistors

11..2 24 1/4 w4xt 29 ohm resistors,

12. 48 resistors of any size and value

13.- Several resistors of various types and sizes

* .14. Several capacitors of various'ypes and sizes

15. Several,inductors of various types and sizes

16. Several transistors of various types, and sizes

17. Several integrated circuits of various types and sizes

18. l Radio Shack AM transmitter kit #28 -209')

19. 1 Radio Shack Solai-Powered AM radio kit #28-214

20! 24'Radio Shack crystal AM radio kits #28-207

21. 1 piece of wood 6" x,124 x 1" .

e
22. 12" of a single pair telephone wires

'23. .12" of a multipair cable

12" -of a coaxial Cable

25. 12" of coaxial line

26. . 1 tape for video tape, recorder

214
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JOB STRUCTURE: RADIO AND, TELEVISION

4

JOB TITLE: Television Director'

Major Job Function:

,

/D.O.T. No.: ,159 067 014,

Ir
Interprets script, conducts rehearsals, and directs and integrates.
all audio and visual elements of television program.

Job Duties:
1

1. Rehearses.cast and establishes pace of program'to stay within
time -requirement's.-

2. Informs technicians of scenery, lights, props, and other equip
.menf,desired.

Sr.
3. 'Appro 'ves scenery, costumes, choreography, and music.

4.k. Issues instructions to technnians from control room during
telecast to keep them informed of effects desired such as dis
solves, Long shots, medium shots, superimpositions, fadeins or
fade7outs.

JOB TITLE: Announcer

Major Job Function:

D:0:T .: 159.147 OW

Announces radio and teleNtision programs to audience.

Job Duties: 61
. , ,,,,

1. Memorizds script, reads, or/adlibs to 'identify stations, intro-L'
dupe and close shows, and announce station, breaks, commercials,
or public seFvice information. . --

.

T
2'. Cues worker to transmit program/from network central 'station '

other pickup points according to schedule.

5"k, it3.. Reads news flashes to ke'ep audience informed of important hap.

eni s.

P
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JOB TITLE:. Disk Jockey D.O.T. No.: 159 '147 014

° Major Job Function:

Announces radio program of.musical selections.

Job Duties:

y
J. elects phonograph or.tape recording to be played based on pro

g1 ram specialty and knowledge of audiende taste:

2. 4"Comments on music and other matters of interest to Audience,
such as weather; time, or traffic'' conditions..

I

JOB TITLE: Radio'Director D.O.T. No.: 159 167 014

Major Job Function:

Directs rehearsals and broadcasts of several radio prograis.
dlk

Job Duties:

1. lelects cast, musicians, and other performers.

2. Integrates various partsof:pyogram to prodUCe entertainment
balance.,

3. Rehearsesscast to elicit best possible performance.
7

4. ,Establishes pace of program to stay within time requirements.

Nts announcers and technicians to insert spot announcements or
commercials.

JOB,, TITLE: Station Manager D.O.T. No.: 184 117062

Major Job Function:

Directs and - coordinates activities of radio or television station.

411
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Job Duties:
O

IS EE 3

1. Supervises directly, or through suborOtates, personnel engaged.
in departments, such as sales, progr.61, engineering, and ,per-
sonnel.

2. Observes activities to insure compliance with fecleral regula-
tions. '

f

3. De vv apps' plans to promote sales of pograms and the perigds to
;advertisers and their agencies.

- . .

4.t Negotiates with-motion picture companies for purchase of inde-
pendent film programs. .

' 4

5P.,confers with owners to discuss station policy and' administrative
procedures.

Jcps TITLE:' Program Director

Major Job Function:

a-4

a

D.O.T. No.: ,184 167 030

Plans programming for radio or television stations or network.

Job Duties: ti

416

1. Determines type,Iength, and time of each pfogram, including
commercial announcements and newscasts as well as entertain-

,ment.

2. Purchases program from independent producers.
-

3. COnfers with motion picture director and producer lo,sDlve,pro-
duction or casting problems. .0

'JOB TITLE; Transmitter Operator

(4.

D.O.T. No.: 193 262 038

MajorJob FunctiOn:
1).

Operates, and maintainsrradioNransmitter to broadcast radio and
television programs.

.

2 /
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Job Duties:

1. Moves switches to cut in power to units and stages of trans-
mitter.

2. Monitors lights on consol panel to ascertain that components
-are oper4ive and that tt mitter is "ready to emit signal.

3. Turns controls to set-transmitter ofFM, AM, or TV frequency
assignea.by Fedefall Communications Commission.

4. Monitors signal emission and spurious radiations outside of
licensed transmission-frequencies assigned other stations:

5. Notifies broadcast studio when ready to transmit:
1

6. Observes indicators and adjusts controls to maintain constant
esounmodulation and insure tRat transmitted signal is sharp and

clear.
,

ar. ,
1..

7. Maintains log of programs transmitted as required by the'Federal
.: Communications Commission.

)8. Tests components of malfunctioning transmitter to diagnose-trou-
ble, using test equipment, such as oscilloscope, voltmeters, and
ammeters.

9. Disassembles and repairs equipment, using hand tools.

JOB TITLE: Audio' Operator

MajOr Job Function:
.

D.O.T. No.: 194 262 010

Controls audio equipment to regulate volume level and quality of
sound during television broadcasts, according to script and instruc-
tions of technical director.

Job Duties:

_1,- 0.rectsworket ift'placifig microphones-in locations-that insure
quality of sound, keproduction.

2; Cuts'mierophones in, and blends. output of indivI'ddal microphones

by adjustiong volume, fader, and mixer controls:

3. Motnitors audio signals by earphone, loudspeaker, and tfy observ-'
.i.pg dials on controls panel to.verify quality of sound reproduc-
tion.

a!,
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Audio Operator Job Duties (continued):

4. Sets keys, switches, and dials to synchronize sound with picture
presentation.

5. Obtains tapes, records, and themes'from library accouling to
Aogram schedule.

6. Operates turntables and tape recording machines to reproduce
music and appropriate audio sounds for specific programs.

4.

JOB TITLE: Video Operator D.O.T. No.: 194 282 010

Major Job Function:.

Controls video' console to regulate transmission of television-scenes
including test patterns And filmed and live black-and-white or color
telecast.

Job' Duties:

1. Views action on television monitor and sets switches' and ob-
serves dials on console to control framing, contrasts bril-
liance, color balance,, and fidelity of image being transmitted.

2. Moves switches to change scenes being televised in separate
studios fading one scene into the next as specified by script.

3. Monitors on-the-air programs to insure technical quality Of
broadcast.

4. Previews program to be Osed.nett to determine that signal is
functioning and that program will be ready at required time.

'- 5. Maintains log on studio to transmitter microwave link.

00B TITLE: Recording Engineer

'Major Job Function:

0

D.O:T. No.: 194 362 010

Operates disk or tape recording machine to record music, dialog, or
sound effects of phonograph recording sessidns, radio broadcasts,
television hows, training courses, or conterences,'or to transfer

be1transcrid material to sound-recording medium.

2 I (`)
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Job Duties:

1. Threads tape through recording device or places blank disk on
turntable. %

2., MoveS lever' to regulate speed of turntable.

3. Places cutting stylus or record.

4. Examines grooves during cutting by stylus to determine if
grooves are level, using microscope.

5. Turns knobs on cuting arm to shift or adjust weight of stylus
and cause'grooves to be cut evenly.

6. Starts` recording machine and.moves'switches to open microphone
and tune in live or recorded-programs.

7. Listens through earphone to detect imperfections of recording
machines or extraneous noises emanating from recording studio or
production ,stage.

8'. Observes dials, mounted on machine, to insure that volume level
and intensity remain, within specified limits.

9. Removes filled.reel or completed recordings from machine and
attaches identifying labels.

10. Keeps record of recodings.in log book.
4

JOB TITLE: Technical Difector D.O.T.- No.: 962 162 010

Major Job Function:

Cooidinates activities of radio or television studio and control-
romtpersonnel to insure the technical quality of pictures and sound
for-programs originating in studio or from remote pickup points.1

Job Duties:

.t -
1. Plans and arranges for special effects requested by super-.

visory. ,

2. Assigns,work to technipal peponnel engaged in controlling and
s

ma ntaining.lig'ts, audio and video conttol.equipment, micro-
phones, and cameras. 410,

l
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Technical Director Job Duties (continued):

3.;- Observes picture" through monitor and gives instruction to video
operator concerning shading or camera operatot concerning compo-
sition desIced.

4. Controls switcher-mixer unit to switch cameras, fade from one
picture to another or.superimpose one image upon another as
indicated by script ot.as cued by program director.

JOB TITLE: Film Editor-

\Major Job Function:

D.O.T. No.: 962 264 010

Edits motion picture film, television video tape, and sound.

Job Duties:

.. Evaluates and selects cenes in terms of dramatic and entertain-,
ment value and story continuity.

2. Trims film segments to specified lengths and reassemble's seg-
ments in sequence that:presents story with maximum qffecg.

3. Reviews assembled film:on screen and makes corrections.

4. Confers with supervisory personnel and others concerning "filming
of scenes. , ,

. .

-..

JOB TITLE: Light Technician

Major-Job Function:

D.O.T. No.: 962 362 014

Setssup and controls lighting equipment for television broadca't or
motion picture production.

Job Duties:

1. Confers with directOrs and studies script to determine lighting
effects required.

etsPup spot, floor, incandescent, and mercury vapor lights,.
reflectors, and other equipment,
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Light Technician Job Duties (continued):

qt

3. Switches lights on during broadcast, following script'or in-
structions from directors.

4. Makes minor repairs, such as replacing broken cableS on equip-
ment.

r.

st

29r)
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL` ARTS CURRICULUM

Instructional Section:

DRAFTING

4

Title of Unit:

ARCHITECTURE I

DD 1.1
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DESCRIPTION OF UNIT ,

This unit contains a brief history of Drafting with an introduction to
Architectural Drafting and a presentation on the 16th inch ruler or

o
scale.

UNIT OBJECTIVE

1 After completion of this unit, the student will be able to identify ,

general and Architectural Drafting terms, and participate in a discussion
r of the history of Drafting and itsfunction in Architecture. The student

will exhibit a working knowledge Of the 16th inch ruler (or scale).

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit,

1. Answer questions with
with emphasis on Archi
functions as a technic

the student will be able to:

!0% accuracy
4
over the history of Drafting

ectpral Drafting and how Drafting
1 communications media.

2. Possess a working kno ledge of the 16th inch standard ruler,

'3.. Exhibit knowledge of eneraijdrafting and Architectural Drafting
.

..
.

terminology and techniques..

p
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OUTLINE OFCONTENT

I. Brief History of Architectural Drafting

Even in ancient times, men drew pictures to show others what they
had in mind. Only drawings give the directions that are easy for
builders ,to

Some of the earliest builders made crude sketches oh clay tablets
that still exist. It is probable that they' also made detailed plahs of
their buildings on parchment or papyrus,. but we have not found any
fragments of such drawingS. The people,of Mesopotamia used drafting
:material§ as early as 2200 B.C. A statue of one of their kings, Gudea
shows hi% with a drawing of-a building on his lap.

Ancient Egyptian stone masons made plans for-the pyramids and other
buildings on papyrus, slabs of limestone and sometimes wood. They may
have used large wooden T-squares, 8 or 10 ft. long, to draw the lines on
the ground air the first layer of big stone blocks. pailors of ancient
Greece and Rome made rough maps of the world-they_knet. Perhaps they
drew pictures and plans for their buildings, aqueducts and forts.

4" For centuries men struggled with the problem of drSwing solid
objects on flat surfaces. It was difficult to show accurately the
dimensions of length, width, and,height on drawings of two dimensions.
Progress was slow until Leonardo da Vinci, an Italian genius of the
fifteenth century (1452- 1519), made a study of drawing and painting. His
sketches were easy to understand and for severdi years he taught others
his methods. After his death, other Eutopeans-continued da Vincirs
studies, but his teachings were not published until 1651'. Among these
scholars were mathematicians who explored different ways to show exact
measurements on their drawings. Gradually they found how to draw more
accurate pictures of the things.they wanted to make. Gaspard Monge
(1746-1818).a Frenchman of Napoleon's time, discovered the principles
from'whith the system we use today has been developed: for some time his

_

methods were considered a military secret.

Americans can take pride in the wide use the make of this pictorial
,anguage And in the-adWances they contribute to the art. George.
Washington and his officers used drawing_ instruments. In drafting
history we can see the. plans that Thomas Jefferson made for Monticello,
his beautiful home in Virginia. At the United States Military Academy,
where every cadet learns to express his ideas of roads, bridges,
machines, buildings, military operations, and so on in a pictorial way,
.another-Frendh-sch6lar, Claude Crozet, taught onge's projection methods
of drawing for the first time in this country. American teachers and
'engineers added to Crozet's work, and furthet - developed this pictorial
language., West point graduates, among whom werethe first trained '----"'

'engineers of our country, have often contributed to our technical
.

progress. They have drawn.pictures and plans_ or some of ourrailroads,

Pgrifbridges, public buildings, light- houses, c als, and atomic energy
plants. .

4

0
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We usually find it 'difficult, and in most cases impossible, to
describe in words the appearande of the things we want to 'make or build.
Since words fail to give a complete or acurate description, we use
.pictorial sketches, drawings, diagrams,, and photographs. Today there is
hardly a newspaper, magazine, catalogue, or book without them.

Photographs are often used todaytO show what an object looks like.
We also use perspective drawings to show an'object'as it appears to our
eyes. However, such draOings and photographs do not show the exact shape
and size of all the details of an object. A photograph or a perspective
drawing does not show the inside parts or the exact way in which the
pieces fittogether. We need antoher kind of'drawing to show this/
information.

Drawings that are known as projection dwings give exact details
with accurate measurements. They provide the builder or manufacturer
with the exact description that he needs to build)lhat the designer has
in mind. Projection drawings are more widely used)than any other type of
drawing. To make such a drawing, we view and draw an object from
different sides. We draw its shape and the outlyle of its parts. We use
different types of lines' according to definite rues. We make the lines
exact lengths (or propoftionel lengths), and we add measurements to show
their true lengths., In this'way, we project each view of the object onto
our drawing paper:

We study drafting and the rules of projection drawing so 'that we
cannot only make accurate drawings of our own, but also understand the
drawings of others. May of the troubles of the world are caused by the
fact that various people dO not understand one another. The infinite
number of languages,and dialects that contributed to this condition
resulted from a- lack of intercommunication_of_peoples widely separated in
various part6 of the world. Even today when communication is so greatly
improved, the progress-toward a world language is painfully slowso slow,
indeed that we cannot foresee the time when it will be a fact.

Although men have not been ablerto set together on a world language
of words and sentences, there has actually been a universal language in
use since the earliest times: the graphic language. ',The idea of
communicating thoughts from one person to another by means of pictures
occurred to even the earliest cave dwellers, and we have,examples stir
in existence to prove it. These earliest men communicated orally,
undoubtedly by grunts and other elementary sounds, and When they wished
to record an idea, they made pictures upon skins, stonesl, walls 'of cave
or whatever materials they could find. As already stated the earliest
forMs of writing werethrough,Oicture forms, such as the Egyptian
hieroglyphics. Later, these forms were simplified, and became the,
abstract symbols used in our writing today. Thus, even the letter
character in present word languages have their basis in drawings.

A drawing...Ls a graphic representation'of a real 'thing, an idea, or a"
proposed design for construction later. Drawings may take many forms,
but the graphic method of representation is a basic natural form of
communication of ideas that is universal and timeless in character.

225
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Man-has developed graphic representation along two distinct lines.,
4'

according to his purpose: (1) Artistic and (2) Technical. It'is our
purpose to deal with the technical area as a communication media`.. ,,'

. Perhaps the first text on technical drawing in this country was
Geometrical Drawing, published iv 1849 by William Minifie, a high-school
teacher in Baltimore. In 1850 the Alteneder family organized the first
drawing instrumentmaufacturing company in this country (Theo. Alteneder

..& Sons, Philadelpfila, -, In 1876, the blueprint process was introduced in P

this country-at -thee Philadelphia Centennial Exposition. _Up to this time,.
th graphic languhge was more or less an art, charactellzed by fine-line

/dr ings made to resemble copper-plate engraving, by the use of shade
lin s, and by the use of water color "washes." These techniques becam
unnecessary after the introduction of blueprinting of modern technical
drawing. The graphic language nowq,etame a relatively-exact method of
representation, and the,building offa,morking model as a regular
preliminary to construction became unnecessary 14

O

Up to abbut the_turn of the nineteenth century throughout the world,
drawings were generally made in.whgt is called first-angle projection, in
which the top view,was placed under!thefronv view, etc. At this time in
the United States, after a considerabl,epexiod of argument pro and con,,
tpractice gradually settled on the prevent third-,angle projection in which
he views were situated in what we regard as their more logical or
natural positions. Today, third-angle projection is standard the

United Stat'ei, but first- angle projections is still used throughout much
of the world. Deb

)(\
During the early part of the twentieth century, may books on the

subject were published in which to graphic language was analyzed and,
explained idconnection with its rapidly changing architectural design--;
add applicitions.

Architectural drawings are concerned with the representation and
specification' of b ldings and structur9s of various kinYds. AlthoUgh the
general principles :re the same as fOr other technical drawings, there
r methdds of representation, conventional symbols; and
practi :s that are necessary because of the relatively small-scale.used

' for arch plans.

In addition to working drawings, pictorial drawings are used to show
how the completed. structure will look. Such pictures together pith
preliminary or sketdh plans present both exterior and intetior features
and arrangements and provide a baSis for starting the working drawings.

However, before starting the working drawings, several preliminary,
drawings may need to be made for consideration of the general design,
exterior appearance, and plan layout. These are gone over until they are
satisfactory and meet with client's approval. Drawings such as seen in
the transparencies (Numbers 1.24 thru 1.33 inc.):can then be made to
clarify the whole design.

4'
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Working drawings are based upon orthographic projection (discussed
later,in,section on Mechanical Engineerig and then in more detail in
section on Industrial Engineering) with dimensions and notes added.

Such draufings must conform in style with good praCtice as followed
in the office where they are made. Theremust be contrast, dOhich is

- obtained by giving proper valued" to the various lines that-dbmpos* the
101.gUres that are easy to read, uniform lettering, and the use of

standard terms are essential. When compl,eCed, a working drawing must be
thoroughly.checked bar errors an0 improvements before being submitted for
approval.

II. Objectives in Drafting:

'a

1. Accuracy: No drawing is' of maxijnum usefulness if it is not
accurate, The student must learn from tie beginning that he

professional employment if he does not acquire the habit of
cannot be successful in h1s college career or later in his

,

accuracy in his work.

2. Speed: "Time is Mone y" in industry, and is no demand for
. the slow draftsman or engineer. However, speed is not attained
by hurrying; it is an unsought byproduct of intelligent and
continuous work. It %omes with study and practice, and the fast
worker is usually mentally alert.

a

. Legibility: The draftsman or engineer should remember that his
drawing is a mean's df communication to others, and that it must
be clear, and legible in -order'to serve its purpose well. Care
should be given to details, especially to lettering.

4. Neatness: If a dra wing is. to be:accurate and legible, it must
also be clean; therefore, tke student should constantly strive
to acquire the habit of neatness. Untidy drawings are the
result of sloppy and careless methods, and will note accepted
by the i struanr.

III. We NMI eow consider th first objeEtive in'Dtafting, Accuracy, and'
-..disenss the, use of the 16th i h standard ruler. A presentation ph
measurement, Its application a suggested eYaltiation procedures is
presented in the form of an outline below.

IV. (Presentation on 16th.Inch.Scale or Standard Ruler.'

A. Measurement

1. Types of Scale of Measurement
a-. 'Basic or Architects Scale
b. Engineers Scale
c. Decimal Scale
d. Metric Scale

2. Uses of Scales of Measurement
a. Enlargement
b. Reduction
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3., Reading the Basic 16th Inch Scale
a. Mock-up of 6" scale- visual Aid

(1) Class participation

4. Architects Scale

_ , A. The 16th inch scale '

(1) Transparencies no. 1.34, 1.35, 1..36

B. Answer questions on lesson

V. Application:

A. Have students mark distance on handimt using' their ruler for
evaluation before testing at next class meeting. Graded.by
student helper or teacher aid.;

VI., Testing:

A. WilVtakeform of dimensions to be measured and marked off on
test, to occur at next class meeting. .

B. Project:. measure rooms/ at -home or school. (To be completed as
first a preliminary and then a completed Architectural sketch.)

VII. Terms and Definitions:

Architecture-The art or science of building Ibuildings.

* -
Architect--A person who designs-buildings. The architect decides
Whet the building will look like inside and outside. The architect
decides how all the parts of the building will be arranged

4 according to what kinA-4erf building it isand what it is going to be
used for.

Architectural drafter--A person whose job is to'draw pictures and
plans of the architect's design ideas.

Architectural draftihg--Makes uses of instruments with pencils and
sometimes ink to: draw, the plans for the building contractor to go
by in constructing the building.

y X 44"
reliminary sketch--The architeces first design ideas for a house

which hedraws freehand, without using instruments. Th nit will
be,conterned primatilx withhouse design and will be don reehand
like an architect's prieliminary sketch.

Proportion--How one side looks compared to the other
smaller.

e, larger or

Sketching:-Drawing freehand, withnut.draftirig instruments.

223
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Square footage--The total area of a room or house obtained by
multiplying .0e length times the width.

VIII. Form follows function is the basic rule ofkdesign.

This means that any matt made- object is formed, shaped, designed
according to,its use. Example: a pitcher is a _container with a
handle and a gpout. The container is shaped to hold water, the
handle is shaped so that a hand can grasp it, and the spout is
shaped to help the water pour, where you want it to go.

IX, The basic rule of design applied to house deSign

In order to apply the basic rule of design to house design, you need
to know the rooms needed in the hou.se and briefly, where' they should
be located.

1.. Bedrooms--on the quiet side of the house.

= 2. Bathrooms--between or near bedrdoms.

3. Kitchen--EaSy access to driveway and near dining area.

4. Dining area--Next to kitchen.

5. Living area -- Connects with dining area and bedroom..

Hallways--Limit to only what is necesfary to connect other
rooms.

.X. Ste gs used in designing a small.house

A. g e sqUare footage

1. Determine square footage of whole house.

2. Name and number of rooms with minimum and maximum _IfIdare
footage for each.

B. Preliminary sketch: arrange 'ark
14

fit the rooms needed into an
area the size of the total area of the house. This is where you
will use proportional sketching.

4 23
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XI. Square footage is the total area of a room or house obtained by,
multiplying the length tites the width. Examples:

100 Sat- T.

A

<46

80 sq F T.

I
'a

10/

400 SQ, FT.

V

t2/

10'

1 20 '56) , FE
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. XII. Proportional sketching is done by estimaping the length of the sides of
(2.

a room by Comparison. examples.

Ifkoide A is '10 feet long and you want'side B to be feet long, you
make side B approximately 1/2 the-length of side A.

.
51DE. A =10

,

I

SIDE. 13=-)-2.-of A

If side A is 8 feet, long and,you want aide B to be 12 feet long, you
estimate the middle of side A, make side B the length of side A plus 1/2
the length of side A.

'Ne

.

. SIDE A --:8

ti

E3,-A +1/2 oF
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XIII. Placement of windows and.5doors on deliminary sketch.

Allow Approximately 3 feet for eactOdoor and normal window; small for
a bathroom window and larger for a pidture window, or two windows 'side
.by side. 'Doors and windows may be placed wherever needed and where
there is enough space. To place windows, locate the center of where
you want to place a window by the proportional sketching method and
sketch the window to the left and right of-this center location..

A.1

,4(

No 1,
o

4

ti
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XIV. To draw a preliminary sketch-floor plan, start by drawing squire
or rectangle zepresenting the total square footage of the.house.
Decide on the number of rooms, the approximate size of these rooms
anct fit them.into your square, keeping in mind the basic rule of
design and how it is applied to house design.

=Ay
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

I. Make transparencies. (If not provided)

II. Provide. students withobjectilid sheet.

III. ,Provide students with information., assignment sheets.

,
IV. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

V. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

VI.' Show students examples of some basic floor plans.

VII. Teach the student by lecture, demonstration,gand individual
assistance how to do the assignments.

VIII. Give tests.

4

s

.1

4

4

e s .

3
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Read objective sheet.

II. Study information sheet.

. III. Take tests.

IV. Complete assignmelt, sheets._

9

s. A

Air

233
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/ REFERENCES/RESOURCES

e
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A. French and Svensen, Mechanical Drawing, New.York, New York,
McGtaw Hill Brook Company, Inc., 1957.

4. Giespecke, Mitchell, Spencer and Hill, Technitel Drawing; New
York, New York, MacMillan Pub fishing Company, Inc., 1974.

O
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4
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L
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. ) SUGGESTED PROCEDURE '

I. Give overx.te0 of the entire unit. Read an explain the Performance
Objectives., Look at and explain information eets and assignment
sheets. Explain:

A. Terms and definitions

B. Show students some examples of siMPie basic floor plans.
Transparencies numbers 1.241.25, .1.26, 1.27, 1.28, 1.19, '1.30
1.31, 1.32;1.33."

. ,

II. Briefly revi and answer questions regarding I. Ex4ain:

7A. 16th inc ruler

46 Transparences Numbers 1.34, 1.35, 1.36

C. Student activity No. 1

III. Briefly review and answer questions regarding II. Explain:

Steps_in designitg a small house

B. Explain and demonstrate on'chalkboard square footage

C. ,Student Activity Sheet #2

IV. Briefly review.and answer questiOnsfrom III Explain and demon-
strate on chalkboard. .

A. \Proportional sketching

. .°

B. Student Activity Shut #3

V. Explain

A. PlaCement of windows and doors

B. How to start preliminary floor plan sketch

Have students start trying to do Student Activity #4 under the
instructor's superv1sion until,student has a plan acceptable to the
instructor.

. (

_On a piece of handout mineograph paper, have student redraw the
plan accepted by the instructor..- Do this with best possible

010proportional- sketching.
.

aia.

' Add windows and doors to the redrawn plan.

° Post test is the accepted preliminary sketch floor plan plAs: Give
the Unit Test.

2:-1
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INFORMATION SHEET #1

I. Brief History of Architectural Drafting

Even in ancient times, men drew pictures to show others what they had 1n
mind. Only drawings give the directions that are easy for builders to
follow.

Some of the'earliest builders made crude sketches on clay tablets that

-6 still exist. It is probable'that they also made detailed plans of their
buildiais on parchment or papyrus, but we have not,found any fragn is of
such drawings. The people of Mesopotamia-used-drafting materials
early as 2200 B.C. A statue of one of their kings, Gudea shows him- with
a drawing of a building on his lap.

Ancient Egyptian stone masons made plans for the pyramids and.other _-
buildings on papyrus, slabs of limestone and sometimes wood. They may
have used'large wooden T-squares, 8 or 10 ft. long, to draw the lines on
the ground for the first layer of big stone blocks. Sailors of ancieht
Greece and Rome made rough maps oT the world they knew. Perhaps they
drew pictures and plansofor their buildings, aqUeducts and forts.

4

For centuries men struggled with the problem'of drawing solid objects olit
flat surfaces. It was difficult to show accurately the dimensions of
length, width, and height on drawings of two dimensions. Progressiwas-
slow until Leonardo da Vinci, an Italian genius of the fifteenth century
(1452-1519), made a study of drawing and painting. His sketches were
easy to understand and for several years he taught others his methods.
After his death, other Europeans continued da Vinci!s.atudies, but his
eachings were not published until 1651.' Among these scholars were f4

thematicians who explored different ways to show exact measurementskon
their drawings. Gradually they found haw to show the-ingide parts or the
exact way in which the pieces fit together. We neeeenother kind of
drawing to show the information.

Drawings that are known as,projection dfawings give exact details with \
accurate'measurements. They provide the builder or manufacturer' with the
exact description that he needy to build what the designer has in, mind. .

'Projection drawings are mnore widely used than any other type of drawing.
To make' such a drawing, we view And'draw an object from different sidesc.
We -draw its shape and the outline of its parts,. We use different types
of lines accaqing to definite rules. We make the lines exact le4ths
(or proportional lengths), and we add measurements to show their true.
lengths. In this way we pfp/siqt each view of the object onto our drawing
paper.

We study drafting and the rules of projection drawing so that we cannot
ronly make accurate drawings of our own, but also understand the drawings

of others. Many of the troubles of the world are caused by the fact that
various people do not understand one another. he infinite, member' of '

languages and dialects that contributed to this condition resulted. from a` t '0
lack of intercommunication of peoples widely separated in various parts

238
. 1,
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of the world. Even today when communication is so,greatly.improval, the
progress toward a world language ispainfully slowso slow, indeed, that
we cannot foresee the time when it will be a fact.

. Although men have not been able to get together on a world language of
words and sentences, there has actually been a universal language in use
since the earliest tides: the graphic language. The idea of
communicating thoughts from one person to another by means of pictures-
occurred to even the earliest cave dwellers, and we have examples still
in existence to prove it. These earliest men communicated orally,
undoubtedly by grunts and other elementary sounds, and when they wished
to record an Idea, they made piCtures to draw more accurate pictures of
the things they wanted to make. Gaspard Monge (1746-1818) a Frenchman of
Napoleon's time, discovered the principles. from which the sytem we use
today has been develOped. For some time hiS methods were considered a
military secret.

Americans bah take pride in the wide use they make of this pictorial
language And in the advances they contribute to the art. George
Washington and his officers used drawing instruments. In drafting
history we can see the plans that Thomas Jefferson made for Monticello,
his beautiful home in Virginia. At the Unite& States Military Academy,,
where every cadet learns to express his ideas of roads, bridges, machine,
buildings, military operations, and -so on in a pictorial way, another
-French scholar, Claude Crozet, taught Monge's projection methods of
drawing for the first time in.this country. 'American teachers and
engineers added.to Crozet's work and further developed this pictorial
language.° West Point graduates, among whom were the first trained
engineers of our country, have often contributed to or technical
progress. They have drawn pictures and plans for some of our railroads,
bridges, public, buildings, lighthousen, canals, and atomic energy
plants.

I OP 4

We usually find it difficdit, and-in most, cases impossible, to describe
in words the appearance of the things we nt to make or'build. S1nce
words fail to give a complete or accurate description, we use pictorial
sketches, drawings, diagrams, and photographs. Today there is hardly a
newspapdr, magazine,-catalogue, or book without them.

Photographs are, used today to :,show -what an object looks like. We
als, .use perspective drawings to show an object as_ it appears to our
eyes. How ever, such drawings and photographs do not show the exact
shape andsize of all the details of An object. A photograph Or a
perspectivegdrawing does upon skins, stones, walls of cave or whatever,
materials ale), could find. As already stated the earliest forms of

.

writing were through picture forms, such as the Egyptian hieroglyphics.
"Later thee forms were simplified and became the abstract symbols used in
our writing today. Thus, even the letter character in present word
languages have their basis in drawings.

A drawing is a graphic representation of a real. thing, an idea, or,a
proposed design for construction-later-. Drawings may take many forms,
but the graphic method of representation is a basic natural for the
-communication of ideas that 1.§ universal and timeless in character:
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i

)

Man has developed graphic representation along two distinct lines,
adcording to his purpose:' (1) Artistic and (2) Technical. It is our
purpose to deal with the technical area as a communication -media.

Perhapp the first text on technical drawing in this .country was
Geometrical;Drawing, published in 1849 by. William Minifie, a high school
teacher°In Baltimore. Ino1850 the Alteneder family organized the first

- drawini instru- ment manufacturing company in this country (Theo;-
---7-Uteneder & Sons, Phila- delphia). In 1876f the blueprint process was

introduced in this country at the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition. Up
to this time, the,graphic language was more or less an art, charactetized
by fine-line drawings made to resemble topper-plate engraving, by the use
of shades lines, and by the use of water color "washes ". These
techniques became unnecessary after they introduction of blueprinting of
modern'technical drawing. The graphic language now became a relatively
exact method'of representatida, and the building of a workinemodel-as a
regular preliminary t6 construction became unnecessary.

Up torabout the turn of the nineteenth century throughout the world,
drawings were generally made in what is called first-angle projection, in
whfch the top view was placed under the front view, etc. At this time
the United States, after a-conaiderablelftriod of argument pro and con,
practice gradually settled on the present third-angle projection in which
the Views were sitdated in what we regard as their more 12gical or
natural positions. Today, third-angle projection is standard.inrhe,
United States, ,butprst-angle projections iastill used throughout much
of- the world.

During the early part of the twentieth century, many books on the subject
were published in which the graphic language was analyzed and explained
in connection with its rapidly changing archtectural design and
applications.

Architectural drawings are concerned with the representation and
specification of buloldings'and structures of various kinds. Althoughthe
general principles are the same as for other technical drawings, there
are pertain methods of representation, conventional symbols, and
practices that are necessary because of the relatively small scale used
for architectural. plans.

In addition to working drawings, pictorial drawings re Used to show how
the completed structure will look. Such pictures togther with
preliminary or sketch plans present both exterior and interior features

. and arrangements and provide a°basis for starting the working drawings.

However, befOre starting the working drawings, aeveral,preliminary
drawings may need to be made f6r consideration of the general design,
exterior appearance, and plan layout. These are gone over until they are ,

satisfactory anOteet with client's approval. Drawings such as seen in
the transparenats (Numbers 1.24 rhru 14133 inc.) can then be made to
clarify ,the whole design.
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Working drawings fre based upon orthog aphic projection (discussed later
in section on.Medhanical Engineering id then in more detail in section
on Industrial Engineering) with dimensions and notes added.

Such 'drawings must confotm in style with good practice as followed lip the
office where they are made. There must be co trast, which is obtained by
giving proper values to the various ]ines tha compose, the vieWi
Figures that are easy to read, uniform letter g, anorthe use ojstandard,

*terms are essential. When completed, a workin drawing must be ,

thoroughly checked for errors and iMprovements_before-being submitted for
approval.

OM.
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INFORMATION SHEET #2

I. TeriliS and Definitions:

Architecture -The art or science of building buildings.

/

- Architect--A person who designs buildings. The,architect decides
what the building will look like inside and getside. The architect
decides how all the parts of the building will be arranged according
to what kind of building it is and what it is going to be used for.

\\,si

- Architectural drafter--A person whose job is to)draw pictures and
lane of the architect's design ideas.

,
..

Architectural drafting--Makes uses of instruments with pencils and
sometimes ink to draw the plans for the building contractor to go by
in constructing the building.

".Preliminary sketch--The architect's first design ideas for.a house
which he draws freehand, without using instruments. This unit will
be concerned primarily with house design and will be done freehand
like an architect's preliminary sketch.

proportion= -How one side looks compared t4 'the other side, larger or
smaller.

,

Sketching-7Drawing freehdhd, without drafiting instruments.

Vv.<
Square footage--The total area of a room or house obtained by
multiplying the length times the width.

II. Form follows function is the basic rull of design.

-This: means that any man-made object is foamed, shaped, designed
according to its use. Mk:ample: a pitcher is a container with a

. handle and a spout: 'the container is shdDed to hOld water, the
handle.is shaped so that a hand can grasp it, and the spout is
shaped td help the water pour where you want it to go. -

a

,t^

2 .14,
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INFORMATI?-SHEETI#2
(CONT.)

VI. The basic, rule of design applied to house design

In order to apply the basic rule of design to house design, ou need to
know the rooms needed in the house and briefly where they sho9.d be
located.

-\

1. Bedraoms on the quiet side of the house.

c

2. Bathroomsbetween or near bedrooms.

3% KitchenEasy access to driveway and near dining area.

4. Dining area--Next to kitchen.

5. . Living area--Connects with dining area and bedroom.

6. Hallways - -Limit to only what is necessary toconnect other roomsA

IV. Steps used in designing a small house

A. Figure square footage

1. Determine square footage of whole house.

2.- Name and number of rooms with m nimum and maximum square footage
for each.

B. Preliminary sketch: arrange and fit the rooms needed into an area
the size of the total area of the house. This is where you will use
proportional sketching.

V. Square footage is the total area of a room or house obtained by
multiplying the length times the width. Examples:

101

/00- SQ. FT

ID

80 SQ. FT

b

I.

,
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INFORMATION SHEET #2
(CONT.)

C
Proportional sketching is done by estimating the length
of the sides of a'room by comparison. examples.

If side A is 10 feet long and you want side B to be 5 feet long, you
make side, B approximately..1/2 the length of side A.

610E1'1/W4'1bl

cd.

a

2

siDE. 5= 4 5 IDE A,

A
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-INFORMATION SHEET #2

(CONT.)

If side A is 8 feet long and you want side B
the middle of side'A, make side B the lengtk
side A,

4.
SIDE A=:8'

DD. 1 .23

to be 12 feet long, you estimate
of side A'plus 1/2 ,the, length of

. .

B=A .4-%2,oF A
e.

VII. Placement of windows and doors on preliminary sketch.

Allow apprOximately 3 feet for each door and normal window;, small for
A bathroom window and larger for'a picture window, or two windows side
by side. Doors, and windows may bk placed wherever needed and where
there is enough space. To place windows, locate the center of where
you want to place a window by the proportional sketching` method and
sketch the window to the left and right of this center location.

O

0,F4)4i6'rl

v 1K14
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VIII. To 'draw,a preliminary sketch floor' plan', start by drawing square,

or rectangle representing the total square footage of the house.
Decide on the number of rooms, the approximate size of these room
and fit them into your Aquere, keeping-in mind the ,basic rule of .

'design and how it is applied to house design. 4

0

14,

4
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STUISENT ACTIVITY NO. 1

Draw lines the following lengths:

Example: 2 3/4"

3 1/4"

2 1/8" I

1 5/8" I

1 3/8" I

4 1/2".I

3 3/4" 1

2 1/16"I

4 3/16"I

-a.

, o / )

Start Here

t
r

_

'V

s
V.

,

I
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STITANT ACTIVITY NO. 2

I

t

7

SQ. FT

A

61

0.

SQ. FT:

10'

5'

7

FIGURING SQUARE FOOTAGE

5-'
B.

SQ. FT

ial t

SQ. FT,

C.

5;2. PT.

SO, FT.

F:.

.
1/4' 12
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1 STUDENT ACTIVITY NO. 2*

*ANSWERS

FIGURING SQUARE FOOTAGE

I

A. 21

B. 2O
.0

C. 24

1,.. D. 30
..,

. E. 50

/
F. 24

G. 100

.
r

H. 120

I. .) 80 ,

, J. 144 .,

...

1

i

c

..
4

A, .

so.

...
Jr

. \

.4

--.N.
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\ETUDENT ACTIVITY NO. 3

Sketching Proportions

On a piece of newsprint or notebook,paper, sketch some rooms whose .
proportions would look right for these square footage figures. Label
your rooms A, through J.

A. 3 x 7 = 21 square feet

B. 4 x 5 = 20 square feet

C4 4 x 6 =,24 square feet

D. 5 x,6 = 30 square feet

E. 5 x 10 = 50 square feet

F. 6 x 4, = 24 square feet

G. 10 x 10 = 100 square feet

H. 8 x 15 = 120 square feet

I. 8 x 10 = 80 square feet

J. x.12 x 12 = 144 square feet

40"

.1

Compare the proportions of your rooms A:through J with the proportions of
rooms A through J on Student Activity Sheet 1.

A a

.1

2S
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STUDENT ACTIVITY NO. 4

Using the following information, make a preliminary sketch floor plan for
this.house. Total square footage: 900 sq. feet.

For this hquse: 1 rooms.

Square Footage

Rooms . Minimum Maximum

1 4tChen 60 125

1 bathroom 40 125

2 bedrooms 100 300

1 living roam 220 300

1 dining room 100' 300

1 den 250 350

,

1
OW

a
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STUDENT AC'IVITY NO. 5

a

Measure all' th rooms in ybUr house with-a 3 ft. wooden yard

stick and/or y ur 12 inch plastic ruler,

)
Sketch and label the floor plan of your house Wriate the

room sizes... Have'instructox check your work.

Of

5

271



UNIT TEST

I.. Match the terms on the right with the correct definition.

1.

\u-s-1

The total area of a room -or a
house obtained by multiplying
the length times the width.

2. The art or science of building
buildings

3. °Drawing freehand, without
drafting instruments.

4. A person who designs buildings.

5. How one side of a room or house
looks compared to the other
side, larger or smaller.

6. A person whose job is-to draw
pictures and plani of the archi
tects design ideas,

7. The architect's first design
ideas for a house which he draws
freehand, without using draft
ing instruments. .

Process which makes use of draft
ing instruments' with pencils and
sometimes ink to draw the plans
for the building' contractor to go
by in constructing the building.

II. The basic rule of design means:

DD 1.31

a. architecture
1

b. architect

c. architectural 4
drafter.

architecture
' drafting.

:ft

e. pteliminary
jketch.
*
proportion

sketching'g.

-.h. square

footage

a. form follows function
b. a thing should by shaped according to its use
c. applies to all manmade objects
d. is used in house design
e. all of the above answers.

,

III. Name the 6 most common rooms or areas of a house and briefly state
whereeach should be located:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

2 7 2
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IV.
a
Name

a.

two important steps in designing a ouse.-

E b. 4

4
( 1

1 ,

V. Demonstrate the ability to eigure square footage by correctly.
completing-8 out of DO of4the problems Student Activity Sh et I:

., . *. .
/

,.,

VI. On an architectrs preliminary sketc of a house des .4

. .: . ,

.

* a. There no need to Ansider the pla ement of window and doors > .

s. :
..,

A' t .

b. All doarsand windows must be the same size. (
, .>. .

.- .

Doors dogindows 'may be placed wherever theY
.. -

needed and
-,-- ; where there is %lough space. -

, ...

'yri. To draira p lipinary sketch floor plan:,
A - . .

a-

a

a. Start with the bathroql and arrang011 other'rooms around it.

b. Start with thJMcitchen 4nd arrange all the other rooms around
it. *

. , . -4,

1
...

.
0 . ,

c. Start by drawing a Ompe the ttal square footage
of the -house. t

d. ;Start' by putting the be room on' one side of `the house, the
kitchen on the other side of the housell$0 all the other .rooms
in between.

°

a

'0°
A

.4

.4!



,

'4. .b
2""

f

c

.7. e

8.

ANSWERS TO UNrI-TEST.,

o

4

1. bedroomS--on the quiet side of the house.

2. bathroom between or
e

3. kitchen -easy access

diming areanext to

near the belrolms

DD 1.33

1

to driveway and near dining rciom

the kitch4,

ining area .and bedrooms.living Area"connects,.

6:

4
.hallWa3For- -minimum necessary to connect,6ther rooms.

r. Determine_thetotal square footage of the house:'-

2. Determine the number of'roo- ps.needed in the house.
.

See student activity Sheet na 1.'`=`

VI. C.

VII. c_
. .

0

sl

e.

9
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EQUIPMENT-1RD AVPLIES

1. Ordinary'#2 pencil with eraser

2. Ordinay tablet or notebook paper

3. A more' or less-smooth, flat surface to on such ad'a'desk top;
tablet, notebook eior magpzine

4. 16th standard ruler
. ..____-

' Y, .
. .

5., A straightedge to draw with, i.e. the ruler, piece of poster-board
or 'cardboard' ...r

.

q
. , , ! .

. ,t 40 . .

6. '''Firial.araoings on hapdout mitheogra01;paper. ck ,4
...

.

.

s

. .

L ' r

-f:

a

. .

fr
Nip-oe

a.
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

Instructional Section

DRAFTING

Title of unit:

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING -4

ry

DD 1

lr

DESCRIPTION OF-UNIT

'

his Unit giPes a brief discussion and then an overview ofmechanical
afting fundamentals% The class.will first participate in an equipment

ma ing activity Xthis may be omitted If students have triangles). It will
then consider two ofthe basic ways of drawing anobject showing all three

"orthographic andsisometric. It will'include the geometric concepts .

. and terms fundamental especially to mechancialedrafting.,

1( UNIT 'OBJECTIVE
..7.

.
-.. .

`II6
1110 `At completion of this unit, the student should possess 'a fundamental

0

knowledge of mecnanical engineering ,and mechanical drafting. ,Alao, after
'

. completion of this unit', the student ationld be able to name and describe the
°Pio ways of drdWing an object shoWing three sides, demonstrate his or her'

. knowledge of thb terms associated with these two kinds_ of drawings. The
studeneshould be able to,demonstrate his or her knowlpdge of how tq,make

_ idtthogaphtc and Is,pmetric"dra4ttga, by 'passing the:unft test. /he student
should ,be ablqdro demonstrate his or hers ability 67-Visu*lize'and draw an
abject Orthogrirliphicaily- and isometrically. .

4

PERFORMANCE QAJECTIVES

-..

-Alfter completion of. this unit; the4studeptshould te able to:
, 1

, <p . A
4.- Match the.fundamentai terms associated with d'raftingto theiT, 4 .

Aefinitionifor dascription

.7.-12.. "deathly ,tb4,kinds of. lines used this unit. A :

<. 3. :Erfi'efly'list p steps- used 4in 2rawj.:ils an'objet oithographicallx.
-. ,

4. Brialy;lat the steps used ,in.drawinga cibject., is4etrically.c..
- . ,

'
if 'Demonstrate, the ability to visualize and' draw an objfot ort.06-.

graphically tv making an .orttiquapbbt drawidg of an object pictured
N

I :

'4,. .-6. Demonstrate tfl ability to visualize and aw an object °isometrically
.

by_ making an isometric drawing of an 'object pictured Orthographrdal- :. f
, ,- 1,... 4..ly-.

- %lc* *
. ; 1",
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OUTLINE OF LONTENT 4

i
,

I. Drafting in Mechanical Engineering

Aside from general idea sketches, there-are two main classes of

drawings: (1) artistic and (2) technical. The artist expresses

philosophic or aesthetic ideas or emotions. lZhnAhe.draws things, he

draws them as they'appear to hip emotionally, and every artist` sees

things in his on peculiar w4'. -The'technical man'is concerned with

actual objects, and hisdrawings shown not only h the appear, but how

They are. "Technical drawing is an exact means of
.

, .

ressi n, and lo'

accuracy is the. main objective:

, . .

Every new invention brdeveloiment starts with an i ea in the minds

oethe originator, If he'1.0 an engineer, aminventor, o a designer, he

will make 'the drawing himself because he-is theofily.per on Who can

express exactly what he has in mind. Such a person-is us ally well

trained in drafting anyway, and finds it easy to set an dea down in this

way. The difficulty'is getting ale new idea! Usually such an idea

develOps through several stages, starting probably with A free=hand

sketch. This is followed by one or more mechanical drawinis, or layouts,

drawn accurately with instruments.
. i

e

--, it

. .
Whenever th# designer is satisfied with the general Scheme, the 06

.
working- drawings ate made to :be used to the ;shop. ,The.des gner may make-

,

-,;'.these_himaelf or he may turn the work Over to the dratts n. In the
.

, course of making these working drawings, many details construction may

'' be worked out, and the draftsman. may e required to be somewhat of Val.

designevhipself:. Salaries of draftsen delieg pretty largely upon how

.much "head work"'or designing they are. able to. The young draftsman

is in a very favbrable position to learn allabb t the products of the

company' and to advance rapidly to key pbsitions if his ability warrants

:
it.

. .3.

."

st
,

.

, rt . .
..

,A working drawing is .a complete -thawing o_r_Set Of drawingp that

the 'object represented can be built frompit alone. without addit onal -
4,

..v information. Such a drawing is a description.tif the object' and

: Comiosed'of tom' parts, the.views and the dimensi'cinsi

° . -. :

Just.as in the written ,language, the graphic lafiguage hasits'

g rammer and .its symbols. Thlealphabet of lines and the ,rulesof

. presentation are examples orthis. .

1

4

r

r k
/ . 0 . ' .

,
4... r ,

By wan* of vieWs,.themechanic canwisualize die object 'to be

built.t; if, the drawing is right, he 4i11 visualize exactly whatthe

designer has in mind. This ability 6 visualize or "think, in three

,.. ciifire-rigrairtse-s-sentiai -t-o---designer.,_ draftiman, themechaic,
.

and .a111 other people intecheical work. It, is one of the principal,

' values to be derived from, the study 'of industrtaldrafting. It is also
!.

.0,- IL one of the_ best peens of 'developing the -"constructiVe imagination! so

IR e'esAential in All oziginal designing. , .

,

, - '$.)

Y
. 4,

-/

/

Z.7
,

J

,
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By means of dimension s, the mechanic can ten' exec y what size
part is to.be. This applies.not only to large dim6ns10 .or rough
measurements, but in many cases to extremely accurate measurements ofte n
down to a teirthlrandth of an inch or less.

Thus, the working drawing,sives a complete story and industrial ,

sprints made from it can be mailed to factories in 'any part of the country
,or the world. ,Also, all the separate` parts can be made exactly a§
planned and then. hipped -to a central assembly plant where they will fit .
into the assembly res'iuterided. .>

'1
1

OD 2.3
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.. '.CONTENT.(CONTINUED)
,

.......

v

II. Two ways of g4cAtirlg three sides' -of an object in one drawing:
isometric.orthographic and Show transparencies

.

4

Any ,rectangular object'fisix sides: top, bottom, front, back, left
and right sides. (Demonstration of six ire 5 real
object. Teacher should hold a rectangular object and -point at top,
bottom, front, back, left and eight sides). Apything.on the bottom.ofo
the object can be shown on the top view.. Anything on the left scide4,pf
the object can be shown on-the right side view. Therefore, a
rectangular objec can be fully de'Scribed 'Using three yieWs: front, top'

.,,and tight sides
.. -0,_

4.

A. Orthogttphic drawings show these three sides separated like this:

0

4111-

3 .11V.

T

o

. Isometric drawings vshow these three Sides connectedlike this:

0,

O



1. A whole ale has 360°.

3
DD 2.5

2. ...Half a circle as'180!.- (This is a straight line through a
circle). %

One fourthof'a circle.has 90°. Lines used to divide a circle into
four parts make a 90° or right angle, which is used as the starting
position for orthographic drawings:

0

.7

4. One third of 90° part of a circTe'is 30°. Lines used fo show 30°
part of a circle make is 30° angle. Two 30° angies,-one to the left
and one to'the right of center, are used ag the starting position
for isometric drawings; and can ,be drawn using your 300/60°
triangle. .

//'
.

.

III..
, .

5tartidg position and steps used to draw an orthographic drawing.
.,

A. For starting positiob, lightly `sketch a right angle.
i

/ ''. ,,

B. Draw and label front view'in ,corfier of right agglf

)

p.
$

,

F
. .

B

0

$1

)`.
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9

C. Draw and label top view d&ctly above front view.

r" T 5.
\

.

D. Draw and label right side view directly\to right of front view.

T

o

(NOTE: *Top view must be directly above front view and right sidb-
/view must be directly to the right of front view.. Always labels_ funt,.---viaw_4=tap_v_iew, T-, ancl,---r-ights-i-deview-- .

IV.' Statting position and\steps used to draw an isometric drawing.

A. Draw a -short base line: 0

B. Drat9 a light vertical line (any, length) on baseline:

C. Using a 3V/60° triangle,' draw 3.00 angle lines to r
of .

ht and left

,

I
'(This is a starting'positidn.),.._\

2

ti



Draw vertical lines (any lengtit)+ pn both sides:I

;.

E. Draw' top 30° atigle lines right and left parallel to bottom 30° an&le
lines right and jeft:

DD 2.7

4

T. Complete top with two more30°,angle lines parallel to other 30°
angle linda: .

A

G

h O
14
V. Demonstration of depth perception using a cataway block with lines,

.

texture of colors tb.illustrate front, top anderight side views.
I.

t

1

41,

150METR 16

v

OFtTNOGRkeKC:,_

O 0 0 0
-0 0 o
o o oo
,00, o
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4

14 Make transparencies( if.not provided.

TEACHER ACTIVITIES
ti

2. Provide students with objective sheet.

`3. Provide students wiJli information and assignment sheets.

4.
4
DisCuss unit andsPeCific objectives.

Discuss inform and assignment sheets.

t
,

6. Teach the students by lecture,deponstration, and individual
assistance how to do the assignment.

+-

7. Gii e tests.

if

1

o 2 ":3?
Vt

44,



V

1TUDENT ACTIVITIES

I. Read objective.-sheet.

2. Stidy information sheet.

3. Complete ,assignment sheets.

4., Take tests.

a

1 AF

-

r'

.,

'0

1.

O

r
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REFERENCES/RESOURCES" °

II. References

A. Ross, Stan,'The Wo4ld of Drafting, Bloomington, Illinois:
McKnight & McKnight Publishing Company, 1971.

. D.,

Company,*1956. 0

Resources

A. aiggested Procedure

2. Informafidn Sheet

3. Transpacy Masters

4. Assignmebt Sheets

7r.

j
V

O

4



SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

DP 2.11

I. Class will participate in'making 30°/60° triangles out of poster
board (see' transparencies no.'s 2.16 and 2.17). Have students do
student activitANo. 1. This procedure-may be omitted if students
possess triangles, if so proceed to step No. II.

_ II. __,Give Overview

Read and explain the performance objectives.
Look at an'ekplain information sheets and assignment sheets.
Explain: I. Terms and definitions

II. Two ways of showing three sides of an, object in
one draWing: A. Orthographic.drawings

B. Isometric drawings
Have students do student activity No. 2

III. Briefly review Step No. II.

Explain and demonstrate on chalkboard steps used to draw an
orthographic drawing.
Explain and demonstrate on chalkboard steps used to draw isometric

.
drawings.

Have students do student activities No. 3 and No,. 4.

IV. Briefly review and answer questions from step No.,III.
Have students do student activity No."5.,
Explain and demonstrate on chalkboard depth-erception illustrated
with cutaway block.
Have students do studerit activity No. 6.

V. Review and answer any questions from steps No.'sj, II and III.
Have students do student activities No. 7 and No. 8 if possible.

VI( Have students dO student activity No. 9

.1

'VII. Have students do student activity NO. 10. 1

VIII., Have students take the unit test. ti

Have students complete and turn in all drawings.

'

4 .-

4.
""

4
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INFORMATIONS!EET).:3D. 1

I. °' Draftrtfig in Mechanical Engineering .., A.-

Aside from general idea sketches, there are two main &asses of drawings:
.,'(1) artistic and (2) technical. The artist expresses philosophiror

,aesthetic ideas or emptions. ,When he.draws,thtngshe_draws them_as:they-___*___________
_ appear-to-hircr-emdriqnallr, and-&-Very artist sees things in his'own ,-.4

peculiar waY: The technical man 'is concerned with actual objects; and
his drawings shown not only how they appear, but how they are. Technic 1
drasgginisad exact means of expression, and accuracy is the main,

. objective. a '

1

Every new invention or development starts with an idea indthe mind of the
originator. If he is an engineer an inventor, or a designer, he will
make the drawing himself because he is the' only person.who can express'
exactly wharhe has in mind. Such a person is usually well tr/ained in

draftinganyway, and finds At easyikto set an idea down in this'way. The
diff4.culty is letting the'new idea! Usually such an idea develops
through several stages, starting probably with a free-hand sketch. This
is followed by one or more mechanical drawings, or layouts, drawn
accurately with instruments.

,

Wenever the, designer Is satisfied" with the general,.

scheMe, the working
drawings are-Mad to be used in the shop.' The designer may make these
himself or \he ma turn the work over to the draftsman. In.talvcourse of
making these working drawings, many details.of construction may be,worked
ut, and the.draftsman-may b6iequired,..to be somewhat of a designer
imself. Salaries of draftsmen depend ftetty'largely uppn hot.: much "head

work" or designing-they are able to do. The young .draftsman is iu a very
'favorable position to learn' all abdut the products of the company and to
aevance rapidly to key, positions if ,his ability'warrants,it. . .

/
A working,dfawing is a complete drawing or

)

set of drawings such that the .

object represented:can be built from it alone without additipeal
' information. Such a drawing is a -description of the objectand is
composed of two parts; the viewp and the dimensions.

4

Justas in the written language, the. graphic language has its gtammer and
its symbols. The alphabet ef'liries,and the rules of presentation are
examples of .this.

.:
.

By means of views, the mechanic can:visualize the object to bet build; if
the'drawing-ls right, he will visualize exactly 'what the designer has iii

mind. This ability to. visualize, or "think in three dimensions" is
' essential to theidesigher, the draftsman, .,;the mechanic,°andall other
people in technical work. Iti.s one tf, tIte-cprihtipai -Values-to be-
:derived from the study of industrial drafting. It is also one of the
best means of developing the "constructive imagination" so essential in

designing.
, .

4

r1

s.

4

6
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By means' of dimensions, the mechanic can tell exactly what size each part
is to be. This applies not only to large dimensions or rough
measurements, but in many cases to extremely accurate measurements often,
down to a tenthousandth of an inch or less.

`Thus, the working drawing givesa complete story and industrial prints,
made from it can be mailed to factories' in any part of the country of the
world. Also, all the separate parts can be thade exactly as planned and
then shipped to a central assembly plant where they will fit into the

':assedbly as intended.

O
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;INFORMATION SHEET NO. 2

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

1. Angle- -Two straight lines that'meet at one end. The size of the
angle is determined by what part of.a circle the angle occupies.

2. Degrees--The measurement of an angle according to what part of a
circlefit occupies. 360° in a circle.

3. HorizohtalA line straight across and parallel to the horizon.

4. Hidden object line--A line of small dashes used to show detail that
you cannot see from your point of view.

5. Isometric view--A drawing that shows all three, sides of an object
with the three sides connecting.

6. Orthographic views--A drawing that shows'three sides of an object
separated into front view, top view, and right side view.

7. Parallel--Lines that arethe same distance apart the whole length of
the lines.

8. VerticalStraight up and down.

9.0 View- -What you can'seefrom the direction you are. looking at an
object.

10. Front.view--What you can see lookirig straight on the front side of an
object.

11. Top view--what you can'sed looking straight down on the top of an
object.

12. Right side view--What you can see looking straight on the right side
of an object,

13. Visible line--A solid line used to outline and draw visible surface
detail on it.

N\

ry Alf
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(STUDENT' ACTIV TY Nd. 1 ", _,)

(On poster board or cardboard)

A. MAKING THE 30°/60° TRIANGLE

Draw a horizontal line near bottom of paper 4" long draw a
vertical line con ectifig to.the-ofeft side of the horizontal line 6
15/16" long.

The diagonal line should be 8- long. Now cut out fqure.

B. MAKING A 45° TRIANGLE

MalZ1411'horizontel line war bottom of paper 5h long. Make
vertical line 5" long connecting to the'left side of the horizontal
line. Now draw a line connecting the ends making a 45° triangle.

This line should be 7 1/8" 1°114. Now cut out figure.

4.

C. Make a straight edge 3" wide by 2' long.
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On your-own paper:

STUDENT ACTIVITY NO. 2

Copy step by step the drawing part on the Outline of Content.
Part II. (Starting position and steps used to draw an orthographic
-drawing)

,

C/

o

4

3L4
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STUDENT ACTIVITY NO. 3

On your own paper:

Step by step, copy the drawing on the Outline of Content.
Part III. (Starting position and steps used to draw an isometric
drawing) 0

ak,coloi

313

.
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STUDENT ACTIVITY NO. 4 4

, .
.

Following the steps on the Outline of Content, Parts II and III, copy on
your own paper, 'the following rectangle: .

p

Folio Wing the. steps on the Out lide of Content, Parts II and III, copy on

411

your:own paper, the same rectangle in a different- position:

31G



DD 2.19,

STUDENT ACTIVITY NO. 5

v On your own paper, copy the orthographic and isometric drawings of the
cutaway block. Add dots to,the front view surfaces, lines to the top
view surfaces and little dots to the right side view surfaces.

2

- 317
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--'

...

0

STUDENT ACTIVITY NO. 6

On your own kmper;'following the steps on the Outline of Content, part %

II, (Steps used in orthographic drawing), copy these orthographic
drawings.

: _.

c

_±_1.____ .

4F,

I

4

.

Mt

- -----1. ,-4 --

I
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STUDENT ACTIVITY NO, 7

DD 2.21

On your own paper, following the steps on the Outline of Content, part
,ICI, (Steps used in isometric drawing), copy these drawings:

six
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STUDENT ACTIVITY NO. 8

On a piece of paper, Make -orthogra phic drawings 44f, the isometric drawings

on Student Activity Sheet No. 7. When you have finished, compare your ,

drawings with those on *Student Activity Sheet No.
_

.ar

II

o

01

32y

.11

r-
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'STUDENT ACTIVITY NO. 9

,DD 2.23

.r
On a piece of paiake isometric drawings !of the orthographic drawings
on Student Actiy ,.sheet No. 6. When you have finished, compare your
drawings with tho,se on Student Activity Sheet No. 7.

se

r

321
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STUDENT ACTIVITY NO. 10 0

Take floor sketch of hoisse frm unit No. 1 and do scale drawing IA floor
plan on poqter board 18" 121 "; scale 1" = 4'.

0

. ro

a

3 9 2

e'
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Measure out

STUDENT ACTIVITY NO. 11

e walls. -Layout on poster board. Cut. out,.'
- ,

*A.

DD 2.25
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UNIT TEST

I. Match the'erms on the right with their

1. A -drawing that shows 3 sides
of an object separated into
front view, top view, and
side view.

2. A solid line used to outline
an object 'and draw visible
surface detail.

3. Two straight lines that meet
at one end.

4. What you can see from the
direction you are looking at
an object.

-A----drawing--Oat-shows -3-sides-

of an object with 3 sides
connected.

6. Straight up and down.

correct definitions:

7. A ling of small dashes used

5o show detail that you cannot
see.

8., <The measurement of an angle
according to what part of a
circle it occupies.

9. LiAbs that are the same dis-
tance apart the whole length
of the lines.

--14L -A-Line straight adrous -and

parallel to the/horizon.

II. A. Orthographic drawings show:
0

a. three sides connected

A. Angie

B. Degrees

C. Horizontal

D. Hidden object
line.

E. Isometric view

F. Orthographic

b.. three sides separated

c. .any of the six sides of ariobject.

Isometric drawings show:

a.

b.

c.

three sides connected
thr4, sides 'separated

any of the six sides of an object.

324

g. Parallel

H. Vertical

I. View

J. Visible line

grOgrei.ar

-sr



C. One fourth of a circle has:'

a., 360°

b. 180°.

c. 90°

d. . 45°

e. /30°

D. 4 whole circle has:

a: 360°

b. 180°

c. 90°

d. 45°

,e. 30°

E. One third part of 90° part of a circle is:

a.

b.-

c.

d.

e.

360°

180°

.9a°

45°

30-2-

0

"FT-- -half a circle has:-One

a. 360°

b. 180°

c. 90°

'd. 45°

e. 30°

-

DD 2.37

III. .Name the four steps used in orthographic drawings. (Answer with
words or sketch.)

O

IV. Name the six steps used in isometric dtwingp. (Answer with wozda
or sketch.)

I



2. J.

3. A.

4. I

Jr
UNIT TEST ANSWE'RS

5.' E

6. 11

7. D

8. CB

9. G

10. C

II. A. b

B. a

L.-

C. c

-4.1 a

E. d
3.

F. 6' A

III.- 1. Starting position a right angle.

c44

2. Front view in co er of right angle.

3. Top view directly above front view.

DD 2.28

V

4. Ride side view to right side of front view.

4

I

328
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-UNIT TEST ANSWERS r(cjontinued)

IV. 1. A short base line.

4

2. A vertical line on baseline.

3. Right and left 30° angle line.

so\

4. Vertical lines on 30° angle lines.

r

5. Top 30° angle lines parallel to bottom 30° angle lines.,

alA

qis

6. Complete top with two more paraellel 30° ang lines.

O

4

9 e

a



EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

.
. , . .

i

., .

. t ...

I
.,

1: Ordinary Po. 2 'pencil with eraser.
0

2: Ordinary tablet or notebook paper.

more or less smooth, flat surface to draw on, such as a desk top,
A

tablet; notebook, br. magazine.

4. A straightcedge to'draw with, i.e. a ruler, piece of poster board or
cardboard.

5. ,Final drawings on handout mimeograph- paper.

O

.

4

J

4

4

I

a

5.

4.

O



TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

Instruction Section:

'DRAFTING AND DESIGN

Title, of Unit:

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

DD 3.1

C
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DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

This unit will cover the technique of free hand lettering'using the
single-stroke gothic alphabet and numbers. Free hand lettering is very

. much in use in the industry and therefore, thi8 unit may be regarded as
exploratory of the field.

'UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit; the student shbuid be able to do free hand
letteringi-uppercase, using vertical, single-stroke Gothic alphabet and
numbers. The student should be able to space letters together into words
and'words into sentences legibly. The student should be able to

demonstrate this knowledge by making a lettering plate and by scoring 70
or ,better on the unit test.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the. student- should be able td?

1. Match lettering terms to the correct definition or description.

2. Identify vertical single-,stroke Gothic alphabet and numbers,

upper case. -(Information Sheet)

e

3. Identify guidelines associated with,lettering.

. .
.

4: Demonstrate the ability to make vertical single-stroke
1

Gothic
alphabetrand numbers, upper case;. avoiding the c9qmon mistakes.
(Dp Student Activity Sheet #1) .

ry ,

5. Demonstrate the- ability to draw fractions- alone and in relation .

to whole numbers. (Do Student Activity Sheet 03).

O

320
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.
/

6. Briefly list-the rules fOr spacing letters in words.

7. Briefly list the rule for spacing words in sentences legibly,.

8. Demonstrate the ability too all the above by making a lettering
plate'iWAg vertical, single-stroke Gothic alphabet and numbers
seParately and in sentences.

. .

9. Demonstrate knowledge of all the abovej7 scoring 70 or above on
the unit test.

..

1

C,
,

0

1

.

,;( ...

,. .

,, ....,, 4

,

P

60
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OUtLINE OF CONTENT

I. Introduction to Lettering

II. Terms and Definitions

Vertical,'singlestroke Gothic alphabet
and common mistakes of beginners and how

.0
IV.' Guidelines and, terms associated with let

V. Rules for making fractions in relatiOns

VI. Rules for spacIng letters in words,

VII. Rule for spacing words in sentences.

a

DD 3.3

and numbers, uppercase;4,
to avoid them.

tering.

to whole numbers.

334
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

1. Make transparencies.

2: Provide students with objective sheet.-

Provide students with information, assignment sheets.

4. Discuss, unit and performance objectives;
-

5. discuss information and assignment sheets.

6. Show students examples of'good lettering plites.

a 7. Teach the student by lecture, demonstration'and individual.assistance

O

how to do the assignments.

8. Give tests.

S
if



. STUDENT ACTIVITIES

oft

'1. Read objective test.

2. Study information 'sheets.

3. Take tests.

4. Complete assignment sheets:

A

t

. DD 3.5
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I. References

t

so

REFERENCES /RESOURCES

A. French, Thomas E. and Carl L. Svensen, Mechanical Drawing. .St.
Louis, Missouri; Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
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SUGGESTED PROCEDURE

I. Give overview of the entire unit.
Read and explain the Performance Objectives.
_Look at and explain 'the inform4tion,sheets and assignment. sheets.
Explain; I. :Terms and definitions;, using examples on other

.information sheets for illustration.

II. Vertical, Single-stroke Gothic alphabet and
numbers upper case; show transparencies; and
demonstrate on-chalkboard hoW,toform each letter.
Point out common Mistakes and how to avoid them.

/I. Briefly review and answer question from Step No. I. Have student's
do Activity Sheet #1.

III. Explain Information Sheet #4 -)

Have students do Activity Sheet #2
If this does not take the whop period, you may give the second
page of the unit test as a test.

IV. Explain Information Sheet #5,(rules for spacing letters in words)
end (rule for spacing words in sentences).
DeMonstrate on the chalkboard how 'this is done.

.

-Have students to-Student Activity Sheet #3. .

.

V. Have student make a lettering plate on'drafting papr.

VI. ',Give Univ./est and finish any unfinished lettering plates..

041C4.-C,C AGA +C-Ar If ex a- EsIr

aiM
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INFORMATION SHEET NO. 1.

INTRODUCTION TO.LETTERING

You have dealt with' orthographic and isometric drawingsin a previotiT
-...,----1
secnion. You will now see some more complex industrial objectis drawn

orthographically and isometrically (show transparency numbers 3.18, 3.19,'
s3.20, 3.21, 3.22, 3.23, 3.24, 3.25, 3.26, 3.27 inclusive).

,

As you can see something has been added to these drawings,.it is the
dimensions and notes without which no, draWing is complete. These
dimensions and. notes requiiiin understanding of lettering, and the
remainder of this section will be dedicated to,your acquiring a basic
1 ttering ability. Children "print", draftsmen letter.

11°he letters of our alphabet are symbols for sounds. When letters ark
placed in combinations, words result which have meanings. All writing or
lettering started in some form of pictograRL(picture writing),, but it
took prehistoric man thousands of years toUnelop letters first from the
earliest cave drawings, then from pictographs. Among the earliest forms
of pictographs were the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics (pronounced
high a-row- glif'iks).

.

III The story of the alphabet is an interesting subject which would require a

- r
bZok in itself. It is enough for'ouf purposes to know that the early
Phoenicians developed an alphabet of twenty-two characters. from earlier
picture writing and that thede were later developed by the Greeks and
then the Romans. As. a result of Roman conquests the'Latin alphabet was
adOpted, throughout most of 'the then civilized world. The Old Roman
alphabet, is the direct parent of all our present letter forms.

Early industrial drawings were lettered with what we would regard as
--`""" "fancy''- letters conforming to the historical styles, usually Roman. In

those, dayil, it was the fashion for houses, furniture, and other
'manufactured products to be over-decorated with meaningless "curlicues".
As industry-advanced; everything became more streamlined r functional,
and fancy lettering frills were abandoned. About fifty Yeats ago, C. W.
Reinhardt developed alphabets based upon the Gothic let rd which could
be,.easily made with single strokes of an ordinary pencil or pen. Thesel
were balled single-stroke Gothic letters,'and are very similar to ocr
present letters.

In 1935, the letters were further_ standardized when the American
Standards Association adopted standard alphabets of vertical and inclined
letters, and with slight revision in 1936.andigain in 1956, have become
accepted generally as the "last word" for use in industrial'drafting.

7-

336

o
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INFORMATION SHEET NO. 2

,4

TERMS' AND dEFINITIONS

'

"1. Base line7-The main guideline for letteri from which the upper and ,
lower guidelines'are spaced. l-

..

4°
1 2. Bleeding--The rullifig together Of lines an a print caused by lines on

the'original drawing touching or being too close together..

3. Cap,lineThe top guideline which the capital letters must reach.

4. Capital letters7-Thebig letter; upper cape.

5. Drop line--The lowest guideline which the descenders must reach.

0
A

6. Fraction--Refers to, two numbers, one above the other with,a bar,

between which represents part of a unit or whole number.

7. Gothic--Refers to the lettering style that has no serifs..

8. Guidelines--Extremely light lines between which you pitt lettering.

9. -Legible--Easy,to read.,

10. Roman alphabetThe aikhabgt that has serfs.

11.,Serifs-",Those,little mprks on the ends of' lines in the Roman
alphabet '

''
,

?
.

. ..?..,-', ;,.

.",

12. Single stroktMeads the linestheJetters are made with are the
width ofone st'toke of.;thelpil br peii....

.

,,,- 2, -...' . .

13. Upper case lettersThe bieletteri=" the CaPitals in an alphabet.
. .

O

0-,14. Vertica17-Straight up and 'downy,
/

;,

15., Whole number Consists of one or moter.'upitSI not alraction.
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INFORMATION SHEET NO. 3

Vertical, Single-Stroke Gothic Alphabet and-Numbers
Upper Case

C E

3 A
x 7

Common Mistakes of beginners and How to Avoid Them

1. Putting serif's on capitar' J , (i U , and nomber:iy1-71

(Not I, Q, J f U,'1 and 7.)

'2., Making sides of NA and rt slanted in'tead-of:vertical. Avoid this by

making the two vertical sides first and then putting in slanted middle
.7

. .

lines

3. Making. K1 and R. -that look "peg-legged" instead of like a IC- I C4.E R

Avoid this mistake by associating le_ and R. with the word kicker; the

'downware stroke must
4

go outward like a leg kicking.

The tops of 815, 3 , and 8 that are. not smaller than their

bottoms. Avoid this by practicing making the toop part slightly smaller
7

than, the bottom part.

5. Round letters that are not full and round. Ptactice making -these

,getters full' and round:



X,,,6.
Lette 's that touch each other_. Letters must not touch each other for

DD 3.11

two reasons. Words are more legible'when the/gaers stand apart. All

drafting is to be reproduced. Contractors and manufacturers do not work

AO

from original drawings., Lines that touch or are almost touching will
- ,

cause those lines to "bleed" and run together on the print.

77. Vy is double \r ;not upside down M .

8. Letters and numbers leaning to the right when they are supppsed to be

verEica .

4

a.

3 ()

fa

dir
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XNFORMATIONSHEET NO. 4

Guidelinesand Terms Associated with Lettering.

v .CAP LINE

BASE LINE
DROP*LINE *ETC.
LOWER-CASE-TERIVtINOLOGY'

51
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INFORMATION, SHEET NO. 5

Rules for Maing Fractions in Relation to Whole Nuiber

4.

214 a- 11_
2 3irt= .

I

4-

AD 3.13

1. Total height of fraction' is twice the height of the 'whole n mer but:

2. Numbers in fraction are smaller than whole numbers to allow for r'and

spate between the bar and the fraction numbers.

3. None of these lines may touch each other or anything else. They m s.

stand apart, '
si)-

..
. .

. c

.
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INFORMATION SHEET NO. 6

Mules for Spacing Letters in Words

I.
. . .

Do not eutfteiter togetAr in words as if all letters occupy the same
amount of wee. TherAon't*

.11k

2. Letters that haye open space a und. them, (C, E, F, J,L, P, T, V, W, &
:f) should be spacedcioser tQ other4iptters,than letters that do not
have open space around diem,
Example:

WAVE ,:TOTAL
/."

3. Letters with straight sides and closed sides (B, D, G, H, I, S, 4 U),
(The left side of K, L, P & R) need a little more space between them and
other letters.
Examples

HIREDf,
4

cfr

Rules for Spacing Words in Sentences

Beginners tend to run words together in sentences. Therefore, the rule
for spaOng words elp sentences is simply leave more spa words
in sentences, at least as much as 2 letters.

(.

. C-

-

J4 r)

Ot.
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An alpliabet of inclined capitals.

.
4

. Y , / '4 /

Inclined numerals. i

.

'31')
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CDEFG
WU, N

STU

90
4 An Old Woman ;itnlinnot

Single-stroke Roman letter.s.

ABCDEFGHIJ KL,..MN

0-RaRS,7.1, ,,WXYZ&
*, 1123/1:567.8..9
ao:cdei8ilkimnop.cirstuv\Vxyzi

fgt.

3 /
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ISOMETRIC VIEW
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET #I

'Using one square per letter, leaving a blank square between each letter
and a blank row of2agpares between each liner dopy the upper case,

. vertical, single-serOke,Gothic alphabet and numbers from page 34, French
and Svensen's, Mechanical DraWing, or whatever textbodk or workbook they

have or from iht chalkboard. Do not copy the little arrows. Copy only
c

the letters. Look at each example letter very carefully before copying
it.

ABCDEFel-11JktM.NOPQRST
UVWXYZ

p

%,
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STUDENT ,ACTIVITY SHEET #2

Using on half or two squares for whole numbers and two squares, one
above the other, practice making some fractions using the rules for
making fractions in relation .to whole number's.

1110

Example:

3 T-47;5". 5 z9

3C

b
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heaving a blank row
for spacing letters
sentences.

'DD 3.17

c.

STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET #3
2 '

ofiEquares between each lines and using tire rules

in words and words in sentences, copythe.foilowing

SPACE LETTERS IN. WORDS CLOSE

TOGETHER .

LEAVE MORE: SPACE .8qTVV E'EN

WORDS IN' SENTENCES.

.o

.

6,1

. t,

3 1)e)

a. so-
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STUDENT ACTIVITY SHEET #4

Dimension the floor plan they made in SXude,(Activity No. 10 of Unit 2 .

et

I,

9'

A .

Oy

1 41

4

ut)

.E

j.
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UNIT TEST

I. Match the terms on the right with their definitions on the left.

1. Consists of one or more units;
not a fraction.

2. The main guideline for letter
from which the upper and lower
guidelines are spaced.'

3. Means straight up and down.

. 0
4. Its the running togeihee of lines

on a print.

5. Is the top guideline which, the
capitals must reach.

6. The big letters; the capitals.

7. Means the lines the letters are.
made with are the'width of one
strokwf the pencil or pen.

8. The big letters; upper case.

9. Little marks on the ends of lines
in the Roman alphabet.

10. ,Refers to two members, one above
the other with a bar between
which represents part of a unit.
or whole number.

11. Refers to the lettering style
that has no serifs.

12. Means easy to read.

13. Extriemely light lines between
which you put lettering.

14. Alphabet that has serifs.

A. Base line

B.

C.

D.

"Bleeding"

Cap line...\

Capitals

Fraction

Gothic

Guidelines

Legible

Roman alphabe

Serifs

1/4"Sfinile Stroke

Upper case

M., Vertical
0'

N. Whole Number

...
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.

II. In the following alphabet, circle the letters that are not aingle stroke
Gothic:

. ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTU
12345G7890

III. Free-hand letter the vertical, single-stroke Gothic alhabet upper efts
and numbers.

IV.. Free hand letter five (5) examples of whole numbers and fractions:

V. Indicate in the apace if the following statements about spacing letters
in words are true or false.

1. All letters occupy the same amount of space.

2. ;Letters that have open space around them should be spaced
closer to, other letters than letters that do not have open

) spaoe around them.

VI.

-3. Letters with straight or clOsed sides are spaced the same as
any oper kind of letter.

4. In general- apace- letters in words fairly close together.

The'rule for spacing words together in sentences is simply leave
more *ce between words because:

a. ers'tend to run words together.

b. it makes sentences more°legible.

c. practice will help achieve this

d. all of the above



I. 1. N

/ 4...)
,... 7

5. C
,

fz 6.

2. A

3. M

ANSWERS TO TEST

.10,

r..

C

.,.

9. J -

10. E

11. F '..

12. H

13. G

14'.

I

- II. '6I J 1 7

. II. Refer to Information Sheets

rv. Refer to Itlformatian Sheets

V. 1. F

. V

.....^--

o

1

q

1

C--

I

r

)

r

',.

..,

a

7

,

, s

c' L;
t., r../
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Equipment:.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

1. DrAigkg board or smogth drawing surface

2. Straight` edge

3. 45° triangle

4. 30° 60° triangle

5. 'Architect's scale or 16th inch standard puler

Supplies:

J. #4 drawing pencil with eraser if obtainable

2. Graph paper (Penworthy loose leaf filler graph paper).

3. Masking tape

4. Drawing paper

*.

.e.1

40.
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS C

t

Instructional Secti

DRAFTING

Title of unit:I P
4

CIVIL ENGINEERING

,P

This snit .contains

intrdduction tojCit41
the handling of aLlot
and.it's conedurs.-

6. 2

.DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

briefjitstory of Civil
Eng neering surveying
sur3 y. its boundary,

1

UNIT OBJECTIVE

Engineering with an
symbols and a presentation6on
tree.and iegitation location, .

66,6,

,

After completion of this unit th student will be able to identify-,
general Civil Engineering end Ciil Egingering Technol gy terms, n10
participate 'in a discussion of the h story.and,dutIts ii Civil,
Engineering. The 'student will exhi it a working.krioyledge of Civil-
Enginperinesurveying symb4s,ci.ind d initions, and an unktsianding of
the basic 19t survey.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student will be ableto:1

4 -'
. I. Answer questions with 807. accuracy, over the histOry of Civil 4

- Engineering and Civil Engineering Technology and, its, functions.

2.: Exhibit knowledge of Civil Eng
' definitions..

I I J, .

3. Possess a ba:sic understanding of :lot' survey; its boundary,_
tree and vegetation location and its Conenurs:,

..

Bering surveying symbols and ,

4
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I, 'Drafting:in Civil Enginee ..'

_
. ..

.,!
.

Tht brigf,historical background to engineering activities reveals
that the yldest branifi of, engineering'it civil engineering, With it-
allied field of civil engineering technology. Today, twenty 'percent of
all profetsional _engineers are engaged in civil engineering work:- The --.'

,
.

civil engineer is ,concerned ptidarily\with the activities of, man and his

inteiaction6 witft the environment., The civil engideering technologist is
employed on prgjectt designed to meet the needs of 'specific individuals.

- %
.

-1

. IhraosffITEOirriat activity in-Nthecivil engineering field is
....,Structural design. Techdlolists involVed inOthis-activity are concerned

with some phase of the design of buildings, dams, and bridges.
Structures must be designeand constructed to'withstand their own weight
as well as such natural fol-ces as earthquakes and,winds, and they must be
suited to the environments in which they are built. The need to

RC
accomodate extremes in climatic and environmental conditiOhs Consta

i
ly

present's new problems and Challenges to the engineering teas conce ned .

With structural design and construction.

.
. Civil engineering technologists often are emp4yed dl±'ectly fh

supervising and monitoring the construction of various facilities. In

.theSe activities, -it- is -necessary to see that the designs fori.the .

structures under construction are carried out, exactly according td(the,
plans. Additionally, the, technician. and technologist often are charged'
with maintaining the luality of thellaterialsu* in the construction

. procedure. The engineering technologist working in construction also'
supervites the use of Such fieavy,equipdent as trucks, cranes, earth

,

movees,.concreie, mixing,and placing equipment and other, devides.and
*

machines.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

s.

- Another key occupational area of the civil, engineering technologist

,
is the construction and operation of transportation facilities'such ag
highways, ,airports and railroads. The--tecHhologiht,may be involved _in t : ,

et*, ,

the initial planning phases for such facilities,, assisting the engineer
In predicting the growth, of population, thevolUme of anticipated
traffic, potential future problems and possible alternate locations for
transPortatiodfacilities, In these studies, .the.technologitt will be

.
,

. called upon to give.full attention ,to the environmental idpacts'of
i Onstriuction activities and-operation of transportation facilities.

. .

-e .. ,

AS in-other'fiel4s'where the cOnstruction of facilities is
,

'necessary and important.,aZliviey, Am.transportation engineering. e

technologist will be involv d in constructing facilties effiti ly

undgi Vaiying conditions of terrain and climate., He will be'involvgd in r

TakITIFYTT7nt-IliaTTrin OS SO: th1n:1M' Finally,
.

he also, may be nvoied in the analysis of transPortation systems to
insurethe'maximum efficiacy of completed networks.

. kr . \
.. ..

One oe the-o de's arld.most idporrant areas of ihtereSt"for,civil

englneers and technologists is. that of 'hydraulics -the panagedent of water.,
.,_ . .

% .--- ...r .

... .. }

,
,

3ib 1.0 0

.111

a.
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resources. Included in this area of,,sctity are the, collection,.
control, use and conservation of water. F oor control, drainage,
,reclamation and irrigation projects are planned and detigned by .civil
engineers and technologists who are specialists in hydraulics, as are
navigation projects, water storage projeCts, and hydroelectric power.
plants.

.

'
.

.

One of the mast important areas of-actiVity of ,the civil engineering -
o technologist in this area is his work in.assuring safe drinking water

supplies and effective, sewage and wastewater disposal systems., With
pgpulations becoming more concentrated and Todern industry growing

. rapidly, the amounts and kinds of,pollutants introduced into rivers and
streams and other areas of the environment assure that engineert and

-8--are's-t5fWAretT§Tipay an4.-iasttwater
treatment will find new challenges of ever-greater complexity.

o . .1* .. ..
s In recent years, there has .peen, a population shit Oom th ountry. .

. to' the city, aO'because qf'this, many of.t.he activities .of the it
'engineering technologist working in construction,' in structural d ign, ,..
in trangportati,9n,,and in water management will be focused'in population
centers. Someof the technologists in this area devote their time
primarily to working with 'city planneri aid. urban development -agencies,
assisting them in formulating plans for growth and the management, of

I lb 3

.urban areas. . ' .

-

:,' 0 . n ,
4 .

L

. The activities described in the proceding paragraphs do not'inclAe

g-
dll'of the pOssible activities in which'a,civil engineerinrtechnologis<
may be'fngaged fter%graduation: However, from` -those' /istet-,--the

.

prospective technologist. should be able to get some appreciettion'of the
wide variety of possibilities' within this broad field, of technology.

. ,
. .A

, The,object and purpose of this section on,Civil Engineering is.to
acquaint the .student' with, and giye him a working' practical knowledge of -.

the drawings and related calculations that are connected with plane '

. surveying. Plane'sUrveying deals with areas of limited extent where it
,

is unnecessary to consider the curvature of the earth. It dealt with the '

relative location of- points on or near the earth's surface. Geodetic
surveying takes into` consideration the shape of the earth and this unit
will not go into that part of civil engineering. .

(

It is assumed that the'student'is familiar With the us and care -of
drafting in,kstrumentsand equipment suth,wehre used in preceding sections .

. ,in mechanical drafting. Greater care in the execution of the drawings of
civil engineering' is usually NeqUired than in ordinary-mechanical or .

N architectural drafting. In order to keep tie desired consistent relation,
between the field measurements and, the completed map, considerable care
and skill. in plotting and drafting is required.

/,' .
4 1

, , wii

In Techadical drafting, dimensions are usually noted'and scallt
dimensions from the drawings are not frequently u the drawings

e connected.w4Ch Civil engineeking, many dimensions are'omitted and it is
' necessary for the users of the maps to rely on scaled diestances-and

-ftngn ues--the-e-ar-e-e15-t-by--rosseuxement. f ;om the map-.

.370
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it. Drawings of Civil Engineering

The ordinary drawings connectedwith plane surveying in civil
engineering consist of maps, profiles'and cross-sections.

341.iPs

A map is a graphical represehtation, by means of lines and symbols,
, of a certain portion of the earth's surface. Since the earth's surface

is curved; the' shape of the earth being that of an oblate spheroid of\-'
revolutinn, and the surface must be presented on theplane of a sheet of
paper, there will always be some distortion in the finished map. ;p-the
relatively small areas considered in plane surveying, this distortion
cannot be measured by ordinary means. The drawings are therefore made as
though the earth's surface, over the area being_ surveyed and, mapped, is
flat. All Mlasuremeuts made in surveying are horizontal measurements or
the-measuxements are reduced to the equivalent horizontal 'measurements
before being used in. map plotting,

,

IV. Profiles/.
4

.

-A'Profile in survey drafting is a.drawing showing a vertical.section
along a certain surveyed line. These are usually made by plotting the o

elevations of polnts located at relatively short measuieddistances along
a certain located line, such as the center line of a highway, railroad or

" ';.-cannl. An elevation, as the term is used in surveying, is the vertical
distanceof'aipointAbove or below a fixed reference plane. 0 The

-,i-:-------,ts-ferenc-e.-p-lane-mos-f-ecrmIton-ly---used in surveying ig, mean_sea_ level,__
... Rrofiles are along and in, the direction of the line'surveyed and are

_- .111
plotted as a vertical section. Horizontal and vertical scales are

'necessary. The.

u

roughness of, s,the earth's, surface along the line surveyed
sdetermines the cales to be used. The'horizontal and the vertical scales

useds are not Psua!lly the "same. Profiles are usually, plotted 'on squared, -

.cross section paper!, orplan-profile paper:

'4L( 4..
V. Crods gections ... .

showing'
.

,
___, ,./

t: _A cross -section is .a drawing a vertical section usually at
--> 't rfipt .angles to the---Supi-ey-line-.-Informatidif--,for.--p-Otting-cross*sect-ions----
. ,

Ls-obtained ty running elevations alpng.ffnes usgalipelocate4 at- right
agl'es to the survey lines and_Out to a'suffiCrent distance on eachsedel

. .

, of the survey line to obtain tiNk desired. Information. Reading for N.,

> elevaliioni are,taken on the ctoss=line at places, where there is .a change
-- in pe piellterrain. Another method is to take different .. ,-.

',;readings, and record the 'elevations only where the readings show a

. sel*ted Co4omir YSIde., The ,cross -lines to- the survey. lilhare spaced or
s7- LOcated at whole station numbers on ene'Survey,lineand at changes in ---i.

s

.' drrectionpmf.the.sdrvey ine...I'hesecross-li esarealsb"placed at any I

' other' locationsalohg" Cline where additicht information is desired or
the________ '.

r

cross-lines afire
.

to .furnish inforg6tion or,location Studesi'ealthwbrk
.

'palcu ation,\drainage studiee'and locations. 'They give primakz,
.

...,
.

.
a'-' .and COnfigyration.of the ground a .'

.

- -A_
surface ion each side-of the suevey line. :,-! -

, $::4

0

'ks

't

6 '

-

, '

e- ti
'
\
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VI. Traverses

The apressik "'traverse" has been mentioned in the preceding
discussion. A traverse is, as used in'surveyinv a succession of points,
at -more or less regular measured intervals, connected by straight lines
the directions of the lines and the distances between points having beech
measured. There are two types of traverses. A traverse that begins at a
certain point and returns to the point of beginning is called a "clOsed
traveise". This is he type traverse encountered. in the survey of a tract
or parcel 9f land., A trmverse that does :not return to the pont of
beginning is shoWn,as an "open" or "continuous traverse". Station
numbers are usually used to indicate-distancel along an open} traberSi. A
station is a unit of 100feet.' This is known as ull station. The
fractional part of a full station is known a's a plus station. The,
beginning or- starting paint in-an open traverse is lied station 0+00.

. Open traverses are usually numbered in stations ntinuously from the
beginning point to the, end of the traverse. A .poin at a distance of .

782.52 from the beginning of an open traverse uld be numbered 7+82.52.
The seven indicates the number of full station and the 82.52 indicates
the TractioLl part of a fulll station.

During, the operation of running a traverse, stakes or,markers are
, set at regular intervals on the line, usually 100 feet apart. SometiMes

the distance between stakes are reduced to 50 feet or 25 feet or less.
Each: line on aotraverse is%knoQn as'a course.

°Examples of open traverses are the sUrveys Tor highways, railways,
III canals and pipelines.

moor'

VII. Distances

Distances are measured in the field wits a steel tape, usually 100'
feet long. The process of measuring distances is Called taping of

"chaining. Distances are almost always measured in `feet. Another "Unit of A
measurement used widely at one

.always

was the Gifter's chain.' was,a
linked wire chain which was, 66 feet lon1, broken down into 10 .,.kuks.

Each link was7.92 inches long. Thissunit of.measurement wa used, by
law, in the original surveys authorized by the U.S. Gov,ernme t.

Two types, of measurement of Angles and distances are encountered.'
These are observed quadlities which are actually 'Observed or measured in
the field. The others ate calculated quantities which are calculated
from measured quantities 00 to

1 v

*
The actual dtstanceobetween any rwo'Stations is found by -subtracting

the ,Halter station numberifrom.We larger station number.
1'

.
-.

,.,

.. ''

In closed traverses, the actual distances between changes in
0directions of the ,lines' are recorded in *feet Instead of station numbers.

.; , . .

_________________

4

. * All measurements made during the- surey-arerecorded as they are' --.. ..,

-4 e Notes and figures from this field book are used by the ciraftanialin
. ,

,made in-a durdble notebook. The' notebook is known ,as, a Field Book.
h

making the.drawings and maps'required. EraMlies are'notper.mtttedrin.a
,

v

','
,

3-7-:-:
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field book. A line is drawn through the figure to'sbe'cor,re ted and a new-

figure written.

VIII. Kinds of 44apsit °

a.
It has been stated before that a map is a graphical representation,

by ,means Of Tines and--SAOIS-;-61-a-portionof the-earthls-surface-.---k
the location of objects, both natural and artificial, on or nearthe
surface of the earth. .

There are severalttypes of maps such as topographic, geographic,
planimetric, real' estate, rod maps, and survey maps and many others. If

tye shape'br configuratidn of the lxund surface is shown or indl,clted on
the map, It is, known as a topographic map:..IF the relief of thgr ground-
,,surface is not shown on the map, it is known as a plankmetric map.
Geographiccmaps show the location of cbmmunities, roads, railroads, 0

political subdivisions and much other nformation.

IX. Scales

O

Practically all drawings related to surveying are drawn to scale,

that'is, a certain distance on the map represents a propottional distance
on the ground. The ratio of a, distance on the map to the corresponding
distance on the ground is known as the scale of the map. We may state

the scale of 1" on the map reOresents'100 ft. on the ground or 1 inch
repTesentd any other desirable distance on the ground. The scale may

,

also be stated in another manner such as 1/5000. This means that one
unit °Gf_meptqurement_Qn_,map _represents_ 5.0.10_units of measurement on the AK

II/
ground, the same units of measurement being used, whether they be inches,
yards or miles. Another type scale used is-a.graphical scale. %The scale

ikeis drawn on the map aad represents actual distances. The advantage of .
thiS scale, is that any distortion due to shrinkage or expanSion of the

,.. .'. paper also distorts the.scale ewlly and the'scale or ratio; remains

true. A noted'scale is one that states'that 1 inch represents so manY ---'

. .feet such as 1 inch equals'1000 feet. This means that one measured inch
- Ir on the map represents 1000 feet on the ground.

.

'X. North
, .

* ,
P\ or. 4.

All maps should show in which direction the north is, in older that
theiuser may orient the limp With direction on the ground. The north is

indicated by an arrow with the head pointing north.

XI. Titleg
- i

. . ,

Each map should, include a title. .is gives*enough information for 1
. -

the.map to be used intelligently. The title sh6uld show the name or
. .

subject of the map, the authority or Who made the map, the directionof

=,

the'-meridian,' the scale and any other information needed to use the Jzap.'
,P... ____

conventional sins out of the. usuRleare used, a,legend is given
showing exactly what the signs 'or symbols- Mean or represent. Anything

'ordinRry404tould be'explakned by a°' notation at a' III
convenient placeon the map.

A



XII. Symb+
,

Objects are represented od.amap by.eeitain.signs and Symbols..e_Many
of are cOnv4iOnal,'that'issthey we so widely used that they are
easily recognized. When a certain sign or symbol %ecomes accepted widely
to mean a certain feature qr structure it becomes conventional The
,student will soon makg 4, plate showing many generally acpepte signS and
syMbOW-to represent

'4NaII Lettering '

.5)

4

,DD 4.7

Lettering on a map is of great importance: Poor lettering will ruin
the appearance of an otherwise perfect drawing. Good lettering ability

440' can be acquired only by studied and freqUent pradtice.b It is assumed
here that theostudent has learned the principlesof lettering in a 0

previous unit in drawing 'find can continue with the required practice to
become skil ],ed in lettering.

AIV. Notes and Legends

Notes and legends are used on a map for explanatory purposes to.
avoid any doubtin the map users mind. They should be brief but clearly
undefstandable. A keyto any but4widely'accepted symbols should be shown
on the map. An acceptable 'place for notes' anti legends is-near'the title
block where they are easily seen. ,

C
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I. ake transparencie's, if not provided.

TEACHER ACTIVITIES

b1.

unit wad specific objectives of Civil Engineering and Civil
'1"4"Engineering Technology.

Cover contents and give piesentation ow'symbOlswhen the subject is
pregented.

v

Empha,eize importanc*of surveying and show transpatencies on basic
lot survey. - °

0

V. For evaluation list symbols on chalk board and askfor the
definitions.,

I ir

.

1'

J

I

4
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
P-

,I. Read objective sheet.

9 II. Study Information sheet No. 1

III. 'If provided, study unit, contents.

IV. Take test.

a0
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INFORMATION SHEET NO 1

I. Drafting inCivil,Engineering $

The brief historical background to engineering activities reveals that
the oldest, branch of engineering is civil engineering, With kts allied
field of civil engineering technology. Today, twenty percent of all
professional engineers are engaged in civil engineering work. The civil
engineer is concerned primarily with ihe,activities of man and his
interactions dith the environment. The civil engineering/ technologist is
employed on projects designed to meet the needs-of specigic individuals.

_

Tiy.4aat_pr.aminent-activi-ty-in-t-ke-eivil-engineer-ing-41eld-iiL-stiuctur

design. Technologists inbolkred in this activity are concerned with some
phase of die design of buildings, dams, and bridges. Structures must be
designed and constructed to- withstand their own weight as well as such

4 n Ural forceg'as earthquakes and winds, and they must be suited to the
en ironments in whiap they are built. The need to accomodate. extremes in
cl atic and -environmental conditions Constantly presents new problems
and cha lenges to the engineering team concerned .with structural design
and cons uctkon.

Civil eiineertng technologists often,are employed directly in
supervising and monitoring the cunstruction o various facilitied: In

these'activities, it is necessatyto see this the designs for the
structures under construction are carried out exactly according to the

the tPchntrian rici_te_ainologist often are charged

with maintaining the quality of the materials used in the construction
procedure. The engineering technologist working in construction alSo
supervises the use of such heavy equipMent as trucks, cranes, earth
movers, concrete mixing and placing equipment and other device's. and
machines. .

Another key bdCupa'tional 41,ea of he civil engineering technologist' is

the construction and operation of transportation facilities such as
highways,- airports and railroads. The tecnn4ogist..may be involved in
the initial planning phAses for such facilities, assisting the engineer
in predicting the growth.of population; the volume nf'anticipated
traffic, potential future problems and possible alternate locat(Jns for
transportation facilities. In these studies, the techno ist will be
called upon to give full attention to the environmental cts of
-construction activities and operation of transpAtatiori lities.

A ^

.

,) As in other fields where the construction of facilities is a necessary
b and important activity, in transportation engineering the technologist

Will be involved in constructing facilities efficiently under varying
conditions of terrain and climate. He will be involved in surveying and

evolved
pping-'dn4 in the supervision of construction. _Finally, he also mayibe

nvolved in the analysis of transportation systems to insure the maximum
efficiency-6r completed network.

\

3,7S
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INFORMATION SHEET NO. 1

(CONT.)

One.of the oldest and most important areas of,interest for civil,
eneivers and technologists is that of hydraulics-the management of water
resources. Included in this area of activity are Ole collection,
control, use and conservation of water. Floor control, drainage,
recleation. and irrigation projects are planned and designed by civil
engineers and technologists who are specialists in hydraulics, as arl
navigation projects, water storage projects, and hydroelectric power
°plants.

;

One 'or-tne mos mportant areas o activity of the civil engineering
technologist in this arc:cols-14 work in assuring safe drinking .water
supplies and effective.setrage and wastewater disposal- systems.' With,

, populations becoming more concentrated and modern industry growing
rapidly, the-amounts and kinds of pollutants introduced into rivers and

t,
'stTeams and other areas of the environment ,asture that engineers and ,

techn2logists working in the area of water'supply and wastewater
Ereatment.will find new.Chalkenges of ever-greater complexity.

411

in_rreeent years, there has been a _population shift- -from the country to
,' the city, and because of this, many of the activities.of the civil' .

engineering technologist wbrking in construction, in structural design,
in transportation,and in water management will be focused in population
centers, Some of the technologists in this iarea devote their time
Vrimarily'to, working with ctty,planners and urban development agencies,

assirtng them-In-formuixtiftg-nans-for growth-and-the managementa--
urban areas.

The activities described in the proceding paragraphs do not include 41
Of thepbssible. activities in which.a civil engineering technolyogist may
be engaged after graduation. .However,, from those listed, the prospective
teehnolOgist should be able to get some appreciation ofthe wide varllety
,ofposstbilittes within this, broad field of technology..
Another old area of interestto civil engineersis surveying, it is
with. this area that the' rest of this unit will deCl... .

*
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UNIT TEST
No,

Place CiVil Engineering Surveying,symbols on chalk board and ask. students
to copy symbol and provide definition.

3'5
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EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

1. Ordinary #2 pencil with eraser.

2. Ordinary tablet or notebook paper.

3. A more or less smooth, flat surface to draw on.

4. Ruler and straight edge.'

5. Symbols on handout mimeograph paper or chalk board.

a
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM C

0

07
InStructional Section: M

a U
DRAFTING N

I

C

A
'Title of Unit T

I

OTHER ENGINEERING SPECIALTIES 0

N

S

DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

.

.1.: - r This unit contains brief descriptidns of various engineering
- .specialties and their functions.

UNIT OBJECTIVE'

After completion of this'dnit.the student will possess an understandi
several engineering specialties not discussed in the first four units
unit is intended to be a'conclusion to this instructional section and
evaluated comprehensively with the previous four units.

0 PERFORMANCE OECTIVES4e

_After completion of this unit the student .will have acquired a basic
knowledge of a variety of engineering specialties.
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OUTLINE OF CONTENTS

I. ',Electrical Engineering'

As mentioned previously, electricity was. first used to supply f

illumination and to permit communications over long distances. However,
theie uses of electricity are being replaced Vapidly by the use .of
electricity to furnish power for industrial and domestic use. A student
'who is interested in a career in electrical engineering technology may
wish to consider working in the field of electrical power generation and
transmission or fir the use of electrical power in the Home or in an
industryar Technologists might also be involved in the development of
communications systeNs or new-and more efficient lighting systems based
upon electricity andlelectronics.

The development of oommunications technology as a.distinct area
within electrical. engineering technology has been very rapid during the
last fifty years and continues at a grept pace. The sequence of
communications-devices based upon electricity and electronics includes
the telegraph, the telephone, the wireless set, the radio, motion
pictures with sound,' telephoto transmitters:and television. These
devices have been developea and manufactured in greater complexiI7_with
'mere reliability and atlower.costs with each succeeding year.
Electrical engineering technologists cah participate in the development
and testing of new communication devip.es as well as supervision of the
manufacturing-of already developed devices. Additionally, electrical
engineeringjechnologists.specializing in communicat132ns may be involved
in the generation, transmission, and reception of eleFtro7magnetic waves
through radio and television stations and other;iommunicatiowfacilities.
Thus, one of the oldest uses of electrical, technology continues to be one
of the most important.

addition to the direct use of electricity to power industry and
to furnish light and heat in homes, 'electrical phenomena are being
utiliZed i14ven greater sophiptication and complexity to control and
monitor industrial processes, living conditions, and many other
processes. Many of these sophisticated instrumentation systems are based
upon electroniCs.

Electrical engineering technol4ists who are involved in,electronics
will assist in the depignk manufacture, and' use of Various types of
vacuum, subes and.solia. state electronic devices. In addition, they can
assist engineers in designing and testing new electronic devices designed
for communications or for instrumentation.

t.

One of these uses for electronic devices -is too important that.it
deserves special consideration. This is the use of electronic and
electricity deyices in the modern digital and analog- computers. Because
of the capab*y,..ef performing complex operations very rapidly through
the use of elearonit

t
circuits, electrical engineers and technologists

.

have developed very small computers which are capable of performing
complex calculations and computations in fractions of a second. The

electrical engineering technologist is almost certain to become involved

39s
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in some way insthe design, manufacture, or use of such devices if this
area of activity is of interest to him. The use of microproaeSsors and
minicomputers in thissfield is one -of the most rapidly growing areas of
technology ulday and "preMises a growing future for electrical engineering
technologists.

9,
II. Chemical Engineering

Chemical engineering teOnologists.are involved with the
preparation, separation, and analysis of chemical substances. They often
engage in the study of the composition and changes in composition of
natural-and man-made substances.' In theseactivities, the chemical
engineering technologist, relies heavily on a background in chemistry.
However, his activities are not limited to the preparation and analysis ;

of chemical substances. The chemical - engineer, as opposed to the
.

chemist- is concerned with the maximum utilization of raw materials to
mass produce` substances through t'he use of technology to control chemical
and physical processes. Technologists work"with chemical engineers in
(the development of new products, the design of new processes, and the
planning and operation of chemical plants. They may be employed in
assisting chemical engineers in the manufacture and analysis of each
chemicals as salts$ acids, or alkalies, all of which are used in great
quantities in modern manufacturing processes.

Technologists in cheMical engineering also. may be involved in the
refining Of such natural materials as petroleum and rubber. Petroleum is
utilized as a fuel in such forms as natural gas, gasoline, kerosene, and
fuel oil. The chemical engineering technologist may i;e involved in some
way--in the relining and pur ying of petroleum fuels, as well"bt in the
manufacture of chemicals f l: 'petroleum (petrochemicals). This is a
growing geld in which chemical engineering technologists are being
employed inever-greatei numbers. ,-

Other growing fields of manufacturd-and developMent in the chemical
engineering industry include the development of biochemicals produced 1i
nature by plants and animals. The chemical engineering technologist
working in this area would be ode who is interested in developing
chemicals produced in nature in great quantity, at a reasonable cost,
.with a high degree,of.purity. In other words,*the technologist is
employe il in trying to repfodu,d4 in full-scale manufacturing plants, the
biochedical processes which occur, in nature.

In all of the activities previously mentioned; the technoloWst is
involved in the production of a given chemical, substance through the
control of a chemical and physical process. Because of the importance of

,Trocess control, many technologists also are employed in the study and
perfection.of basic chemical and physical processes called unit
operations. Unit operations include chemical reactions, separation,
proceses,_heat and_gass_transfer_processes.Chemical_engineering
technologists assist in.the control and perfection of chemical reactions
within engineering plants and also are concerned with the design of
separation equipment and with the sdevelopten't,of control systems for the
sepaiation process. .
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One of the most important applications of this type of 'unitf operation combines the work of the chemical engineering technologist with
that of the civil engineering technologist. These professionals

collaborate in the use of separation operations to purify.drinking water
and to treat sewage waste. In utilizing various unit operations,
chemical engineering technologists try to make reactions proceed as
rapidly as possible, with the lowest input of energy, to achieve the
greatest efficiency and the lowest cost.

Ill.. Other Engineering Specialties

In addition to the fields mentioned above, other specialized areas
-Of.d.nterest have developed IT engineering technology as a result of a
:combination of efforst in the older branches listed above and in response
to specialized needs. For example, one branch of engineering technology

called materials engineering technology has,evolved. This specialization
includes geological engineering technology, mining engineering
technology, plastics engineering technoltokSr, and simply,/materials

technology,.

Technologists involved with geological engineers study rocks and
soils to determine the configuration and characteristics of the surface
and subsurface of the earth. Technologists employed in this area analyze
data and monitor the performance of excavation, soil slopes, and so

forth. They engage in the analysis and interpretation of aerial
photographs and data obtained through various sophisticated monitoring
techtdques designed to investigate the earth's crust.

Technologists working in mining engineering explore, locate,
develop, andassist-in mining such valuable commodities as fuels and
ores, including natural gas, oils coal, copper,'gold, and silver. Some
technologisti working in thefield of petroleum exploration and'production
are c lied petroleum engineering technolo4j; because of their intense
speci lization in the techniques of exploration for and production of

natur gas and oil. Other technologists specializing in the smelting of

ores nd the productionof metals from ores are.called metallurgical
engineering teanologists. Ceramic engineering technologists are
involved in the preparation` of non-metallic products from various raw
materials through,the application of heat in ovens, furnaces, and kilns.
Some technologists are =called simply materials technologists because of
.their gejleral study of .materials and materials' structures, and

processing.

In addition to those specializing in the materials engineering
,technology, industrial engineering technologists:Ispecialize in the
expanding field of automating manufacturing processes and achieving
greater economies in the use of raw materials. 4his field is devoted to
the development, installation, and operation of large sys,tems involving

people, machines, and raw materials. Industrial engineering technologist
assist engineers in using various techniques to maximize production and
minimize costs.

Other'engineering technology specialty,\areas have developed as a
result of specialization in particular areas by civil engineering
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technologists, or chemical engineering technologists. For example, many
individuals who work.closely with architects and civil engineers in the
design, planning, construction, and maintenance of structures are
referred to a architectural engineering technologists. This

specialization has become necessary because in recent times buildings
have increased greatly in sizL and complexity.-.In order to use materials
and structural elements in the most efficient way to insure a safe and
comfortable environment for the persons using these large complex
structures, it has become necessary for engineers and architects to'have
the assistanceof certain technologists who have concentrated their
educational efforts in the areas of building design, structural design, .

and the design of mechanical and electrical equipment. These
technologists work closely with the architects and engineers to furnish
structural, air conditioning, plumbing, communications, lighting, and
transportation systems in a egrated package, in modern
structures.

. Another example of the intense' specialization necessa,ry on the part
of some technologists is the area of aerospace. engineering technology.
Mechanical engineers have'been interested in the development of power
plants and airframes for many years, while at the same time, Chemical
engineers and chemical engineering technologists have been w o ing.on thelio
development of new and better fuels. However, the utilizatio f fuels
in space vehicles has required that a larg4 group of engineers specialize
in the field of aeronautics and aerospace engineering. Aerospace
engineering technologists have assisted in.the development of efficient
and powerfulsengines for space vehicles and have cooperated with
electrical engineers in the development of control systems for space
vehicles and for instruments to monitor the performance of such vehicles
during flight. 1 '4

,-
\ . The growing emphasis'on nuclear power as a possible source of energy
) has led some engineers and tech9logists to specialize in the generation

and transmission of power obtained through nuclear reactions. Thus, the
new field of nuclear engineering technology has developed. Persons.

\

engaged in this field are concerned with the design, construction, and .'
_operation of nuclear reactors. Because of't e serious consequences of an
accident ina nuclear power plant, a significant portion of the nuclear
engineering technologist's effort will\be devoted to monitoring and
controlling power plant, operation and maintenance. As ,other sources of ;-,,

energy become more expensive and less plentiful, emphasis on n}wlear L
energy will increase, and the field of nuclear. engineering technology
will'become more important.

Many Other particular specialties could be identified .in.the bast
spectrum of engineering technology. These specialties have developed as
a result OT concentration of effort on the part of engineer'S and
technologists trained in more traditidWal fields who have respondedto
particular needs. It ik impossible to list all of these specialties

-here.° HOwever, almost all of these new special interests within the
field of engineering technology are outgrowths of the'more traditional
fields of engineering decribed in detail, above. Thus, -a studen seeking a ..,

carder in engineeFing technology generally can reci'eve adequate

V
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preparation for work in a particular specialty area by staying in one of
the more traditional areas of,engineering technology listed above.

,

.
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INFORMATION SHEET NO. 1

I. Electrical Engineering

.

As mentioned previously, electricity was first used to supply
illumination and to prmit communications over long distances. HoweyeA
tivitse uses/Of electricity are being replaced rapidly by the use of
electricity to furnish power for industrial and domestic use: A student
who is'interepted in a career in electrical engineering technology may
wish to consider working in the field of electrical power generation and
Transmission or inithe:ve of- electrical1power in the home or in an
industry." Technologists might also be involved in the development of
communications systems or new and more effiCient lighting systems based
upon electriCity and, electronics.

'The development of commu ications technology as a distiRct area within'
" electrical engineerin technology hasbeen very rapid during the last
-Iifty years and continues at a great pace. The sequence of
communicationsdevices%based upon electricityand electronics includes
the telegraph, the telephone, the wireless set; the radio, motion,,,
pictures with sound, telephoto transmitters, and television. These
devices have been developed and manufactured-in greater complexity with
more reliabiltik and at lower costs with each succeeding year.
Electrical engineering technologists can participate in the development
and.testirig of new communication devices as well as supervision of the
manufacture of already developed devices'. Additionally, electiical

%engineering technologf4ts'specializing in communications, may be involyed
in the generation, transmissionl and reception'-5t eloctro-magnetic'waves
through radio and television stations and other coipmunication facilities.
Thus, one of the oldest uses of electriear technology continues tb be one
of the most impOlimIttr

In

:-

Addition to the direct use of electricity to power industry and to
. furnish light and heat in homes, electrical phendmena are being utilized-

even greater sophistication and complexity to control and monitor
intuStrial processes, living conditions, and/many other processes. _Many
of these sophisticated instrumentation systemsare-based upon
electronics.

Electrical engineering technologists who are involved in ele40ctronics.mill
assist in the design, mahufacture, and use of various" types of yacuum
tubes and'sofid state electronic devices. In addition, they can assist

engineers in'-designing and testing new electronic devices designed for
communications or for instrumentation.

o

One of these uses for electronic devices is so important that it deserves
special' consideration. This is the use of electronic'and electrical
devices in the modern digital and analog computers. 9ecaube of the
capability of performing complex operations very rapidly through the use
of electronic circuits, electrAcal engineers and technologists have
deYeloped very small computers which are capable of performing

0
4 nu lye
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complex calculations and computations in fractions.of a second. The
electrical engineering technologist is almost_certain to become involved
in some way in the design, manufacturer, or use of such devices if this
area of activity is of interest to him. The use of microprocessors and
minicomputers in this field is one of the most rapidly growing areas of
technology today and promises,a growing future for electrical engineering
technologists.

1

II. Chemical Engineering

Chemical engineering technologists are involved with the prepardpion,
separation, and analysis of chemical substances.. They often engage`in
the study of the composition and changes in composition of natural and
man-madesub tances. 'n these activities, the chemical engineering
technologist relies heavily on a background in chemistry. However, his
activities e not limited to the preparation and analysis of chemical
substances. The chemical engineer, as opposed to the chemist; is
concerned with the maximum utilization of raw materials to mass-produce
substances through the use of technology to control chemfcal and
physical processes. Technologists work with chemical engineers in the
development of new products, the design of new processes, and the
planning and operation of 9hemical plants. They may be employed in
assisting chemical engineers in the manufacture and analysis of such
chemicals as salts, acids, or alkalies, all of-which are used in great
quantities in modern manufacturing proCesses.

Technologists in chemical engineering also may be involved in'the
refining of 'such natural materials as petroleum and rUbber..4 Petroleum
is utilized as a fuel rin such forms as natural gas, gasoline, ke-rossoe,
and fuel oil. The chemicalengineering technologist may be involved. in
some way in the refining and purifying of petroleum fuels, as well as in
the manufacture of chemicals from petroleum (petrochemicals). This is a
growing fieldoin which chemical engineering technologists are being
emplOyed in ever-greater numbers..

Other growing fields of manufacture and developmerA. in the chemical
engineering industry include the development of biochwnicals produced,in
nature by plants and animals. The Aaiddl engineering technologist
working -in this area would be one who is interested in developing
chemicals produced in nature in great qualAity, at a reasonable cost,
with a high degreelof purity. In other words, the technologist is '

employed in bfaing to reproduce, in fulls-scale manufactur,ing plants, the
biochemical processes which occur in nature:

In all of the activities previously mentioned, the technologist is
involved in the production of a given chemical substance through the
control of a chemical and physical process. .Because of the importance' .

of process control, many technologists also are employedin the study
and perfection of basic chemical and physiCal processes called unit
operations. nit operations include chemical reactions, separation
processes, heat and mass transfer processes. Chemical engineering -
technd'logists assist in the control and perfection of chemical reactions
within engineering plants and also are-concerned with the design of

4
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separation equipment and with coptrol. systems for the

On'of the most important applications of this type of enit operatiOn
combines the work of the chemical engineering technoloe-st,with that of
the civil engineering technologist. .These professionals collaborate in
the Use of separation operations to purify drinking water and to treat
sewage waste. In utilizing various unit operations, chemical engineering
technologists try to make reactions .proceed as rapidly as possible, with
the lowestOinput of energy, to achieve thej

.,

peatest efficiency and the
lowest cost. ,.

,

III. Other Engineering Specialt es

)
separation process.

0

In Addition to the fields mentioned above, ()them specialized areas of .
interest have developed in enegineering.technology as a result of a
combination of efforts in the older branches listed above and in respoise
to specialized needs. For example, one branch of engineering technology-
called materials engineering technology has evolved. This specialization
includes geological engineering technology, mining engineering

plastics engineering technology, and simply, materials
technology.

Technologists involved with geological engineers.study rocks andsoils to
determine the configuration and characteristics of the surface, and
subsurface of the earth. Technologists employed in this-area analyze
data and monitor the performance of excavation, soil slopes, and so

) -forth. They engage in the analysis and' interpretation of aerial
photographs and data-obtained through various sophisticated monitoring
techn ques designed to investigate the earth's crust. .

Technologists working in mining.engineering explore,4*locate, develop, and
' assist in mining such valuable combaodities4as fuels and ores, including
natural gas, oil, coal, copper, gold, and silver. Some tecAlogisis
working in the field of petroleum exploration and production are called
petroleum engineering technologist becaUse of their intense
specialization in the techniques of exploration for and productionof
natural gas and oil. Other technologists specializing in the smelting of
ores and the production of metals from ores are called metallurgical,
engineering technologists. ,Ceramic engineering technologists are r

' involved in the, preparation of nwmetalltc products from various raw
materials through the application of heat in ovens, furnacekt. and 'kilns.
Some technologists are called simply materials technologists becauie of
their general study of materials and materials' structures and
processing.

In additVon to those specializing in the materials engineering
technology, industrial engineering technologists specialize in the
expanding field of automating manufacturing processes and achieving
greater economies in the use of raw materials. This field is devoted to
the development, install4tion, and operation of lave systems involving
people-, machines, and raw materials. Industrial engineering technologist
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assist engineers in using various .techniques to maximize production and
minimize costs.

Other engineering technology specialty areas have developed as a result
of specialization in particular areas by civil engineering technologists,
mechanical engineering technologists, electrical engineering
technologists, or chemical engineering technologists. .For example, many
individuals who work closely with architects and civil engineers in the
design, planting, construction, and mainte nce of structures are
referred to as architectural engineering tech logists. This
specialization has become necessary because in resent times buildings
have increased greatly dn size and complexity. In order to use materials
and structural elements in the most efficient way to insure a safe and
comfortable environment for the persons using these large complex
structures, it has become necessary for engineers and architects to have
the assistance of certain technologists who have concentrated their
educational efforts in the areas of building design, structural design,
and the design\of mechanical and electrical equipment. These
technologists work,closely with the architects and engineers to furnish
structural, air conditioning, plumbing, communications, lighting, and
transportation systems in a wellintegrated package in modern
structures.

Another example of the intense specialization necessary on the part of
some technologists is the area of aerospace engineering technology.
Mechanical engineers have been interested in the development of power
plants and airframes for'many years, while at the same time, chemical
engineers and chemical engineering technologists hdve been working on the
development of new and better fuels. However, the utilization of fuels
in space vehicles has required that a large group of engineers specialize
in the field of aeronautics and aerospace engineering. Aerospace
,engineering technologists have assisted in the development of efficient
and powerful engines for space vehicles and have cooperated-with
electrical'engineers in the developmentof control'systems for Space.
vehicles and for instruments to monitor'the performance of such vehicles'
during 'flight. -1r

The growing emphasis on nuclear power as a possible source of energy has
led some, engineers and technologists' to specialize in the generation and
transmission of power obtained through nuclear reactions. Thus, the new
field of nuclear engineering technology has developed. PersOns engaged
in this field are concerned with the design, construction, and operation
of nuclear reactors. Because of the serious consequences of an, accident
in a nuclear power plant, a significant portion of thenuclear
engineering tech6logist's effort will be devoted to monitoring and
controlling power plant operation and maintenance. As other sources of
energy become more expensive and less pjentiful,emphasis oninuclear
enefgy will increase, and'ille field of nuclear engineefing technology
will become more important.

.Many other particular specialties could be identified in the vast
spectrum, of engtneeting technology. These specialties have developed as

4 u
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a result of concentration of effort-on the part of engineers and

technologists trained in more traditional fields Ad have responded to

particular needs. It is impossible to lidt,allof these specialties

here. However, almost all of these new special interests within the
field of engineering technology are outgrowths of the more traditional

fields of engineering decribed in detail above. Thus, a student seeking

a career in'engineering technology generally can recieve adequate
preparation for,work in a particular specialty area by studying in one of

the more traditional areas of engineering technology listed above.

.6
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JENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

U.S.O.E. Career Cluster:

,COMMUNICATIONS

Occupational Family:

DESIGN OCCUPATIONS (Architects)
6

t

NATURE OF WORK

.
.

Good design can improve the appearance-and usefulness of the products
that we use and the places where we live, and work, as well as increase

' sales by improving the 'eye appeal". Architects- design buildings that
successfully combine these elementi of attractiveness, safety,- and use-
fulness. Most architects provide professional services to clients ,p2.an-
ning a building project.: Attractiye buildings improve the physical envi-
ronment Of a community. .Buildings also must be safe and must allow
people both inside and around ithenr to perform the4 duties properly. The
architect and client first distuss the purpcses, requirements, and any
preference in design that the client may have. Next, schematics and
models may be prepared to show -the scale and structural relationships of
the building. thearchitect then prepares working drawing of the struc-
ture and specifies materials and' sometimes interior furnishings.'

.

As construction proceeds, the architect takes periodic, visits to the
building site to insure that the contrac r is following thi design,
meeting the specified materials, add meet g the specified quality stand-
ards. They design a wide variety of s uctures such as,houses,'churches,
hotels, hospitals, office buildin s, a d airports. Beside .designing
structures, architects also may he p in selecting building ites,

cost and land-use studies, and ong-range planning for site develop-
ment.

. ANALYSIS OF JOB PREREQUISITES

Persons planning careers in architecture should' be able to work'indepen-
dentlY4MAve'a capacity for soling'technical problems, and tke artisti-
cally inclined. Thepajso-MUsf be prepared to work in the competitive
environment of business where leadership and ability to work with others

. are important. New graduates'usually begin as junior drafters in archi-
tectural firms where they prepare.architectural drewings and make models

/1, of structures under the direction of a registered irChitect.

JS'UD 1
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All states require architects to be licensed. To qualify for a licensing
exam, a person must have either a bachelor of architecture degree fol
lowed by three years of experience in an architect's office or a master's
degree of architecture'followed by two years of experience.

ANALYSIS OF JOB ATTRIBUTES

Most schools offering professional degrees incarchitecture offer a five
year curriculum leading to a Bacielor of Architecture degree or a six
year curriculum leading to a Master of. Architecture degree. ,,Students

may transfer to professi1onal degree programs after completing a
twoyear junior or community college program of architecture. A typical
college architectural program includes courses in architectural theory,
design, graphics, engineering, and urban planning, as well as inEnglish,
mathematics, chemistry, sociology, economics,:and foreign language.

After severl1 years of experience, architects may advance to chief or
senior drafter responsible for all major details ofa set of working
drawings and for supervising other drafters. Others may york as design-,
ges, construction contract administrators, or specification writers.
Usually, however, the architect's goal is to own his or her own business.

The average salary for architects in 1976 was well over $20,000. The
range in their incomes is very wide. Some arthitects with many years of
eXperience and good reputitions.earn well over $35,000 a year. Annual
income for architects with their own firms may fluctuate due to changing
business conditions. Refer to the latest edition of Occupational Outlook
Handbook for recent'salary ranges.

Most iectiitects spend long hours at the drawing board in well equipped
officffs. An architect sometimes has to work overtime to meet a deadline.
The routine often is varied by interviewing clients or contractors and

diScussing the design,*construction'procednres,or building materials of
a project with architects or engineers. Architects are expected to face
competition for jobs through the mid 1980's. Although employment of
architects is expected to rise about as fast as the' average for all work-
ers during this period, the number of degrees granted in architecture
also has been increasing rapidly.; Growing public concern about thd qual
ity of the physical environment and energy conservation is expected to

increase the demand for urban redevelopment and city and community envi
ronmental planning projects. e.

In
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JOB TITLES

Some job titles in the design occupatiods.are:

Title

4

D.O.T.

Architect 001 061 010,
Marine Architect 001 061 014

. Landscape Architect 001 061 018
Industrial Designer 142 061 026
Interior Designer 142 051 014
Tool Designer 007 061 026
Graphic Designer 141 061 018;
Technical Illustrator 017 281 034

SOU ES OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

ThegoAmeican'Institute of Architects
1735 New York Avenue, NW
Washington, DC' 20006..

The Association of Collegiate-Schools'of Architecture, Inc.
o

1735 New York Avenue, NW r

Washington, DC J0006 tt,

Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Fourth Edition, 1977.

Occupational'Outlook.Handbook, 1978-79 Edition.

Technical Education Yearbook, 1977-78 Edition.

Encyclopedia of Careers and Vocational Guidance,'1972 Edition.
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'TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

U.S.O.E. Career Cluster:

COMMINICATIONS

Occupational Family:

ENGINEERING .1

NATURE OF WORK

Engineers apply the theories ,and principles of-science and mathematics to

practical technical problems. Engineers design machinery, pioducts, sys-

tems,'and processes for efficient and economical performance. They de;-'

velo$ electric power, water supply, and waste disposal systems to meet

tie problems of urban living. They design industrial, machinery and

equipment used to manufacture goods; and heating, air conditioning, sand

ventilation equipment for more comfortable living. Engineers design and

develop consumer products such as automobiles, television sets, and
refrigerators, and systems for control and automation of manufacturing,

business, and management processes. They also work in testing, produc-

tion, operation, or maintenance.- They suriervise the sTeration of produc-

tion processes, determine the causes of breakdowns, and performtests.on
newly manufactured products to ensure- that quality standards are main-

tained.' Engineers Within each of the branches may apply-their special-

ized knowledge to many fields.

ANALYSIS OF JOB 'PREREQUISITES

Engineers should be able to work as part of a team and should have crea-

tivity, an analytical mind, *id a capacity for detail. They should be

able to express their idea Well orally and- in writing. They apply the

theories and priniples of'scietice and mathethatics to practical technical

- problems.

A bachelor's degree in engineering is the. generally acc4te educational

requirement for beginning engineering jobs. College'graduates trained in

one-trf Lite natural sciences or mathematids also may qualify for some

beginning jobs. .
Graduate training is being emphasized for an increasing

number of jobwit is essential for- most beginning teaching and research'

nositions, and, is desirable,for advancement..
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All the states and the District of Columbia now have license for profes-
sional engineers under state laws. These laws generally teqdire gradua-
tion from an accredited engineeting college and minimum of four years of
responsible engineering experience and passing an examination adminisn.;
tered by examining board.

ANALYSIS OF JOB ATTRIBUTES .

Some engineering curriculums tequire-more than four years to complete. A
number of colleges and universities now offer five-year masters degree
programs. Some schools have five-or-six year.cOokle?ative plans where
studehtscoordinate classtbom.study and practical work experience. Jr).*
addition to gaining useful experience, students can inance part of their
education. Because of the nted to keep up with, the rapid advandes in
technology, engineers often Continue their education throughout their
,careers. Engineering graduates usually begin work under, the supervision
of experienced engineers.

Many engineers work indoors in offices and research laboratories.
Others, however,, spend time in more active workin la factory or mine, at
a construction site, or "some other outdoor location.\

s.

Experienced,engineers may advanc td position of greater responsibility
(and some engineers move to managem nt or administrative positions after,
several tears of engineering. So engineers obtain graduate degrees in
business administration to imPtov their advancement opportunitieg\
While still others obtain law degrees and become patent attorneys..

.
.

Employment-opportunities for engineers are expected to be good through
the mid 1980's in most specialties. More engineers will be needed in the

' design and construction of factorizes, utility_sy .stems', office buildings,
and transportation systems. Engineers will bg required in energy related
activities developing sources of energy as well as designing energy-
saving systems for. automobiles, homes, and 6ther buildings.. . .

t

Engineering gradnites with a bachelor's degree and no/experience were
offered average starting salaries of $14,800 a year im,private industry
in l9746; those with a master's degree and no expetience almqst $16,000 a

,,,'

, year; and those with Ph.D. over $21,000. Refer to the latest edition of
Occupational ,Outlook Handbook for recent salary ranges.

1
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JOB TITLES

Some job titles in the engineering occupations are:

Title

Aeronautical Engineer 092 061 014
°Agricultural Agineer 013 061 010
Chemical Engineer

t .008.061.018
Civil Engineer 6 005 061 014
Electrical Engineer 003 061 010
Electronics Engineer. . , .... 003.061.030
Factory Lay-out Engineer 012 167 018
Industrial Engineer 012 167 030

44;Mechanical Engineer 007 00 014
4 Safety Engineer 012 0,61.014

Structural Engineer 005 061'7038

t.,01 o SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Engineers' COuncil for Professional Development
345 E. 47th Street
New York, N.Y. 10017

'EnginAring Manpower Commission 'Of Engineers Joint Council
345.E. 47th Street
New York, N.Y; 10017 )

Nation al Society of 4).106f46s onal Engineers
2029 K Street-NW
Washington, D.C.\ .20006

Dictionaryof Occupational Titles, FourthEdition, 1977.

-

Occupational Outlook'Handbook, 1978-79 Edition.

"fa.- Yechhical Education.Year ok, 1977-78 Editi4on.

/

Encyclopedia f -Careers nd Vocational Guidance, 1972 Edition.

Beakley, George and Leach, H.W.,,Cafeer in Engineering and Technology.
London: The MacMillan Company, 1969.

-1`
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS. CURRICULUM

U.S.O.E. Career Cldster:

COMMUNICATIONS

e>
OccUpati\orial f;amiay:

s.

ENGINEERNG TCRNOIrOGY

JS DD 7

o ,

NATURE OF"WORK
,A4

Techiii.cians often supply the theoretical knowledge developed by engineers
and scientists to ,actual situations. They frequently use complex elec-
tronictiPand mechanical instruments, experimental laboratory equipment,
and-drafting'instruments. Almost all technici,ans in this family must be
able to use technical handbooks .amd.computiug devices such as slide $rules
and calculating machines. .In research and development, one of the larg-
est areas of employment technicAns setup'etNtiments and calculate the
results using. complex ltruments. They also assist engineers and scien-
t&sts in developing experimedtal equipment and models by making trawing

ske4hes and, fraluently,oby doing routine desigd work. In produc-
tion,technicians usually. follow the plans and general directions of
enginee'rs,and scientists,-but often without close supervision. Engineer-
i g technicians are classified according to the areas in hich they work. A-Aq

't

.1 , %ANALYSIS OF JOB PREREQUISITES

knowledge of science, mathematics-, industrialmachinery, and technical
processes enables engineering and science technicjans to work in all

0 ., phases of buainess andgOvernment, from research and. design to mahufac-
sales,-and customer Service.

. -- Interested students should have-an aptitude for mathematics and science
and enjoy technical work. An ability to do detailed work-with a high
degrevoif-accuracy s necessary; for design work, %creative:talent is-also
necessary.

.

\Speciali6d training is available at technical institutes, junior and
community colleges, area vocational-technical schools, extension divi-
lions orcolleges and universities, and vocational technical high
sepols. Some engineering and science students who have not completed
the bachelor's degree and other who have degrees in science and mathe-
matics also are able to qualify for technicians' positions. Workers

'.. .
.
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s

may also learn through on-the-job training, apprenticeship programs, or
correspondence schools. Some qualify on the basis of experience gained
in the Armed Forces. However, post secondary training is becoming in-
creasingly necessary for advancement to more responsible jobs.

ANALYSIS OF JOB ATTRIBUTES

Technicians sometimes' must work under the close supervision of engineers
as well as with other technicians'and skilled workers. As they gaidex-
perience, they receive more responsibility and may move into supervisory
'positions. Those who have the ability and ()Stain additional education
sometimes are promoted to positions as scientists or engineers.

/

Employment opportunities for engineering and science technicians are
expected to be favorable through the mid-1980's. Opportunities will be '

best for graduates of postsecondary.school teOnicians training programs.
Industrial expansion and the increasing complexity of modern technology
underlie the anticipated increase in demand for technicians. The antici-
pated growth of research and development expenditures in industry an4
government should indhase requirements for technicians. The outlook for
technicians is based on the Assumption that defense spending will in-
crease from the 1976 level by the mid- 1980's: If defense spending should
differ substantially from this level, the demand for technicians would be
affected accordingly.

In priVate industry in 1976, average starting salaries for two-year grad-
uates ranged from about $9,000 to $1.0,800 A year, while those who did not
complete a two-year program earned average starting salaries from ,just
over $6,400 to about $9,300. Senior engineering technicians in private
industry earned average 'salaries of about $16,000 a yeak. The average
annual salary fior all engineering technicians employed by. the Federal

°ICovernment in 1977 was $17,8Q0. Refer to the latest edition of Occupa-
tional Outlook Handbook for recent.-Toklary ranges.

JOB TITLES

Some job titles in the engineering occupations are:

Title D.O.T.

'Chedical Engineering Technician 008 261 010
Electrical Technician 003 161 010
Electronics Technician ti ..... . . ......003.161.014
Mechanical Engineering TechniclAgole_t_k_. . . . . J107,161,026__

Sr
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SOURCES OF INFORMATION.

Engineers Council for Professional Development
345 East 47th Street
New York,. NY 1001/-..

'National Association' of Trade _and Technical Schools
,Accrediting Commission -),

2021 L Street NW
Washington,, DC 20036

U.S. Department of Health, Ed cation, and 144fare
Office of'Education
Washington, DC 20202

American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
Suite 410, 1 Dupont Circle
Washington, DC 20036

National Home Study Council
1601 18th Street NW 4
Washington, DC, 20009

Dictionary of OccupationarTitles, fourth. Edition, 1977.

Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1978-79 Edition.

Technical' Education Yearbook,,1977-78'Edition.

Encyclopedia of Careers and Vocational Guidance, 197; Edition.

ti
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

, U.S.O.E. Career Cluster:

COMMUNICATIONS

Occupational Family:

DRAFTING

.11,

NATURE OF WORK

Drafters prepare ddtailed drawings \based on rough' sketches, specifica-
tion, and calculations made by scientists, engineers, architects, and
designers., They also calculate the strength, quality, quantity, and cost
of materials. Final drawing contains a detailed view of the object from
all sides as well ayspecifications for materials to be used, procedures
followed, andieher informatOn to carry out the job. Drafters are cies-
sifted according to the work they do or their level of responsibility.

In preparing drawings, drafters use compasseskdividers, protractors,
,triangles, and other drafting devices. They a so use engineering hand-
books, tables, and calculators to help solve technical problems.

.

ANALYSIS OF JOB PREREQUISITES

`Yraining for a career in drafting whether in a high school or post-high
school program, should include courses in mathematics, physical sciences,
mechanical drawing, and draftigg. Shop practices and shop skills are"`
also helpful since many higher drafting jobs require knowledge of manu-
facturing or constructio methads.

Those planning careers, in drafting should-be able todo freehand drawings
of three-dimensional objects and also Detailed work requiring a high
degree of accuracy, They should also have good eyesight and manual dex7.

*(44
RhaAibeableta-function-as-part of a team

since they work directly with engineers, architects, and skilled workers
Artistic ability is helpful in specialized. fields.

1
42;



ANALYSIS OF JOB ATTRIBUTES,
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Prospective drafters can acquire the necessary training in technical
institutes, junior and community colleges,.extension diVisions of unimer-
sities, and vocational and technical high schools. Some persons receive
training and experience in the Armed Forces. Others quality through on-
the-job training programs combined with part-time school or three to four
ears apprenticeship programs. Many technical schools offer courses' in
structural design, architectqal drawing, and engineering or industrial
technology.

High school, graduates usually start as tracers. Those having post high
school technical training may begin as junior drafters. After gaining
experience, they may advance to checkers, detailers, senior drafters, or
supervisors. Courses in engineering' and mathematics sometimes enable
#afters to transfer to engineering positions.

Employment of drafters, both male and female is expected to ,increase"
faster than the average for all occupations.. This giowth along, with the

( need to replace those who die, retire, or move into other fields of work,
should provide favorable job opportunittes through the mid-1980's.

Although drafters usually work in well-lighted and well-ventilated rooms,
they often mustessit for long periods of time doing detailed work. Occa-
sionally, drafters may visit other offices or construction sites to gain
first-hand information about a certain assignment.

In private industry, tracers averaged about $8,400 a year in 1976, 'while
more experienced drafters averaged between $9,800 and $12,000 a year.. In

1977, the Federal Government paid drafters having an associate degree
startihg'salariee of $8316 a year. Those with less education or experi--
ence generally started at $7,408. The average F9deral Government salary
for all drafters was abou.N011,000 a year. Refer to the latest editfon
of Occupational Outlook HaMbook for recent salaries.

JOB TITLES

Job titles in this occupational family' are:

Title

Aeronautical Drafter
Architecturartrafter
Automotive Neign Drafter
Civil Drafter
Commercial Drafter. \

Directional Survey Dra ter
Electrical Drafter :
Electronic Drafter
Electromechanisms Design Drafter

N Geological Drafter
-Geophysicalafter

9

41"

.k 4

D.O.T. '

002 261 010
Q01 261 010
017 281 026
005 281 010
017 261 026
010 281 010
003 -281 010

003 281 014
017 261 014
010 281 014
010 281 018



tle
,

Heating and Ventilatirig Drafter
,

dscape Drafter - . t
Mechanica.l.Drafttr
ail and Gas Drafter
Plumbing Drafter. . . .. 0. . . .017.261.038
Structural Draft,er 005 281 014
,Tool Design Drafter 007 261 022
Topographical Drafter ola 261 014
Assistant Drafter I 017 281 018

'Y

.

.c..- :

I

.o

017

001

007

017

D.O.T.

261 034
261 014
2-81 010

281 030

a

C A

44.

yR
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COMMUNICATIONS

JOB STRUCTURE: DRAFTING

JOB TITLE: Drafter

Major Job Function:

Prepares clear, comple,tel and accurate working plans and detail ,

drawings from rough or detailed sketches or notes for engineering or
Manufacturing pUrposes, according to specified dimensions.

Job Duties:

1. Makes final sketch of proposed drawing, .checking dimension of
parts, material's to be used, relation' of one part to another,
and relatidn of various parts to whole structure or project..

2. Makes any adjustments or changes necessary or desired.

3. Inks in nab and letters on pencil drawings as required.
ti

4. Exercises manual skill in manipulation of triangles, T-Square,
and other drawing tool's. ;

5. DrEiws charts for representation of statistical data.
-

6. Draws finished designs from sketches..

7. Util!zes knowledge of various machines, engineering practices,
mathematics, balding materials and other physical sciences to
completS drawings. CLASSIFICATIONS ARE MADE ACCOR;ING'TO TYPE
OF DRAFTING:

JOB TITLE: Aeronautical Drafter

Major Job Functions:
'N)

Performs duties of Dratger specializing in drafting engineering
drawings of developmental or production"airplanes and missiles
ancillary equipment, including launch mechanisms and scale models of
prototype aircraft, as planned by Aeronautical Engineer.

D.O.T. No.:

JS. DD 13.

4 24
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JOB TITLE: Architectural Drafter- D.O.T. No.: 001 261 010

Major Job FUnction:

Performs cities of DRAFTER by drawing.artistic and structural fea--
tures'of any class of buildings and like structures.

Job Duties:

1. Delineates' designs and details, using drawing instruments.

2. Confirms compliance With building codes.

3v May specialize in planning architectural details according to
structural materials used as Drafter, Tile and Iarble.

JOB TITLE: Landscape Drafter D.O.T. No.: 001 '261 014

Major Job Function:

Prepares detailed scale. drawings and tracings from rough sketches or
other data provided by Landscape Architect performing duties de-
scribed under Drafter.

Job Dutieb:
.

1. May prepare separate detailed Bite plan,_grading and drainage
plan, lighting plan, paving plan, irrigation plan, planting
plan; and drawings and detail ofogarden structures.

2. May build models of proposed landscape 'construction and prepare
colored drawings for presentation to client.

-1

'JOB -TITLE: Electrical Drafter D.O.T. No.: 003 281 010

. Major Job Function: ;
.'

0 .
_ -..

L.:. 'e'
. :
,,,Drafts electrical equipment working drawings and wiring diagrams

used by construction crews and repairmen who. erect, ildtaIl,.and
. repair electrical- equipment and wiring in communicat/ons centers,
power plants, industrial establishments, commercial'or domestic
buildings, or electrical distribution systems, performing duties as

, .described under Drafter. I.
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JOB TITLE: Electronic'Drafter D.O.T. No.: 003 281 014

Major Job Function:

Drafts wiring diagrams, schematics, and layout drawings used in
manufacture, assembly, installation, and repair of elearonic equip-
ment, such as television cameras; radio transmitters and receivers,

audioamplifiers, computers, and radiation defectors, performing
duties as described under Drafter..

. 0

Job Duties: A -
. .

1. Drafts layout and detail drawings of racks, panels, and enclo-
sures.

'2. May conduct service and interferences studies and prepare maps
and charts related to radio and television surveys.

1

JOB TITLE: Civil Drafter

Major Job Function:

;

D.O.T. No.: 005 281 010

Drafts detailed construction drawings, topographical profilest4gind
, related maps and specif,#ation sheets used in planning and construc-
tion of highways, river and harbor improvements, floor control,
drainage, and other civil eng4neering projects, .performing dilties as
described under Drafter. 4

410

Job Duties:

1. Plots maps and charts showing profiles and)cross-sections, indi-
cating relation of topographical contours and elevations to
buildings; retaining walla, tunnels, overhead powerlines, and
other structures,,

a
.

,0

2. Drafts detailed drawings of, structures and installations such 'as
roads, culverts,(freeh water supply and sewage disposal systems,
iikes, wharfs, and breakwaters.

'3. Computesaluma of'tonnage of excavations' and fills antftepares
graphs and hauling diagrams"used in earthmoving Operatbni.

4
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JOB TITLE: Structural Drafter.

Major Job Functions:

f

D.O.T. No.: 005 281 014

Performs dties of Drafter by drawing plans and details for struc-
tures pmpl g-structural reinforcing, steel, concrete, masonry,

. wood, and other structural materials.

-rJoh Duties:

1. Produces Plans and details of foundations, building;rame, floor
and roof framing and other structural elements.

JOB TITLE: Tool-Drawing Checker D.O.T. No.: 0 7 167 022

Major JobFunCtionf

Examines airplane tool drawings made by Tool Designer for inac ura-
ciei of detail and to determine .production feasibility of designs..,

Job Duties:

1. Visually compares design of jig, _fixture, or topl with drawing
of airplane parts, matching coordinatincpoints for accuracy of
fit.

. .

2. Examines drawing details, such,as dimensions, angles, allow-
ances, and shop notes for errors, guided by specifications on
engineering drawing and knowledge of mathematics and drafting.

3. Verifies size and quantity of materials and methods of fabrica-
tion.

4. Notes corrections on drawings in pencil or ink.

,JOB TITLE: Chief Drafter D.O.T. No.: 007 261 010

MajorJob, Function:

Draws rough, layout and sketches, and assigns work to' and directs
subordinate drafting workers.

ti

mit
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Job Duties:

1. Sketches layout according to ,design prcr ns,al and standard speci
ficatiA and practiCeb.

2. Assigns drafting of detail drawings to subordinate personnel and
verifies accuracy and compiateness of finished-drawings.

3. May perform duties described under Dtafter.

JOB TITLE: Tool Deign Drafter D.O.T. No.* 007,261 022

Major JAFunction:

Drafts detailed drawing plans fbr manufacture of tools, usually
,.following designs and' specifications indicated by Tool Designer.,

.

'

,Job Duties:
,

/ --. .
.

,

1. Performs duties as described under Drafter:

JOB TITLE: Directional Survey Drafter

r

D.O.T. No.: OM 281 010

Major Job Function:

Plots oil or gaswell.bo4holes from photographic subsurface survey
recordings and other data.

ei

Job Duties:

1.. Computesand represents diameter, depth, degree, and direction
of inclination; location and equipment, and other dimensions and
characteristics 6f borehole.

2. Performs other duties as described under Drafter.

42''
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JOB TITLE: Geological Drafter

Major Job-Function:

D.O.T. No.: 010 281 014

Draws maps, diagrams, profiles, cross sections, directional surveys,
and sub4urface formations to represent geological and geophysical
stratigraphy and locations of gas and oil deposits, performing
duties as,described under Drafter.,

'Job Duties:

1. Correlates and interprets data obtained from tOpographical-surCj
vet's, well logs or geophysical prospecting reports, utilizing, -

special symbolto denotes geological and geophysical formations
or oilfield installations.

2. May.finish drawings in mediums and according to specifications
required for reproduction by blueprinting, photographing, or
other duplication methods.

s.
44---

JOB TITLE: Geophysical Drafter

Major Job Function:

i

D.O.T. No.: 010 281 018

Draws subsurface contours in rock formations from data obtained by .

ge'ophysical prospecting party. 't
N

Job Duties: 41,

1. Plots maps and diagrams from 'computationi based on recordings' of
seismograph, gravity meter, magnetometer, and other petroleum
'prospecting instruments and, from prospecting and surveying field
notes.

2. Performs,other duties as described under Drafter.

JOB 'TITLE: Electromechanisms Design Drafter' D.O.T. No.: 017 261 014.

a

-Major Job Function:%1

Drafts designs and electromechanical equipment such as aircaft
engines, subassemblies, electronic opticalcharacterrecognition and
related data processing systems, gryoscopes, rocket engine control
systems, automatic materials handlinvand processing machinery, or.
biomedical equipment. t.



"4,

'Job Duties:

JS DD 19

1. Confers with engineers and other drafters to interpret design
concepts, determine nature and type of required detail working
drawings, and coordinate work with others.

a

2. Drafts details and assembly drawings performing duties described
under Drafter.

JOB TITLE: $1*tailer D.O.T. No.: 017 261 018

Major Job Function:

Drafts 'detailed drawings of parts of machines or structures from
rough or general design drawings.

lob Duties:

1. Shows dimensions, materials to be used, and other information
necessary to make detailed drawings clear and complete.

2. Makes tracings of ,finished drawing on semitransparent paper from
which blueprints can be made.

3. Performs Other &ties as described under Drafter.

JOB TITLE: Commercial Drafter

Major Sob Function:
1610.

D.O.T. 017 261 026

Performs duties of Drafter in allround drafting, such as laying out
loCation of buildings, planning"- of arrangements` in _offices, large
rooms, store buildings, and, factories, and drawing of charts, forms,
end records.

4 Job Duties:

Paints and washel'colored drawings when required.
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JOB TITLE: Heating and Ventilating Drafter D.O.T. No.: 017 261 034
.

.

Major Job nction: ,

b
. ' .

, ..
'Performs duties of Drafter, but ecialized in drawing plans of in-
atallatibn of heating, aic-conditidning, and ventilating equipment.

Job Duties:

4. May calculate'heat loss and heat gain for buildings for use in
determining equipment specifications, using slide rule and fol-,

lowing standardiied procedures.

2. May spepialize in drawing riens for installation of refrigera-
tion equipment as Refrigeration Drafter.

JOB TITLE: Plumbing Drafter 141104D.O.T. No.: 017 261 038

Major Job Function:

Performs duties- of Drafter but specializes in drawing 'of plans for
. installation of plumbIngaquipment.

JOB TITLE: Assistant Drafter

Major Job Function:

411f

D.O.T. No.: 017 281 018

Copies\plans and drawings prepared by,Draf ter tracing them with ink
and pencil on transparent paper or cloth spread over dtawings, using
triangle, T-SOire, compass, pens, and other drafting 1,nstruments..

.....

. .

Job Duties:

1. Makes-Simple sketches or dt'awings under close supervision.

4

.

4 3i

4.
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JOB TITLE: Automotiye Design Lay-Out Drafter

is DD 21

U.U.T. No.:' 017 281 026

411
Major Job Function:

Prepares working layouts and master drawings of automotive vehicle
components, assemblies or systems from sRecifications, prior lay,-
outs, well-defined sketches, models for'detailing, applying, know-
ledge of drafting techniques and procedu es, automotive vehicle
design, mAnufactlifing processes and limit Lions, using drafting -

-instruments and work aids.

Job Duties:

1. Studies specifications, sketches, notes and other design data
and measures prior layouts, using scales and dividers, to deter-
mine details and dimensions of components being layed out from
the superimposed views and sections ,of parts on layouts..

.0

2. Develops design Of details not completely defined.

3. Projects sections and auxiliary views of components on layouts.

4. May direct activities of detailers.

?

'JOB SITLE Oil-nd-Gas Draftei

3 , C*

Major Job flftic'eipon:
%

, 4 .'' , :, * -.,.

Drafts plans'%anddrawi:ngsjor la)17,0-,,,,,costruction, and operation of
oil fields, fefineuies,'andiipeline srtems from field notes, rough
or detailed'sketches-, andepecdicationsi

D.O.T. No.: 017,281 030
'

I
e, , e

Job Duties: f ,

1. Develops detail drawings for.conseruction ofequipment and
structures,%such

o
as drilling detfi4si'ComPfessor stations,41

gasoline plantdc frame, steelt, a masonry buildings, piping
manifolds and pipeline systems, and orY Manu6cture, fabrica-
tion, and assembl of machines and mahine' ts.

./

2. Prepares maps of pipeline syste and ocil ayd gas locationS,
using field-survey notes aneaer al Photographs.

i0

6

r)404,4,

A Ata
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JOB TITLE: Land Surveyor D.O.T. No.: 018 167 018

Major Job Function:

Plans, organizes, and directs work of one or more survey parties
engaged' in surveying earth's surface to determine precise location
and measurements of points, elevations, lines, areas, and contours
for construction, mapmaking, land division, titles; mining or other
purposes.

Job Duties:

1. Researches previous survey evidence, maps, deeds physical evi
dence, and other records to.obtain data needed fdr surveys.

2. De elops new data from photograimetric records.

3. Determines methods and procedures for establishing or re estab
lishing survey control.

4. Keeps accurate notes, records and sketches to describe and der
.

tify work performed.

c S. CRordinates findings with work of -engineering and architectural
personnel, clients, anti others concerned withoproject.

6. Assumes legal responsibility for work and is'licensed by State.
. . ,.

...

fr

JOB TITLE: Topographical Drafter D.O.T. No.: 018 261 014

Major Job Function:.,

'''../ . -
.

",..,
..

, . -

Draws and corrects topographical `maps from 'source data' such as sur.
yeying notes, aerial photographs, or other maps.

-Job Duties:

1. Performs other duties as described under Drafter..

2. May accompany survey crew-in field to compile original survey
data or establish location of natural or codstructed.landmarks.
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JOB TITLE: Specification. Writer D.O.T. No.: 019 267 010

Major Job Function:

Interprets architectural or
lists', and specifications to

of contracting personnel in
or construction activities.

Job Duties:
.6)

1. Analyzes plans and diagrams, or observes and makes notes on
material processing, to dejermine material and material process-

*
ing specifications, or specification for manufacturing or con-
struction activities.

pgineering plans and prepares material
used as standards by plant e oyees

material processing or in manufac uring

2. Writes technical.descriptions specifying material qualities and
properties, utilizing knowledge of material standards, indus-

t trial processes, and manufacturing' procedures.

3. Workers usually specialize and are designdted according to engi-
4neering specialization, product, or process.

,JOB TITLE: Industrial Arts Teacher
?

404i.
Major Job Function:

TeacheS students basic theory and assists in development of manipu-.
lative skills in industrial arts.

D.O.T.\ No.: 091 221 010

Job Duties:

1. Lectures, illustrates', or demonstrates to teach proper use of
shop tools and machines, safetyrpractices, and theory as,appligd
to industrial arts.

2. Teachers specialize in one or areas, such as woodworking or
metalworking, electricity, gr hic alts, or mechanical drawing.

4
rj

44,
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JOB TITLE: Vocational,Training Teacher
(Drafting)

D.O.T. No.: 097 227 014

Major Job Function:

Teaches vocational training subjects in, specificArades to students
in public or'private schools or in industrial plants.

Job Dutiesi- S

1. Organi.zet program of practical and technical instruction, in-
volving demonstrations of skills required in trade', and lectures
on'theary, practices, methods, processes, and terminology.

2. Instructs students in subject,areas, such as safety, mathema-
.

tics, science-4 drawing;-use-and-baiiitehance oftools and equip-
ment, and codes or regulations related'to trade.

3. Pltans and supervises work of students in shop or laboratory.

4. Tests and evaluates achievement of student in techr4cal know-
ledge and trade sktlls.

JOB TITLE: Estimator -'D.O.T. No.: 160 267 018

Major Job fenction:

Prepares cost estimates' for manufacturing of products, construction
projects, or services requested' to aid management in bidding on or
determining price of product or service.

Job Duties:

1. Compiles ligt of type of materials, tool or fixture,' or equip-

mene-Tequirementis, utilizing knowledge of productiC to be menu-
fact-dred, services to be performed, or type of structure to be
built', using blueprints and specifications.

2. Itemizes tools, fixtures, or equipment to ba manufactured by
company or purchased from outside' sources.

AV
.3. Computes cost estimates for materials, purchased equipment, sub-

contracted work, production activities and requirements, and
labor.

c.

4



JOB TILE: Contractor

Major Job Function:

JS DD 25

D.O.T. No.: 182 167 0.15

/5Contracts to perform specified construction work in accorckancilth
architect's plans, blueprints, codes, and other specieication

."1 , ,,t'

Job Duties:

1. Estimates costs of materials, labor, and use of equipment re-
quired to _fulfill provisions of contract and prepares- bids.

2. Confers with- clients to negotiate terms of contract.

3.= Subcontrac.tsillowecialized craft work, such as electrical struc-
"aural Steel,,cpncrete, and plumbing.

4. purchases material. fm-construction, ,

5. Supervised y9tkers dirctly 'or through subordinate supervisord.

6 May be designated,according to specialty license or scope of
principal activities.

a.

JOB TITLE: Blueprint Trimmer

-Major Job Function:"

D.O.T. No.: 920 687 038

Cuts blueprints, measures print- gins; punches holes in prints,
and folds, stapled, and labels blu rints for shipment.

Job Duties: #

-1. Cuts individual print from continuous strip of pKocessed prints,
using'shears.

, , - 1

- 2. Verifies dimeng'ioftsof blueprint margins, ddingvruler,-'and cits
off excess, using shears.

3. Punches holes -in blueprint, using paper punch, and .folds prints.

4. Staples specified number of prints to folded edges vof wrapping *-'))

-paper to form bound set.

5. Writes name and address, of customer on wrapping.

4101.

e 6

ra
6. May sort prints according to numerical code and examine blue-

prints for defects, such as clarity and double image. /
r

4 Vi
a
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JOB TITLE: Blueprinting and Photocopy
Supervisor

Major Job Fund-tic:1:
,e

. . . ..
-. .

Superbses and coordinates activities of Blueprinting-Machine Opera.' t

tor, Photostat Operator,` File. Clerk and other workers' engaged ain
.

producing and filiqrblueprintsandyke'. and ozalid prints, and
photostats in an iq seCial plant orsfommercial,photocok'labora-

. .

tory. .
. . 4

: ----

D.O.T: No.: 979 136 016

0

-Jab Duties.:

1. Sets up blueprint and photostat machines.

2'. Trains Workers in operation of machines.

3. Inspects, finished prints for sharpness, density of line, and
size.

.

4. Consults with cuseomeh..Von-cerning work details,` such as sizes
# " of, prints 'and prices.

0 N

JOB TITLE: Blueprint _Machine. Operator

4

Major Job Function:

D.O.T. No.: 979 682 014

e r
Operates machine to' make copies (blueprints) of Printed material,
such as documents or drawings.

. Job Duties:

1. Examines neiglive of original for translucency.

2. Selects sensitized paper miecitlIng to color of line specified
and positions original aver paper. '

3. Movet controls to regulate light intensity and exposure time,
according to translucency of original and type of sensitized
paper.,

. ,

. .-, ,

4. Slides original and sensitized paper into firintet to expOse and,'
develop print, . : ,

5. Examineslfinished Drint'foi specified color\ intensity, and
sharpness of line.

o

6, Pushes button to supply machine with ammonia of manually pours
ammonia into printer.

4 ry )

,
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COMMUNICATIONS

4
JOB STRUCTURE: DESIGN

JOB TITLE: Architect . D.O.T. No.: 001 061010

Major lob Function:

Provides professional services in research, deVelopment, design,
construction, alteration, or repair of real property, such as pri-
vate residences, office buildings, theaters,'-public bdildings, or ,

factories.

eJob Duties: +

1. CoUsults with client to determine functional and spatial re-
quirements and prepares information regarding design, specifica-
tions, materials, equipment, estimated costs, and,building time.

2. Plans layout of project and integrates engineering elements into.
unified design.

3. Prepares scale and full size drawingi and contract documents fqr
. ,building contracts.

4. Assists client in obtaining bids and awarding.construction con-
.tracts.

5. Supervises administration and construction contracts and con-
ducti periodic on-site observation of work in progress.

-

I
-

JOB TITLE: Marine Architect., D.O.T. No.: 001 064 .014

Maior Job Function:,
\

Designs.and oversees construction and repair of marine craft and
floating 11;uct,gres, such as ships, barges; tugs, dredges?, sub-
marines; torpedop, floats ;1 and buoys.:

JS DD 27
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Job Duties:

1. Studies design proposals and specifications to establish basic
characteristics of craft, stichas size, weight, speed, propul-
sion, arnament, cargo, displadement, draft, crew and passenger
complements, and fresh and salt water service.

- 2. Oversees construction and testing.

3. Designs complete hull and superstructure according to specifica-
tions and test data, in conformity with standards of safety,
efficiency, and economy.

4. Designs layout of craft interior includingicargo space, passen-
ger compartments, ladder wells and elevators.

JOB TITLE:, Tool Designer D.O.T. No.: 007 061 026

Major Jab Function:

Designs broaches; milling-maChine cutters, drills and other single-
d ,or multiple-edged cutting tools, and related jigs, dies, and fix-

,' tures. &it- production or experimental use in metalworking machines.

%
Job Duties:"

4
,

1. Studies specificatioRs and confers with engineering and shop
personnel to ,resolve design problems'related to material tharac-
,tgristics, dimensional ,tolerances, service requirements, manu-
facturing procedures andcost of tools.

,2. Applies algebraic and geometric formulas and standard tool,engi-
* '..neering d,atat, to, develop .tool configuration.

3. 'selects standard items such as bushings and tool hits for incdr-
porat'ion into tool'design.

4. Draws preliminary sketches and' prepares layoukcand detail draw-
_

, ings.*

5. Modifies tool designs according to trial and production service
data to improve tool life or. performance.

. /

St

,
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JOB T
,

D.O.T, No.: 017 281 034Technical Illustrator.
...,,-

Major Job Function:

A
Lays out and draws illustrations for reproduCtlon in reference 0
works, brochures, and technical manualsidealing with assembly, in-
stallation; operation, mainteniince,' and repair of machines, tools,

, .and equipment. 0

Job Duties:

I.

2

1. Orepares,drawings from blueprints,, designs, mockups, and phot6-
prints by methodssand .techniques suited to specified reproduc
tion process or final use, sdch.as blueprint, photo-offset, and,
pro4jection transparencies, using drafting and optical equip-
ment.

2. -Lays out and draws schematic, perspective, orthographic, or
oblique-angle views to depict functift, relationship, and assem-
bly-sequence of parts and assemblies, such as gears, engines, , °

and instruments.
w

3. Shades Or colors drawing to emphasize details
.desired background using ink,crayon, airbrush, and overlays.

A. Pastes instructions and comments in pOsition on drawing.

'JOB TITLE: Graphic Designer D.O.T. No.: 141061 018

Majiar.Job Function:

Desiins art and copy layouts for material to be presented by visual
communications media, such as books, magazines, newspap s, televi-
sion,..and packaging.

Job Duties:

1. -Studies illustrations and photographs to plan presentatioli of
material, product, or service.

2. Determines size and arrangement of illustrative material and
copy, selects style and size of type, and arranges layout based
upon available space,- knowledge of layout principles, and esthe-
tic design concepts. .

z

4
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Graphic Designer Job Duties (continued):

3. Draws sample of finished layout add presents to ART DIRECTOR'for
approval.

4. Prepares Notes and instructions for workers who assemble and
prepare final layouts for printing.

5. Reviews final layout and suggests improvements as needed.

'JOB TITLE: Interior Design

Major Job Function:

D:d.T. Not: 142 051 014

Al ,

Plans,-designs? and furnishes interior env,ifohnlents of residential,
commercial, an industrial buildings.

Job Duties:

1. Advises client on, interior design factors., such as space plan
ning, layout and utilization of furnishings and equipment, color
schemes, and-color coordination.

2. :Renders design ideas i form'of paste ups, drawing ,'or illus
trations,,estimates material requirements and costs, and pre
sents design to'client for approval.

3. Selects or designs and purchases furnishings, art works, and
accessories. .

4.. May plan and design interior envirdnments ',for boats, planes,
buses,$trains, and other enclosed spaces.

5. May be designated Inteiior Decorator.

JOB TITLE:" Industrial Designer D.O.T. No.: 142 061 026

r-

Majdr Job Function:

Originates and develops ideas to design the form of manufactured
products.

4
2
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Job Duties:

1. Reads publications, attends%showings, and consults with engi-
neering, marketing, production, and sales representatives to
establish design concepts.

2. Evaluares design ideas based on factors such as appealing ap-
pearance, design-function relationships, serviceability, mate-

14 ridls and methods engineering, application, budget, price, pro-
duction costs, method of production, market characteristics, and
client specifications.

140.

3: Presents design to client or design committee and discusses need
for modification and change.

1

'4. Usually specializes in specific product or type of product in-
cluding, but not.lim(ted to hardware, motor vehicle exteriors
and interiors, scientific 'instruments, industrial equipment,
luggage, jewelry, houseware, bbys, or novelties and is desig-
nated accordingly:

.0)

4 1,2
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COMMUNICATIONS

JOB STRUCTURE: ENGINEERING TECHNiLOGY
e

e

JOB TITLE: Technicians ILO.; P1O.: Profess ,

Major Job Function:

A term applied to a worker' who Works in direct 'support to Engineers'

or Scientist, utilizing theoretical knowledge of*flindamental scienti-
fiC, engineering, mathematical, or draft design principles.'

Job Dilties:'

1. Solves practical problems encountered in fields of specialna-
tion, such as those concerned..with development of electrical and
electronic circuits, and establishment of testing methOds for
electrical, electronic, electromdchanical, and hydromecfianiCel
devices and mechanisms, application of engineering principles in
solving design, develOpMent, and modification problems of partjs
or assemblies for products or systems; and application of natLiral .

and physical science rintiples to basic or applied research
problems-in fields, such as metallurgy, chemistry,, and physics.

2. Classifications are made according to specilization.

JOB TITLE: lectrical Technician D.O.T. No.: 003 161 010

Majoi Job Func on:

Applies el trical theory and related knowledge to test and modify

d-,elopme al or operational electrical machinery and electrical.
cotro quipment-and circuitry in industrial or commercial plants
and laboratories.

dob Duties:

1.- Assembles and test experimental motor-control.devices, switch
panels, transformers, generator windings, solenoids, .and other
electrical equipment and components according to engineering data'
and knowledge of electrical principles. -

JS VD 32
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2. Modifies electrical prototypes to correct functional deviations

1th -c
under' diretion of Electrical Enginee:

Diagnoses cause of electrica,1 or meeS)anical malfunction of fail-
ure of operational equipment and performs preventive and correc-
tive maintenance.

Electrical Technician Job Duties (continued):

V

V

JS-DD,33-

4

a

4. Develop wiring diagrams, layout 4awings.., and engineering speci-.
ficat ns for system or equipment mOdicications or expansion,- and

dire is personnel performing routine installation and maintenance \
duties.

5. Plans, directs,and records periodic testing, and recommends Qr
initiates modification or replacement of equipment which fails-to
meet acceptable operating standards.

.

JOB TITLE: Electronics Technician D.O.T. No.: 003 161 014

Major Job Function:

Appli@s eleconic theory principles of electrical circuits, electri-
, cal testing procedures, engineering mathematics, physics, and related i.

knowledge to layout, build, test, Troubleshoot, repair, and modify -11., 1

developmental and production electronic equipmerit. -

I

.

Job Duties:

.
1., Discusses layout and assembly problems with Electronics Engineer

and draws sketches to clarify design details and functional cri-
teria of electronic units'. ,

°

2. Assembles, experimental circuitry or complete prototype model .

according to engineering instructions, technical manuals, and
4knoWledge of electronic systems and components and their func-
tions.

3. Adjusts; calibrates, aligns, and modifies circuitry and compo-
nents and records_effects oh unit performance.

4. Writes technical reports and develops charts, graphs, and schema-
tics to describe and illustrate systems operating characteris-
tics, malfunctions, deviations, from design specifications.

4
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JOB TITLE: Chemical Engineering Technician D.O.T. No.: 008 261 010

Major Job5Function:

Applies chemical engineeiing principles and techni al skills to
__assist.Chemical Engineer in developing, improving and testing
chemical-plant processes, products, and equipment.

Job Duties:

1: Prepares charts, sketches, diagrams, flow charts, and compiles
and records,engineeting,data to clarify design details or func-
tional criteria of chemical processing and physical operation
units.

2. Participates ill-fabricating, installing, and modifying equipment
to insure that critical standards are met.

_ 3. Test demglopmental'equipment and formulates standard operating
procedures.

4. Tests processing equipment and instruments to observe and record
operating characteristics and performance of Specified design and
process.

5. Observes chemital or physical operation processes and recommends
IVEdification or change. '

\

'6. Writes technical reports and submits findings to Chemical Engi-
neer.

4
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COMMUNICATIONS

JOB STRUCTUREI ENGINEERING

e.

JOB TITLE: Aeronautical Engineer

Major Job Function: a

,1

D.O.T. No.: 002 061 014

Designs, develops, and tests aircraft, space vehicles, surface,ef-
fect vehicles, And missiles, applying engineering principles and
techniques. ''.

Job Duties:

1. Designs and
( aviation or

lites,

systems. --

2. 'Testlmodels',

to studi'and
stress impos

,3. May speciali
nents, such
operational

develops commercial, militaiy,execUtive, general
special purpose aircraft, space vehicles, satel-
les, scientific prObes;- or other.rela0d hardware or

A

2-4
prototypes, subagsemblYes, roduction vehicles
evaluate operational"Claracterkstics and effects of
ed during actual or si661ated flight conditions:
o

ze infdesign andtemelopzent of structural compo-
0 wings; fuselage:qtiblasemblies, landing gear, or
control systems. c

JOB TITLE: Electrical Engineer

Major' Job Functik:

O

D.O.T. No.: 003 061 010

5

Conducts research and development activities concerned with design,
manufacture, and testing of eleCtrical components, equipment, and
systems; applications of equipment to new uses; and manufacture,
.construction, and installation of electrical equipment, facilities,
and systems.

Job Duties:

1. . Designs electrical components, of equipment, and equipment used
in generation of electric power or products and systems utiliz-_
ing electrical energy for commercial, domestic, and industrial
purposes.

' JS DD 35
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Electrical Engineer Job. Duties (continued):

O

4

2. Develops applications of controls, instruments, and systerhs to
new commercial,\ domestic, and industrial uses.

3.41 Directs activities concerned with manufactive, construction,
installations and operational testing tg insure conformance of
equipment and systems with functional specifications and cus-
tomer requirements.

JOB TITLE: Electronics Engineer D.O.T. No.: 003 061 030

Major Job.Function:

Conducts research and development activities concerned with design,
manufacture, and testing of electronic components, products, and
systems, and in development of'applications of products to comer-
cial,,industrialYmedical, military, and scientific uses.

1: Designs electrical circuits, electronic components, and inte-
grated systems, usitqg ferroelectric, nonlinear, dielectric,
phosphor, photocdnd4ctive, and thermoelectric properties of
materials.

2. Develops new applications of electrical and dielectric proper-
ties of metallic and non-metallic materials used in components,
and in application of components to products or systems. -

ti

JOB TITLE Civil Engineer

Major Job Fundtion:

D.O.T. No.: 005 061 014

Plans, designs; and directs constructioiand maintenance of struc-
tures and facilities, such as roads, railroads, airports, bridges, '

harbors, channels; dams, irrigation projects, pipelines, power-
plants, water and sewage systems, and waste disposal units.

Job Duties: et, I

i. May perform excldsively in environmental engineering specialty
as described under Environmental Engineer.

417
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Civil Engineer Job Duties (continued): /

2. May pprform technical research and utilize computers as aids in
developing solutions to engineeririg problems..

3. May be designated according to specialty or product.

'JOB TITLE: Structural Engineer

Major Job Function:

V. 'No. : 005- ,061 038

Directs orlerticipates in planning, designing, or reviewing plans
for erection of structures requiring stress analysis.

r-

Job Duties:

1. Designs structure to meet estimated load requirements, computing
'size, shape, strength, and type of structural members, or per-
forms structural analysis of plans and structures prepared by'
private engineers.

2. May inspect existing projects and recommedd repair and replaqe-
ment of defective members or rebuilding of entire structure.

JOB TITLE: Chemical Engineer D.O.T. No.: 008 061 018

Major Job Function:

Designs equipment and develops processes for manufacturing chemicals
and related products utilizing principles and technology of cheMis-
try, phys1,s, mathematics, engineering and related physical and
natural sciences. .

j
Job Duties:

1. Conducts research to develop new and improved chemical manufac-
turing processes.

2. Designs, plans layout, and oversees workerioengaged in construct-
Ant controlling, and improving equipment to carry out chemical
processes on commercial scale.
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Chemical Engineer Job Duties (continued):

3. Analyzes operating procedures and equipment and machinery func-
tions to reduce processing time and cost.

4. Designs equipment to control movement, ,storage, and packaging of
solids, liquids, and gases.

Y, /
.4.

\
. Designs. and plans measurement and control systems for chemical

plants based on data collected in laboratory experiments and
pilot, plant operations.

6. May apply prinClpls of chemical engineering to solve environ-
mental problems.

.00

JOB TITLE: Safety. Engineer D.O.T. No.: 012 061 014

Major Job Function:

Develops and implements safety program to prevent or correct 'unsafe
environmental working conditions, utilizing knowledge of industi-ial

processes, mechanics, chemistry, psychology, and industrial pro-
cesses, mechanics, chemistry, psychology, and industrial health and
safety laws.

Job Duties:

4

1. Examines plans and specifications for'new machinery and equipment
to ascertain if all safety precautions have been included., i

2. , Determines amount of weight that can be placed on plant floor
with safety.

3. inspects machinery to determine places where danger of( injury
exists.

4'. Designs, builds, and installs, or directs installation of guards
on machinery, belts, anrconveyors.

5. Inspects premises for fire hazards and adequacy of fire protec-
tion and inspects firefighting equipment.

co*

6. Studies each -accident to, minimize recurrence.

'7. Educate workers to dangers existing in plant through safety-first -
. campaign.. tit,"
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JOB TITLE: Factory Lay-kt Engineer .D.3.T. No.: 012 167 P018

Major Jab Function:

Plans layout of complete departments of inchigtrial plant dr commer-
cial establishment to provide maximum possible operating efficiency.

Job Duties:

1. Measures and studies available floor space and draws plan of
"% floor space to scale, using drafting tools.

2.. Studies sequence of operations to be performed and flow,of ma-
terials.

3. Studies and measures machines, conveyors, benches, furnaces,
others equipment.

4. Coordinates all available knowledge and information into a fin-
ished scale drawing, showing most, efficient location for each
piece of equipment and necessary working area around each.'

JOB TITLE: -Industrial Enginer

Major Job Function:

D.O.T. No.. 012 167 030

Plans utilization of production facilities and personnel to improve
efficiency of operations, in industrial establishment.

Job Duties:

. Studies functional statements, organizational charts, and project
information to determine functions and responsibilities of vari-
ous'workers and work units.

2. Estab4sfies work Measurement programs and makes sample observa-
tions of work to'deveiop standards of manpower utilization.

3. Analyzes utilization of manpower and machines,in units and devel-
ops work 0.mplification programs in areas, such as work distribu-
tion, work comit, process flow, economy of worker nations, and
laout of unit.

Ict 4. Plans space Layout. of units to obtain objectives of work-,,..measure-
.,

ment and simF plification studies

giP
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JOB TITLE:* ,Agricultural Engineer

Major Job Function:

No.: /013 061 010

4

Applids engineering technology and knowledge of biological scitndes
to agricultural problems concerned with poweF and machineu,ele'ctri-
fidltion, structures, soil.and water conservation, and processing, of
agricultural products:

f*

Job Dutie

1. DesignSand

4
.t.

uses sensing, measuring, and recording devides and
instrumentation to study such problems as effects of temperature,'
humidity, and light, on plants or animals; or relative effective-
ness of different methods ofS.pplying insecticide's.

2. Designs and supervises erection-of structures for crop storage,
animal shelter, and'huma dwelling, including light, heat, air-

.

conditioning, water supply and waste disposal.

3. May conduct radio and television educational programs to provide
assistance to farmers, local groups, and related, farm coopera- .

tives.

4. Wo'rkers are usually designated accordinkto area of specialty.

F -

r

e
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

Instructional Section:

PHOTOGRAPHY

4 , Title of Unit:

CAMERA ANDLENS : TYPES AND USES

*PH 1.1
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DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

This unit.will coyer the following: a brief history of photography,
basic camera and lenstypes in use today, types',,of cameras', a brief
description of the cameras sand a description of Various lens types. The
materials in this unit are designed for 2 hours'of instruction,

Note: InstrUctor should refer to Unit 10 of this section before starting
, .

this unit. %

_,'

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After-completion of this unit the, student will be able to name different
,types of ,cameras, after being given a description of each camera.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
4441fir

Upon completion of; this unit the student will be able

1: Match a. drawing Of a, camera with the name of th

to:

2. Open and load film into the camera.

era.

-

3. Find the basic parts used to take pietUres with the camera.

4. Explain in simple terms the function and operation of the camera
°lens.

S. ListH5 reasons, eople take. pictu.res.

6,, Lfst the steps to making good pictures.

.44
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT

. Types of Cameras

A. "Instant" type.Camera-(TM #1).--Same basic design as the very
early box camera. A very,easy to use camera that is capable of
making good snapshots for photo albums. The main 'disadvantages
-are: pictures can be enlarged only to a maximum of 5 x 7
because la,iger prints tend.to get blurred, close-ups' can not be
made, and it-is'diffieult to take pcturjes in poor light.

,

The lens of the -"instant" camera is fixed and can not be
adjusted CO improve picture quality:

B. "Self-Deyeloping" type Camera--The lens of this camera is fixed
and can not be adjusted on most "self developing ", cameras.
Some "self-developing" types of cameras can be'tocused (lens
adjusted) by moving .the lens by means of a bellows system.

The self-developing camera uses filmthat contains the
chemicals needed to complete the developing process. The film
which has been exposed to light' (taken) is pulled out of the
'camera between two rollers 4hich starts the developing
process.

;\

C. 'Adjustable-CameraPictures can be taken'up clo.sie or far away.
The amount, of light hitting the film can be controlled in
adjustIble cameras. The length of time that light strikes the
film can4also be controlled. By controlling the amount of- '
light.and the length of time that it hits the filer, pictures
can betaken under'various conditions. Due to the fact that a
very fast shutter speed and large lens opening can be Set on an
adjustable camera, action'shots can also be taken: ,

. I

1. Single Lens Reflex-Transparency 2--Most popular camera
used today and is. referred to as the SLR camera. The most

t. 'popUlar,SLR size is the 35 mm film size, but SLR's are
availlabIe-Ohich-haystsdifferent-film,sizes andAutter
systems. ThyS1,4,-camera 'is designed) so that what is seen

through the viegrirkter-is <What appears on- the negative.

Single lens reflex camera use prisms and/o mirrors to
focus fhroUgh the lens of the camera.

2. Twin Lens Refiex-Transparency 3- -Th twin lens _reflex

camera is a popular adjustable camera.. A twin lens reflex
camera uses ,one lens to view the object to be photographed
and e lens to allow light through to the film. Twin
lens r flex cameras use 120 size film.

. I "



D. The other adjustable types of cameras listed below are usually
used by' professional photographers.

4

1. Bellows Camera-Transparency 4--The camera could be folded
together to make at smaller and protect the bellows. _The
belloWs camera is-focused by moving the lens back and forth.
No Other lens adjustMent could be Made,

2. RangefinderTransparency 5--The focusing of a rangefindet is
,done by,use of a mirror and prism. The two images of the

/_:

3. View Camera-Transparency'67-The use of the view camera began
before the Civil War. Theback of the .camera is a ground
glass, whidris looked at; while the lens is adjusted. Film is
placed in the camera after it has been focUsed: The-gens of
the view camera is very important because it directly .

determines the. quality of the picture.
t'

d E. Motion Picture Cameras--The camera size is given In terms of
the film size. The camera sizes in most common Uae or'8 mm and
16 mm. Cameras have a means for adjusting the lens of'the

,

Camera. T,he.film is .fed through the camera by aloattery
operated motor which is started and stopped by pressing and .

'releasing the shutter button. The shutter'is also cont?olled
by the same button that controls the motor.

LOading Film Into The Camera.

To load,film into a camera, a person must inspeCt the camera to
find the latch button which allows the-back tobe opened. The
directions, sent with most all cameras provides a diagram which
shows how to open the-camera and how to load the film.

III. The BasicParts,Of The Camera Are:

A. 'Viewfinder --A device on the camera designed to show the
,subject area,that will.be recorded on the film

B. Lens--One or more pieces of optical glass or similar
material designed to collect and focus rays of flight ta
form a sharp image on the film.

- IV. Camera.Lens.(Transparency 7)

re-

.

a

A. The camera ldps and the human eye function in much the same
way..

a. Eyeball (whole)--Camera box
b. Ey4' lepsCamera.lens
c. Iris--Camera diaphram
d. Retina--Film
e. Eyelid--Shutter

.

45
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B. The lens, collects the light rays reflected fro% a subject and
focuses.the rays into a sharp image.

C. How The Lens Works

e

1. The came
which has wo

'curved o one

2. The, light

camera lens.
by the lens.
controlled by

lens is made from a piece of glass or plastic,
opposite surfaces. The surfaces are either both
is curved and the other is flat.

reflected from the subject 'passes through the

As the light :passes through the lens it is bent
The` degree to which the light is bent is
the lens make up and the surfgde curvature.

3. Lens that have been properly ground
-from the same part of Sii-6612"dt to meet
pens" called the focal,phint. The image
oint where the light rays meet..

41.. V. Reasons to Photograph

\
f.11

cause all light rays
at a point behind the
becomes sharp at the'.

L. Explain information
2. Inform 'people of'what is happening (News)
3. A4ertising (Retail Sales) °

4. Art (Produce something of beauty)
5. Portrait making
6. Telling a Story
7.' Recording History
8. Identification

VI. Steps to making good pictures

1. Keep the camera lens clean and hold the camera steady
2. Choose colorful subjects and objects to be photographed
3. Molfe close to object to be photographed
4.' Picthres should look natural, not posed. (Have people move)
5. Make surf foreground and backiTind adds to the picture
6. Use trees, rocks, and Other natural and man-made objects to

frade your picture .

7. .Be sure not to .let the center of interest in the picture get
lost in the background

8. Make pictures more interesting by changing angles.
9. TO get grass, water, etc. try a lower damefa angle.

Change the mood by using different methodeof lighting the
scene

10. On dark days or in deep shade, brighten the subject by using a
flash

11. On bright days move peOpld into a bit of shade.
12. Use a flash inside except with_ver"y fast film. (eq. 400 ASA)

13.. Use several pictUres .td tell a story instead of jUst one.
14. Include pictures of the advertising signP or gates for places

visited to add interest.

45:
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17. Capture action shots by:

a. Having action subjeCts come toward you.
b. Stop action at its peaks.

.c. "Pan" action by moving camera to follow iov t.

d. On camerawith adjustable shutter speeds, use a higher
'shutter speed.

I

Note: Lt will be extremely helpful to haiie copies of the
following paterials for student use.

Kodak Pocket Guide To Good Pictures, Rochester, New York,
New York: Kodak'Consumer Markets Division, No. AE-5.

VII. History of Photography

A. Da Vincia used the camera obscur (an artist's drafting tool
that projected a scene on a flat surface in the 1500's.

B. .DagUerre in\..1§.39 was able to produce a permanent image on a
negative.

C. In tie 1840's, William Folbot was able to produce paper-based
. negatives that could produce paper prints.

a Richard Maddox developed gelatin based negatives in the
1880's.

E. In 1888 George Eastman (ah American) developed'a hand camera
that had the film loaded inside.

4 5
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,TEACHER ACTIVITY

1, Provide student with student module.

II. Make transparencies.

III. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

\

IV. Discuis inforMation sheets and g6 through outline of content And
give demonstratiote.

- V. Discuss Student Activity Sheet.

VI. Disucss job sheets.
-,'

VII. Review, for test.

VIII. Give test.

V

N

)

.
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REFERENCES /RESOURCES

I. References

A. Gerace, Philip G.; and Mangoine, Stephen S., Communication:,
Photography, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice. -Hall;

Inc. 1976

B. ,Lathrap, Irvin; and La Cour, Marshall. The Basic Book of

Photography, Chicago, Illinois: American Technical Society,
1979.

C. Kodak Pocket Guide To Good Pictures, Rochester, New York:
Kodak Consumer Markets Divisi' o. AE-5.

II. Resources

A. Objective sheet.

B. Information sheet.

C. Transparency. Masters

1. TM.' "Instant" type.Camera
2. TM2. Single Lens Reflex

TM3. Twin Lens Reflex
4. TM4. Bellows Camera
5. TM5. Rangefindei Camera
6. TM6. View Camera \-
7. TM7. Eye Camera Comparison'

az.

D. Assignment Sheet #1--Learnineabout your camera.

E. DeMonstration 411--Show each student how to use his camera.

F. Student Activity 111--Load film into yours camera and take

pictures.
.

4
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Information Sheet #1

I. Types of Cameras `

A. "Instant" type Camera-(TM #1)--Same basic design as the very,
early box camera. A very easy to use camera that'is capable of
making good snapshots for photo albums. The main disadvantages
are: pictures can be enlarged only to a maximum of 5 x 7
because larger prints tentrto get blurred, close-ups can not be
made, and it is difficult to take pictures in poor light

The lens of the "instant" camera is fixed and can not be
adjusted to improve picture quality.

B. "Self-Developing" type CardiTa--The lens of,this camera is fixed
and can not be adjtisted on most "self developing" cameras.

Some "self-developing" types of cameras can to focused (lens
adjusted) by moving the lens by means of a bellows'system.

The self-developing camera uses film that contains the
chemicals needed to complete the developing process. The film
which has been exposed to light' (taken) is pulled out of the
camera between two rollers which squeezes the chemical onto the
film and starts the developing process.e

C.`.Adjustabie Camera--Pictures can,be taken up.close or far away.
The amount of light hitting,the. film can be controlled in
adjustable,cameras The,length time light strikes the film can
also be controlled\ By controlling the amount and the time
light-hits the film, pictures can be taken under' various \
conditions.

Adjustai4le,camers can also be used to take.aetion'picturits.

\ce lik
1. Singf, e Lens Reflex7TransOarency2-7Most popular .

camera used today and is referred to as the SLR camera.
The most popular SLR size is the,35 mm film size, but
SLR's are available which have different filM sizes and
shutter systems. The SLR camera is designed so that what
is seen through the viewfinder is what appears on the
negative. S(ngle lens reflex, ca ra use prisms and/or
mirrors to focus through the leas f the Camera.

2. Twin Lens Reflex-Transparency 3--The twin lens reflex
40,1"

camera is a popular adjustable camera. A twin lens reflex
on lens to view the object to photograph and on lens to
take pictures. Twin lens

`to

cameras, use 120 size
film.

7 4 6
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D. The other adjustable type, of cameras listed below are usually
used by professional photographers.

1. Bellows Camera(TM #4)--The camera could be folded together to
make it smaller and protect the bellows. The bellows camera is
focused by moving the lens back and forth. No other lens
adjustment could be made.

2. Rangefinder(TM #5)- -The fQcusi4 of a rangefinder is done by
the use pf a mirror and prism. T two images of the subject
are matched for focusing.

3. View Camera(TM #6)--The use of the view camera began before
the Civil War. The back of the camera is a ground glassowhich
is looked at while the lens is adjusted. Film is placed in the
camera after it has been focused. The lens of the view\camera ,

is `_very important because it directly determines the quality of
the picture.

E. Motion Pictures Cameras -The camera size is given in terms of
the film size. The camera sizes inmost common use arer8 mm,
16 malt and 35 thm. Most motion picture, cameras have adjustable
zoom lenies. The film is fedthrough the camera bya battery
operated motor which is started and stopped by pressing and
releasing the shutter button., The shutter is also'controlled
by the same button that controls the motor.

II. The basic parts of the camera are:

A. Viewfinder -A device on the -camera designed to -show the
subject area that will be recorded on the film.

B. Lens--One or more pieces of optical glass or similar material
designed to collect and focus rays of .right to form a sharp

image on the film.

III. Camera Lens

A. The camera lens and the human eye function in much the same
. /way. )

a. Eyeball (whole)--Camera box
b. Eye leis --C amera lens

Iris--Camerg diaphram
d. Retina--Film
e. Eyelid--Shutter

B. The lens co is the light rays reflected from a subject and

focuses, the. s into a sharp image.

C. How the len ks

1. The camera lens is made from a piece Of glass or plastic,

which have two opposite surfaces. The surfaces are either '

both curved, or one is curved and the other is flat.

4
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2. The,light reflected from the subject passes through the
\lens. As the light passes through the lens' it is bent by
the lens. The,degyee to which the light is bent is
controlled by the lens make-up and the surface curvature.

k

3. Lens that have been properly ground cause all light rays
from the same part of ,an. object to meet ft a point 'behind

the lens ca ]led the focal point. The image bedomes sharp
at the point where the light gays meet.'

../)t

IV. Types of lens.

o

1. Normal ;Photographs things'''as4heY adtually are with little
distortion. ''

2. Wide Angle- -Makes scenes, objects anU rooms stretch gut to

infinity. It has a shorter. focal length and a wider field
of. view than a normal tens. 0,

6
3. Telephpto--Brings-objects that are far away in closer -as a

longer focal lengtV and a narrower field bf view than a
normal lens.

4. ,Close- up'- -It has ad'extremelfIshort fo'dal lengtt / and is

used to photograph things, extremely close up.

a,

5. Zoom--This lens can have its focal length adjusted over a %
wide range.

History of Photography

A. Da Vincia used the camera obscura (an artist's drafting tool
that projected a scene on a flat surface in the 1500's.)-

B. Daguerre in 1'839 was able to produce a permanent image on a
negative.

C. In the 1840's, William Folbot was able to produce paper-based
negatives that could produce paper prints.

D. Richard Maddox developed ge4tin based'negatives in'the 1880s.

E. In 1888 George Eastman (an American) d/veloped a hand camera
that had the film loaded` ins'id'e.

r
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LearningAbout Yout Camera
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Asiignment Sheet #1

. Each student will bring ta,class the type of camera he has at home.
Each student will became familiar with the parts, and operation of the
camera. Stddents should. learn 64 to load film into their respective
Camert

r.,
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-Objective

How To Use Your Camera

Demonstration #1

Each -student should learn how to use the camera that is available
for him to use.

Materials

Each student,Should bring to
available to lem at home.

)4

Procedute I

t'
school whatever camera that is

,I. The instructor wilr.show each student how to load film into the
camera.

2.

Principle

Students will also learn, the

camera that will be used.-
function of the parts to the

Students should-learn hoW toperate the camera from observing the
instructor during the demonstration. To surd6ssfu11y_take_picturec the
gtdderits must know the purpose, of each apart of the camera:

40.

4
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objective

LOADING FILM '

-PH 1.14

Student Activity #1
6

Tou will take the materials given and correctly complete the

I. Load' film into your camera;

1
2. Tell the function of each camera part.

a

Materials . ..° '1 4 .
I -\ 1 1 ' . .

V ..4 1. The student furnished camera.

2; A roll of black anewhite film for the
camera.

e°

Procedures

°

student, furnished

I.' Have instructor watch-as you complete the activity.

2. Open the camera back by pressing ifie button which releasea_the
camera back.

3. Place- film in- the'cameri.

a. Cartridge film is ready for use.

bs. Film that .has to
film advance.;

-4. Close camera beCk.
.

have a leader (35 mm).must be threaded onto_

4

5. Explain the function of. each camera part.
--r

.

'41,)
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TEST 1

Match the terms on the right to the correct description.

1. _was the American who developed a A. Talbot
hand-held camera that had the film
in it. t B. Daguere

-2. was able to produce ea permanent C. Maddox

D. Da Vincia

4.

image on a megative.

9

used the camera obscurer as a
photographic tool.

developed a9elatin based nelative.

5. produCed a paper-based negative
that could produce paper prints.

4 ,

ti

,0

a

E. Eastman

1
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TEST 2

,

Match the parts of the eie to the parts of the camera which serves the
same function.

Eyeball (Whole)

Eye lens'

Iris.

Retna

Shutter

4

Camera diaphram

d eralens

Film

Eyelid Camera Box

ti

(

I

a

.06

0.

1

I

r
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*

ST 3

114 4

atch the names on the right diagrams of the cameras on..the
following Rage.

4 4

A.) .2.

B.
. 4:

C. 1.

D. 5.
1

. 3.

a

0

1.

O

Benis

Rangefinder

Twin Lens Reflgx

Single Lens Reflex 0
ti

In-a-rant

I

J

ti

C

/.

4
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ANSWERS

TES

2. - B 3. A 4. C

TEST 2

Eyeball (whole)--Camera bix

Eye lens--Camera lens

Iris--Camera Diaphram..

Retina--Film

Eyelid--Shutter

TEST 3

5. A

A. 2 B. 4 C.. 1 D, 5 E. C

A

p

,t uty w ,rx. 4( 3 . nt u
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I, Equipment

OS.

EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

A. Stud6it supplied camera's

A. Student supplied film

I -

B. 24 Kodak Pocket Guide To Goo Pictures, Rochester, New York:
Kodak Consumer Markets.Divisio , No. AE-5.
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Title of Unit: I

0
PICTURE MAKING WITH AUTOMATIC CAMERA$ N

DESCRIPTION OF INT

This unit will cover the bAsic parts and operation of the box (instant)
.camera and self-developing (Polaroid) camera. The materials in this unit
are designed for 2 hours of instruction.

UNIT; OBJECTIVE

After completion of.this unit the Student will be able, to identify the
basic parts of a camera, load film into a camira, expose the film, and
unload the film. Studenp will use the camera that they have access to.

,PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES .0

Upon completion of this unit the student will be able to:

1. Identify the basic parts of a camera and be able tbfmatch their,
names the firoper pares on a diagram of the camera.,

, ,
2. With a. given camera and a cartri4ge of film the student shol,114,

demonstrate the ability to: 14

a. Load the camera.

b. Expose the film.

c. Uriload the film to the degree of groducing,pantable ,

negatives without damaging or fogging the film. °-

4S:2

\
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT

F. Parts of'the Instant Camera (Transparency #1)

,Demo #1--Show how to load arid opeate the'Instant camera

A. Viewfinder

B. Shutter'Release

C. Flash Cut,,e Holder

D. Film Advance!

E. Lens

40

2. Parts of the Self-Developing (Poloraid) (Transparency #2).

, Demo #2--Show students how to load'and opgrate the self developing
Camera.

T. Film

A. Cartridge . .

B.'\ Self- Developing

2.

s.

L
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

I. vide student with student module.

PH 2.3r

II. Make trdnsparencies.
'4' \

.

III. DiscusS unit.and specific objedtives

IV

.

Discuss infokmation_sheis and go through outline of material and

f

,

give demonstrations.-

V. Discusd student activity sheets and hell) students choOse t e sheet
they will use. Students may do only the activities, and learn the
information for. the camera they have.

VI. Discuss job sheets.

Review for test.

Give test.

.3
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I. Read objective sheet.

II. Study information sheets.

III. Complete activity sheets.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

I
IV. Be able to properly expose the film so the result -will be ,a,

printable negative without damage or foggihg, or a quality picture
with your own camera.

V. Participate in review of material.

VI. Take test.

I v

-1
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REFERENCE/RESOURCES

I. References
A. Gerace, Philip G.; and Mangoine, Stephen S., Communications:,

Photography, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.
1976.

B. Lathrop,, Irvin; and La Cour. The Basic Books. of Photography,
Chicago, Illinois: American Technical Society, 1979.

II. Resources

A. Objective sheet

B. 'Information sheet

C. Transparency masters
1. TM1--Partsof the Instant Type Camera

2. TM2--Parts of'the Self-Developing Camera

D. Assignment, sheet #1--Identifying the parts of the instant type
camera

E. Demonstration #1--Demonstrate how to lead and operate the
Instant camera.

1

Student Activity #1,--Take a roll of pictures and have them'
developed.

G: Student Activity #2 -- Identify the parts of a self-developing
camera.

H. Demonstration #2--Demonstrate,how to road and prate a
self-deve,loping camera.

I. Student Activity #3- -Take a roll of self-developing pictures.

J. Student Activity #4.

4
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InfOrmationSheet 1/1

I. Termg and Definitions for Instant Cameras.

A. Viewfinder--A window which is connected to the lens and lets the
camera operaeor.see what will show up on the film.

B. Shutter Release--The button that causes the shutter to be tripped
and allows the-picture to be taken

C. Flash Cube Holder- -The holding device that holds the flash cube
which produces better. lighting for a picture under pdgr lighting
conditiong

D. Film advance--The lever which controls the movement of film from
exposed frame forward to an unexposed fi)Lme.

E. Lens--The glass opening which reduces the image to film size and
focuses a clear and sharp pictdre on the film.

F. ''ApertUre--Lens.opning. The opening in a lens system through
which light passes. The size of the aperture is limited on these
cameras.

p

J

I
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InforMation Sheet 1/2

I. Terms and Definitions for Self-Developing camera.

A. ViewfinderA'windoW which is connected to.the lens apd lets the
. -

camera operator see what will show up on the film.

B. Shutter ReleaseThe button that causes the shutter to be
tripped and allows the picture to, be taken.

C. Flash Cube Holder--The holding device that 41old's the flashcube
which produces better lighting for a picture under poor lighting
conditions.

4,

D. Film advance--The lever which controls the movement of film from
an exposed frame forward to an unexposed frame.

E. Lens--The glass opening which reduces the image to film size and
foduseg a clear and sharp picture on the film.

F. Aperture--Lens opening. The opening in a lens system through
whidh light 'passes. The size of the aOrture is on
these cameras. 4

It. Film develops in the following way:

A. Film has the chemicals needed to catigthe film to develop.

B. Film is pulled between two rolleys.

C. Rollers cause the developing chemicals to be mashed on the film
and start the developing process.

D. Hold the, picture, expose it to light or remove protective paper
(if it has it)...

-if, 4- 44C C 4: 4,4 .4 C' C *4.- 4 a< AG 4 ,e f c 4 4 1.,4 4 4-. 114(4 4, 4. s 4 4 4 < 1 4.( 4 4 4 4 444444444 {.
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Demonstration #1

. LOADING AND OPERATING AN INSTANT CAMERA

ObjectiVe

To show students how to properly load and shoot quality pictgres
with an instant camera and remove the film.

Materials.

1 "Instant" type camera

1 cassette (cartridge)..of 110 or 126 film

/

Procedure'

1. While holding the camera in the left hand, push the button on
the side of the camera body to release the catch which holds
the back closed.

2. Open the camera back and place the film cartridge into the

camera following the instructions on the cartridge.

3. After the film has,been placed in -the camera, you are ready to
take pictures.

4. To take pictures: r

-1P
a. Pick out the objecti, people_or°scene to be photographed.
b. Look through the camera viewfinder to find the most

pleasing arrangement of what is to be photographed.
c. After the most pleasing arrangement of the object to be

photographed has been seen in the viewfinder, push the
shutter release button while holding the camera still.

d. Push the film advance to advatice to the next frame
e. You are now ready to take the next picture.
f. Repeat steps a through e.

5. After the cartridga,4 film has been used up, unload the
Cartridge from the camera by following these steps:

a. Place camera 'in left hand.
b. Push the button-on the.side of the camera body to release

the catch c4 the back.
c. Open the camera back and remove the film cartridge.



.
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b. Take the.filM,cartridge to be developed.

Principle

An instant camera is a lighttight box with a lens which controls
the light Kgph-reaches the film. The lens has a shutter behind it and
is opened by pressing the shutter release allowing the light rays to
strike, the film.

4
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Demonstration #2

LOADING AND OPERATING THE SELF-DEVELOPING CAMERA

Objective

To show students how to properly load, shoot and develop pictures
using the self-developing camera.

Materials

10 Self-Developing Camera

1 cassette (cartridge) of self-developing film for above camera

Procedure.

1. While holding the camera in the left hand, push the button on
the side of thecamera body to. release the catch which holds the
back closed.

2.. Open the camera Icick and place the'film cartridge into the
camera following theinstructions on the cartirdge.

3. After the film has' been placed in the camera,,you are ready to.
take pictdres.

'411)
4. To take pictures:

a. Pick out the objects, people or.scene to be photographed.,

b. Look through the camera viewfinder to find .the most pleasing
arrangement of the oblece to be photographed.

c. After the most pleasing arrangement of the object to be
photographed-has been seen in the viewfinder, push the
'shutter release button while holding the camera still.

d. Pull the previous taken picture through the developing
rollers to the outside of the camera so the developing
chemicals will start the developing process'on the film by
being spread on the film.

e. Ik the picture has a paper cover on it, remove the paper'
cairering.

f. Film'not havinva paper cover develops after being removed
from the camera.

g. You are now ready to take the next picture.

'h. Repeat steps a through f.

*4 9 :1
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5. Aftter all the pictures have been taken, open the camera back an,0
remove the empty cartridge.

Principle

'A self developing - camera is a lighttight box with a lens which
,controrS the light which reaches the film. The lens has a shutter be4ind
it which keeps light febsstriking the film until the desired picture is
seen in-the viewfinder. :The shutter is opened by pressing the shutter
release allowing'light rays to strike the film. The film is then pulled
between two rollers which causes developing chemicals on the film to be
pread over the film, which starts the developing process. The pictli-ie
elops outside the camera. -

I

4 ,f
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Assignment Sheet #1

Identify the parts of the instant camera in this pictu're.

4 " o
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Assignment Sheet #2

4, Identify the parts of the self-developing camera in this picture.

1 %

A.

B.

C.' /
'

D.

E.

F.
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Student Activity #1

TAKING PICTURES WITH YOUR CAMERA

/'

.-.You will take the materials given and correctly complete the
following:

c-`

(1) load the film-cartridge into the instant camera,

1(2) take pictures,:gnd

(3) remove film cartridge using your camera.

Materials

1 "Instant" type camera.
2. 1 cassette (cartridge) of 110 or 126 film

Procedure

'1. While holding the camera, in the left hand, push the button on
the side of the camera body to relehsethe catch which holds the
back closed.

2. Open the camera back and place the film- cartridge into the
camera following the instructions on the cartridge.

3. After the film has been placed in thecamera, you are ready to
take pictures.

4. To take pictures:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Pick ut the objects, people or scene to be,photographed,.
Look rough,* camera viewfinder to find the most pleasing
arrangeme of what is to be photographed.
After the m t pleasing arrangement of the object to be
photographed has been omen in the viewfinder, push the
shutter release button while holding the camera still.
Push the film advance to advance to the next frame
You are'now ready to take the next picture.
Repeat steps a thtough e.

4t4):'4,)
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5. After the cartridge of film has been used:uR, unload the
cartridge from the camera byffollowing thesd steps:

a. Place camera in left hand.
b. Push the button on-the side of the camera body tb release

the catch on the back.
c. Open the camera back and remove the film cartridge;

6. Take the film cartridge to be developed.

-
'- Principle

. 'An instant camera is a.lighttight box with a lens which controls 'the
light,,which reaches the film. The lens has a shutter behind it and is
opened by pressing the shutter.allowing the light rays-to.strike the
film. ,

-
,
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Student Activity #3

-1

Objective.

Yot will takd the materials given and correctly complete the
following:

4?
, N . '...

(1) load the film cartridge into the camera,

(2) take pictures; and

O

o (5) cause the film to start self-development with your on camera.

Materials

No 4

1 Self-Developing Camera (student owned)
1 Cassette (cartridge) of self-developing fi.m for above camera

Procedure
. c

1. While holding the,camera-in the left hand, push the but too on
the side'of,the camera body to release the catch which pioads'the
back 'clbsed.

2. Open the camera back and place the film cartridge into the
camera following the instructions on theridge.

3. After the film his been placed in..fhe camera, yod.are ready to
take. pictures. * *-

.

4. To take pictures:
t

a. Pick, out the objects, people,or scetio.be photographed.
e

b. ,Look through the camera viewfinder' to find the .most

pleasing arrangement of the object to be photdgraphtd.

c. After the most pleasing.arrangement of the otject, to be
photographed has been seen in'the ,viewfinder, push the
shutter release button while holding the camera still..

d. Pull the exposed film through the developing "rollers to the
outside of the camera so the del/eloping ihemicaliHwill start
the developing process on the film by, being spread on the
film.

e. If the picture hi a paper cover on it, remove. the paper
covering.

, .

f. Film not having a paper cover develops after being remblied
from the camera.

47 ()
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4

g. You are" now ready to take the ext picture.

,h. Repeat stps a ',through f.

k

5. After all the pittures have been ,taken, open the camera back and
remove the empty cartridge.

Principle

A selfdeveloping camera is a lighttight box
controls the light which reaches the film..:The 1
it which,keeps light from striking the film until
seen in the viewfinder. The shuttet is opened by
release allowing light rays to strike the film.
between two rollers4which causes developing chemi
spread over the film which starts the'developing
develops outside the camera.

J°

with a lens which ".

ens has a shutter behind
the desired picture is,

ptessing the shutter
The film is then pulled
cals on the film to be
process. The picture

a

o
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TEST 1

Instant Camera.'Parts of the

O
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C

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.
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Parts of. the self-developing camera.
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A.4.

B.

C.

D.

E
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TEST I

r,

°
ea

,A.. Shutter Release

B. Film Advarkce

.

C; lash Cube Holder

D. yi wfinder

E. Letts 4,

F. -Apertu e

TEST 2

1.2

ti

ANSWER
-

TO TEST '

V-
- A. Aperture k,

s-B. Lens

C. Flash Holder

D. Shutter' Release

E. Viewfinder-

O
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EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

I. Equipment

A. 1 Instant Camera

B. 1 Self-Developing Camera,

.

II. Supplies

,

A. 1 cartridge.qf 110 or 126 film

B. 1 cartridge of self-developing film

C. 4 bottles of lens cleaning fluid

.
D. 4 packages of lens cleaning tissue

.. ../

..
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Title of Unit: 0

N
CAMERA CONSTRUCTION ANDOPERATION

.DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

This unit will cover,the basic parts of the 35 mm SLR camer and its
operat on'. It will give Information on the following areas: ory of
photo aphy, camera construction, camera operation, camera theory and
terminology, associated with the camera. This unit of instruction will
require approximately ten hours of instructional time.

.

UNIT OBJECTIVE"-

After completion of this unit, the student will be able to give a brief
history of photography, identify the basic parts of a camera, load film
into a camera, expose the film, and unload the film. Students will use
the 35 mm SLR camera as the .camerador this unit of instruction.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES'.

Upon completion of this unit the student will be able, to:.

1. Explain how the camera works.

2. Match terms associated with camera construction to the correct
Alk3 defiAition.

. 3. Identify the basic parts of a camera and be able to match their
names to the proper parts on a diagram of a camera.

4.. With a given camera and a roll of film*the student will
demonstrate the ability to:

a. Laact_the camera

b. Expose the film

c. Unload the film

to the degree of producing printable negatives without damaging
or fogging the film.
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. Parts of the,Camera (Transparency 1)

Shutter speed dialA.

B. Ad Vance. lever

C. "Shutter /elease

4

D. Frame.'counter (automatic reset exposure counter)

E. Timer (self-timer cocking lever)

F. Focusing ring

G. Flash terminal

H. Preview button

I. Viewfinder

J. Rewind knob

St

K. Rewind Crank

L. Hot shoe'

M. Lens

N. Body

II. Shutter Types (Ttansparency 2)

A. Leaf Shutter

B. Fcx'al Plane

III. Shutter Speed-Lens Opening (Transparency 3)

A. As you go to a faster shutter speed the F -stop is opened a
stop.

Be 'As you step down the F-stop, a slower speed is needed.

IV. Pinhole Camera (transparency 4) Demb Show students how to
lita pinhole camera.

A._Box type

B. Can type

C. Cartridge 1 007

make

I



PH 3..3

D. Material needed and sizes

V. Viewing angles of lens (Transparency 5)
?

o A... Wider, viewing angles make objects look farther apart.

B. Narrower viewing angles Make objects look closer together.

VI. Lens Openings (Transparency 6)

A. Large F-stop means a smaller lens opening.

.B. Smaller F-stop means a larger lens opening.

VII. Focusing Systems (Transparency 7)

A. Coindent (Grids)

N. W. Split image

VIII. Depth of Field_(Transparency 8)

IX. Focal Length of Lens

A. 55 MM

B. 200 MM

C. Zoom

.;

r (-
LPL/
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

I. Provide student with student module

II. Make transparencies'

III. DiscuSs unit and specific objectives
. . .

IV. Discuss information sheets and go through outline of material and
give demonstrations

V. Discuss student activity sheets

.VI. Discuss job sheets

VII. Review for test

%VIII.. Give test

Fi
t>

)._)1
a

Va.

1
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

I. Read, objective sheet

II. Study information sheet

III.`Complete'activity sheets
V

IV. Be able to give a brief history of-the camera and properly expose
film so the result will be a printable negative without damage or
fogging.

V. Participate in review of material

VI. Take test
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REFERENCES/RESOURCES

I. Refegences
a

A. Geraces, Philip G.; and Mangiane, Stephen S. Communication:
Photography. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:', Prentice-Hall,
Inc. 1976.

How to Make and Use a .Pinhole Camera, Rochester, New York:
Kodak, Consumer Markets Division, No.AA5, 1971.

G. :Muse, !Ceti. Photo One. EnglewoOd Cliffs, New Jersey:
rentice-Hall, Inc.:, 1972.

II. Resources -

A. Objective sheet

B. Information sheet

C. Trans'parency Masters

1. TM I. Parts of .the Camera.

2. TM 2. Shutter Types.

3. 'TM 3. Shutter Speed--Lens Opening.'

4. TM 4. Pinhole Camera.

5. TM 5. Viewing angle of the lens:

6. TM 6. Lens ,Opening Sizes.

7. TM 7. Focusing Screens.

8. .lat.8. Depth of Field.

9. TM 9. \Local Lengths of Lens

D. Assignment she4t #1--Identify the parts of the camera.

E. Demonstration k1--Make a pinhole camera.

F. 'Student Activity #1--Take and have pictutedeveloped with
'camera., i

IL Student ActVity #2--Load, expose, andunload one 36 exposure
roll of film.
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Information Sheet #1

. Terms and Definitions

A. Shutter Speed Dial--An indexed dial which set the shutter at the
desiqdspaed.

--"

B. Advance Lever--The lever which controls the movement of film from
an exposed frame forward to an unexposed frame.

C; Shutter Button--The button that causes the shutter to be tripped
allowing the picture to be taken.

/*

D. Frame Counter(Automatic reset exposure counter)- -Shows how many
frames have been exposed

E. Timer--A device which allows a time period to , elapse between the ,

timeythe shutter button is pushed and the gi5ture taken.

F. Focusing RingThe_movable ring on the lens which adjusts the
lens to get pictures in focus.

9.
G. Depth of FieldThe focus area of a camera.

ti

H. Depth of field preview button--This button allows the scene to be
seen as it-looks at a particular F-stop setting (lens setting).

I. "Viewfinder - -Sows the imagethat is seen 'by the lens of the
camera.

J. Rewind Knob--Used to rewind film into cartridge after the. entire
of film has-been exposed. _ roll

K. Rewind CrankPart of the rewind knob, used to rewind' film.
A

L. Hot shoe -The holding device (markeewith a 94 X) on the top of
the camera used to hold the electronic flash.'

M. .LensThe glasa opening which reduces theimage to film size arid
produces a clear and sharp picture on the film. Controls the
focusing and F-stop setting of the camera. J
1. Wide angle -Make scenes, objects and rooms stretch out to

trifinity. -Has a-shorter focal length and a wid \r field' of
'viewAhan a normal len.

2. Telephoto= -Bring objects which are far away in closer. Ras
a longer focal length and narrotger field of,view than normal

3. Norm412-Shows the things as they actually are with little
distortion.

4. Zoom--A lens which can have its focal length adjusted a oVer
a wide range.

J4.2
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N. Body -'That part of the "camera that holds the film and has the ,

other parts of the camera attached to it.

'

0. F-stop--The size of the lens opening: This controls the imount
of light exposed to the film.

P. Focal length of the lensThe actual distance from the lens to
a. point behind-the lens where light rays are focused when the
distance scale is -set 'on infinity. (The distance from the
optical center of the lens to the film.)

Q. Shutter--The device- which controls the time that the film will
be exposed to light.

1. Leaf Shutter - -Thin pieces of'metal which open and close
on a hinged, spring-loaded,system.

2. Focal Plane Shutter - -Two opaque cloth or metal roil
curtains separated by a narragyslit

.

R. Focusing screens --'A device which helps the photographe tell if

. his picture is in focus. ....
.'

1. Split image--Image is divided : "when out of locus,

\
.1,

-2. Grids -Shows area as being very out of focus when only
slightly out of focus. a :.,

S. Flash synchron ation--The setting'ol the shutter speed that
makes the5b4ft r opening speed and flash duration equal.
Marked by an eand the shutter speed dial.

it>

fig

it

T. Electronic flash--A battery powered lighting device used to
s' provide more light in poorly iit Photographic situations.

4
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PARTS OF THE CAMERA:

T.M. -1 / PH 3.13-A.

A. 'SHUTTER. SPEED DIAL

B.' ADVANCE LEVER

C. SHUTTER RELEASE

D. AUTOMATIC RESET EXPOSURE

_COUNTER

E SELFTIMER COCKING LEVER

F. FOCUSING RING

`. FLASH TERMINAL

H. PREVIEW s,LEVER

I. VIEWFINDER

J. REWIND KNOB

K. REWIND CRANK

L HOT SHOE

M., LENS

N. BODY

514.
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SHUTTER TYPES

)t
Leaf shutter

Focal plane
shutter

O

T.M.-2 / PH 3.8-B



T.M.-3 / PH 3.8-C

SHUTTER 'SPEED-4.ENS OPENING

DEPTH, OF FIELD
fistops:.

increase

400 4,

-41020 0

SHUTTER SPEED
--decrease

5i

41.
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PINHOLE CAMERA

Materials: '

F Cartridge of 126 Film- -Kodak TriX Pan

1 Piece of thin blacy cardboard 1 1/4" X 5 3/4"

eV

Piece of rigid black cardboard, 1 1/2" X 2
opening cut,in center

3/4 ", with a 1/2" square

("1,.

1 Piece of heavy aluminum foil, 1 inch square

( 1 Piece of black paper, 1 inch square

1 Wooden'toniue depressor

a

2 Strong rubber bands

1 No. 10 sewing needle

Black masking tape

A

p

1



,Y..M.-5 / P4 3,3-E

r

t .

VIEWING ANGLES

a

4

I
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LENS OPENING SIZES
-I

.

f/STOP OPENINGS

0

OP

1

1/1.4

T.M.-6 PH.3.8-E

° 1/22

f/2.8 0 1/16
, 1

f/4 0 1/11

'f/5.6

,

f/8

J
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Focusing Screens

COINCIDENT

out of focus

a

SPLIT IMAGE

out of focus
r

-,

in focut

,

. in focus

T.M.-7/ PH
,

3.8-G
I

a.

4

4
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DEPTH OF FIELD

CAMERA FOCUSED AT 30 FEET

135mm lens
at V11 .

50mm lens
at f/11

Out of
focus

in

focus

T.M.-8 / PH 3.8H

. ,

out of
focus

26'

out of
focus in focus

.e

15'

JU

infinity

ffr
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Objective.

MAMA PLNHOLE CAMERA

'PH 3.9

Demonstration #1

To make g very simple camera toaid students learn about the
. .

principles of the camera.

Materials
10-

I Cartridge of 126.Filut,...Kodak_Tri-A Pan._

I Piece pf thin black cardboard, 1 1/4" X 5 3/4"
o

I Piece of rigid black cardboard, 1 /2" X 2 3/4", with a 1/2"
square opening cut in center:

Piece of heavy aluminum foil; 1 inch square.

1 Piece of black paper, 1 inch - square

1 Wooden tongue depressor

2 Strong rubber bands
4

1 No.'16 sewing needle'

Black masking tape

1 .Utility knife

1 Pair of scissors

Procedure

1. Make four 1 7/16" sections on the large plee of black
cardboard.

I

2. Cut through top layer If the cardboard'on each line.

*3. Fold the cardboard -into a box Shape.

4. Place 'black tape on the corners.

5. Make a hole In the tenter,pf,the.aluminUm foilAaith
the needle. a .

the point of



PH 3.10
411 .- 4

6. Center and tape the.foil over:the opening in the
Cardboard.

11 piece of
'4,1,

7. Tape the small piece of black paper over the foil -alOng the top.

8. Tape the cardboard with the hold to the box.

9. Place the camera against file film cartridge.

10. Secure film with rubber bands.

11. m ton ue depressor to fit 'ilm cartridge to advance fil

O
'Principle

/. A pinhole tamer: is a small dighttight can or box which has its
inside- painted ack. A s all hole is punched in the center of one
end and the hole --ed to prevent light froth hitt the film
until the 'proper time. The hole is aimed at the objec o be pho015
graphed and the paper over the hole raised allowing the light to
strike the film. The light reacts with the silver halides and the
film recording the images, on the film.

J

ti

2-)

A

r
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Student Activity #1.

4

',.

Objective
look . :

You will take the materials given and co'rrectly omplete the
following: k '

(1) construct a 'pinhole camera, (2) exeose the film in the camera,
and (3) have the film developed.

N

Materials ,

1. ',1-Cartrid).of 126 Kodak .Tri -X Pan film

2.4e-Piece of thin bladkcardboard, 1 1/4" X 5 3/4"

3. 1-Piecd of rigid black cardboard, 1 1/2' X 2 3/4" with a 1/2"
square opening in the center.

4. 1-Piece of heavy aluminum foil, I inch square

1-Piece.4yf black paper, 4.inch square

6. 1-Wooden tongue depressor

7. 2-Rubber bands

8. Black masking tape

No. 10 sewing needle

10. Utility knife

11. Scissors

ProcedureConstruct a Pinhole Camera.

'1. Make four 1 7/16" sections on the large piece-of black
cardbdard.

2. Cut through top layer of the cardboard on each line.
t

3. Fold the cardboard into a box shape.

4. Place black tape on the cornigS.

5. Make a hole in the center of the aluminum foil with the point of
the needle.

6. Center and tape the foil over the opening in the small plq.ece of
. cardboard.

c"

10.

RI



PH 3.12

6. Center and tape Cho foil over-the opening in the small piece of
cardboard.

7. Tape the small piece of black paper over the foil along the
top.

8# Tape the cardboard with the hold to the box.

9. Place the camera against the film cartridge.

10. Secure film with rubber bands.

11. Trim tongue depressor to fit film cartridge, to advance film.

. .cj
Procedure--Expose the Film in the Camera

I

I. Point the end of the camera with the hole in'it toward object or
subject. , 4

2. To properly aim the camera sight over the top of the camera.

3.

4.-

The camera must be held very.still. Support the camera on 'a
table, chair, racks, etc.

,

Lift the cover that is over the hole to exposes the film.

se

.6.

5. The exposure time is: In light sun--1/2 to 1 second, Cloudy -

bright--2 to 4 seconds.

6. To get a good picture take three pictures of each scene.

7. Make one picture at the tedommenddd exposure time, one at twice '4

the time and one at one-half the recommended time.
4,- 4.

..
.

..

8. After each exposure lower the cover over the ho16 and hold
tightl' until you make the next exposure-.

Procedure--Have,Film Developed

1. Remove film from camera. /

12, Take exposed film cartridge to be developed.

At /
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Activity SheeC4 i2 .

TAKING PICTURES

Tools an4Materials

A. Tools

1. 35mm SLR camera with normal lens

2. Electronic flash -

3. Tripod,,'

4. Shutter release cable.

5. 36 exposure rol/ of black and white film

-B. Materials

1. Lens' cleaning fluid

2. Lens cleaning tissue

'II.: Procedure

1. Secure tools

Buy proper type of 'film

-3. Load filin itto camera
4

4. Shoot pictures using the propeduand,tools best, suited to
that situation

5. Unload film after completing the 36 exposures

4

6. Have film developed
.

A

4
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TEST 1

Match'the'terms on-the right to the correct definition or description.

.

A.

B.

C:

D.

E.

F.

1. The focus area ofa camera.

.Z. The device which controls the time
that the film Will be exposed to
light.

3. A battery powered lighting device
used to provide more light in a
poorly lit photographic situation.

4:--the size of the lens.opening:

5. The glass opening which reduces the
image to film size and produces a
clear and sharp picture on the film.

6.. That part of the camera that holds
the film and has the other s of
the camera attached.

7. Shows how many pictures have been
taken.

8.. A button which controls the lens and L.
. allows the scene to be seen as it

lodks at a particular F-stop setting. M.

9. Shows the image that is seen by the N.

lens of the camera. -

\ ,

0.
10. A device which helps the photographer

tell if hts picture is in focus.

J.

K.

1/1. The holding device for the electronic
,flash.

12. the lever which controls' the movement
of film from exposed to unexposed.

13.- This lens brings ilhageS- in closer..

J4. This lens makes scenes, objects, and
rooms stretch out to- infinity.

15: A device which allows a time_period
to else between the time the shutter
button is pushed and the pictime taken.

r 9

Electronic flash

-F-stop

Body

Depth of field
preview__ button

Focusing Sc'reen

Advance Lever

Wide. Angle

Depth of Field

Shutter

Lens

Frame Counter

Viewfinder

Hot Shoe

Telephoto

Timer

%v.

4.



TEST 2
r'

t

Identify the parts of the camera on the following 'picture:

4

A.

.B.

at

D.

E.

1.4

PH 3.15
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1. H

2.

3.

4.. B

5. J

6. C

7,. K

8. b_

ANSWERS TO TEST

9. 1,

10. E

11. M

12. F

,13.

14. G

15. 0

A. Self timer cocking lever

'B. ) Flash terminal

C. Hot shoe

D. -Preview button.

E. ShUtter release
,..000000

TEST 1 .

TEST 2

F. Film advance lever

G. Viewfinder

H. Shutter speed, dial

T.: Rebind knob

J. Lens

K. Body

,

52 (,)

PH 3.16
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I. Equipment

;-

EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

A. 12--utility knives

B. '12--Pairs of scissors

C. 02--35 mm SLR Cameras

D. 02--Electronic fleshes

E. 02--Tripods

F., 02--Light meters

G. 02--Shutter release cables

II. Supplies

c

A. 12-- Cartridge of 126 Film, Kodak Tri-X Pan,

B.4 12- =Pieces of thin black cardboard, 1 1/4" X 5 3/4"

C. 12 -- Pieces of rigid black cardboard, 1 1/2" X 2 3/4" with a 1/2"
'square opening cut in center.

;vt

D. 12 -= Pieces -of heavy aluminum foil, 1'inch square.

E. 12--Pieces of blacktpaper, 1 in h square.

F. 12--WoOBen tongue depressors.

G. 24--Strong rubber bands.

-H. 12--No. 10 sewing needles

I. of black masking tape

J. 4--Bottles of lens cleaning fluid

K. 4--Packages of lens cleaning tissue

14

A
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

Instructional Section:

PHOTOGRAPHY

Title of Unit:

TYPES OF BLACK AND WHITE FILM

'DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

This unit covers the common types of .35 mm black
basil characteristics of each film is discussed.
unit are designedfor 2 hours of instruction.

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of thi's unit the 'student will be

common types of black and white film and list the
each. The student wi4 be able to, match the terms
their definition.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

7
After completion of the unit the student will be able to:

PH 4.1

C

0

M
M
U

N

C

I

0

and white film. The
The materials in-this

able to list the most
Characteristics of
related to film to

1. Match the type of black and white filM with its character-
istics.

2. Match,tberit associated with film to their definitions.

3. Demonstrate the ability to:

A. Select the proper black and white film
results.

to achieve desired

B. Predict picture appearance when certain film is used.

C. Describe what film is and give a brief. history of it.

4
J
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. What is film?

Definition Film is a lightsensitive material that is made u
grains, of silver halides suspended in gelatin andcoated with
acetate. (See TM #1).

A. Silver halides Silver grains combined with a halogen element
for increased sensitivity.

B. Emulsion Silverialides suspended in gelatin.

C. Acetate, The plastic base of film.
e

II. How does film Work?

A. Light strikes film.

B. Silver halide turns to shadesof gray and-then black dependihi on
the amount of light Tiking the film.

C. The brightest light creates the blackest, silverhalide cry-

-D. Negative effect is reversed because bright areas- turn black and
black areas in the scene remain clear.

E. Antihalation Dye The film coating that keeps the rays of light
that pass through the emulsion from being
reflected back into the emulsion after they
have passed through.

III. Film Size

or--...,110 and 126 --Usually in light, tight plastic cassette in which
unexposed- film is in one, compartment. As film is exposed i,t is
rolled info'the other compartment. Entire cassette is sent t

develoied.

B. 135 usually called 35 m

IV: Conttast Demo #1 shows examples of contrast.

s in cassette form-hut tost com 1
tnonly mes in OrolI'which must be
threaded into camera. FilmP rolled
back into spool after it is exposed.

A. The elimination of some grays of a picture because the filui hag

less clumps of lightsensitive material.
t},

B. kpicture taken with highspeedgfilm has fewer tones.

C. The slower the film speed the more gray tones that will phow 14.

trj
el't)

I
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V. Film Speed

PH 4,3

Definition The amount of light "needed to make a quality. picture on
a type of film.

A. ASA -.The numberegIvipg the speed-of the film.,

, '1. Higher ASA numper the faster the film.

2. Films with high ASA numbers will work

'a

in IOW light afeas.
b

._ .

3.., _Tiie.fiilms with high ASA numbers do roduce_qtiality As
goNds slower spee4s: , -

-.....

1., The 'faster, the film speed, the_poorer the picture gi.lity.
...... IINP,

VI. Grain Ded
.

6 #2 Allow enlarged pictures

A. 'Caused by clumps of material in the.emulsion.

B. Large spaces between the clumps,cause all - clumps to react to
light coming in contact with the, emulsion because they are far
apart and not hidden beneatheach,other.

D. When negativesarq enlarged the spaces become More evident.

'. Vilr Typeg of film.

A. Panatomic.- X

1. 'Speed- - ASA 32,

.
4

'2. High, Contrast

Fine.Grain

B. Plus - X Pan

-1. Speed ASA 125

2. Good Con/aest
4

3. .Fine 'Grain

C. Ta -X Pan

1'. Speed' ASA 400 -

2. .Go.od'Contrast

3. Coarse Grain

OP

41
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

I. Provide student with student module.

II. Discuss unit and specific' objectives.

a

III. Discuss information sheets and go through outline of content giving

.
demonstrations,, as you go.

IV. Discuss student activity sheets.

V. Give test.

J34
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

I. Read objective sheet.

II. Study information sheets:

.

III.' Complete activity sheets.

IV. Take test.

t.

*me

4

A .

fl

,4

Nt

I

. '

t
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I. References

REFERENCES/RESO ES

A. Gerace, Philip G.; and Mangiade, Stephen S.% Communication:
Photography, Met Series, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Ball, Inc" 1976.

B. Muse, Ken., Photo One, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1972.

It. Resources

A. Inf4rmation Sheets.

B. Activity Sheets.

4

C. Demonstrations.-

D. Transparency Masters.
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Information Sheet.#1

I. Terms and Definitions'

Film - A light - sensitive-` material made of grainsrof silver halides
suspended in gelatin and coated onto aecetatestrip.

Film leader 7 A length of protecti4e film at the beginning of a roll of
film.

Film speed - The sensitivity of a given film to light, indiahted by a
number; the higher the numbef,the more sensitive, pr "faster",
the film.

Silver halides Silver grains combined with a halogen element."

tmulsion A thin coating of light-sensitive material, usually silver halide
in gelatiri, in which the *me is,formtdon film and photogrfihic papers.

Acetate.- The plastic base of film Whiat carries the emulsion.
.

ASA TKe number giving the speed of the film.

Graininess - The sand-liketor granular appearance of a negative
slide resulting from the clumping of silver grains during
the filmgraininess becomes more:pronounced with faster f

t density in the negative, and degree of enlargement.

, print, or ASA
development of
ilms, increased

Contrast - The density range of a negative, pribt,or slide; the brightnes
range of a subject or the scene lighting.

Negative The developed film that Ontains a reversed image of the or 1
object or scene.

Positive - An image with. the sate object or scene relationship as the original
object or scene.

Tone --The degree of lightness or darkness in 'an area of a. picture.

1
01.
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*1)1-10TOGIIAPHIC FILM
(ENLARGED)

Protective coat
of 4elatin

.-e
i"--*'

V:sir.f/ -41'.4,42z.4
Ay-

2

14tyy I .7 .4. a? 1 4;
Acv,t ter2......

. . 444,-C-Y .. "4:14:

1)

IL, 1116

,T.M.-1 / PH 4.7A

Emulsion.

4

,z4

.41

a

_Film base (acetate) Antihalation backing

Gelatin foundation
CAI
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Demonstration #1

Objective:

To show students the difference in contrast as shown by enlargements of
different pictures made of the same object made with different speeds.

Materials:

.1. Enlargement of Panatomic X pictures.

2. Enlargements of Plus X Pan pictures:

3. Enlargements of Tri X Pan pictures.

Procedure:

Have the students examine each of the pictures made with each type of film.
DiscUss the pictures and the qualities of each.

Principle:
h. P

The faster films produce more contrast. The contrast of a pictute is the
elimination of the grays in the picturei. Fewer shades of gray a present
because fewer clumps of light-sensitive materials are present. Fkwerer tones
are present in high speed film and more tones are present in slower speed
film.

a
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Demonstration #2

Ojective:
.

) /

1

To show students what happens to the clarity of pictures made with the
three different types of film when they are enlarged. Students should see
large 4ots on the enlargements,

Materials:

1. Enlargement of I anatohic X film.

2, Enlargement of Plus X 'pan film.

,3. Enlargement of Tri X Pan'film.

Procedure: A

Have the students examine each picture made with each type of iim. Dis-
cuss the pictures and the qualities of eafch. t

C
Principle:

The Tri X Pan film will have large black dots Wheri enlarged. Pariatomic X
and Plus X Pan are fine grain films and when they are enlarged do not show
large,dots.:.- r s-

, ... li

tl
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Student 'Activity #r

You will take pictures using each of the three types -of black and white
film. Each picture will be enlarged so the students will better see the
chlracteristics of each type of film. Students will develop the film in' a
later class.

Materials:

1. 1 35 mmcSLR Camera.

)
Roll of Panatomfc X film.

1 1- Roll of Plus X Pan film...

4. Roll of tri X Pan film.

t4-
t.)

R
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'TEST-1

Match the following terms to their definition.
I

Silver grains combined with a ;.halogen, .A; ASA
element, ' 4

B ! Contrast
...

2. A length of protective film at the ,,

beginning of a roll of film. C. Film ..

41
. .

3, The degree of lightness or darkness' CI. Film leader
in an area of a picture.

.

4. Alight- sensitive material made of.
grains of sfivehalidee stibpended
in gelatin and Coated'.''

s
tO an acetate

strip. . ,

* ,

.

- ....-,....----".

. .

5. The number-, giving.the speed of its film

. . .
,

6. heAensity range 'of a,negatiVe,Aprint,
or slide; the brfghtness.range ofs,ak,

'svbject of the scene lighting.. .,.'.74" ,t6 ....J. Negative
.,' .6-

E. Emulgion

F. Acetate

G. Tone

H.' Silver halides

.I. , =VCraininess

A thin coating of light sensitive ,

Material, usually a silver halideit
gelatin in which the image islorrge51
on film.

.41

8. The plastic base' of film which vearries

the emulsion.

9. The developed, film that contains a.

reversed image of the original object
or scene.

10. The sand7like or granular appearance
of a negative, prirk, or slide result-
ing from the clumping of silver grains
during development of the film.

A

$
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TEST #2

Match the film name to the proper characteristics.

1. Speed ASA 400
Good Contrast
Coarse Grain

A. Panatomic X
Z. Speed - ASA 32

High Contrast B. T!ri X Pan
Fine'Grain

C. Plus X"Pan
3. Speed -'ASA 125

Good Contrast
Fine Grain

lr

O

to.

L.)
r ,1
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ANSWERS TO TEST #1

PH 4.13

1. H . 6. B

2. D 7. E

3. G 8. F

4.. C 9. J 0.

C-
5. A 10.

1. B

2. A

3. C

N

N

ANSWERS TO TEST #2

C.; ti
Z `.k
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-EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

I. Equipment

. A: 02 35 mm SLR cameras.

. B. 02Y-- Electronic flashes.

C. 02 Tripods.

D. 02 Light meters. ,
. .

1
E. 02 Shuttet release cables.

*
II. Supplies

A. 06 rolls of Panatomic X film.

B. 06 rolls of Plus X Psn film.

C. 06 rolls of Tri X Pan film.

.

I

tcJ
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM
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Instructional Section:

PHOTOGRAPHY

Title of Unit:

DEVELOPING BLACK AND WHITE FILM o

PH

ft

DESCRIPTION OF UNIT'

This unit will cover basic techniques used in developing black and white
film. It will give an overview of the following areas: the process used
to developblack'and white film, the chemicals used to develop film, and
the basic-purpoies of the chemicals used. The materials in'this unit are
designed for 8 hours of instruction.

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion .of this unit the ditadent will be able to name and give
the function of each of the chemicals used to develop black and white
film, explain the developing process step by step identify the ttocgls and
equipment, and know the meaning of the terms used with the developing
process. The student will also demonstrate the ability-to-develop black
and whitejfilm by,using.the proper chemicals and equipment.

PERFORMANCE OBJECVVES

After completion of this unit the student will be able to:

1. Matc h terms associated with film developing to the correct .

definityn or description.
' .

2. List and describe, the basic chemicals used to develop black and
white' film and give each one's function.

3. Identify ,the tools and equipment used in developing and tell
what they are used for.

V.

4. Brialy list in order the steps used in developing black and
-white film. c.

.14

144
5
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.

5. Demonstrate the ability to:
. -

A. Set the chemicals and equipment to develop film.

B. Dev p black and white film.

C. Propery mix all 'chemiCals needed to develop,f1.1m.
a

D. Properl se all equipment found in the black and wbite
darkroom.

'

O

4

4),



OUTLINE OF CONTENT.

'I. Chemicals

- A. 'Developer

PH 5.3

The emulsion side-of the film is hit by the light as it enters
the'iens ofthe camera. The developer reacts chemically with
the Film emulsion during the processing of-the exposed film.
The film will rave from black tO,white once it has been de-

- veloped since different areas of the film received differeat-
amounts of light. images that have been 'Created on the film are
the opposite of the $riginal scene. Dark areas of the 'scene
appear as light areas on the film.' 'fills is the reason developed
film 'is called a negative.

B. StiPp Bath

Stop bath 'is anotherchemical usedvto stop the chemical reaction
of the developer. The stop bath is diluted acid 'and should be
worked with carefully. .

4)

C. Fixer'

Althoughthe reaction betweeti,the developer and the film is
stopped after it is placed in the stop beth, the filmIan still
react to light because part pf the- emulsion on the film,was nod
affected by the light auring,tte first e posure. The negative'
will be ruined by being turuedtblack by t emulsion being ex-

, posed to more light." The -fixer is another chemical solution
- used to prevent the emulsion frqm beingaf ectedpy light. The

. fixing solution contains chemicals that will 'remote the Ouskd
emulsion so that the negative willno longer be sensitive to
light. The fixing solution also contains chemicals that help to
flarden,the film which has become soft,ddring developing. The
fixer makes the negative more durablt and to scrafch.-

N.

Steps in Developing Roll Film

NOTE: Temperature of skutions and developing time are thq most
important factors affecting good negative processing. The best
developing temperature is'68 degrees. The developer water 'and
hypo should all be the same temperature. The temperature is

, important and should be carefully maintained at the samelevel.
The warmer the developer the mare rapidly t'works. The
temperature of the developer can be raised .by handling too much.

The rate of developmerit
agitation. The effect
mentfor "predictable'
fully.

is controlled by time, temperature, and
of 'each-a're figured into film. deyelop-
eSults. Follow your directions care-,

t) LI
1 %,..)
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A. Half-fill a large jar or pitcher with lukewarm water. Check the
temperature-with a thermometer and add the proper amounts of
cool or warm water until it has stabiliied at 68'°F (20°C) for at
least one (1 hill Minute.. .

B. Mix the developer according to-Athe instructions packaged with
it. Pour the ftoper amount into the developing tank and the

4 rest into a jai labeled Developer.

C. Mix the stop bath according to the instructions packaged with
it. -Pourat into a jar labeled Stop Bath.

D. Mix the fixer according to the instructions packaged'with
' Pour it -into'a jar labeled Fixer..- '

In total darkness remove the film from the film cartridge.
Detach the film and discard the paper and tape that has been
around the film. Handle the film by the edges only.

F. While handling'the film by its edges,. roll the film _'into the
apron o'r reel according to the tank instruction. Put the reel
or apron, into the tank, secure the lid,, and start timing. Room
lights may be turned on.

G. e
Remove any air bubbles by tapping the tank against the working
surfaces. ,Agitate the,tank by inverting it, rotating it in a".
Circular motion or rotating the reels. Agitat&\for five (5),
'seconds at thirty (30)'second intervals. Whent'tfle developing
time IA over, pour the solution back into the deieloper jar.

H. Pour the stop bath' tolution into the tank through the opening in
the top. do pot open the tank. Agitate gently fot thirty (30)

' seconds; and then pour the liquid back'intO its original jar.

. .

I. Add the fixer" solution and agitate as before. At the end of the_
fixing time (2 to 4 minutes with Kodafix Solutiori--5 to 10 min-
utes,with Kodak Fixer),''pour the solution into its jar,

4I1

11'

. ripen .the tank- and inspect 'the film 'for the following defects in

processing: , ,' ....

- ,.

.,'.

a 041 .

L. Beige spots Film 'iMproperly,loaded so that it stuck to-'
gether in the reel, preventing tfie chemicals from,-reaching
the surface of the emulsion. Return to hypo and agitate
until the affected area .is transparent.

Pinkish tinge Insufficient agitation.' This is residue
from the,anti-halation backing. keturn- to hypo and agitate
untilm clears. Note: Tri-X is difficult to cleat. Fix
until "pink"ii,as faint aspossible.. Kodak claims' the tint
willoot interfere with printing and may'aisappear on expo-,
sure.tb light. '

p
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Overall cloudiness - Contaminated, weakened, or exhausted '

fixer. Check strength of hypo and replace it if necessary.
Return film to tank, protect against light until you can get
fresh hypo and repeat the fixing proceclure.

K. Remove the tank cover, place the tank under a moderate stream of
65 to 75° F water, and let the film wash for about a 'half hour.
To shorten washing time, rinse the film in Kodak Hypo Clearing
Agent. Then you wash for 5 minutes.

Hang up the film with a film clip at each end. Dampen a viscous
. sponge, wring it ,out, and then gently rtin it along both sites of
the film to remove large drOplets of water. Let the film dry.
Don't forget, to rinse out all parts of youn film tank."

M. 'Identify the ncgat e'envelope with your game, the subject mat-
ter,, and date.before inserting 'film. Cut negatives-it, strip's:
2;1/4' X 2 1/4" frames, or five, 35 mm frames. Keep negatives
protected in the envelope at all times except when in use.

II. Each step of the developing proteduie should be carefUlly explained
and demonstrated by the instructor. - 15*

'

e.

0
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

. I. Provide student with student module,'

II.. Make transparencies.

III. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

IV., Discuss information sheets, andgo through outline of material,
giving demonstrations as you go.

V. Discuss student activity sheets.

t.

Give test.

?

Aw

it

V
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

I. Read Oblective sheet.
0 Joy

II. Study information, sheets.

ru. Complete,,actiqty'sheets.

IV. Take'test.

°

t,

r.

."
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,I. Terms and Definitions

PH .5.9

Inform4tipn Sheet #1

c.

!.
Agitation - Keeping thedevelope, stop bath or fixer in gentle,
motion while p'rocessi film Or paper. Agitation helps to speed and
ensure even developme !Ana prevent'spotting or staining:

Clearing agent A chemical4that,neutralizes,hypo ,on Tilm or paper,
reducing washing time and helping to provide a nerestableimage.

Darkroom A light' tight area used for processing films and for
printing and processing papers; also.for loading and unloading film

-holders and some cameras.'

Densitometer An'instrUment for measuring the density of an area in
a negative or print.

Density The blackness of an area in a negative or print which de-
termines the amount. of light that will pass through it or reflect
from it.

t,

.

Developer A solution used to turn the latent image into a visible
image on exposed film or photographic'papeAl

Developing tank- Alight tight container used for processing film.

Emulsion The thin coatin of gelatin containing -silver halides on
photographic film or paper:

Emulsion side The side-ot the film coated ,with emulsion. - In the
contact 1:inting andoeniargIng, the emulsion side--dull side--of the
film should face the emulsion side-- shiny, side --of the photographic
paper.

Etching Scraping black spots off a print or negative with a ppeir
vial knife.

Film leader A length of protective film'at thebeginning of a
:
roll

of une4osed or processed film:

Fixing bath -.A solutiOn that removes any light sensitive salt not
acted upon*by lightor.developer leaving:a'black-and-white negative
or print unalterable by further action of light.N 9

r ;Flat -'Too low in contrast thefAige in density in a negative or
print is too :short: r

Flat lighting tightiik that, produces very little cOntrapt or mod-
eling on the sab4ect with a minimum of shadows.
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Fogging Darkening or discoloring of a negative or print or light-
ening or discoloring ofa slide caused by (1) exposure to non-image-
forming light to which the photographic material is sensitive, (2)
too much handling in air during development, (3) overdevelopment,
(4) outdated film or paper, or (5) storage of film or paper in a hot
humid place.

Forced development Increasing the development time,of a film, to
increase its effective speed (ASA) for low-light situations; push
processing.

Graininess The sand-like or granular appearance of a negative,
print or slide resulting from the clumping of silver grains during
developments of the film.

High contrast - A wide range of deunsity in a print or negative.

Highlights The brightest are of a subject and the corresponding
areas in a negative.

Hypo The name for a fixing -bath made-from sodium thiosulfate,

other chemicals, and water.

Latant image The invisible image ll.ft by the action of light on
photographic film or papers When processed, the latent image be-
comes the visible image either in reversed tones, as in a negative,
or in positive tones, as in a color transparency.

Negative The developed film that containsa reversed-tone image of
the original scene.

Positive - The opposite of a negative, an image with the same tonal
relationships as those in the original scene.

Reticulation 4,- Cracking or distorting of the emulsion,during proc-
essing, usually caused by wide temperature or chemical-acting dif-
ferences between the solutions.

,.-

Retouching Altering a print or negative after developthent by usd

of dyes or pencils to alter tones of highlights, shadows, and other
-'details, or to remove blemishes.

Safelight'- An enclosed darkroom lamp fitted with a filter to screen
out light rays to which film and paper are sensitive.

Stain - Discolored areas on film or paper, usually caused by cOntam-
lnated developing solution or by insufficient fixing, washing, or
agitation. 9'

ti
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Stop bath An acid rinse, usually a weak solution of acetic acid,
used as a second step when developing blaok-and-white film or paper;
it stops development and makes the hypo last longer.

Thin negative A negative that is underexposed or underdeveloped
(or both); a thin negative appears less dense than a normal nega-
tive.

Underexposed A condition iewhich too little light reaches the
film, producing a thin negative.

Replenisher A chemical solution that increases the life of other
chemical solutions when it is added to therk.

II. Problems Encountered with Negative Development

Streaky Negatives Due to uneven development. tot all of the film
was in contact with the developer during development time or there
was noLenough solution:

Rows of Regularly Spaced Marks If they occur inside the picture
area of the negative, it's because the film wasn't properly seated
in the apron or because tle wrong apron 'was used.

, . e
Black Streaks A sign that light reached the film while, the film
was being loaded or unloaded into or out of the,camera. If all the
streaks are on the same side, the top,of the developing tank may

.have loosened during processing.

,-'

Overall Grayness Caused by'light sneaking into the darkpom during

f
the time film was being loaded into the developing tank.

--y--

;$17

Thin Transparent N atives - If there are no really dark black areas
in the entire negaC e, it usually means that your developer was too leit
cold, you cut shot the developing time, or the- negative was over
exposed.

1

Dense, Heavy Negatives The developer was too warm, the film devel-
oped too long, or the negative overexposed.

p
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Information Sheet #2

Steps in Developing Roll Film

NOTE: Temperalure of solutions and developing time are one of
the most important factors affecting good negative processing.
The best developing temperature is 68 degrees, The developer
water and hypo should all be the same temperature. The tempera-
tureis important- and should be carefully maintained at the same
level. The warmer the developer the more rapidly it. works. The
temperature of ehe developer can be raised by handling too much.

ti
The rate of development is controlled by time, temperature, and
agitation. The effects of each are figured into film develop-
ment for "predictable" results. Follow your directions

\
care-

A. Half-fill a large jar or pitcher with lukewarm water. Check. the

temperature with a thermometer and add the proper amounts of
eoolot warm water until it has stabilized at 68°F (20°C) for at
least one (1) full minute.

B. Mix. the developer according to the instructions packaged with
it. Pout the proper amount into the developing tank and the
rest into a jar labeled Developer.

C. Mix the stop bath-according to the instructions-packaged with
'it. YOur it into a jar labeled Stop Bath.

D. Mix thfixer according to the instructions packaged with it.
Pour it into a jar labeled Fixer.

E. In total darkness remove the film from the film cartridge.
Detach the film and discard the paper and tape that has been
around the film. Handle the 4£ilm by-the edges only.

F. While handling the film by its edges, ,roll the film into the---
apron or reel according to the tank instruction. Put the reel
or apron into the. t#nk, secure the lid, and start doling. Room
lights 'may be turned on.

G. Remove any .air bubbles by tapping the tank against the workiqg
gurfaces. gitape the tank by inverting it, rotating it ih a

'circular motion or rotating the reels.. Agitate for five.(5)
seconds at thirty (3 second intervals. When the,developing

H. Pour the st th solution into-the tank through the opening in
tthe top. d t open the tank. Agitate gently for thirty (30)

seconds, an n pour the liquid back into its original jar.
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I. Add che fixer solution and agitate as before. At th6 end, of the
fixiig time (2 to 4 minutes with Kodalix Solution--5 to 101
minutes with Kodak-Fixer), pour the sdtption into its jar.

J. Open the tank and inspect the film for, the following 'defects in
proceSsing:,4

1. Beige spots i Film improperly loaded so that it stuck to-'
other in the,teel, preventifig the chemicals from reaching

' the surface of the emulsion.. Return to hypo and agitate
until the affected area As transparent: =,

.2. Pinkish tinge Insufficient agitation. This is residue
fromthe 'anti-halation backing. Return'to hypo and agitate
until film clears. Note: Tri-X is difficult to clear. Fix
until "pink" is as faint as possible. Kodak claims the tint

`will not interfere with.printing and may disappear on expo-
sure to light.

3. Overall cloudiness 7 Contaminated, weakened, or exhausted
c fixer. Check strength of'hypo and replace it if necessary.

Return film to tank, protect against light until you can get
.fresh hypo and repeart,the ffxtkg procedure.

K. Remove the tank cover,, place the tank under a moderate stream of
65 td75°F water, and let the film wsh for about'a half hour.
To shorten washing time, rinse the film in Kodak'Hypo Clearing
Agent. Then you wash for 5 minutes.

c_ L. Hang up the-film with a film clip at each end. Dampen a viscase
sponge,.wringZit out, and then gently.run it along both sides of
the film to remove large droplets of water. Let the film dry.
Don't forget to rinse out all parts of your firm tank.

M. -Identify the negative envelope with your name, the subject mat=
ter, 'and date befr6-inserting film. Cut negatives in strips:
2 1/4" X 2 1/4" frames, or five 35 mm frames. Keep negatives

,t protected in the envelope at all times except when in use.

t.-

3. 0
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Obje'cti've:

DEVELOPING 1LACK.'AND WHITE FILM

1.

PH 5.14

Student ...Activity #1'

Youill take the materials given and ,process a roll of eposed film ,
.., into printable,liegatives. You will also evaluate pefie&shed. nega-

tives. as, to any problems and solutions.
.,

, ....
, s.

Materials:.:
:-. f, ' .

°

1. vvin e itIll .of exposed 35mm,4lack and white. film.

2:
9.

One processing.tank0
. 5

3. One darkropi thermometer.

4. One darkroomgraduate.

.

5.. Two spring-type clothespins.

6: Four large jars.

,7.. One darkroom timer

8. Chemicals: Kodak Developer D-76, Kodak Indicator Stop Bath, and
,Kodak fixer or KodaRix_2ho1 nOon:

9. A stirring rod.-

10. Changingbag.'..

of*

_

6

I

9,t

9

.
,: .

g r . \

) -
.-
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0

40'
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(

UNIT TEST

Match the terms on the right to the correct description.

.

1. The . is a solution that removes any
light sensitive salt notlacted upon by
light ordeveloper leaving a 'black-and-white
negative or print unalterable by-further
action of light.

,

2. A i a length of protective film at
the beginning of a roll of unexposed or
processed film.

.

3. The is a light tight container used °

..f.

for peocessing film. - .,

A
,,,,.. .

4. is a chemical that neutralizes hyp6$
in fi'm or paper, reducihg washing time
and, helping to ptovide a

,
more Stable image.

..
.. e

5. is a fixing bath Made from sodiUm./
thibsulfate, ether chemicald and water.

110

6. A , is developed, film that contains a
reversed-cone image of the original scene.

OW: ut-anegativei ad
imageviththe saiie tonal 'relationships
as those in the original scene.

8. The is an acid rinse,.usually a
weak solution of *Acetic actd, used as a
second step when developing black -and-
white, film or paper.

. 9. The :is the solution used to /turn
the latent-image into a visible image
on exposed film or photographic paper.

/

.10. age ihe lightest areas of*upy
in a piint or negative.

is the blackness of an area in a
negative or print which deeermines the
amount of'light thatwill pass through
it or reflect from it._

A. Hypo

B. Film leader

C. -Positiv

D. Fixing Bath.

E.% Negative*

F. Stop -Bath,
.

G. High Contrast -.

H. Developing

L. Developer

4.

e

(

J. Clearing Agent-
.

K. Density

,
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- 2. B.
3. H

0 1

,

I

5. A

A:,

6: E

. .

4.

)

.

.
a 10. G

-.1 11. K

410(

k
ANSWERS TO TEST
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I.. Equipment

)

*
1.

.E6IIPMENT/SUEPLIES

N 6 proCessing Banks°

B. 6/arkroom thermometers

C. 6,darkrowgraduates
,

D. 24 spring\type clothespins

E.- a large jars

F. 6 darkroom timers

Ca., 6 stirring rods

H. 2 changing bags

II. Supplies

A. Two gallons of Kodak Developer D-76

.3. Two gallons Kodak Indicator Stop Bath . fp

A

C. Two gallIons p ak Fixer or KodaFix solution.

D. 24' rolls of exposed TrfXPan film

. -
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MAKING PRINTS FROM NEGATIVES;., .
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DESCRIPTION OF UNIT
.

This unit will cover the:basic' techniques used in contact printing. It
will give, an overglew of the following areas: thetd4rkroom equipment
used in cOntact,printing,.the functions'and, working of a contact-printing
frame, the various chemicals used, in contact printing, and how to make a
phOtogram. The materials in thiSfUnit are designed for 10 hours of
instruction. ,

e '
'..

. ,
.

ft'.,Upon completion this unit the student-wfli be able to explain each_..

namestep in making contact prints, name and'givd the use i4f the darkroom
', equipment used in contact printing, use the contact-print frame correct:-
, ly, and give tht.pbtposegv.olseach of- the chemicalsused in the printing

prdcess. The student will also demOnstrate the ability'to make quali.ty
contact prints by dsidg'proper chemicals and equipment.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit thb student-will be able to:7"

4
1. Match terms associated with.coUtact printing to the.correCt

descriptibn or definition.
0 4

1
2. List and describe the basic chemicals used in contact printing]

*t, -

Identify the tools and equipment used in contact printing and'
'tell each one's use.

/

4. Briefly list in order the steps used'in contact priAting.
.4-

d' .

,
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4
5. kin.)1I; -tile ability to:

A.

1
.

4;e,_ p the chemicals and, equipment needed to Lite a Contact
Ln f

,

, O. . 04 #. , O a .. ., .., .
.
B.'. Proper /mix 111 chem.idal's needed. to make 'prints.. --

,...:

, v
C. Make quality contact prints.

D. Properly use `41.1 equipment used to make contadt prints.

7

A

J
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OUTLINE -OF CONTENT

I. TemperattreeINi time and agitation

a

PH 6.3

A. Temperature of solutions and developing time are the most
,portant factors affecting good contact ,prints and should be -

closa&y moniterad.

B. The best temperature for chemicals used in contact printing is
68° Fe

0,

''C. Developer, water, and hypo should all be the same.temperature!
litts , .4
D. The warmer the solutions the more rapidly it works.

.f

E. Solution temperatures can be raised by hkidling them too much.

II. Photographic pavers

A. Comes in variety of sizes, weights, surfaces, tl.nts, speeds,
textures, and contrast grades.

B. Contact printing paper isless sensitive to light than
enlarging paper and requires'longer exposure time to make a .

photograph.

C. Paperconin contrast grades from, No. 2 throtighlioii0.

D. No.'2 contra t paper works best for contact printing.

41
//. g. Photographic papet is sensitive to white light and should'be

, handled 'in a,safelight.
N

. , I
. The sensitive side of the paper is called the.eibulsion.side of

the paper. , , . -,

4.,
. 0

, .'Cr. The emulsion side of.the paper is smoother to the touch, more
...0,.' shiny than the back, and tends to curl inward. .

III.J.Steps in making a proof sheet

A. Halfi-fill a Large jar or.pitcher-with,lukewSrm water., Check
the temperature with the thermometer, and then-alfd'sufficient
'cool or warm water until you have it stabilized at 68° F for.at
least 1 full minute.

1,

r.

. Mix the 'developer 'a6c6v.ding to the instructions packaged with
.- it. Pour it into .a tray labeled Dev loper to a depth ,of about

1 1/2 inch and thea-pilt the rest into A.abeledjar. , ,
1 . . 40 '.

, k,.. .
. Mix the,stop bath according to the instructions; pour about 1/2

inch into a tray Stop Bath and the rest a labeled,,

jar. *
.

,

.

. /..- 0,-,
/

4;4 Att
It Y L)

,
.
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'

D. Mix the fixer according to the instructions; pour abouU04/2
inch into a tray labeled Fixer, and then put the rest into a
labeled jarlb.-

E. Arrange the trays ih front of you sothat, from left, to right,
you have developer, stop. bath, and fixer.. Then rinse your

9 hands well and dry them thoroughly. *Urn off all lights ekcePt
the ,safelight. The safelight should te placed at least 4 'Feet
from your work.

F. Remove one sheet of photographic paper and close the package so
light can not' get in. Place, the negative so the dull side
faces the, shiny side of the paper. The negatives. should be
near thl:light source. 'Cover with the 'glass. \

G. If a print frame is being used with a 7-watt bulb, Jiang the
bare-bah-2 feet abo-ve'Lthe:--f-rame-and -turn-it-on-for-about-10

seconds' Getting the correct exposure time may require experi-
mentation.,

H. If ape'enlarger is used, place the empty, negative Carrier in the

enlarger and set the 'Tens at i/11. The enlarger should be ad-

, justed so the light covers an area A little larger than the
'papet. Expose for about 8 seconds. -You may have to experiment
to get'theForrect exposure time.

I. Remove,the paper from the printing device with your 'left hand
(do not get your right hand wet with developer) and slide the

-paper into the developer. Make sure shiny side is up. Rock
the tray gently for 1'1/2 minutes by tippipg up on one end and
then' the other end.

0

*J. pemove the paper from the developer with your left hand. Let

the paper drain for one or two seconds and slide the paper into
the stop. bath. (center tray). Using the same method of agita-:
tiop as kn`step Y, agitate the tray for 5 to"10 seconds. -

. RemoVe the, paper from the stop-lathewith yOUr right hand and
.

place the paper into the fixer. Agitate the prints frequently
for 2 minutes and keep. the prints separate from other prints iii
the fixing tray. After the prints have been in the fixer 'for,
25730 secondp, the lights can be turned on.

L. If most of the.pictures:on the proof sheet seem to be too,
light, make another proof'sheet and double the exposure time
used on the first. Cut the exposure time lip half*if most of

the pictures seem too dark. You should keep Rotes on the expo- "
sure time.and the.resultp. a

il.,

S M. Wash the print for 4 minutes at 65 Co 70° F in tile fourth tray.,
..,

Agitate- the.print-frequently_while it_is washing while using .

ester.
.

running Weer. .

1.

N. Sponge or scSieegee the surface_Water from both sides of tilt

print and'place it onto a flat surface to'dry at room tempera-
turee,/

J
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

Provide Student with student mo04e.

II. Discuss unit and specific objectives.
. _

III. Discuss inforbatiOn sheets and go through outairip of content.

Demonstrate each step involved in making contact prints stressing
each step' and the proper procedures of each step.

_

V. .Discuss the student activity sheets.

VI. Give test.

a.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

,I. Read objective sheet.

II. Study information sheets.

III. Pay attention to and learn the steps and Procedures g6ne (At in
the deMonstrations given in this'unit./

IV. Complete activity 'sheets.

I

V. Take test.

ir

4

f'

o.a

4
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Informatiow,Sheet #1

I. Temperature, time and agitation

A. Temperature of solutions and,developing time are the most im-
__portant factors 'affecting good contact prints and.should be
maintaileed at 11 levels.

. The best temperatdre for chemicals used in contact printing is
68° F.

A,
,

C. Developer, water, and hypo should all'be the'same teMberature.

9

D. the warmer. the solutions, the more rapidly it works.

E. Solution ilemperatures can be raised,by handling them too much.

II. Photographic papers
t

4 ,
A. Comes in variety of sizes, weights, surfaces, tints, speeds,

texturesp.and contrast grades.

B. Contact tinting paper less-sensi e -to light than enlarging
.

, paper an requires longer exposure time to Make a photograph. -r '-
. !... .

C. 'Paper Comes in contrast grades frpm No 2 through No 6.

0
D. No. 2 contrast paper works best for contact printing.

.Photog aphic paper is sensitive to white light and' should be.
handled in a safelight.

F. The sensitive side of the.paper-is called the emulsion-side of
the paper.

G. The emulsion side of,the paper is ,smoother to the touch, more
shiny than the'back, add tends to-curl inward.

III. Stgps in making a proof sheet

Halt fill a large jar or pitcher with lukewarm water. Check#

the temperatute with the thermometer,%pnd then, add sufficient
cool or, warm water until you have it stabilized at 68° E for at

' least 1 full minute.

CV

B. Mix the developer according to the instructions packaged with
it. Pour it into a tray labeled Developer to a depth of about
1/2 inch and then pttt the rest into a labeled jar.

I

,C. Mix the Stop bath according to the instructions; pour about 1/2
toatniclg1__S_top BAthland the rest-4nta-alabeleT-----

jar.
,

.

,
, .

. ,

4
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D. Mix the fixer according to the instructions, pour about'1/2
inch into a tray labeled Fixer, and then put the rest,into a
labeled jar.

E. Arrange th trays'in-ftOnt of you ,so that, from left to right,
you have aveloper, stop bath, and fixer: Then rinse your
hands well and dry them thoroughly. Turn ofeall lights except
Athe safelight. The safelight should be placed..at least 4 feet
from your work.

F. Remove one sheet of photographic paper and close the package so
light can not get in. Place,the negative so, the dull side
faces the shiny side of the paper. The negatives should be
'near the light source. Cover with the glass.

G. If.a print frame is being used with a 7 -watt bulb, hang the
bare bulb 2 feet above the frame and turn it on for about 10
seconds. Getting the correct exposure time may require experi-
mentation.

H. If an enlarger is used, place the empty negative carrier in the
enlarger and set the lens'at Fill. The enlarger should be ad-
justed so the light covers an area a little largA than the
paper. .Expose for about 8 seconds. You may have to experiment
to get the correct exposure time.

I. Remove the paper frtm the printing device with your left hand

(do-mot-get-your-right-h0d-wet with developer) and slide the
paper into the developer. Make sure shiny side is up. 0 Rock'
the tray gently for 1 1/2 mifiiira by tipping up on'one end And
then the other end.

Remove the paper from the developer- with your left hand. Let\
the paper drain for one or two seconds and slide'the_paper into
the stop bath (center tray). 'Using the same method of,agita-
tion'as instep I,agitate the tray for 5:to 10 seconds.

K. Remove the papgr from the stop bath with your -right hand, and
place the pAper into the fixer. Agitate the prints frequently
for 2 minutes and keep the prints separate from other prints in
Oneltixingtray. After the prints have been in the fixer far
25-30 seconds,' the lights can be turned on.

a

L. If most of the pictures on the` proof sheet seem coebe too
light-,Oake another proof sheet and double the exposure time
used on the first. Cut Xhe exposure time in half if most .of. ,

the pictures seem too dark. You should keep notes on the expo-
sure time and the results.

O

. M. Wash the.print for 4 minutes att65 to 70°f.in the fourth tray.

uAgitate the print frequently wbfile it is-washing while using
runnfng,wter._

N. Sponge or squeegee the surface water from both sides ofl the
print and place it onto 4 flat surface to dry at room tempera-
tdre. ",/ e)

.

446
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- Terms,and Definitions:

*It

.
Infoination Sheet #2

rit

Safeligtt - The working light source for making plIbtographic'prints.
i The light" will not expose the photographic paper. 0

Contact printing frame A deviCe that holds Ehe negative and:Photo-
__

graphic paper together during.expoSure. The'paper is exposed'by
light from an' external light source.

Contact print,-- A photographic print made by placing the negative' ( '

and the printing per in direct contact for exposure Contact
prihts are the same size as the negative.

'tt- Contrast The differenceHbetween,the shales of. btack,atd white in a
photograph. A high contrast plfotograph.(one with strong blacks,.
brilliant whites, and t.,only a few.mid-tones) is calle "contrasty."
A low contrast'photograph (one with weak, greyish'blacks And many
mid-tones) is ,alled "flAt."

1, - U
Contrast grade A number system used to des6ribe the contrast char-
acteristics that are built into pho4)graphic enlarging papers.
,tract grades range from 0 to6. "Noitai' paper is number 2. Papers

. with a number lower than 2 have a row contrast, phd are used to make
normal contra t Prints from high contrast negatives. Paper';'with
nutters gghe than 2'have high contrast, and are used to hake nor-
maL contrast ints from low contrast negatives. -

A

Paper negative - A negativk image ,that is made on P,..per instead of
Olt.

A.

--,Ehotogram-- A...lihadow image made by laying objects on top of photo-
4s graphic paper and'exposig it through khe obje8ts. /

.
.

1,

),
.4.'

Print - A positive image on photographic paper. $

'Process To' develop film, or paper.
N\

. . r'

Push - To develop film longer than normal. Pushing effectively
increases the speed. of film. It .also increases the size of the
grain and the contrast. i.

.

.

RC Paper Printing paper with a plastic coating under the emulsitn.
RC means rsin coated. . (I s.

.

Soft - An image that'is not sharp., A low contrast image.
.

Test strip - A strip of photographfIF c,paper on which trial exposures
of .varying lengths are made to determine whieh is the correct __

4,"041.4,

4

4

4

1

1-
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Variable-contrast paper A type of photographic printing paper.
The contrast of variable-contrast papers can be changed with filters
that are calibrated in contrast grades.

Emulsion side The side of the film coated with emulsion. (In
:contact printing and enlarging, the emulsion side--dull side--of
tie film should face the emulsion side--shiny side--of the photo-
graphic paper).

Ferrotype plate A chromium-plated or black-enameled sheet of
steel, or mirror-plated glass, used to dry prints to a high-glass
finish; the procedure is sometimes defined as "glazing."

Fogging Darkening or discoloring of a negative or print or light-
ening or discoloring of a slide caused by (1) exposure to non-image-
forming light to which the photographic material is sensitive, (2)
too much handling in air during development, (3).overdevelopment,
(4) outdated film or paper, or (5) storage of film or paper in a
hot, humid place.

OverexpOsure A washed out print caused by being exposed to too
much light.

Positive -,The opposite of a negative; A finished print.

Printing box A device used for contact printing that consists of..a
lighttight box with a source of light and'a frame to position the
negative against the photographic paper in front of the light.

Printingframe - A device used for contact printing that holds a
negative againstthe photographic paper. The paper is exposed by
light fr40 an dxternal light source.

S. 4'4
. _.

Cropping A por040011 of the negative area ia omitted when printing
and enlarging.

Retouching - Altering a print or negative after development by use
of dyes or pencils to alter tones of highlights, shadows, and other
details, or to remove blemishes. c

e:.
4

Spotting Retouching a processed prtntAth a pencil or brush (with
water..colors or dyes) to eaMinate spots left bydust on the nega-
tive.

Stain Discolored areas on film'or paper, usually caused by conta-
minated developing solutions. or' by insufficient fixing, washing, or
agitation.

Tint Shades of white in a finished print, controlled by the color
of the paper, varying from,w e to buff.

Tone The degree of lightness or darkness in any given area of a
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Toning Inten%Lfying or changing, the tone Of a photographic print
after processing.

Vignetting Printing the central area of a picture while shading
the edge areas gradually into white. .

Diffusing Softening detail in a print with
other material that scatters light.

Diffusion disc A flat glass with a pattern
rings that breaks up and scatters light from
softens detail in a print.

r

a diffusion disk or

of lines of

an enlarger
concentric
lent and
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Objective:1
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Student Activity #1

/ You will take the materials given and the negatives you prev-iously
developed and complete the following: (1) make a proof sheet from
the negatives, (2)'evaluate all prints on the proof sheet and dis-
cuss ways to improve them, 'and '(3) make a new print of each negative

following the suggestions that w re ;made.

Materials :'

1. 'A printing frame and'a 7-watt lightbulb.

2. Four trays 8 X 10 inches in size (Kodak Duraflex).

- 3. A stirring rod.

4. A darkroom graduate.

5. Four- large jars.
\

. .
6. Photographic paper (Kodak PolyconLtrast Rapid RC Paper, 8 X 10

inches).-

. A'safelight (Brownie Darkroom Lamp Kit or Kodak Darkroom Lamp:
with a Kodak Safelight'filter 00').

8;. Chemicals:- (1) Kodak DektolPeveloper, (2) Kodak'Indicator Stop,
Bath, (3)- Kodak Fixer or Kkafix Solution.

.-9. Darkroom timer.

10. Rubber Squeegee

Procedure:,

A. Half-fill a large jar or pitcher with lukewarm water. Check the
= temperature with the thermometer, and then add sufficient cool

or' warm water until you have it stabilized at 68° F for at least
1 ftill minute.

B. Mix the developer according tothe instructions packaged with,
it,, Pour it into a tray labeled'Deveroper to a depth of about
1/2 inch and then put the rest into a labeled jar.

1

'C. Mix the stop bath according to the instructions; pour about 1/2
inch into a tray labeled StkopBath and the rest into a labeled
jar.

44'
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D. Mix the fixer according to the instructions,J..pour about 1,12

inch into a tray labeled Fixer, and then put the rest into a
labeled jar.4

E. Arrange the trays in front, of you so that, from left to right,
you have developer, stop bath, and, fixer. Then rinse your
hands well and dry them thoroughly.' Turn off all lights except
the safelight. The safelight should be pla6ed at least 4 feet
frokyourwork.

,F. Remove one sheet of photographic paper and close the package so
light_ can not get in. Place he negatiVeso the dull side
faces the shiny side'of*the paper. The negatives should be
near the light source. Cover with the glass.

G.' If a print frame is being used with a 7watt bulb, hang the
bare bulb 2 feet above the frame'and turn it on for about 10
seconds. Getting the correct exposure time may require experi
mentatidn.

Hi If an enlarger is used, place the empty negative carrier in (the
enlarger and set the lens at F/11. The enlarger should be ad
justed so the light -covers an area a little larger than the
paper. Expose for about 8 seconds. You may have to experiment
to get the correct exposuye\time.

I. Remove the paper from the printing device with your left hand
(do not get your right hand wet with 'developer) and slide the
paper into the developer. Make sure shiny side is up. Rock

c the ;tray gentlyfor 1 1/2 minutes by' tipping up on one end, and
then the other end.

,
' J. Remove the paper from the developer with your left hand. Let

the paper drain for one or two seconds and slide the pAper into
the stop bath (center tray). Using the Same method /of agita
tion as in step I, agitate the tray for5 to 10 seconds.

,

K. Remove the paper from the stop bath with your right, hand and,
place the Raper into the fixer. Agitate the prints frequently

' for 2 minutes and keep the prints separate from other 'prints' in
the fixing tray. After the'prints have been in the fixer for
25-30 seconds, the lights can be turned on.

L. If most of the pictures on the proof sheet seem,to be too
light, make another proof sheet and double the exposure ,time
used on the first. Cut the exposure time in half it hlost of
the pictures seem too dark. You should keep notes on the, eipo
sure time and the results. (.

M. Wash the print for 4 minutes at 65 to .7rF in the foUrth trayi.
Agitate the print frequently while it s washing while using

, d.
running wter.

N. Sponge or squeegee the surface water'from both sides of, the
print and place, it onto a flat surface to dry at room tempeita-

. ,

tune.
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UNIT -TEST

Match the terms from photolprinting,with the description which best
describes the term. Place the letter of your answer in the blank before
each statement.

1. A .4 is a photographic ,print
made by placing the negative and
printing paper in direct contact for
,exposure.

2. A is a working light source
for making photographic prints.

3. A is a positive image on
photographic paper.

4. is the degree

areaaor darkness in any given rea of a print.

A. Safelight

B. Printing
frame

C. .RC Paper

D. Tone

E. Test strip.
Thk 'of a print ,is the.shades
of white ih the finished print and" is
controlled by the color of the paper. F. Variable

Contrast
6. A is a,device used for con=

tact printing that holds the negative
against the photographic paper: G. Push

7. To film development )(wail'
developing longer than normal and H. -.Contact
increases the speed of the film. Print

. .
8. paper can have its contrast

.., changed by lising filters calibrated in ,
I. Tint

contrast grades. ..i

9. is printing paper with a
plastic coating under fhe emulsion. .

10. A is a strip of photographic
paper on which trial ,exposures. of dif-
ferent engths are made to determine ,

the correct exposures.

577

J. Print
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EQUIPMENT& SUPPLIES

)
I. Equipment

A. 6--Printing frames with 7-watt light'bulbs

B. 24- -trays 8 X 10 inches4

44.

I

C. 6-- Stirring rods

D. 6-- Darkroom Graduates

E. . 8--Large jars

F. 6-- Darkroom timers

G. 6--Rubber squeegees

H. 1--Safelight (if you do 'not have one in a darkroom)

TT, Stitppligc

, 4

A. 100-Sheets (4 packages) of Kod4k Polycontrast Rapid RC Paper,
8 X 10 inches

B., 2--Gallons of Kodak Dektol Developer

C. Use the Kodak Indicator Stop Bath and Kodak Fixer left-oar from
developing the negatives.

.

U

.44

L.
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In6tructional Section:

PHOTOGRAPHY

Title of Unit:

PHOTOGRAPHIC FILTERS

PH 7.1
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DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

This unit will cover the baiic lens,filters used in black and white
photography. It will give guidelines for selecting the proper filter to
use forwgiven situation; the proper lens opening, and the size of fil-
ters. The materials in this unit are designed for 3 hours of
instruction.

UNIT OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this unit the student will be able to explain the
regults of using a particular filter in a certain situation. The student
will°be able to explain the filter factor and how to properly' use it.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit the student will be able to:

1. Match the type of filter to be used with the conditions de-
scribed.

2. Explain the meaning, of filter factor and how to set the'camera, *

to compensate for it. -.

3. "Identify the various types of filters.

5S2
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. A light filter removes or tones down certain light rays.

II. The color of the filter will make that color in the photograph
lighter.

III. Filter Factor is the amount that the filter dims the brightness
'reading of the film making it necessary to use a larger lens
opening.

IV. Cameras with.built in light meters will tell you'Itile proper lens
opening to u§e.

V. The filter screws intoqthe end of the lens.

VI. Types" 4

A. Polarizing - Remove glarWcaused by sun or by the sun being
reflectesioff \Objects.,

B. Red Lightens up red colors.

'C. Green Lightens up green colors.

D. YelloW - Lightens,up yellow colors.

E. Blue Lightens up blue colors.

VII. Filter Factor°
p

1. The amount the filter dims the. view or the amount of light that
is withheld from the film.

B. This cleans that:the shutter opening will have to be Made
larger.

C. A filter factor of X 1 means 1/2 of a stop, a factor of.X 2.
means 1 stop,. and tells how much'to open up the lens.

3:2

1
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*TEACHER ACTIVITIES

( Provide students with student module

II. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

III. Discuss information sheets and go through the outline of content.

IV. Show students pictures showing results of using particular-filters
on the same picture (see Photo One).

,

V. Discuss the student- activity sheet.

VI. Give test.
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I. Read objective sheet.

Study information

III. Study pictures
afilters.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

showing the

IV.- Complete Activity Sheet.

V. 'Take test.

4:4

results obtained by using different
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Terms and Definitions: 1

Information Sheet #1

Filter A glass or plastic disk which .screws into the front of the
lens and helps remove sothe of a particular color as its rays' enter
the lens.

Filter Factor The amount of light that a filter keeps from enter-
ing the lens.' The filter factor written on the filter "tells how
much to open the lens to compensate for the filter. ,Example: X 24
on the filter ,means to open the opehing one stop F28 7 F4 - F5.6
F8.

Polarizing Filter A filter that removes the harshness and glare
caused by bright sunlight. ,

,

J.-) 4
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USING FILTERS

Objective:

PH 7.7

Student Activity #1,

.
e,You will take the materials given and complete the following: use

each of the filters to take an exposure of the same object and eval-
uate the results. .

Materials:

1. 1--35-mm SLR Camera

2. 1--Tripod

3. 1--Light meter

4. 1--Set of filters (include blue, green, yellow, red, and
polarizing)

5. 1--Shutter release cable

6. 1--Roll of Plus-X Pan Firm #,

Procedure:

4

4

1. Load camera with. the fil6 making sure the proper speed, is pro-
pea}, set.

2. Three students will use the same, camera and film.

3. -Expose the film without the use of a filter.

4. Use the same setting and objects as used for the original expo-
sure except use each of the filters.

5. Set the opening of the lens according to the recommendations on
the filter.

'0

e
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UNIT TEST

hatch ttie Leyms from the types, of filters with the description which best
'.describes the term. Place the letter of your answer in the blank before
eachstatemeht.

1. kglass or plastic disk which screws A. Filter Factor
into the front of, the lens and helps
'remove some of _a particular color as
its rays enter the lens. B. Filter

0 2. A filter that removes the
harshness and glare caused by bright C. Polarizing.
sunligh

3., The amount of light that a filter
keeps from entering the lens.

of

sIC

4



1. B

2. C

3. 'A

1

,

ANSWERS TO TEST

e-
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EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES
l

I. Equipmgni

, A. 8--35-mm SLR Cameras
.

B. 8-- Tripods

C.. 8-- Lightmeters.

D. 8--Shutter releasg cables
. .,

E. 8--Sets of filter& for the above cameras

II. Supplies

A: 8-- Rolls' of Plus -X Pan Film

.
st 1
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X Title of Unit: 0

N
PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPERS

_.

DESCRIPTION OF UNIT'
4,41-

This unit will cover the various types of photographic papers used for
making enlargements and their characteristics. 'The materials in this
unit are designed for 2 hours of instruction.

UNIT OBJECTIVE

Upon completion Of this unit the student will know the basic types of
. photographic paper and the 'characteristics of each. The student'will be

able to choose the best paper to obtain the desired results.

a 0

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

After CompletiOn of this unit the studenrwill be able to:

1. Select the best photographic paper.to obtain the desired
.results.

2. List the various types -bf photographic paper available and
discuss their characteristics.

e

A
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. Paper bases

A. Single WeightS.W.

B. tight Weight--L.W.

C. Double Weight--D.W.

1.. Used in large prints

2. Better handing characteristics

D. Medium Weight--M.W.

1. Preferable fOr enlargements

2. Good handling characteristics,

II. Surfaces

A. Glossy

1. Best foebrilliant prints.

2. Best reproduction of fine detail.

3. Good for album prints and pictures to be published in beoks
and magazines.- --

4. Dry glossy prints on ferrotype plates or on a ferrotype
dryer to obtain the highest gloss.

5.' Do not ferrotype any Kodak RC Papers.

6

0

B. High Lustre.

1. Sheen slightly less 'than glossy paper.

2. Good for prints reqUiring a great deal of 'brilliance with-
.
out ferrotyping.

''C. Lustre

1. Has a midway slier berWeen Glossy andsMatte.

2. Provides an Otermediate, brilliance to.portraitsand sub
jects requiring-moderate sparkle.
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D. Matte

1. Subdues brilliance.

2. Used for low-key (dark-ton or high -key (light-tone) plc-
tures and atmospheric landsc es.

3. Used widely by portrait photographers.

III. Texture'

A. Smooth

1. Has no noticeable surface pattern 'to interfere with repro-
duction of fine detail.

2. Best surface for small print's:

B. Fine-Grained

1. A slightly pebbled surface.

2.' Does not lose definition.

3. Good for scenic views, children's portraits and exhibition
prints.

C. Silk

'1. Has a clothlike texture with a high-lustre surface.

)
2. Good for-snow and,water scenes, wedding pictur s, still

lifes anchsome portraits.

D. Tweed

1. A rough and4obvious texture.

,2\.; Texture hides fine details.

'3. Emphasis masses in
//:

lands&.pes and portraits.

4. Suitable for large artistic prints-.

E. Tapestry

1. The texture -resembles an artist's canvas.

2. Detail is subdued to a maximum.:

3. Best for large prints.

(
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ly. Stock Tint

A. White

ill
1. Best for cold- 4 subjects (snow scenes; sea-scapes);,

2. Good tor high 'pictures where blue tones are desired.

3. 'Good for genqq1 use

, -

B. Warm White
A

,

1. Very-goodlor 'general subjects when waryfh is desired.

2. The tint "1,a midway between white and cream white:

C. Cream White

1: A good choice for-general'subjects.

2. Well-suited to subjects photographed by daylight or artifi-
cial light. :

V. Contrast Grade: 4
;,

,

A. No. 0--fOrOgatives .with very high contrast.

B. No. 1--for negatives with. high contrast:

C. No. 2--for negai.ives with normal 'contrast.

.D. No. 3 -for 4 es with Tess than normal contrast.

E. No. 4--for n es with low contrast.

.;77,(1
, F. No. 5--for n4gaes with -very low contrast:.

A. Warm tone ten'calOWard brown.

0*
B. Cold tone tend ,0A4rd'blue.

'

C. Designations'40,1(ndak papers are:

t.,s
1. Blue-blact

2. Neutral

-/

Imagejone

4

'<I
4. Brown-

<4.
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VII. Resin Coating

A. Characteristic of Kodak RC Papers

a

PH 8.5

.. B. Helps-prevent processing chemicals from printing the paper` base
which re4uces fixing, washing, and -drying times.

D. It eliminates ,t-tte need for Ferro- typing.

N.,

0
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TEACHER ACT
sl

' I 4
I. Provide student with student module.

LES

II. Discuss
;

unit, and specific objectives. .

k

r-

..e
III. Discuss informatioArsheets and go through the outline of,content.

IV. Give test.

4

t'
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Ob. 1

I. Read objective sheet.

'II. Study information sheets.

/- III. Take test.

11.

.

t
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,REFERENCES /RESOURCES I

References

A. Basic Developing, Printing, Enlargingin Black andCWhite; East-
.

man Kodak Company #AJ-2, Consumer,Markets Division, Rochester,
New York; 1977.

B. CBIE Project, Industrial Education Visual. CommuniAtion Revised,
Kansas State Department of Education, Wichita, Kansas.

jII. Re ources

A. Information Sheets

Be Activity Sheets
I
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I.: Paper Vases

A. Single Weight -S.W.

B. Light WeightL.W.'

C. Doube Weight-7D.W-1

1. in large prints

2. Mtter handling chliacteristics

D. Medium WeightM.W.

1. Preferable for enlargements,

2. Good handling characterfstics

IL Surfaces

A. Olotsy

1. Best for lirilliant prihts.

2. Best reproduction of fine-detail.

./

3

PH 8.9

Infiormation'Sheet

.01

a

'3. GOoB for album prints' and pictAres to be published in books
and magazines. -- .

es. .

4.
4. Dry glossy prints on ferrotype Oates or on a ferrotype'

dryer to obtain'the highest gloss..

C

........

5. Do not fer'rotype any Kodak KC Tapers..

B. High Lustre

1. 'Sheen slightly less than glossy paper,

- 0
2. Good for prints requiring a great deal-of brilliance,With-

out ferrotyping.
o

1. Has a midway sheen between Glossy and Matte.

2. Provides an intermediate brilliance to portraits and,sub-
jects requiring moderate sparkle.

C. Lustre

GO

ii
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1

D. Matte

1. Subdues-brilliance.

2. Used for lbw-key (dark-tone) or high -key (light -tone) pic-'
tures and atmospheric landscapes.

3. Used widely by poitrait photographers..

III. -Texture

A. Smooth

1. Has no noticeable surfacer pattern to interfere with repro-
duction of fine detail.

2. Best'surface for small prints.

B. Fine-Grained
\.

I.' A slightly surtace.

2. Does not'lose definition.

3. Good for scenic views, children's portraits and exhibition
prints.

C. Silk

1. Has a "clothlike texture with a high-lustre surface.

2. Good for snow and water scenes, wedding pictures, still
lifes and some portraits.

D. Tweed

A rough and obvious texture.

Texture hides fine details.

3. Emphasis masses in landscapes and portraits.

4. Suitable for large artistic prints.
, 4

E. Tapestry
!

1. The texture resembles an artist's canvas.

----------
2. Detairis:subdued to a maximum.

3. Best for large prints.

a'



IV! Stock Tint

A. White

1. Best fir cold-toned subjects (snow scenes; seascapes).

2. Good for high-key pictures where blue tones are desired.

3. Good for general use.

B. Warm White

1. Very good for general subjects when warmth is desired.

2. The tint is midway between white and cream white.

C. Cream White

1. A good choice for general subjects.

2. Well-suited to subjects photographed by daylight or artifi-
cial light.

V.' Contrast Grade
N,

A. No. 0--for negatives with very high contrast.

B. No. 1 for negati4es with high contrast.

C. No. 2 for negatives with normal contrast.

D. No. 3--for negatives withless than normal contrast.

E. No. 4 - -for negatives With low contrast.

F. No. 5 for negatives with very low..contrast.

VI. Image Tone

A. Warm tone tends toward brown.

B. Cold tone tends toward blue.

C. Designations for Kodak papers are:

1. Blue-black

2. Neutral-black

3. Warm--bladk

4. Brown-black

'J%
60
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,

.VII. Resin Coating

A; Characteristic

B. Helps prevent.

whidh reduce's

. It eliminates

o

o.Kodak RC PaRtrs

processing chemicals from printing the paper base
fixing, washing, and drying tide's.

the need, for ?erro- typing.

603
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Infortation Sheet #2

Terms and Definitions:

A. Photographic characteri:stics These describe the contrast grads'
and speed of photographic ,paper.

B. Physical charactaristics These'describe the image tone, sur-
face sheen and texture,' stock tint, coating, and weight.

C. Contrast Grade A number telling the amount of contrast that
can be expected with that photographic paper. The contrast
grade `cumbers range. from 0 through 5 with 0 for- high contrast
negatfves'and 5 for very low contrast negatives. Example: To
produce normal contrast in prigs, use low-contrast paper with
high-contrast negatives and high-contrast paper with low-con-

\
trast negatives.

D. -Contrast The difference between the light and - dark areas °Pa
negative, print or slide.

E. Speed The sensitivity of paper to light and is less than that
of film.

7

F. Image tone -The color of the character or image in the finished
print. %

. G. Surface sheen The characteristic of paper which determines the
maximum blackness the paper can produce.

H. Texture The roughness of the paper which determines how the
paper reproduces the'fine details from a negative. The smoother

. the texture the finer the detail that'can be reproduced.
4r.

I. Stock tint The color of the photographic paper:

J. Weight The thickness of the photographic pape%.

1304
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'UNIT TEST

Match the terns with-the description which-best describes the term. ,

Place the letter of your answer in the blank before each statement.

1. is the difference between A. Image Tone

the light and dark areas of a negative,
print, or slide.

2. is the color of the character
or image in the finished Print.

3. The thickness of photographic paper is
its

4. The is the color of the photo-

graphic paper.

5. is the roughness of the paper .

which determines how the. piper reproduces
the five details from a negative.

6.. The of the paper is its sensi=,
tivity to light.

7. is the characteristic of photo-
graphic paper which determines the maxi-
mum blackness a paper can produce.

8, The is the number telling the
amount of contrast that can be expected
with that paper.

B. Texture

.C. Weight

D. Contrast

E. Stock Tint

F. Surface
Sheeh

' G. Speed

H. Contrast
Grade

Match the photographic paper characteristic to its description by placing
the letter in the blank by the description.

1. is the paper base that is A. Silk.

preferred for enlargements and has good,
handling characteristics. B. Tweed

2. The texture is clothlike and Q. Glossy
good for snow and waterscenes.

D. Matte

3. The surface paper is best for
brilliant prints and produces fine detail. . E. No. 0

best.

4. The contrast grade paper is

best for very high contrast negatives.

6105

F. No. 5

G. Double

H. Medium
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TEST (continued)

I'

to t

5. contrast pape&is best for
very low contrast negatives.

6. A texture paper has a rough
texture and usually hides fine details.

7. A paper,base is the photographic
paper used far large prints.

8. A surface paper subdbes brilliance
and is use for low-key on high-key pictures.

a

tgj
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1. D

2. A

3., C .

/.1 4. E

.

.4,

i
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A
1

ANSWERS TtI TEST

. 5.

6. G

7... F

8. H

g

4.

Paper Characteristics

1. H 5. F

2. A 6. B

3.. 7. G

4. E 8. D

.
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Instructional Section:

PHOTOGRAPHY

Title of Unit:

MAKING ENLARGEMENTS

PH 9.1
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DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

This unit will cover the basic techniquei used it( enlarging prints. It
will give an overview of the following areas: the darkroom equipment
used for enlarging, the various chemicals used in making an enlargement
__and how to correct 'problems in enlargements. The materials in this unit
are designed for 8 hours of instruction.

UNIT OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this unit the student will be able to explain each
step in making .enlargements, tame and give the use of the darkroom equip
Ment used in making enlargements, use thp 'enlarger correctly, and give
the names and purposes of the chemicals used to enlarge negatives. The
student will also demonstrate the ability to make qualJty enlargements by
Using wiper chemicals and equipment. A

, de

., PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES c's

After completion of this unit the student will be able to:

,k. Match terms associated with enlarging to the correct de;cription
or definition.

2.____LiitanddesziAethe-basie chemicals used in enlarging..

° 3. Identify the tools.and equipment used inenlarging and td11 each
r. one's use.

4.- Briefly list In order the steps used in enlarging.

6U3.
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5. Demonstrate the,Akijty to: ,.,.

.1):4 4 ;. w ..N,
A., Set up the et 4pilent and chemicals needed to make an

enlar$ement..p..N/', .

B. Properly mitt Chemicals needed to make enlargements%

C. Properly uslis equipment used to make enlargements.
t,s'',y

D. Make qualit rgements.

'',N? r,' ,

- N
o,
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT.

I. An enlargement is a print that is larger than the negative.

II. Procedure for enlarging

A Set up 3 trays: developer, stop bath, and fixer.

(Notel->Tese are the\same as the ones used for making a proof
sheet.) ..,

.-

B. Mix cheMicals according to dixections on packages with water
that is at a temperature of 6805° F.

C. Dust negative carefully with A:camel's hair brush while holding
It by' its edgerTBIN sure to dust both sides of the negative.

D. After selecting the proper negative carrier, dust the glass and
place the negative in the carrier with the emulsion side (the
dull one) down.'

E. To aid in focusing.the.enlarget, place a piece of white typing
paper under the guides of the enlarging easel.

Fw-----gurn on the safelight and turntoff other "lights.

4-,
GI' Set the lens of.the enlarger to its largest opening (smallest

number).

.H. After-turning the enlarger on, adjust the enlarger height so
. your picturehas'the desired negative image Within the 'easel

, guides..
.

P

I. ..Bring the picture into focus by. adjusting the enlarger lens.
- .

./J. Now change the lens setting to F-11 and turn the enlarger off.
4

t.

K. Place thee, sheet-of Kodak Polycontrast Rapid RC Paper on .the d
easel with emulsion side up (shiny side). ,

L. With a sheet of cardboard cover all the sheet except A'sixth,
At 5 second intervals expose anNadditional sixth of the paper.
After 30 seconds,:turn off the enlarger.

M. Process the test sheet.

6N)'
r. 1 v2 minutes in the developer, '

2. 5 seconds in the stop bath.;

3. Slide into the fixer for 25:30 seconds.

61 (I
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N. Turn on the lights.

0. Inspect the test print and choose the exposure time which gave
the best result.

P. Turn out the lights and place a piece of photographic paper
into the easel.

Q. 'Expose the paper and process it as on the test print but with a
2 'minute fixing time. After 25-30 seconds turn on the lights.

R. Wash the enlargement for 4 minutes at 65 to 70° F.

S. Use running water and agitate the print frequently while it is
washing.

T. Squeegee surface- water prom both sides. of the print.

U. Lay the print on a flat surface to dry at room temperature.

III. Techniques for printing and enlarging

A. Cropping 2 Using part of the image that is in the negative to
make a more pleasing print:

1. Take two L-shaped pieces of paper and place them on the
contact print.

2. Move the L-shaped; cardboard around until the best looking
picture 'is seen inside the L's.

3. Mak' the area to be cropped with a grease pencil.

4. Adjust the enlarger to take in the area marked with the
grease penciiViand make the enlargement.

B. Vignetting - A technique used in enlrgements to eliminate
distra41ng or unwanted backgrounds.

1. Most popular when printing high key portraits (portraits
made up of mostrY light gray tones).

,

ngnettpg is done from a negative through a hole in opaque
boqd.

Hole should be the size. that gives the desired effect
when'hip.d halfway between the _enlarger lens and the
paper.'

b. The edges of the cardboard should be feathered or
rough-cut so the image fade; gradually into the white

paper.

r. 3. Keep the vignetter in continuous motion during print

exposure.
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C. Dodging Holding back light from the projected image during
exposure time so that OS photographic 'paper receives less than
normal exposure in areas that were too dark in the straight
print.

1. Cilt the needed shape from a piece If dark cardboard.

2; Tape the cardboard to a piece of wire.

3. While exposing the print, hold the wire attached to the
cardboard so the cardboagd is over the area which is too
dark on the projected image.

\*.

4. Move "the cardboardand'wire while making the expopure so
the wire and cardboard image will not show up on the
print.

D. Diffusing - Softening devil in a print with a diffusing disk
or other material phat scatters light. A diffusing disk is a
flat glass with a ttern of lines or concentric rings that
breaks up and scatters light from an enlarger lens.

E. Burning-iniVing additional exposure to part of the image
projected on an enlarger easel to make that area of the print
darker.

1. After the basic exposure extend the exposure time to allow
light to hit the light areas for a longer time.

2. Light is withheld from the area lich is dark enough by
holding dark cardboard over that area.

3. .The cardboard should be held halfway between the enlarger
lens and the paper.

4. The paper should be kept in constant motion.

5. This procedure is also called printing-in.

.N%

61:
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

I. PrOvide student with student module.

II. Discuss unit_and specific objectives:

III. Discuss information sheets and go through the outline ofbcontent.

IV. Demonstrate each step involved in making enlargements stressing
each step and the proper procedures for each step.

V. Discuss the student) activity sheet.

V. Give test.

1'

. a
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STUDENT,ACTIVITIES

PH 9.7

a
I. Read objective sheet.

,4l. Study inf'ormation sheets.
.

',

.

III. Pay attention to and learn the steps and procedures gone over in
the demonstrationg given in this unit..

IV. Complete activity'sheets.

V. Take test.

40\
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I. References_

. A. Basic Developing,
Man Kodak CoMpany
New York: 1977.
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IniormatiorKSheet,#1

I. An enlargement is a print that is larger than the negative.

II. Procedure for enlarging

A. Set up 3 trays: developer, stop bath, and fixer.
1

(Note: These are the same as the ones used for making a proof
sheAs.)

B. Mix chemicals-according to directions on packages with water
that is at aftemperature of 68-75° F. .4

C. Dust negative carefully with a camel's hair brush while holding
_it_by_itsedges.--Besureto-dust-both_side of the _negative

D. After selecting the proper negative carrier, dust the glass and
place the negative in the carrier with the emulsion side.(the
dull one) down.

E. To aid in focusing the eniaiger, place a piece of white typing
paper under the guides of the enlarging easel.

F. Turn on the.safelight and turn off other lights.

G. Set the lens of Ole enlarger to its largest opening (sma
number).

H. After turning the enlarger on, adjust the enlarger height so
your picturefhas the desited negative image within the easel
guides.

I.. Bring the picture into focus by adjusting the enlarger lens.

J. Now change the lens setting to F-11 and turn the enlarger off.
410*

K. Place the sheet of Kodak Polycontrast Rapid RC Paper on the
easel with emulsion side 'up (shiny side).

L. With a sheet of cardboard cover all the sheet except 'a sixth.
At 5 second intervals expose an addittonal sixth of the paper.
After 30 seco , turn off the enlarger.

/M. Process the'test sheet. /

rl. 1 1/2 minutes in the developer.

2. .5 seconds in the stop bath.

3. Slide into the fixer for 25-30 seconds.,
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. N. Turn on the

0. Inspect the test print and choose the exposure time which gave
. the best result.

P. Turn out the lights and place a piece of photographic paper
into the,easel.

Q. Expose the paper and procetsit as on the test print but with a
2 minute fixing time. After 25-30 seconds turn on'the lights.

.c 0

R. Wash the enlargement for 4 minutes at 65 to 70° F.

S. Use running water and agitate.the print frequently while it is
washing.

Squeegee surface water from both sides 4 the print.

1

U. Lay the print on a flat surface to dry at room temperature.

III. Ted-piques for printing and-enlarging
0

A. Cropping Using part of the image ,that is in the negative to
make a more pleasing print.

1. Take two Lshaped pieces of paper and place ;hem on,the
contact print. . '

2. Move the Lshaped cardboard around until the best looking I,

picture is seen inside the L's. ft .

3. Mark the area to be cropped with a grease, pencil.

4. Adjust the enlarger to take in the area marked with the ,
grease pencil and make the enlargement.

Vignetting A technique used in enlargements to eliminate
distracting or unwanted backgrounds.

1. Most popular when printing high key portraits (portraits
made up of mostly light gray tones).

2. Vignetting is' done from a
.
negative through a hole in opaque

cardboard.

.
a. Hole should be"the size that gives the desired effect

,

. when held balfway between the enlarger lens and .the - '!

. ,

paper.

Thee
e . . !

...-... .) a

,
" -
4 4

b. The edges of the cardboard should_be:fekehered or
1

roughcut so the image fades:grluelly into the white
paper.

3.,10.keep the vignetter in continuous motion during print

exposure.

.( 4,

4-
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Information Sheet #1

C. Dodging - Holding back light from the projected image during
exposure time so that the photl:)graphic paper receives'less than

normal exposure in areas that were too dark in the straight
print.

1. Cut the needed shape from a piece of dark cardboard.

2. Tape the cardboard to a piece of wire.

3. While9exposing the print, hold the wire attached to the
cardboard so the, cardboard is over-the area which is too
'dark on the projeCted image.

e .
4. Move the cardboard and wire while making the exposure so

the wireand cardboard image will not show up on the
print,%

D. Diffusing Sftening".detail in a print withca diffusing disk
or other material that scatters light. A,diffusing disk is a
flat glass with a pattern of lines or concentric rings that
breaks up and scatters"-light from an enlarger lens.

d

E. Burning-in Giving additional exposure to rtof the image
projected on an enlarger easel to-cake that rea Of the print
darker.

. :

1. After the lesfc exposure extend the exposure time to allow
light to hit the light areas for a longer time.

Light is withheld froth the ,area which is dart enough by
holding dark cardboard over that area.

3. The cardboard should be held halfway between the enlarger
lens and the-paper:

-1
4. The paper should be kept in constant motion.

5., This proceduie is also called printing-in.

A`

A
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c

Terms and Def itions

"fr

4 ,

Information Sheet #2

Blowup An enlargement;'a pr t is made bigger than the nega-
tive or slide.

.s1
Condenser enlarger - An enlarger with a sharp, undiffused light that
produ -s high contrast and high definition in a print.

ontrast the density range Of a negative, print, or slide,; the
brightness range of a subject or the scene lighting.

,/
Contrast grade Numbers--usually 0-5-7designating the grades avail-
able in different'photographic papers. Grade 0 has the lowest con-

, trast and grade 5 the highest. The grade 0 paper is designed for
use with contrasty negatives to give prints that most closely resem-
ble the original scene. Grade 5 paper is designt for use with low-
contrast negatives.

Definiibn The impression of clarity'of detail perceived by an
observer viewing aphotpgraph.

Density The blackness of an area in a negative or prat which de-
termines the amount of light that will pass through it or reflect
from it.

Diffusion-condenser enlarger An enlarger that- combines diffuse
light with a condenser system; producing more contrast and sharper
detail than a diffusion enlarger, but less contrast and blemish
emphasis than a condenser enlarger.

O

Diffusion enlarger.- An enlarger that scatters light before it
strikes the negative, distributing light evenly on.the negative.
Detail is not as sharp as with a condenser enlarger.

Enlargement - A print that is larger than the negative or slide.

Enlarger --A device consisting of a light source, a negative holder,
and a lense, and a means of adjusting these to project an enlarged
image from a negative ontd a sheet of photographic paper.

Ferratype Plate - A chromium - plated or black-enameled sheet of

steel, or mirror-plated glass, gsed to dry printa to a high-gloss
.finish; the procedure is sometimes defined as "glazing".

. Tone - The degree of lightness or darkness in any given area of a

print.

Toning Intensifying or changing the tone of a photographic print

after eocessing. Solution.called "toners" are used to produce
various shades'of brown and blue.

A

. ,
619,
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Objective:

JNLARGEMENTS

PH 9.13.

. e
Student Activity #1

You will take the materials given and the negatives and the proof
, sheet from the previous lessons to complete: enlargements of the

pidtures you have.taken.

r

Materials:
/) A

1. An enlarger

A 2. Safelight (used in making contact prints)

3. Four trays (used in making contact prints)

/
4. A darkroom graduate

5. A:darkroom ttermometer

6., A stirring rod

7. A darkroom timer 1

8. Rubber squeegee

9. Easel for holding the paper

10. Kodak Polycontrast Rapid.RC Paper.

11.

,

The same chethical.s used to make the, proof sheet

12. A camel's hair brush

'Procedure,

A. Set up 3 trays: developer, stop bath; and fixer.

the,same as the one
t

used for making a proof(Note: These are
sheet.)

B. Mix chemicals according directions on packages with water
that is at a Oemperature of 68-75° F.

1tt

C. Dust negative carefully With a camel's_hair brush while holding
it by its edges. Be sure to_dust both sides of they negative.

62 r
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4

ti

D. After selecting the proper negative carrier, dust the glass and
place the neiative.in the carrier with the emulsion side (the
dull one) down.

E. To aid in focusing the enlarger, place a piece of white typing,
paper under the guides of the enlarging easel.

F. Turn on the safelight and turn off other lights.

G. Set the lens of the enlarger to its largest opening (smallest
' number).

H. 'After turning the enlarger on, adjust the enlarger height so
your picture has the desired negative image within the easel
guides.

I. Bring the picture into focus by adjusting the enlarger lens.

J. Now change the lens setting to'F711 and turn the enlarger off.,

K. Place the sheet of Kodak Polycontrast Rapid RC Paper on the
easel with erailkon side up (shiny side).

L. With a sheet of cardbdard cover all the sheet except a sixth.
At 5 secondlintervals expose an additional sixth of, the paper
After 30 seconds,- turn off 'the enlarger.

M. Process the-test-sheet:

I. 1 1/2 minutes in the developer.

2. 5 secondS in the stop bath.

3. Slide into the- fixer for 25-30 seconds.

N. Tarn on the lights.

0. Inspect the test print and choose-the exposure time. -which gave
the best result.

P: Turn out the lights and place a piece of photograp ic "paper
into the easel.

i
. ,

Q. Expose the paper and process it as on the-'test print but with a
2 minute fixing time. After 25-30 seconds turn on the lighti.

/,4

R. Nash the enlargement for 4 minutes at 65 to 70° F.

S. Use running'water and agitate the print frequently while it is
washing.

T. Squeegee surface water froth both, sides of the print.'

U. Lay the print on a flat surface Co dry at -room temperature.

621
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UNIT TEST

PH 9.15

Match the following teyms with the description which best describes the
term. Place the letter. of your answer in the'blank before each
statement.

1. A print that is larger than
the negative or slide.

2.: The degree of lightness or

darkness in any area of a
print.

3. The blackness of an area in a
negative or print which deter-
mines the amount .of rightthat
will pass through it or reflect
from it.

4. Softening detail insa print
with a diffusing disk or other,
material that scatters light.

5. Holding back light from the
projected image during exposure
time so--that the photographic
paper receives less than nor-
malexposure in areas that were
too dark in the straight print.

6. Giving additional-exposure to
Itar,ct the image projected on

an enlrger edbel to make tha\t
area of the print darker.

%Using part of the image that is
in the negative ,.to make a more
pleasing print.

8. A means of eliminating Unwanted

backgrounds by projecting light
through a holein opaque card-

' board.

9. A device consisting of a light
source, a negative holder, and
a lense, andli' means of adjust-
ing.these to project an enlarged
image from a negative onto a
sheet-of photographic paper.

10. An enlarger with, a,sharp-undiffused

light that produces high contrast
and high definition in a pftnt.

T

A. Tone

B. Cropping .

C. Density

D. Condenser
enlarger

E. Vignetting

%F. Enlargement

G. Burning in

H. Diffusion

I. Enlarger

?

J. Dodging

11,
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EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES

I. Equipment

A. 6--Easels for holding photoeaphic paper

'B. 24--Trays 8 X 10 inches

C. 6--Stirring rods

D. 6--Darkroom Graduates

E. 8 -- Large jars

F.. 6--Dafkroot timers

G. ,6--Rubber squeegees

H. 6-:-Enlargers

I. 6--Camel's hair brushes

J. 6--Darkroom thermometers

Supplies

A. 100 - sheets. (4 packages) of Kodak Folycontisst Rapid RC Paper;
8 X 10binches

B. .2 =- Gallons of Kodak Dektol Developer
0

0,
-;-?1C,.',11se the Kodak Indicator Stop Bath -and Kodak Fixer left

-1Ne
qthercclaikroont work.

S

4.1

0

r-

I
a0
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TENNESSEE IN;13gTTAL ARTS GURRICULUM

Instructional Section:

PHOTOGRAPHY

Title of Unit:

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIiS

DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

t
* This unit will cover

t
the preparation of a phoebgraphic presentation

. to 'be turned in at the completion of the photographic instructional
4Z-,... section., The materials inthis unit are designed for 1 hour of

instruction. ,

'

UNIT OBJECTIVE

110- After completion of this unit each student will be able-to turn in a
well arranged and attractive photographic presentation.

PERFORMANCE OBJAIIVE

1
Upon completion of this unit the student will be ahle to:

1. Complete a well arranged and attractive- photographic,
presentation.

k

62,5
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OUTLINE OF CONTFAT

I. sT&,,..Year That Was

A. A scrap book of school: events:
1. Plays
2. Pep rallies
3: Ball games
4. Academic activitiei

B. A poster board mount of school events

II. Slide Presentation Oft)

A. Community event
1. Play

" 2.- Picnic (club)
3,- Club meeting

-B. Types of equipment
1. Earth movers
2. Fire fighting ,

C. How to complete a task
Al. Change a tire
2. Tune up a lawn mower engine

4

News Event
1. Famous person arrives 4n town
2. 'Dedication oi a new building

III. Film:Presentation
)A. Use either 8 mm or 16 mm camera

B. Subjects
1. Ball games

.2. Race
3. Utility or building construction

IV. Student portfolio

A. COntains picture taken during the class

B. Explanation of the quality

V. Student Photo Contest
A. Action
B. Black and White
C. Color
D Still Life
E. Portrait

4'

C

VI., Eacti. area of this activity should be open to students in the_

Arts program.to help to develop good Public relations.

626
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

I. Provide students with student module.

II. Discuss unit and specific oblectivep.'4

III. Discuss information.sheets and go through outline of material.

IV. Discuiewstudent activity sheets.

2

4

,

4
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References

PH 10.5

A. Gerace, PhilipG'..; and Mangoine, Stephen °S., Communicatiop:,
Photography, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey! ,Prentice' -Hall, Inc.
1976. > .

. ..

114.5,- . .1..'

B. t410 Ra'Ports Make Itpappen, Rbchester,New York: Kodak,'
Consu r Markets Divi4ion, No. AT-5.

-----

C. Student 'Pictures For School:41plications, Rochestet;-Nat4 York:

Koda4 Consumer Markgtts Division, No. AT-13:
,

sII.
.

Resources' ,

'A. Objective 'Sheet

B. Information Sheet

C. 'Student Actiyity Sheet

4

4
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Information Sheet #1

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES
-

I. The Year That Was
A...Students will photogrg0h school activities during the project

keparation-time.
B. Regular size photographs should be used. (no enlargements)
C.' Only half the pictures in the album may be color
D. The album should be of the standard size sold in stationary

stores.

No more than 5 photographs should be placed on,each page.
Do not place photographs on the back of pages.
Only ten (10) pages should be filled. 1,

E.

F.

G.

II. Slide Presentation
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

The presentation should tell how to perform some tasks or tell
a story.
Do not have any slides not .related to the subject area of the
presentation.
Use a maximum of twenty (20) slides in the presentation.
Slides must be placed in a projector carousel.
All slides shouldbe placed in the proper direction before
tstarting the presentation. '

III. Film Presentation
A. Use either 8 mm or 16 mm film for the.presentation.

*.ty

The' film should deal only with the subject matter of the''filtpZ,

C. The Iilm should be edited prior to'the presentation.
D. The presentation should be limited to about 6 minutes.

IV. Student Portfolio
' A. Ihclude a sample of all pictures which, have been taken from the

first to the last.
B. Place only four (4) pictures on each page.
C. Use 8 1/2" by 11" plain white typing papei to mount the

pictures. ,

D. Do not tape picture to the paperuse a small amount of rubber
cement.

E. Do notInclude bny enlargements;
F. IncLude 20 pictures in the portfolio.
G. The first page of the portfolio should contain a written

\evaluation by the student of what he has learned.

V. Student Photo Contest
4:44P

A. Astudent'may have only two
following areas:
1. ActionShowing movement
2. Black, and White.

3. Color.
4. Still 1,,ileFom nature

o

photographs from each of.the

of a person,-enimal, or object.

showing a scene in which there is
little or no movement.

63 0
4
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5. Portrait-Of A, Person.
° B. Do not use enlargements for this activity.

C. Photos should be mounted on matt board using a dry mount.
D. Pictures from the same area should be Placed side by side.
E. Mount only one picture per mount.

9

.
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Student Activity #1

a

PHOTOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES 'A

Objective 6

ti

,You will take materials needed6gand correctly complete one of the
following.activities.

Material's

Students should supply the materials needed for the activity that is

chosen.

I. The Yettr That Was-Standard Photo Albums

II. Slide Presentation-Slide carousel

III. Movie - Film

IV. Student Pottfolio--

1. 10 pieces of g 1/2 x 11 white typing .paper

2. 1 bottle of rubber cement

V. Studdnt Photo Contest
- v

1.
.
Matt bard -

'2. Dry mounting sheets

:3? Tacking iron
Y.

4. X-acto knife

*5.' Mounting press or flat iron.
0 '

0

4
.

1

v..
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

Instructioftal Section:

PHOTOGRAPHY

Title of Unit:

PRE-TEST/POST-TEST

MASTER EQUIWIENT AND SUPPLY LIST

to

,
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PRE -TEST

Match the terms on the right to the correct description;

1. ..was the Americantwhopveloped A. Hot Shoe......--3--
a hand-held camera that had film in it.
P -

--2. was able to produce a permanent B. F.IStop

image on a negative. .-

3. The holdi4device for the electronic
flash.

C. Lens

4. The device which colatro s theltime that D. Body
the film will be expos to light. A

5. The Size of the lens opening. E. Eastman

6. The glass opening which reduces the
image to film size and produces, a

clear and sharp picture on the film.
F. Shutter

7. Shows the image that is seen by the G. Dagure
lens of the camera.

8. That part of the camera that holds qy - H. Vitidinder .*

the film and has the other parts of
the camera attached.

MIN I. Advance
" '9. The lever which controls the move- Lever

ment of film from exposed to unexposed.

10. A battery powered lighting device used J. Acetate
to provide more light in a poorly lit.,

, photographic situation.
1 K. Silver

11. The plastic base of film wh th carries t- Halide
the efftulsion. -'

12. Silver grains combined with a halogen L. ASA
element.

13. length of pro,hective film at the,
beginning of a roll of film

14. The number given the speed of the film.

.15. The sand-like or granular appearance
of a negative, print, or slide result-
ing from therdumping of silver grains
during-deiielopment-of, the -film._ _

MI- Electronic'
Flash '

N. Film leader

0. -Graininess
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PRE-TEST/

Match the parts of the eye to the parts of the camera which serves the
'same function.

-44

Eyeball (Whole)

Iris

Eyelid

Shutter

Camera bOx

Camera'diaphram

Label the parts of the camera on the following page next to the
appropriate letter.

A.

B.

C.- -

D.

S.

E.

F.
.

G.

H.

I.

Match the developing terms on the right to the correct description.

1r*

1. The is the solution used A. Clearing
to turn the latent image into a visible . Agent
image on exposed film or photographic
paper.

B. FixikigBath
2. is a chemical that neutralizes

hypo in film or paper, reducing washing

time and helping to provide a more stable. C. Developer
image.

3. is a fixing ,bath made from D. Negative
sodium thiosulfate, other chemicals, and
water.

E. Hypo
4.. The / is asolutiOn that removes

any light sensitive salt not acted upon
by light or developer leaving a black-and-
white negative print unalterable by further
arinn of light.

5. A is developed film that con-
tains a reversed-tone image of the original
scene. 6

t,J
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PRINT TERMS

V

Match the terms from 'photoprinting).with the desctiolion which best

describes the term. Place the letter of your answer in the blank before
each statement.

'1. A it a photographic print
made by placing the hegative and
printing per in direct contact for
expo e.

2. A %' is a positive Image on
photographic .paper.'

3. is the degree of lightness
or darkness in any'given area'of a
print.

, 4. The of a print is the shades
of white in the filished,priht and is
controlled by the color of 'the paper.

5. paper can have its contrast
changed by using filters calibrated in
contrastvrades. 4,

A. Print,

B. Tint

C. Contact Print

D. Variable
COntrast

E. Tone

ENLARGING TERMS

Match the terms from enlarging with the description which'best describes
the term. Place the letter of your answer inthe _blank before each
statement.

le. A print that is larger than the A. Tone

negative or slide.

2. 4The degree of lightness or darknes B. Diffusion
in any area of a print.

Holding `back light Iroli the projected C. Burning in -

image during exposure time 'so that
the photographic paper receives less
than normal exposure in areas that were D. Enlargement
too dark in the straight print.

4. Giving additional exposure to part of E. Dodging
the image projected on an enlarger

l to-make thet-drea-di-thePrint
darker.

if 5. Softening detail in a print with a Q6-
diffusing disk or other material,
that scatters light.
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Match the terms with the description which best describes the term. -

Place the letter, of your answer in the blank before'each statement:

1. The thickness of photographic paper A. Texture
is its .

2., The is the number telling
the amount of contrast that can be
expected with that paper.

3. The of the paper is its
sensitivity to light.

B. Weight

C. Speed

D. 'Contrast
4. is the roughness'of the Grade

paper which determines hoW the paper
reproduces the fine details from a
negative.

6

') I
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1.

2.

3.

E

F

4

9,

It

I

J

4. F 12. K
1...

.5, B 13. N

6. C 14.. L
0

7. H "- 15. 0

8. D

Eyebal Whole)--Camera

Iris--Camera 4iaphi.am

Box
:*.

Eyelid--Shutter
t

0
V 5WIS

f'

A. Self timer lever F. Film advance lever
O

B. Flash-Terminal G. Viewfinder.

C. Hot Shoe H. Shutter Sned Dial

D. Preview Button Rewind Knob

E. Shutter release J. Lens

Developing Terms.

1.--d

2.--A

3.--E.

4.--B

At"

Print Terms:

1.--C

2.--A

3. -rE

4._

5.--D

63S
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MASTER EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES LIST

This list ig.for a class of 24 students.

I. Equipment

A. 12--Utility knives

B. ,12--Pairs,of scissors
. .

C. 02 - -35mm SLR Caiias

1D. 02--Electronic flashe

E. 02--Tripods

F. 02- -Light meters

G. 02--Shutter release cables

H. 6--Film processing tanks

I. 6 -- Darkroom Thermometers

J. 6 -- Darkroom graduates

K. 24--Spring-type clothespins
,

L. 24--Large jars

M. 6--Darkroom timers

N. 6--Stirring rods .

0. 27-Changing bags

P., 6 -- Printing frames with 7-watt. light bulbt

Q. .24 Trays 8 X 10 inches (kodak Duraflex)

R. 1--Safelight (if you do not have one in a darkroom)

S. 6--Enlarger easelg

T. 6Enlargers

U. 6--Camel's hair brushes

V. 6--Rubber squeegees

W. 8--Sets of filters for above cameras

X. .61Self-developing cameras

Y. 6--Instant type cameras

Z. 24--Kodak Pocket4Guide-To Good" Pictures

610
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II. Supplies

A. 12 -- Cartridges of 126 Film (Kodak Tri-X Pan)

O

B. I27-Pieces

C. 12 -- Pieces

square

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

I2--Pieces

12 - -Pieces

I2--Wooden

a
24--St4ng

I2--No. IU

of thin black cardboard, 1 1/4" X 5 3/4"

of rigid' black cardbdard, 1 1/2" X 2 3/4" with a 1/2"
opening cut in center

of -heavy aluminum

of black paper", 1

tongue "epressors

rubber bands

sewing needles

1- -Roll of

4--Bottles

4--Packages

06--Rolls of

M. 06--Rolls of

-N. 06--Rolls of

1' 0. Four gallons

P. Four gallons

Q.

R.

S.

T.

U.

foil, 1 inch square

inch square

black making tape log

of lens cleaning fluid

of lens cleaning tissue

Panatomic-X Film

Plus-X Pan Film

Tri-X Pan-Pilm

of Kodak Developer. D-76

of Kodak Indicator Stop Bath

0

vit

Four gallons of Kodak Fixer of KodaFix Solution

300-Sheets (12 packages) of Kodak Polycontrast Rapid RC Paper,
8 X 10 inches.

Four gallons

1-- cartridge

I - -cartridge

of Kodak Dektol Developer

self-developing film

instant 110 or 126 film

400
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM'

U.S.O.E. Career Cluster:

COMMUNICATIONS'

Occupational Fetidly:

PHOTOGRAPHY
c>.

NATURE OF WORK

Photographers use their cameras and film to portray people, places, and'
events much as a writer uses words. Those who are skillful Can capture:
the personality of individuals or the mood of scenes which they photo-

,graph. Although their subject matter varies widely, all photographers
use the same basic equipment. The most important .piece, of course, is
the camera, and most'photographers own several. Professional cameras use
a variety of lenses designed for close-4, medium-range, or distance
photography.

Beside*noameras-and lenses, photographers use a variety of film and col- Ii4
ored-fbrEers to obtain the desired effect under differen't lighting condi-C=
dons; When taking pictures indoors or after dark, they-use ',electronic
flash units, floodlights, reflectors, and Other special lighting equip-

,. ment.

I
Some pbotographersdevelopLapd print their own photographs in tie dark-
room .and may enlarge, or otherwise alter the basic image. Many photo-
graphers send their work to photographic laboratories for proceising.

Many photographers specialize In a particulartype of photography, such
as portrait, commercial, or industrial work. Portrait photographers take
pictures of ,individuals or groups of persons or groups of persons and
often work in their own studios. For special events, such as weddings or'
christenings, however, thy take photographs in.churches. and homes.
Commercial photographers photograph a wide range of subjects including
livestock, manufactured articles, buildings, and large groups of people.
They frequently do. photography for catalogs. Advertising photographers
must know how to use many different techniques. The work of industrial
photograpers,is usedin company publications to report to stockholders
or to advertise company products or services. They also photograph
groups of people-'for employee news magazines.

.

p



ANALYSIS,OF JOB PREREQUISITES'

Photographic training is available In colleges,'universities, juniOr col-
leges, and art -schools. AlthOugh a high school education is desirable,
the photography profession has no set entry requirements with regard to
formal education or training. Photographers must have "good eyOsight ani
color vision, artistic ability, and manual dexterity., They also should
be patient and accurate and'enjoy working with detail. Some knowledge4of
mathematics, physics, and chemispqy is helpful for understanding the. use
of various lenses, films,, light sources, `and development processes.
Photographers ',must be imaginative and original in' their thinking. The
portrai photographei needs the ability to help people relax in/Tront,of
the camera.

c-

ANALYSIS OF JOB*ATTRIBUTES

Over 75 colleges and universities, junior colleges, and art schools offer'
four-year curriculums leading to a bachelor's degree in photography.
Some colleges have a two-year curriculum leading to a certificate or
associate degree in photography. Art schools offer useful training in
design andcomposition. The Armed Forces also train many young people in
photographic skills. 'People may prepare for work as photographers in a
commercial studio through two or threg years of on-the-job training as a'

. photographer's assistant. Trainees generally start in ihe.darkroom where
they learn to mix chemicals, develop film, and do photoprifiting and en--
larging. Later they.may set up lights and cameras or help an experienced
photographer take pictures.' J

N'4. Photographerewith exceptional ability may gain national recognition for
theix work and exhibit their photographs,-in art and photographic galler-.

ies, or publish them in books. A few indqstrial photographers may be
promoted to superilisory positions.' Magazine and new photographers may
eventually become heads or graphic arts-departments, or photography
editors.

Employment of photographers is expected .to grow more slowly `than' the,
average for_ all occupations through the mid-1980's. In addition to'open-
ings,-resulti4g. from growth, others will occur each year as workerp die,

<'retife, or transfer to other occupations Photography is becoming an
`incteasingly important part of law enforcement work, as well as scienti-
fic and medical reiearch, where opportunities are expected to be good for
those possessing a highly specialized 'background: The employment of,por- -

'trait and commercial photographers is,expected to grow slowly, and compe-
tition fdr jobs as.portrait and commercial photographers is expected to
be keen.

,

Photographers'who have salaried.jobs usually work a 5=day, 35-40 hour
week and receive benefitsIsuch'es paid holidays, vacations, and sick
;leave Those in business for themselyes usually work longer hours.

. `Freelance, press; and ommercial photographers travel frequently and may
have to work im uncomfortable surroundings`' Sometimes the work can be
,dangerous, especialll for news photographers assigned to cover stories on
natural disasters or military conflicts:

e

I

r".

C
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Newspaper photographers with some experience (usually four or five years)
averaged about $320 a week in1976. Almost all experienced newspaper
photographers earned over $225; the top salary was pearly $505 a,week,
Experienced photographers generally earn salaries:that are above the
average for non-supervisory workers in private industry, except farming.
Althpugh-self-employed and freelance photographers often earn more than
salaried workers, their earnings are affected greatly by general business
conditions and the type and'size of their community and clientele.

Job titles for this,instructiorlal Program are:

Title

Photographer
Aeriait, Photographer

Phothraphic Retoucher
Camera Repairer,

Phdto Spotter
Film Processing Supervisor
Automatic Developer
Print Cutter

D.O.T.

143 062 034

143 062 014
970 281 018,

714 281 014
970 381 034
976 132'010
976 685 614
976 685 010

/Automatic Print Developer
-976.685.026

"'Film Processing Utility Work 976 685 030
Color-Printer Operator

976.382.014
Film Developer

, 976.382.014
Black-and-White Printer Operator 976 682 014
Still Photographer....... . . . ......... 143.062.030
Finish Photographer 143 382 014
Developer 976 681 010
Photo Finisher

, 976 487 010
Photographer Helper

ti 976 667 010
School Photographs Detailer 976.564.010
Finishing Department Supervisor.. . 976 137 014
Quality Control Technician. . 976 261 010
Print Controller. . . 976 360,010
Reproduction Technician 976 361 010
Print Washer 976 684 On
Phoeofinishing Laboratory Worker. . 976 687 018
Photo Checker and Assembler 4 976 687 014
Print Inspector 976 687 022

SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Photographic Art and Science. oundation,
111 Stratford, Rd.

15es Plaines, Ill 61016

Professional Photographer of AMerica, Inc.
1090 Executive Way
Des piaines, Ill 60018

61 :
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""P

Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Fourth Edition, 1977.

Otcupational. Outlook Handl:wk., 1978-79 Edition.

Encyclopedia of Careers and Vocational` Guidance, 1978 Edition,

.

GUIDE - Worker Trait Group, 1978,

.,

) yr

r
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communcmois

JOB STRUCTURE: PHOTOGRAPHY

JOB TITLE: Aerial Photographer- D.O.T. No.: 143 062 014

Major

Photographs segmenig of earth and other subject Material from air- '

crafcto.produceictures used in purveying, ,mapping, -and related
purposes such as recording effects oft-pollutidn or natural disas-
ters, determinin condition-of crops And timberland, and planning
.citiesor other, large scale.pAojects.

.

Job. Duties: '

1. Sets up and mounts camera in aircraft: ,
, .2. Caufeis with pilot regarding p u ed-course, bpeedialti u ,

and area to be photographed.

0

3. Communicated with pilot during flight to insure adherance to
flight plan.or make adjustmentg ,to equipment ,to compensate `or
changes.

4. Calculates numbef of exposures and time lapse between them,
using'standard formulas to determine requirements for 'adequate
area coverage.

5. Adjusts camera shutter speed, lens aperature opening, and focus.

6. Adjusts. cautomati exposure interval on camera. equipped with time
lapse control -or times .ntervals with stopwaedh and 'manually
trips shutter. t

7. Maintains camera in level position and oriented to flight path
when making photographs pr mapping or sUrveying...

JOB TITLE: Still Photographer

e

D.O.T. No.: 143 062 030

. s\Major Job Function:
f

4

Photographs ubjects using Still Cetera", color or black-and-white''
and a variety of, photographic accessories.

r 14

,14
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Job Duties:

1. Selects and assembles equipment according to subject material,
apticipated conditions, and knoWledge of functioAnd limita-
tions of various types of cameras', lenses, films, and acces-
sories.

2,_,Iyiews subject and. setting and plans composition, camera posi-
tion, and camera angle to produce desired effect.

3. Arranges subject material, poses, subject, or maneuvers into
,position to take candid photo.

4. Estimates or measures light level, dsing light meter. Or creates
artificial lightiazi5hflash units, lights, and lighting
equipment.

Adjusts lens aperture and shutter speed basq.cl'on combination of
factors, such as lighting; depth of field; subject motion, and
film speed.

6. Determines subject to Jens'distance, using tape measure, range
finder, groUnd glass, or reflex viewing system to.adjust focus.

, g

/

'7. Positions camera and trips shutter to expose film.

"t.
40.

iv

JOB TITLE: Photographer D.O.T. No.: 143 062 O34

Major Job Function:

Photographs people, events, location, or'other illustrative or edu--
cational materials for amusement 'and recreation or for use, in publi-
,c4iions.9or telecasts., usink'st41 cameras.

Job Duties:

1. Travels to assigned ,l6cation and takes' pictures.

2. Develops negatives and prints film.

3. Submits negatives and pictures \to customers or to editorial per-
,sonnel:

4.- Takes portraits by use of lighting Arrangements to achieve dif-
ferent effects.

617
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Photographer Job Duties (continued):

9 5. Works in studio or may go to home of individual to make a spe-
cial portrait.

May-specialize in one phase of 'photography, .as news, sports,
specik features, or as a freelance photographer.

,

JOB TITLE: Finish Photographer D.O.T. No.: 143 382 014

Major Job Function:

Its Operates photogtaphic equipment to photograph finish of horse race.

Job Duties:

1. Loads film into camera and advances to picture taking position

I
2. Sights camera on finish line and adjusts exposure controls and

4PIP

focus.

1111F- 3. Observes pace ai d-starts camera asTtoreb approach

4. Stops camera after fast horse has crossed\ finish line.

4 5. Removes exposed film, from camera and,places it into film-devel-
oping machine that autbmatically develops film.

6. Prints and enlarges photographs used to, determine>minner of race
when finish is close.

JOB TITLE: Photographic RetouChe'r

Major Job Function:

D.O.T. No,: 970 281' 018

Retouches photographic negatives and prilp to accentuate desirable
features of subjects, using pencils or watercolors and brushes.

Job Duties: ..!Y

1.. Examines negative to determine wkich features should be accen-
tuated or,minimized.

. ,

-14
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Photogiaphic Retoucher Job Duties (continued):

2. Paints negative with retouching medium so that retouching pencil
will mark surface of negative.

3. Shades negative with pencil to smooth facial contours, conceal
stray'hairs, wrinkles, or blemishes, and soften harsh high-
lights.

4. Brushes wercolors on print to ac6Wituate lights and shadows
and produce clear and attractive features.

JOB TITLE: Photo Spotter

Major Job Function:

D.O.T. so.: 970 381 b34

Covers or spots out imperfections on photographic prints, using
gloved finger, brush, or pencil. 4

Job Duties:

1. Positions print under viewing light or on illuminated table and
examines print to detect defects, such as surface blemishes,
dust spots, and uneven margins.

2. Selects premixed paint or mixes paint, using color charts, when
repairing color prints.

3. Applies paint to defective area of color print, using glove fin-
,

ger or artists' brush.

4. Shades light areas on black-and-white prints, using pencil. *

5. Rubs surface of photograph with cloth to remove debris and re-
duce gloss.

6. Trims edges of print to enhance appearance, using scissors or
paper cutter.

8
7. Places prints in customer bag and records number per bag or

mounts print inSpecified frame.
,

4
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JOB TITLE: Film Processing Supervisor D.O.T. .No.: 976'132 010
,

Najor Job. Function:
e

Supervises and coordinates< activities of workers engagein photo-
finishing operalLons, suchas preparing photographic negatives and
paper, and devefbPing, sorting, and checking print. °,

.

. . Job Duties:

1. Trains new workers and demonstrates, new techniques to improvd.1
skills' of experienced workers.

2. Flips switches and turn's controls'on master panelboard to start
photographic processing equipment, admit solutions to processing'

'tanks, and to adjust solution temperature and flow rate.'

3. Monitors operation of machionery
.

and equipment to detect defec-
tive parts.-

Repairsdefects, such as loose nuts, and bolts, and notifies
maintenance department when major repairs are required.

11
5. May perform dutie?of subordinates to maintain' production or to

replace absent workers,

6. Performs other duties as described under Supervisor.

JOB TITLE: Finishing Department Supervisor

Major Job Function:

D.O.T. No.: 976 q37 014

Supervises and coordingtes activities of workers engaged in cutting,
checking, spotting mounting, pricing, and packaging film negatives
and prints to prepiareorders.for shipment. '

,Job Duties:

f. ,Pla' and conducts training programs'for.new workers'and to
improve skills of exienced workers.

r4 .
.

2. Inspects work in progress to verify wistency of workers'
. , decisions T4411 company tandards.

..N.

3. Inspects eqUiPment, makes minor adjustments, and confers with
maintenancerbonnel to.schedulella,jor repairs, . .

6.5 /-1 '

v.

ti
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"Finishing Department Supervisor Job Duties (continued):

4. Reviews price listings of merchandise and indicates price
changes on listings according to instructions from management.

5. Requisitions supplies according to worker requirements and rec-
ords of supplies on hand.

JOB TITLE: Quality - Control Technician D.O.T. No.: 976 261 010

Major Job Function:

Examines photographic prints, processed film, cameras and other
photographic equipment for defects or faulty operation to determine
course of action required t satisfy customer complaints.

Job Duties:

1. ReViews unresolved requests,f r adjustment of complaints and
reads customer cOmients to determine badis of complaints and
plan of action needed to resolve complaint.

2. Spreads negatives and prints on illuminated worktable and uses
magnifying glass to detect. defects, such as incorrect coloring,
shading,' or cutting.

3. 'Determines cause of deft and type correction required based on
, knowledge of photo processing and-,finishing techniques.

4. Prepares memorandum to processing department and confers with
supetvisor to suggest remedies to prevent subsequent errors in
processing. -

S. Contacts customer to explain causes for defects and confers with
sale-service personnel to resolve technical questi=ons and to
demonstrate correct usage of photographic equipment.

.6. Prepares. reports indicating complaints handled and dispositions
made.

YD

4

a'

4.
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JOB Tt-TLE: Print Controller

Major'Job Function:

JS PH 11

D.O.T. No.: 976 360 010

Sets up and adjusts photographic print deVeloping equipment accord
ing to density, color, and size of prints.

.0*

Job Duties:

1. Positions film in densitometer, reads dials, and records find
ings on plot sheet to locate defects in density and color bal
ance.

2. Confers with Supervisor, Quality Control to determine adjust
ments requiredoto bring print, machine into balance.

a.. Runs test film strip through print machine to evaluate machine
exposure.

4. Removes cover from control panel of print machine to gain access
to control shafp and adjustmeneeknobs, using wrench.

a
5. Plugs electric timer into printer to determine.time elapsed

during printing operation.

6. Starts equipment,- observes timer, and adjusts shafts and knobs
to attain specified process settings, 'using handtools.

7. Locks control shafts of printer into position subsequent to
final adjustdent to prevent shifting in colqr or density balance
during printing.

10.
8. Keeps records of adjustments made for departmental 'use.

JOB TITLE: Reproduc5ion Technician

Major Job Function:

D.O.T. No.: 976 361 010

Duplicates printed material on sensitized paper, cloth, or film
'according to customer specifications, using photographic equipment.
and handtools.

7
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Job Duties:
IAN

Reads work order acid confers with supervisor to determine pro
cesses, techniques, equipment, and materials required.

2. Places original on sensitized material in vacuum frame.

3._ Mounts camera on tripod or stand and loads prescribed type and
size film in camera..

4 Sets camera control to regulate exposure time according to line
density of original and type of sensitized material.

5. Activates camera to expose sensitized material, impridting ori-
ginal on material.

6. Develops exposed material.

7. Examines developed reprint for defects, such as broken lines,
spots, and blurs,'and touches up defects, using chemicals, inks,
brushes, and pens.

JOB TITLE: ColorPrinter Operator D.O.T. No.: 976 382 014

Major Job Function:

Controls equipment to produce color prints from negatives.

Job Duties:

1. Reads customer instruction§ to determine processing require
ment.

2. Loads roll of magazine of printing paper into color printing
equipment.

/

)

3. Examines colornegative to determine equipment control settings
for production of, prints meeting acceptable colorfidelitx

P
standard's'

y°

4. Sets controls in accordance with examination, loads negative
inter machine, /and starts machine to produce specified number of

, -

prints:.

4'

5. Removes p ted photographic paper from machine and places paper
in film or farther processing or in developing machine.

6. Inspects finished prints for detects, such as dust and smudges,
and rem ves defects, using brush, cloth, and cleaning

7. Ainser s processed negatives and prints into envelope for-return
to c tomer./ - 6
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JOB TITLE: Film Developer
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D.O.T. "'No:: 976 382 018

Major Job Function:

-Operates machine to'devekop still or motionpicture film.,

Job Duties:

./t )
1. Pulls film strips thtoug41 trapdoor into darkroom.

2. Examines film to determine Iorpe propessing,required, utilizing
knbwledge of film developing techniques.,

3. Feels edges of film to detect treats and repairs film using hand
stapler.

4. Mounts film in guide slot of developing machine according to
length of time reuired for processing and pulls lever to lower
film into processing position.

5. Flips switch to start machine that transports film through se
ries of:soluti-ons4innd into Orying cabinet to ddvelop and dry
film.

6. Observes film ;passing through machine to determine density of .

image and adjusts machine controls to shorten or lengthen path
of film through solutions according to observation.

- JOB TITLE: Photo-Finisher = D.O.T. No.: 976 487 010NN

Major Job Function:

Performs any combination of the following tasks to dry, trim, and
'mount photographic prints.

Job Duties:

1. Places washed print,on conveyor leading to heated rotating '

cylinder that dries and flattens print.

2. Trims print edges, using paper cutter or scissors.

3. Inserts print in specified frame qr'eqpnts print on material,
such as paper, cardboard, or fabric, using cement Or hand
operated press.

4. Inserts printAnd correspondlng negative in computer envelope.

5. Computes'price of order, according to size and number of prints,
and marks price on customer envelope.

6
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JOB TITLE: School Photographs Detailer D.O.T.' No.: 976 564 010

Major Job Function:'

Performs a variety of tasks to prepare and disseminate school photo

.

Job Duties:

4t,

1. Reads photographers' work order's and records informationsuch
as number of prints and type finish 'specified as a'.guide for
processing film.

4

2. Assigns control number to each order.
-n.

3. Records customer charges on worksheet and submits toy accounting
department for billing.

4. Sorts and bags film according to processing required.

5. Cuts prints to prepare composite for group photographs, using
chopping block, die, and mallet.

6. Assembles composite and mails to picture service for processing
of negative.

7. Routes composite negative to printing section and records cost
of composite service.

8. Feeds, specified photographs in gluing machine that automatically'
applies adhesive backing to photographs.

9. C nfers with photographers to resolve complaints regarding Miss-
g or defective phOtographs.

10. Cuts out, arranges, and paste letters, number, and pictures to
design advertising circulars.

11. Maintains records indicating orders received, unit prices
charged, and depprtmenr earnings.

J:3

;
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JOB TITLE: PhOtogra'pher Helper

Major Job Function:

"JS PH 15
,

Dir. No:: 1)76 667 010,

-Asststs,Sftll Photographer in taking and 'developing photogra? s.

Job Duties: 1 A

C ,
. .1

Arranges 'lights,and screens, s is up camera at pr er angle, and(10
. .

moves objects to secure desired background for tographs ats 4

dir,etted. ' .

';';

2. Assists in darkroom duties, such as mixing( chemical vldlons
/lad ;developing films.

4

\
3. INOis photographs.

1p,

.
.

JOB TITLE: Developer'

Major,Job Function:,:

a

D.O.T.- No.: : 976 681 010

Develops'expoaed pli$togr phie.filt Or,,sens tized paper 1n series ofk
chemical and water bar to' produce negati or positive print..

4

JobObuties: PIV, ,, r .

1. Mixing, developing and fixing lolutio..,ns, following..formula.
la'

2. Immerses exposed film or photogra is paper in developer soru-
tion to bring out latent image.

.

\ ' 1

3. Immerses negative or paper it,t 'stop-bafh,to arrest developer

action, in hyposolutionto fix image, and in water to remove
chemicals. 4.

.1
.

1,

*
4. Dries print's or negatives,'. using sponge or squeegee, or places

thek in mechanical air drier. At .0

65j

1.1
j.P

Th4

4

0

a

. lr

4
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:- JOB TITLE: Black- and' -White Printer Operator D.O.T. No..: '976 682 014

Major Job Function:

Operates prineer to pro lack-and-whitaLp hotographic prints from
negatives.'

Job

-

q.
puties:

., . .

1. Mdunts roll of, sensitized paper on spindlg_DL_PrInter and-; 4. 7.

threa4s-pap-e--f-Th554iiguides, rollers, andoonto take-upspin-
Ale.

,.

- -)'4
Or , ,

. 2. -Prepares batch ±dentiAicaLion sliet, positions sheet in printer,
and activates printer totrahsf4 information from sheet to sen-
sitized papei. ,

.
3. Prints identification number on customer envelope, using stamP-

ing'machine.
,

. .

1,
V .

4. Remove negative' strip or, single negative frommegativefrom
envelope and cleans negatives to remove dust particles, using .

air blower or gloved finger.
)

. .,,

9".., Inserts negative in printer and exanlines image to determine
whether picture setting is in or out-of-doors. 4

.

. Activates printer and 'adjusts conir6)1 knobs to produce photo-
graphic 'pr'ints of required Shading'and-density, '

,
, t+

7. Places printed roll in envelope and seals envelope to prevent
.

exposure. .te 'light.
.

6
..

! i

, JOB TITLE,: Print Washer 0 D.O.T. No.: 976-6841022

Major"Joh,Function: '' ,
4.-;.,

Washes and'dries photographic prints, Using print-washing pan and
t -blotter; and wringer.

. . 1...,' NO
0 iii

i4.Q.'
P.

- .Job D'uties:
-

'- '\
...

. \.

i.
c .-,.. . .-

IT 4 ..N...0.- 1-V Placed .eveloW prints 'in print7;washingpan'and activates
-' mechanism .tfiat rotates pin to wash-prihts.

,

.

.

IO
.
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Print Washr Job Duties (tontOued):

2. Immerses prints in chemicaekolution subsequent to washing cycle
to increase flexibility of prints.

3. Dries prints, using blotter, or positions prints on metal
plates; and dries prints, using wringer.

A: Inserts prints in rack on open-faced !tames to complete drying
process.

5. May examine prints for stains and other defects and return
defe tiv pridts to develaping......ropm._

. . '

.4.- c
J013 TITLE: Print Cutter ., D.04. No.: 06 685 010

. ,

44,.

Major Job Function: '

,
my,

.

. , .

.

Tends automatic or Semi-automatic machines that cut processed film ,

or printsinto'stngle or multiple units.
.

..- . .. .. 7.

Job,Duties:

e

a

1. gxaminas. film-or ,print-roll-t&--determine size, number- drcuts
requited, and type machine to use.

'rl
. Turns,setscrews.to adjust machine guides to "roil width and(sets

density meter on automatic machine -to coincide with sensitized
marks on roll that control release of cutting blade.

Threads roll through, machine guides and starts machine that
automatically-cuts roll ,into individual or multiple units or
depresses pedal of semiautomatic machine to cut roll.

4.. Cuts roll of non-standard width;.uS,ing scissors- or'hand- operace\d
paper cutter.

: lls

.

.

,

6?.
.9'
rnserts units in-customer envelope.

6.. Keeps production records.

I

4.

4
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JOB TITLE: Automatic Developer

e's

0

Major Job Fuhction:

D.O.T. No.: 976 685. 014

t

Tends machine that develops sheets, 'strips, or continuous rail of
'WM preparatory to printing.'

Job Duties:

1. Pulls film through trapdoor into darkroom.

2. 'Strips paper- backing from film and attaches identifying label.
_

3. Feels edges of film. to detect tears and repair's film,, lissimg
A - .,

StApler.. I:

sk. '

4. Reads work order .o feels film for size or notches to-dqrmine
type of proCess and developing time requited:

5. Positions racks of film on machine chain links according,to
developingtime .required or threads leader of continuous :roll
through machine preparatory to prOcesding.

.t

.,

6. Activates machine that automatically transportg film through
series of chemical bath's to devdlop, fix, harden, bleach, and
washf[ ii. 0 . 0

,

7. Listens for sounds that indicate machine ,malfunctioning and ,

notifies supervisor or maintenance personnel when repaits'are
needed.

JOB TITLE. Adtoltlatic Print Developer
.

0P *
.!

MOor Job Function:
.

, C"-

.. -

. . g
Tends one or -more madhines that autOtatically 'develop, fir! was

-and dry photographioisprplts.
.'

* :
/c.

N #

.#
,

p.04.T. No.: 976 685 02

;
, it

Job.Duties:
, .

',.\

4k . .
.:.

, .
, -

11`'1. Threads leaderi '(Pal.j.erstrARP.L.a.r.ainad _milers, throughimocess=,
------ihUtihki'ind-arYir, around R64._lshe4 druloolyand onto takeup reel.-s.

...
,

, '-.
. ..

2... Turns valves. to fill tanks with Lpreml.xed sOlOtloas, such'isr .'
developess,-9,top-;haths4 fixers:, 'bleaches; ail4 washes.

/ .
. , ,, Net

' :

(

.

V'
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Automatic Print Developer JO Duties (continued):

,
1!

3. Moves therMostatic cidtrol to -keep steam-heated drum at speci- "I
fled-temperature. A

i, " 4
1 4. Splices -sensitized paper to leaderusing.tape.
.;, 4 , 4 \

, 5. Starts machtheand throws.switches to synchronize drive speeds
of_processipg and'drying units.

.

A
6. t,,Compars iirocessed prints with color standard and reports varia

tiOn to coptrol department.
e

7. Adds specified amounts of cheriiii141-tonew soIutiOns.
, .

. Maintains production records. '

P.

JOB TITLE: Film Processing Utility Worker D.O.T. Nd.: 976 685 030.

Major Jab Function:

Performs a variety of tasks to assist or substitute for other
workers in aphat,p-ftnishing laboratory.

1111.

_ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _

. J61) Duties:

-4.000--.
.

.
. .

: .1. Sorts.-prints atcordeng to siz :and order number to
11

facilitate

K.
.ndling. .

, .

,

, .

.

-

2: Tends automatic_tuttimg, ma.dhi that-cuts roll intooind:ividual
. 'prints (Cutter)

. ,

Terlds automatic filth developing macbine tha S, . and fixes
.image on film (Developep Automatic),

,

4,;',Removes prints from print develaper rinse tray andotends drum-
; type driet that dries prints-

'-'. 5. Prepares daily prodUctton.sheet doting quantlity and kind of work
performed:40 ,

t.
JO.

.

0

,*

-4t;

^

w,t
.'61k
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JOB TITLE: Photo Checker and Assembler
r A

M.0 or Job Function:

InspectsArassembles, and packs mounted Or unmounted negatives, color
film transparencies, and photographic prints.

DA.T7 No.: 976 68.7 014

S.

Job Duties:

Examines- items fob-- natural coliar_shadin densify, sharpness_orVL
image, 111. identifying numbers, using li hted viewi screen.

'Marks defective prints, using grease pencil and etanaazdized
symbols to indicate nature of defect and corrective action re-
quired in reprinting. $

3". Removes defects, such as dust and smudges from prints, using
brush, cloth, and cleaning fluid.,

4.: Packages and labels satisfdctory prints and negatives.

' .

5. Maintdins daily production records.

JOB TITLE: Photofinishing Laboratory Worker D.O.T. No.: 976 687 018

011,

Major Job Function:

Performs ,combinationcombination of folloWing tasks to prepare .and dissemi-
nate. negatives, paattA'es, and prints in photofinishing laboratory.

16.6

. .

J 1. Reads instructions written on orders, and-examines contents .of
orders toaacertain size, type; and number of pieces.

. Sorts orders' according to size and type processing equipment.

03. Pastes identifying label on
fer bags to ihthire matching

4,, Rembvds finished work fr-OT

ing and computes customer ch

customer order envelopes and trans-
of orders'' subsequent to processing..

transfer begs subiequent to process-
arges according to "rice list.'

S. Inserts order in bag or envelope, and staples bag together or
seals

Pastei address: label on bag or envel,ope.
', r-

at,

4
r

66, s
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JOB TITLE : Print Inspector
.: .

P..

...' ,4.
. Major job,F4nctiv: . .

,

, ,..

Inspects,photographic Prints
,

fo defects, using filM winder.

'"''-i

, 0 A

Job Duties:

1. ,Mountsroll ofTEints on spindle of film winder and tapes free
end of film to Crankshaft.

a'

JS PH 21

pf.O.T. No.: 976 687 022

..

at,

3.

nspec s.

crankshaft.
p in s or efetts as filth-winds onto

Compares)colors with standard, image
specifications.

to insure that prints meet,

4. Marks defective print,,s with, ,code.number, using chemical pencil,
to indicate-nature,and degree of correction required.'

JOB TITLE: Camera Repairer

Major Jdb,Function:

0

Repairs and adjusts
devices.

.1' 4 L
-

JO Duties:

1: . Disassembles

Calibr'ates op

with dial.set
instruments.

5. Fabricates dr
drill preps.

A

cameras,

D.0 NoT'. .

using specialized tools and test'

O'

camera, using handtools.

erat ion of shut

ting, tisd.ag elec

. . . . ' ,4

tr, diaphragm, and lens carriers
_

tonic, or st.rpboscopic.timi:hg

modifies parts, using bench lathe, grinder, and

4,
1

A, 4

2. lesti.and_aligns diaphrwy, lens matunts, and film transport_ to
minimize optical distOrtion,using precision gauges. .

,3. adjusts range and,vid4 finders, using fixed focusipg target.

J.
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

Instructional Section:,

GRAPHIC ARTS

Title of Unit

L

tip

INTRODU TION ° 0

'GA 1.1.

A

T

(I)

-5

DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

This unit will cover the-lour basic metHodi of reproductioh. It will
give an overVieW of.the gses, advantages and 'disadvantAes. These
Materials are designed for five hours of instruction.

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After coMpletion this unit the student will be able 1-!=!idet
common methods o ranting, list and discuSS the advantages dild

ction system, and.compare and contrast the
systems in terms of application. Define

nications

tages of each repro
p'r'inting reproduct

?its or. graphic co

. -

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

'After coMpletion of the..unit the student will be able to:

List- and,Aeseribe the four basicmethOda Of reproduction.

J' ) 2. List advantage and disadvanta&s.

List common-rash of each reprbduction system.

ify

disadvan
various

graphic

1 .

I Y ,
4 .1
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D

AOUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. Relief or Letter ?ressPrinting

A. Printing' surface is raised abovi(nonprinting surface J'

B. Surface may be hot type,, linoleum blocks, stereotypes,
electrotypes, or photo'engraved plates,.

C. Uses of.letter press printing

1. Newspaper

2. SOme textbooks

3. Tickets

4. Letterhead and envelopes

D.'°4Adva'ntages and disadvantages of letterpress

1. Straight type with no illustrattions cheaper

2. Nod for details of illustrations

3. Halftones cannot be psed on rough paper
h °

4. Slower than ',gravure anri'offset

5. Flexibility limited

II./Lithography or Planographic Printing

v11

A. Based on t4 principle that grease (ink) and water won't mix

,.
B. Printing from a flat surfAge

C. Uses'of lithography

1. Bank checks and deposit slips

'2. Books

3. Paper liNels

4. Metal containers

5. Business.forms

6..General7princing

sk
.

vs



D. Advantages and disadvantages

1. Best*for short'or long runs' with many illustrations)

2. Less time getting ready to print

3. :Storage for,plates better than for letterpress

4. High queUti

5 Economically feasible-

III. Intaglio and Gravure Printing
ilk

GA 1.3

t

A. Prints from an engraved surface instead of a raised surface as
in relief'

B. Uses of grtvure

1. Paper money

*.
2., Stamps °a and bonds

,3, Magazines

.A./ Sunday newspaper supplements

C. Advantages anddisaiantages

1. Suited for long runs (over 25,0001 with mag illustratiobs

/-
2.t.Cylinders,last longer and presses run faster than other

methods

3. Fine detail leaking

IV. ilkscreen P?inting

A. Basically a stencil process 1

B. ., Ink or paint ip, squeezed through a stencil mounted.. on silk,
nylon,. or organdy stretched 'tightly- over a frame

. ,0e;

-C. ..Uses of screen printing

(

1. Signs and posters

2. Greeting cards

3. Book covers

F.:1

..)
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A

Art prints

5.. Lamp shades

6. Charts and ptesentation books

7. ,Rugs and carpet

8. Bottles and other containers

90. Tablets andglassware

10. Trays and placemats

11. Flocked piodficts and simulated. furs

12. Wallpaper and textiles

13. Decals

14. Printed circuits
.

D., Advantages and disadvantages

1. ProdUces,vivid color

4'
2. Practicalforahartrunsanttfarlon en automatic

equipment is used

3, . Used to print )3n odd' shaped:contatners

4. Presses run sloyly; much production

s49'

-s>

ow.

/

4

done by hand

I
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES:

1. Provide studgit with_student module.

-

GA 1.5

2. Discuss outline of content and spekific objectives.

3. Discuss .information sheets and outline of content.

w. "4. :-Give test

I

. 1

m.

o

".."N

a

1s V

4

/
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Read objective sheet.

2. Study outline of content.

3. Study information sheets.

4.'-Take Test.

4

-1

4
A



REFERENCES /RESOURCE'S

Kansas State Dept. of EducationThe CBIE Project--A cooperative
Curriculum Effort in the Area of Visual CommunicatiOn.

GA 1.7
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. ,TYPES OFGRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS

I G;aphi communications is primarily cdhcerned with sight., However nd
touch and smell are playing an increasingly impoltant role. The key wor
"graphic", comes from, the Greek "graphein,".meaningto writes ,wriEiiiig is

prapvtAy extended in this case to include drawings andpaintings. It 0
also'ihcludes drawings produced by light" or photography ("Phtto"
means "light" in Greek.)

° Information Sheet.#1

-

e

So n w we can say that graphic_ communications are messages receive by

eye. These-messages-are_abaut_idessknowleqe, andinformition.
They can be in the' form of writing, drawing, or photography. They can Be
reproduced on many types of materials, singly or in unlimited numbers.
They can.be reproduced immediately andtor on'any later occasion. °

This means that books, magazines and newspapers ere part of graphic com-:
mdnications: Both thewriting andthe illustrations are included. Can

,

b. you imagine a world without thisl type of communication? It means road
maps and rodU signs. It includes the writfing and the pictures on boxes,;___,
tubes, jars, cans and plastic packages for food, drugs, clothing, and -

almost everything else made. It includes posters for billboards; and
many catalogs and leaflets.' It also means currency (money),Eitamps, re-
productions of paintings. The list could.go dn'and on.' Graphic communi-
utions-ia everywhere about us.

iw

INDUSTRIES IN GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS

' What is the graphic, communications industry, ors"
fer to call it? First='of all, graphic communicat
large number of different but related industries.
mous variety of totally different products.

6

industries" as some pre-
ions is made up of a
Jhey produce an enor-'
/

,

/ .

- . e .

Chief among these is the printing, publishing, and pac ging industry. 7.,_
In a group of the 20 largest -manufacturing industries,.p ntiPi, publishr'
ling, and packaging is the largest. It is the seventh largest. total Par
roll. leis eighth largest in total number of employees.

I

However, amore important -f ct for students who are selecting a caree.x is
this: Printing and publishing is a growth industry.' This means that
printing and publishing is growing In the amount of business jape each
year. t also_means that it id growing at a higher rateothaftlihe pun-

- try's tchal,pyoduction. . .

,
.

. . .
. , .

Inaddition to printing and publishing, graphic communications also in-
eludes:

. jr,
,,,

.
--.-

.

1. The paper and paper products industry,
2. The packaging industry
3: .The coatings industry ',i

4. The printing ink industry -.

5. The printing machinery manufacturing industry
6. %The graphi arts supply industry
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7, The PrOduction aspects of journalism, public relations, and adver-
tiiing industries

8. The bindery industry
9. The electronics'industry

10. The .distribution industry
11, The chemical industry
12. The photographic industry

These, then, make up the graphic arts communications industries. These
various industries within 'graphic communications are in the midst of, the

.greatest challenge of the greatest technological revolution. The future
.'in the graphic communications industries is going to be described by one
word: change.

CHANGES IN THE ,GRAPHICS COMMUNICATION INDUSTRY

Graphic communications,is rapidly moving from craft to science. Compu-
ters gave been introduced into the setting of type. They can set the
type used in an entire newsPaper page in just a few minutes. Conven-
tional methods use many hours.Nther new type setting machines are being
sold today. With these new machines, the setting of type is being mea-
sured, per line of type, in microseconds (millionths of a second). 'New

-photographic materials and. processes are being developed and put,on the
market every few months?

Words and illustraitons may soon be sent by LaSet beams directly to the
surfaces of image carriers. They may_ be sent by control of the laser

4 ''beam through a combination of optics and electronics. Laser beams are4

fine' beams of red light. .This process is now in an advanced research
stage.

of

market for the end products (magazines, peckages, and so

N' forth) of graphic communications has been rising on'a geometric scale.
In part; this is a result of the rise in population. It is als5 a result
of the great achievement in theUnited States of providing free public '

education, for everyone.
'1Ftiz

mit

There are many reasonkfor, the continuing increase in the amount of
printed material. But the simple f4ct of the increase can be easily
understpod bythe observant person.

r L
. .

There are career dpportuniiies in graphic communications at all levels
for young men and women of all interests and talents. The graphic com-
munications industries. will need in the years ahead persons to, operate
new machines andt6 use new techniques and materials,

Now, let us take a closer look at some jobs' in the graphic communications
industries.

4
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THE PRINTING INDUSTRY

Printing is called an art. It is also a leading industry. It is one'of

our chief means of communication. It is very important in a country in

which everyone is expected to read.

In 1970 the printing industry employed over 1 million people in a wide

variety of jobs. Most of these jobs were in the-printing, publishing,

and related industries. Some of the jobs were located government.

agencies and in private firms. For example, banks and insurarfce compa-

nies do their own printing or hire specialists to do it.

About one-third of all printing employees work in printing craft occupa-

tions. These craft occupations will be explained later. Occupations in

the printing industries.including printing estimator, printing techni-
cian, mailer, computer programmer, and computer typist. They also in-

clude the usual clerical, administrative, maintenance and sales jabs

folind in all industries.

NATURE AND LOCATION OF THE PRINTING INDUSTRY
at

The printing process is basically a means of transferring ink impressions
of words, numerals, symbols, and photographs or other illustrations to
paper, metal or other materials. The most commonly:used methods of

printing are: letterpress,'flexography, lithography, gravure, screen

printing.

Ech of these methods has a special skill associated with it. People musty

be trainedto accomplish-a gdoejob.each time they work, In 1970 the

largest,,division in terms of employment was newspaper printing and pub-

-lishing. There were over 370,000 people working in about 8,000 different

printing firms. Most daily newspapers in the country print their own=

paper. They may have up to 2,000 employees. Most weekly'and daily news-
.

papers will have less than 20 employees.

Commercial or job printing firms were the second largest printing diyi-

sion. They used about 355,,000 people in about 19,000 plants. This par-

ticular division produces advertising materials, letterheads; business
cards, calendars, catalogs, labels, nalis, and pamphlets. They may also

printed limited quantities of newspapers, books and magazines. More than

one-hilf of those employed in comercial or job printing work in shops
with less than 100 employees.. There are those exceptions, however, where

large'firms use over 100 people.

Almost every town in the country has a print shop. Some of them are

weekly newspapers, which take on other printing jobs to keep the presses

running. More,than one -half of the people employed in printing are loca-

ted in five' states: New'York, Illinois, California, Pennsylvania, and

Ohio. Most of the printing plants are located near cities that have

large popultions. These are places such as New York City, Chicago, Los
.Angeles, Philadelphia, San Francisco-Oakland, Cincinnati, 110 Cleveland.
Book and magazine printing are highly concentrated in these areas.' There

.are-some other large employment areas for printers.
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PRINTING OCCUPATIONS

411 ProductiOn of printer- materials involves workers in a wide variety of
jobs. Printing' skilled workers numbered about 400,000 in 1970. They
represent a large portion oT the printing occupati,ons. They usually
specialize ih one area of printing operations (for instance, typesetting,
p ographyL platemaking, presswork, or binding.) Their training, more-
dyer, is confined largely to only one of the_basic printing methods --

. letterpress, lithography, or gravure.

war

ti

The largest group of skilled workiers are the composing room workerS%
There were about 185,000 of them in 1970.f This group includes hand com-
positors; typesetting' machine operators, makeup people, tape-perforating
machine operators.

Other large groups okskilled workers are printing press workers and
their assistants, lithographic skilled workers, including camera opera-
tors, artists, strippers, platemakers, and lithographic pressworkers.
Some of the other important printing skilled workers are bookbinders,
photoengravers, electrotypers, and stereotypers.

MACHINE MAINTENANCE

A number of different trades are, emplpyed in the maintaining of machines
that produce cony and actually do printing. Por instance, maintenance
machinists repair and adjust typesetting machines, printing presses, or
bindery equipment.., They are usually found working in large plants. In
most of the smaller plants the owner may hire someone to do the work
whenever it is needed.

SKILLED pCCUPATIONS

Most of the skilled occupations use men. Practically all these occupa-
tions are filled by men. However, many of the less skilled jobs, espe-
cially in the binderies, are filled by women. This is changing as women
oare becoming more skilled and interested in these high pawing jobs.

11.

Printing equipment used today is becoming more complex and mechanized.
Because of this, the need Ls growing for technically trained people in
all areas of printing. An increasing number of production technicians
are being employed throughout the printing industry. These people are
responsible for seeing that the standards established for printing each
job are met. Many of these people acquire experience working in small
shops and then move on to larger companies.
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TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

Apprenticeship is a common method of getting a start in the printing,
crafts. In some cases, it is the only means by which a person may be
trained to become a journeyman* worker) in a unionized shop. A
formal program of apprenticeship is required'for journeyman status in
many larger establishments that are not unionized. .

. ,

In 1970 therd were about'13,800 apprentices registered and in training in
the skilled printing crafts. A registered apprentice ,is an employee,
wno,,ander an agreement, receives instruction in a specific occupation
for a specified period ofi time. The apprentice is registered with a
state apprenticeship agency or the U.S. Dept,ytf Labor's Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training.

Apprenticeships for the printing trades usually last from 4 to 6 years. .

The program covers all sides of the particular trade. It generally.in-
cludes classroom or correspondence study courses. The materials studied
is directly related to the job being done at the time. As new printing
methods are developed and introduced; they generally are included in tA14
duties of the traditional printing crafts Nand in the 'apprenticeship pro-
gram.,

Apprentices are usually required to. be between 18 and 30 years old. They
must pass a physical examination. There is, however, no age limit (maxi-
Mut) for entering many, of the printing crafts apprenticeship "programs.

Most employers require a high school diploma or an equivalent education
_program, for entry.tnto the apprenticeship program. kthordugh- knowledge
of spelling,,Punctuation, the fundamentals of grammar basic mathema-
tics is essential in many of -the printing trades. alnowledge of the
'basic principles of chemistry, electronids, and physics is becoming in-
creasingly more important because of the growing use of photomechanical
and electronic processes in printing. An artistic sense"is alpo an
asset, since the finished product should be pleasing in balance and
design:

Most printing crafts require persons with ghod eyesight, about average
physical strength, an a high degree of manual dexterity.

Mental alertness, sped combined with accuracy, neatness, patience and'
the, ability to work with others are also necessary. The ability to tell
the difference between colors is important. in those areas of printing in,
which color is used. Many employers require applicanti to take one or
more aptitude tests. These were developed for the printing iAdusttir
occupations by the US Dept. of Labor. y

G.

674

-1.
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These teSts are given in the local offices of the state employment ser-
vices. Apprentices often are chosen from among young people employed in
various unskilled jobs in the printing establishments. They should be
people who demonstrate the mechanical aptitudes needed for the printing

- crafts.

There are abdut 4,000 schools (high schools, vocational schools, techni-
cal institutes, and colleges) that offer courses in printing. Then,
courses help you to be selected for apprenticeships or other openings in
the printing-and publishing industries.

COMMUNICATIONS CAREERS
I

The' communication field requires, a number of highly trained and speeial-
ized.people. These jobs in particular, require people with special
skills or training'.

The future of communications jobs will continue to be bright. More and
more people will have to be trained to keep present equipmeft,,operating.
New technological improvements.will demand retraining of persons in some
field's. This means that persons who work in this field will hay.e to be
willing to accept a lifetime of training and'on the job instruction. It
is not an area in which a person can he,trained and expect to use the
same kind of skills forever,

The .communications field will continue to Affer opportunities to those
Oho want to improve their minds and

f
skills. It will Continue to move

ahead with the demands of a changing society. It will present young peo-'
ple with challenges and ideal working conditions: It offers something to
everyone interested in becoming something better than they are at the
present. It offers the chance for those who are,wil4ing to move up and
become more skilled or`better paid.

A

.4
-in are limited only by your ambitions and ability in this field.

1

Drafting technicians may' he involved'in a number.of steps in the develop-
bent of a product, house, or bridge. If it i to be built, they must
communicate the ideas of the engineer and designer to the people who will
be doing the building. The job of a drafting technician is very impor-
tant. It may cost millions of dollars to correct the damage -.done by a
wrong dimension..

Drafting technicians may bein on the development of a project from the
spart.0 However, if the job is a large buildingor product, a technician
may be.given only a small portion to work up. A plan must be developed
end a design must be produced in most instances.

`1 A

t )
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GRAPHIC ARTS

The graphic arts concern work with printed matter. The printing industry

turns out bil ns of1 dollars worth of printed materials every year.

Printing is do e on paper, wood, glass,-cloth, rubber, metal, plastic and

leather.

. `Printing can be done by'a number of methods, but there are five major

printink processes:
1. letterpress

J2. gravure' .

3. screen ,

4. engraving
5. offset

In any study of the jobs in the printing industry you must take into
account the many processed used in making a copy. The printer is consid-

ered a skilled person. It takes a large degree of skill to operate mod-

ern machines and to make sure no problems came up to delay the printing

process. There are'a number of processes in printing. ,Each one is nec-

essary to the whole. A mistake can cosE money.

Publishing is .the process of making something public. Books, magazines,

and newspapers are printed or published. A nater of people with many

. ' skills are involved. A-lot of people behind the scenes' are not rIcog-

nized.. They have a job to do and they do it.

,

Newspapers use g number of '`behind- the - scenes"- people. They make sure

the newspapers get out on time.

Magazines use highly skilled persOns in many'jobs. Good color pictures

are hard toreproduc1ce thousands of times.. Magazines need to be bound.

Bindery jobs, vary with the type of binding used to hold the magazines

together., A closer lank 'at these jobs will follow.
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Image Transfer Devices-

)

The technology of printed graphic communication is composed of several
processes.. Among these are image design, image composition, image prep-
aration, and image transfer. Image transfer is the subject of this read-
ing.

There are five basic processes involved inn image transfer. They are 101 '.
letterpress, lithography, silk-screen, gravure, and electrostatic. All
of these processes accomplish essentially the same thing--the transfer of
an image from a carrier ta a shet or roll of stock.

Letterpres printing is the oldest of the processes. The earliest form
was done from wooden blocks in China about 868 A,D. Block printing
spread to Europe and was first done there in 1377 A.D. The significant
breakthrough in printing occurred in 1450 A.D. when Johann Gutenberg
developed the process of.printing from movable type.

Letterpress printing is the process of printing from a reversed, raised
surface on an appropriate material (usually paper). The process involves
the following sequence: preparation of the image carrier (type) inking
of the image Carrier; contacting the printing stack, (paper) to the image
'carrier; applicati9n_of pressure to the paper; and removal of the paper
from the press.

There are several styles of letterpresses including: platenpress;
bed,cylindar press; and rotary press. The platen piess is probably tl
most common, however, the majority of production printing is accomplished
with the cylinder press and the rotary press.

While'most printed products can be printed with the letterpress,-it is
best suited to alphabetical material. Some of the most common products
'produced with the letterpress are: letterheads, envelopes, tickets, and
office forms. However, some newspapers, textbooks, and advertising mate -.,
rials are still produced with the letterpress., It is not well suited to
the reproduction of photographic types of material or to line drawings.
As a result, most materials of this type are produced by other techniques

There are still many careers available to, those desiring to enter the
field of letterpress printing. Some of these are compositors (linotype
operators, stonemen, etc.), layout men, proofreaders,:,pressmen, and bind.-:
ery personnel.

Lithographic printing (also called offset ithography) is, a rapidly ex-
panding process in printed graphic communication. It isrbased on the
principle that oil and water will not mix. As a result, the, image car-
rier (Plat e)is,TreY41;ec1111e-way -,that,.theL.pziaulag -Image-!will 'accept- Rik.

non-printing surface will not. When water ig apialied to the
plate, the inked surface repels the water while the Qon-inked surface
accepts It. The inked plate is then contacted to a rubber blanket to
reverse the image. Paper or other printing stock is then contacted to

111
theblanet under pressure producing the printed material.

.V

S.
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The basic principle (oil and water will not mix) was discovered, more or
less by accident, by Alois Senefelder in 1798 while he Vas experimenting
with printing from stone.. As a result, early lithographic printing was
done from stone blocks. (Thus, the name.lithography--stope printing.)
The process did not become widespread until the technique of offsetting
the image onto another surface was discovered in 1904. The discovery of
this process led to the rapid expansion of the process and to its common
name today offset printing.

Offset lithography is especially well suited to thr printing of illus-
trated materials both photographic and line copy. The capability of

offset lithography to reproduce photographs (halftones) is its principle
advantage. As-a result, it is commonly used to print newspapers, maga-
zines, advertising materials, and other materials making extensive use of

At photographs.. It is commonly used in office reproduction because of the
ease of preparing short run image carriers with a typewriter.

There" are two basic types of offset.lithography printing presses. They

are sheet fed presses and web fed (roll) presses. 'the web fed press is'

an extremely high production process and is commonly used for newspaper
printing.

There are many careers available to those persons interested in entering
the field of offset lithography including: layout and design workers,

compositors, cameramen, strippers, platemakers, ,pressmen, and bindery
wor(ters. The skills required for certain careers in offset lithography)
are very sophisticated, and as a result, 'persons with. these skills are

very well paid.

Two additional,' image transfer processes are gravure printing and silk-
sCreen prit4ing. Gravure printing is used to produce treasury notes,
stamps, some magazines, some newspapers, and some advertising material.
Silk-screen is used for greeting cards, signs, limpshades, carpeting,
bottles, wallpaper, and textiles. The outstanding characteristic of
silk-screen printing is its adaptability to printing on irregilar sur-
faces such as bottles and cans.

Gravure printing (also caled intaglio) prints_from an image carrier with
the printing areas depressed (the opposite of letterpress). The de=
pressed Areas act as ink wells and when printing stock is sntacted to
them under pressure a printed product results. It IS used for treasury.

notes and stamps because of the difficulty,of producing counterfeit mate-
rial using the same process. Gravure-presses are'of two types, sheet fed
and web fed. .

, . .

The image carrier for silk-scieen prtnting allows ink to pass through a
porous material in thelprinti4 area. r.intinD stock is plecedArider,,ther._,

C -t-t. C t.. .1 t
'''''-'4-"-'/Igge'-Caliana ink is forced through the carrier onto. the paper.

Image carriers for silk-screen may be prepared by hand (stencils) or pho-
tographically. It is not a high production process and is best suited
for special printing applications such as printing on irregular surfaces.

0.
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The most recently developed image transfer process is electrostatic
printing. The process involves an electrically charged image carrier
!which positions the printing image on the carrier through magnetic
forces. The printing stock is then contacted to theimage carrier and
fine pigmented particles are metered through the image carrier onto it.
The process has been made famous by the Xerox Corporation and as a result
it is commonly called xeroxing.

p
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SUGGESTED TEST

Introduction to Graphic) Arts

1. The four basic methods of reproduction are:

a.

1?*

c.

d.

2. The reproduction process that is basically a stencil profess

3. The reproduction process that prints from an .engraved surface is

called:
4

42 Which reproduction prOcess is used to print paper money?

5. Which reproduction process is the oldest of the process?

e

G60
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ANSWER SHEET

Suggested Test
a

1. Four basip reproduction methods are:

A. Relief or letter press printing.
B. LiOlography or planographic sprinting.
C. Intalgio and Gravure Printing
D...Silk Screen Printing.

. .

2. Silkscreen printing.

3. rIntalgio:printing

4. Intalgio printing

5. Relief.or letter press Printing.
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DESCRIPTION OF .UNIT,

This unit covers basic block printing concepts. It gives an overview'of
the following areas: history of block printing, methods of block print-
ing, uses of block printing, Sasic equipment, basic design transfers and
cutting and printing procedures. Tile materialsin this unit are deiigned
for, 10 hours of instruction.

, .

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this 'knit the student will be able to list the earli-
est uses of block.pripting, identify terms and definitions related to
block printing, ilpntify block printing equipment and their .functions,
discuss prictical uses for block printing, and identify methods of block
printing. The student will,demonstrate the ability to transfer a design,
cut, and.pAnt a linoleum block.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit the student will be able to:

1. List three early 'uses of the block print.

2c-Define and describe terms and definitions.

3. List 3 methods of` block printing.

4: Identify block printing equipment and give functions.

5. Discuss practical uses.for block prints.

6.. List advantages of linoleum over wood for block prints.

7. Remonstrate th, ability t6:

A. Transfer design

B. Cut linoleum block
L cz),

k.) 0

, rr L-A rq
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. History of Block'Printing

A.. Earliest Development 1100 years before beginning of Christian
era.

B. Early Uses of Block Prints - Greeting cards, book covers,
calendars, playing cards, pages of
books, murals.

Information sheet #1

II. 'Methods of Block Printing

A. Wood Cut - Print made in fairly soft wood cut plankwise

B. Linoleum Cut Print made ftom a design cut in a piece of
linoleum, mounted "type-high" for press.

C. Wood Engraving - Print made from a design cut in a piece of
hardwood with a cross grain. (Transparency #1

D. Plastic Engraving - Print made from plastic acetate on mylar.
. # ) (Student Activity Sheet 11 )

E. Terms and Definitions (Information Sheet #2)

III. Uses of Block Printing (Information Sheet #1)
.

A. Greeting Cards

B. Book Covers

C. Calendars

D. Playing Cards

E. Wall/Paper

F. Textile'Pints

G. Wall Hangings

H. Posters

IV. Basic Equipment

A. Wood or Battleship Linoleum Block--Wood or the one kfnd.of
, linoleum suitable/for blotk printing.

f

B. KnifeTool used for cutting wood cut or lino design.

C. Gouges--Tool used,-kor cutting.wood cut design.

D. Steel Square- -fool used for.meaduring and layout work.

6,53

41.
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E. Tracing Paper/Carbon Paper

F. ,Pencil

iGA2.3 ,

G. Paper *to Print On- -Most, paper is appropiriate for printing.

H. Block Print,Ink--Ink used for a printing block.

I. Brayer/Hand Press--Handroller or press used to transfer the ink ,

frbm inking slab to block.

J. Glass/Inking Slab--A piece of glass or plastic used to roll ink
out on. (Information Sheet #2) (Transparency #2, 3)

V.. Wood/Lino Cut Procedures

A. Transfer Design--Tape design face down on block and trace all
,lines of drawing with pencil.

B. Cut Design--Cut design with knife, leaving raised areas to be
printed in black.

C. Ink Design--Apply ink to the raised areas. 0

4

D: Print Design--Place paper on ink surface of &lock and print.

(Transparenftes 2, 3, 4, 5) (Student Activity #1)
(Demonstration #1)

VI. Acetate Film Etching Prpcedureg

A. Transfer Design

B. Cut Design

C. Ink Design '

D. Print Design

(TM # ) (Student Activity # )
(Information Sheet # )

e

4
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TEACIjER ACTIVITIES

I. Provide'itudeni!with student module.

II. Make tpdsparencies.

III. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

IV. Piscpss terms, and definitions.

V. Perform, Demonstration #

VI. Discuss informa n sheets and go through outline of
material, givin demonstration.

:VII. Give `Test.

i
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
I. Read objective sheet.

IX.' Study terms and definitions.

II. Study information sheets.

ITV. Complete Activity Sheets.

V. Take test.

GA 2'.5
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REFERENCES/RESOURCES

I. References

i.

A. Sprague, Curtiss,'How to Make Linoleum Blocks, Bridgman Pub-
lishers, Inc., Telham, New York.

B. Polk, Ralph W., Essentiald'of Linoleum Block Printing, The
Manual Arts Press, Peoxia, Illinois.

ti C. Saff, Donald/9aci1otto; Deli, Printmaking, History and Process,
Holt, Reinhart; Wifibton, 1978.

D. Perry, Raymond W., Block Printing Craft, The Manual Arts Press,
Teoria, Illinois.

II. Resources

A. Information Sheets

B. Transparency Masters

C. Activity/Demopstation Sheet
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Eleven-hundred'years before the beginning of the Christian era the Chi- .,
nese had reproduced many of their picture-writings in woodcut. This
block..art spread into Korea and Japap, where later it was developed to
perfection. 1

HISTORY OF BLOCK PRINTING

GA.2.7

. Information Sheet. #1

Block'printing'on paper developed from the practice of printing'Aesigns
on textiles from wooden blocks, which was a commcp ,practice throughout
the Middle Ages.

Paper was not commonly used to print on before the early fifteenth
century.

Early uses of the woodcut were greeting cards, initial letters, book
covers, and playing cards. ler
The woodcut served the purpose of mural paintings which later developed
into the manufacture of wall paper.

Before the invention of moveable type, the pages of books were printed
from single blocks of. wood with the text and illustration cut in relief.

SA

,lllodk printing is not confined to small work. Hand block wall paper and
I rge wall- hangings with hand-blocked printed designs are being used by
in erkot,-designers.

s

While ood block printing probably lends itself as a better medium of
express n'for the experienced artist and craftsman, for the student,
linoleum s many advantages over wood. Linoleum block printing is sim-
ple and lens itself to many applications. Linoleum is reasonable in
cost,can be -ngraved with simple tools and printed' with little equip-
meal. It is a o'possibletand practical to mount the engravings on
blocks of wood, pe high, and print on a flat bed press as many as 2,000
impressions 'before the linoleum begins to break down.

. All prints may be div .ed into two large diviiions: first, prints as a
work of art and, second, all kinds of commercial prints. Under the first
heading would be the Wood and lino block, prints, etchings, lithographs,
'mezzotints, and acquatints. The.second division would embrace photo:1`

, graphic prints and all types of photo9graving such as line cuts, half-
, tone engraving. and all'forma of process color work...

.
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ITERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Information Sheet #2

Apple, pear, cherry, sycamore,, beech, sweetgum Woods used in wood cut
printing.

Battleship linoleum The one kind of linoleum suitable for block print-
ing.

Black and white print Only
.

one block is used from which design is cut.
and block rolled up in black ink.

1.
.

Block printing When the wood/linoleum is removed inside and about the
design leaving it.standing in relief about the block.

Boxwood Wood most commonly used by wood engravers.

Brayer Handroller used to transfer the ink from inking ab to block.

Aurgin Tool used by wood engravers.

Burnisher Tool used in Wood cut or lino printing to rub impression onto
paper.

"Chisels - Tools used for cutting woodcutor lino design.

Gouges Tools used for cutting-woodcut design.

Graven Engraving tool.

Inking slab Piece of glass or plastic to roll ink out on.

Knife Tool used for cutting wood cut or lino design.

Lino-cut Used as a modern substitute for wood for the cutting and
making Of block prints, the infant offspring of the woodcut.
Economical; easily obtained and prepared and be6uie it has no
grain he tools cut with ease in all directions:

Tint tool - Engraving tool.
4

Woodcut - A print made in fairly soft wood cut plankwiae.
' is

Wbod engraving - A print made from a design cut in a piece of hard wood

0 with a cross grain. The. image making methods resemble,

intaglio engrdVing, but printing is done in the same
. manner as for the woodcutt

Type-high - The body height of a piece of ty0e if 0.918. It is very
,,. important to the printer that,all type be exactly the same
'height in order to print evenly and consistently.

Y
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Information Shett #3

GRAVURE PRINTING

Gravure printing {also' called intaglio) prints from an image carrier with.
the printing areas depressed (the opposite of letterpress). The
depressed areas act as ink wells and whenTrinting stock is contacted to
them under pressure a printed' product results. It is used for treasury
notes and stamps because of the difficulty of pr.odacipg counterfit
materials using the sametprocess. Gravure presses are of tWotypes,
sheet d and web fed. \ *

V
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INTAGLIO PRINTING

Is>

Information Sheet #4

Wrinkle Printing

There are many, unconventional mettles and materials to prepare intaglid
plates., For figurative prints and rough lettering you mighp tryrinkle
printing. The essence oethe process is this:, a plate. is' oated with
black wrinkle finish spray paint, which produces a rough texture that can
had etching ink in many.tiny'wells, evenly distributed across-the sur-
face. Portions of the rough surface are coated with white liCquer in

.cvarying thicknesses. The hickgr the lacquer, the more the wells are
filled up and the plate-evened out. ,This means that parts of the plate

,

'become semi-smooth or very smooth. When the plate is toated with etching
ink'and wiped, the roughest parts, untouched by the white lacquer, will
'hold the greatest amount of ink and will print black. le-semi-smooth 7

parts will lose some ink in wiping, but will retain enough to print vary-
ing shades of gray. The very smooth, Parts 'will be Wiped clean andwill
sprint white.

A

The plate. is printed by the usual intaglio process. The inked plate is
covered with a sheet of damp paper and passed through thd etching press
under pressure. When the paier is peeled away it literally pulls the ink ,,

from the wells or groovOs. This process'might Ae termed dry or direct,
since they do not involve acids.

Since some budgets ill not alloW.for'the purchase 'of a press for use in
a unit on-intaglio p nting, you might try to find an old hand run wash-

® ing machine wringer, h can serve As an etching press._

(
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Block cut plankwise
for Woodcut

© k,

T.M. -1. / GA 2.10-A

01 0 0

Log, cut plankwise
fit

Cutting surface

Cutting surface

'

-Log -cut 'acum grain

Block cut across .grain
for engraving
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TRANSFERRING THE

'T.M.-2 / GA 2.10-B

ESIGN TO BLOCK

Tracing,
the design

_transfer- or carbon paper

A-Gouge with handle.
13.-"C"shape gouge
C - "U "shape gouge

D-"rshape. gouge

E-Chisel

F-Cutting knife
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INKING THE BRAYER

-ir
Reserve ink A-

41111111111r

e*"

Brayer'

TAKING A PRINT:BY HAND°

694

Spoon used
as burnisher

a,*

,a
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Inked surface

Block showing
design in relief

BLOCK PRINTING $

Paper' Paper

ti

a-

Paper laid on?' Impression
inked surface , from block ----'-'

.
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PADDING
OR BLANKET

PAPER

PLASTIC PLATE

ROTARY PRESS, ETCHING PRESS
OR WRINGEWFROM WASHER

COPY ORDESIGN

A.. X-ACTO KNIFE

B. BURIN.

C.. RAZOR BLADE

t; 9

PLASTIC
PLATE FOR
ENGRAVING .
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Teacher Demonstration #1

BASIC LINOLEUM BLOCK PRINTING PROCEDURES

I. Objective

DemonstAte basic procedures for transferring design, cutting lino-
.

leum block and printing a blank and white or one color print.

II. Materials

1. LinoleurOlock

2. Knife

, 3. :Gouges

4. Steel square

,c
5. Tracing/carbon paper

6. Pencil

7.' Paper to print on

8. Block printing ink

9. Brayer/hand press

. 10. Glass sheet

11. Minerals' spirits

12. Burnisher

13. Spoon
14:

III.' Procedures

1. Tape a_piece'of transfer/carbon paper face down onto, the lino-
,leum block.,

2. Tape the design face down:on the carbon paper.

3. Trace all tines ofdrawilii with a pencil.

A. The drawing will be in reverse.

B. After cutting and printing the block the print will appear
ae in the original design.

4. After tracing remove papers from block and Illack'in all parts
of the design not to be cyt away..
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%

5. Cut away all white areas leaving raised areas to print black.

'6. Ink the brayer on,the ink slab.

7. Roll a thin coating of ink over the raised surface Of the
block.

8. Place paper down onto the inked surface of the block.

9. Hold carefully with one hand and burnish with a burnisher or
the bowl of a spoon.

10. Pull print away and repeat.

11. Clean block by wiping with rag soaked with mineral spirits.

A

t1
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Teacher Demonstration 4 #1

BASIC LINOLEUM BLOCK PRINTING PROCEDURES

Objective

Demonstrate basic procedures for transferring design, cutting lino-
leum block and printing a black and, white or one color print. .

II. Mater4als

1. Linoleum Jilock

2. Knife

3. gouges

4. Steel square

5. Tracing/carbon paper

6. Pencil

7. Paper 'to print on

8. Block printing ink

9. Brayer/hand press

10. Glasg Sheet

11. 'Minerals spirits

12. Burnisher

t

13. 'Spoon

III. Procedurs

1. Tape a piece If transf r/carbon paper face down onto the lino-.
.leum block.

'2. Tape the design face down on th?,,,carbon paper.

3: Trace -all lines of-dt-awing with a pencil-.

A. The drawing will be in reverse.

B. After cutting and printing the block the print w1:11 appear 4o

. as in the qriginal design.

4. After tracing remove papers from block and black in all parts
of the design not to be cut away.

n

C.
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5. Cut away all white areas leaving raised areas to print black.
.

6. 'Ink the brayer on the ink sllb.

7. Rolla thin .coating of ink over tho ralsed surface of the
block.

s

8. Place paper down onto the inked surface of the block.

9. Hold .carefillly with one hand and burnish with a burnisher-or

the bowl of a spoon.

10. Pull piint.away and repeat.

11. Clean block by wiping with rag soaked with mineral spirits.

00

1
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Sluden Activity #1

BASIC LINOLEUM BLOCK PRINTING PROCEDURES

I. Objective

You will take a prepared design and d linoleum block and basic
printing equipment and complete the following tasks: Transfer
design, cut and print. a.black and white or one color print.

a

II. Materials

Z. Linoleum Block

/

7 ti
2., Knife

3. Gouges

.

4. Steel square'

5. Tracing/carbOn paper

6. Pencil

7. Paper to, print on

8. Block printing ink

9. Brayer/hand press

10. Glass sheet

11. Minerals spirits

12. Burnisher 4

13. Spoon

III. Procedures

1. Tape a piece of transfer/carbo paper -face down onto -the:, lino--t
leum:block.

2. Tape the design face down on the carbon paper.

-;77ra 1-irreso#drawing with a pencil-.

A. The drawing will be in reverse%

Aktpr cutting and printing the' block the 'print will appear.
as in the original design.

704
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4. -After tracing remove papers from block and black
of the design not, to 'be cut away.

5. Cut away all white areas leaving raised areas,to

6. Ink the brayer on the ink slab.

in all parts

put nt
q.

7. Roll a thin coating of ink over the raised surface of the'

block.

-Place 'paper down onto the inked surface of the block.

.9. Hold carefully with one hand and burnish with a
the bowl of a spoon. .

10. Pull print away and repeat.

Il. Clean block by wiping. with r .ag soaked with mine' al spirits. ...
F

.

0
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Student Activity #2

ACETATE FILM ETCHING
t,

Objective: You.9ill take the materials provided and complete the follow-
ing tasks: Etch an acetate film plate and print it.

Materials:

Procedures:-

.0

1. Acetate Film
2. pencil/paper
3., a scratch tool (coMpass,

1. Draw the master sketch in pen&l on paper.
I

2. Tape a sheet of acetate'oier the sketch and scratch the lines on
witbaUarp instrument. .Q . 4"

3. Squeeze block printing ink onto .a tile, wood board, or cardboard and
roll it down evenly. Then press down a dauber okade of cheesecloth or
galize to pick up the.colorl, This is nowzdaubed,onto the scratched

-' plate. and excess wiped away-with a clean'.rag.
. .

, ,

4. Put the hPlaceiofhilacetate pate on a cushion o newsprint. ace a s t of-
printing paper on top of this Weigh it-with a book and s rid on it /
to mint, or run it. through a press.

.

t

4
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Student Activity #3

Objective: You will take the materiil, as indicated and complete the

following tasks:

-*)

Materials!

1. 1/4" thick Masonite linolem plastic or cardboard '*

2. black wrinkle finish spray paint (industrial finish)

3. print makeis, hot plate, or heat lamp

4. white chalk for racfng

5. white lacquer (brushing type) acrylics or enamels

6. lacquer=Ahinner

7. 'soft brush

8. stiff etching ink or black "ink

,9. cotton rags .

10. thick etching paper

11. etching press or washer wringer type

-12: blotter papers' lb -

.Procedures:

1. Cut Masonite or plate material to size

2. Spray with'black wrinkle finish paint.

minutes after first coat.is dry.

3. Heat platcytfily on hot plate or with
heat,andjxibblethe Taint.

4. let plateldry'thorooghly (overnight if
ness goes away.

0

and bevel edges

Spray second coat-two

heat lamp. Do not over-

pcIssible), until mushi-

5. Chalk up the back 0P:a tracing. of design.and trade white line

onto black wrinkle finish.

Build tip white,paint,in varying.thicknesses as you develope the

design on the plate. ,

11*
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7. Heat the plate and Wet it or cover it completely with.ink.

8.- Wipe ink away with cloth.

9. Dampen paper.and place between blotters.

10. Heat plate slightly to soften ink. Place Jampened Taper on
plate

1
11. Run through press under pressure.

O

C
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.SUEGESTED TEST

Block Printing

1. List the three, methods of block printing.

a.

b.

c.

2. List some of the early uses of block prints.

3. Printing may be/divided into two divisions:

a.

b.'

4. Defin:

Battleship linoleum

V-Gouge

U -Gouge

BrayA'

a

0

7Wi
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1. a. Wood cut

A b.
4

Linoleum

c. Wood engraving

ANSWER SHEET

SuggestedrTest

GA 2.19

a

2. greeting cards, book covers, calendars, playing cards, pages of books
murals

3. a. prints as a work of art

b. all kinds of commercial-prints

A. Battleship linoleum -,linoleum used for block printing

V -Gouge Tool used for cutting wood cut or lino design

4. U-Gouge Tool used for gouging wood cut or lind design

Brayer.-,Hardroaler used to transfer the ink from inking slab to
block.

O
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

,
. A-1

. . Instructional' Section:

GRAPHIC ARTS

Title of Unit:

RUBBER STAMP CONSTRUCTION_
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DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

.

This unit will cover the principles involved in the construction of the.
rubber stamp plate and will list the usages of the plate. The materials
in this unit are designed for 5 hours of instruction.

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit the student will discuss the construction
of the rubber stamp plate. He will be able to trace the origin of the
rubber stamp'plate'and be able to list some of the common usages of the
rubber stamp plate. Construct rubber stamp plate.

After compi

1. Discuss
plate.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

gtion of this unit the student will be able. .to:

.principles involved'in construction of the rubber stamp

a

2. List common usages of rubber.stamp plate.

3. Identify terms related.to the Principlesinvolved in the construction
of the - rubber stamp plate.

4. Demonstrate the ability to:

4
1. 'C,ut linoleum block mold
2.1,- Make clay.:rt-alip

.3: Press stamp, -in a mold
4. Ink- up stamp

5. ,Print'stemp
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. What is Rubber Stamp Printing? Information Sheet #

b.

A. A relief printing process; also known as flexographic printing.

B. Materials needed f construction of Rubber Stamp Plate

1. type / photo-e raving

2. matrix mold

3. rubber stamp gum '

4. mounting base

5. rubber stamp press

C. Basic construction

T.M. #

1. plastic matrices are made from the type forms.

2. rubber plates are then made in the plastic tholds by a
special vulcanizing process in which,heat and pressure
are applied to the rubber stock.

3. rubber plates are mounted on various kinds of bases or
directly on press cylinders, with double faced tape.

II. Origin of:Rubber Stamp Printing

A. Letter Press Printing

B. Types used in letter press

Information Sheet #

T.M. #

C. Three types of presses used in letter press T.M. #
to

II. Construction of Rubber Stamp Plate Teachet Demonsttation #
Student'Activity # ,

A. -Teacher will demonstrate T.M. #

B. Student will construct rubber stamp plate

IV. Common uses. of rubber stamp

. c
-A;-* milk containers'r

4 B. gummed tape

C. bread and candy wrappers

I



D. paperback books,

E. foil bags

F. wall paper

G. office stamps

1. date

2. name

44,^
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

I. Provide3student'with student module.
4

II. Make transparencies.

Discuss unit and performance objectives.

IV. Review information sheet.
A

V. Give demonstration

VI.. Give Test

7

14,
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

I. Read objective sheet.

II. .Study information sheet.

III. Make Rubber Stamp (Office 'type)

Clay Simulation (Student Activity)

IV. Take test

4

4A
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REFERENCES/RESOURCES

I. Reference:

A. Carlsen, Darvey E, Tr yon, Verna' A, Communica on: Graphic

Arts, Modular Explorationk of Technology Series, Prentice-Hall,

Inc., Englewod Cliffs, New Jersey.

II. Resources:
.,\

A. Information Sheets

)/) ,B. Transparenc Masters

A
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Information Sheet #1

LETTERPRESS PRINTING

Letterpress printing is accomplished by means of type, of uniform height,
assembled into groups, and lOcked up in a steel frame, or chase, for the
printing press. Ink is,apPlied to the faces of the types, and they in
turn are pressed onto sheets of paper on'which they leave their impres-
sion. The letters on types are cast.in reverse, and the printing sur-

_faces., br faces, of the letters stand out in bold relief above the type
-body.

There ate different kinds of type, and their characteristics are deter-
. mined by their differing methods of composition (the setting of type.)

There is (1) hand type (2) type cast on slugs, (3) monotype composition,
(4) woodtype (5) brass type, which is used exclusively by bookbinders:'

sir

"-s-

4
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Information Sheet #2,

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRINTING

Rubber Stamp Printing

Flexographic printing, an extensibn from -letterpress, ifi- -done with

special ink and rubber'plates, and is used in the printing of bags, wrap-.
pings, containers; and many different surfaces, such as burlap, glass,
metal, or plastic. 4

Flexography printing is used largely by converters and package printets.
Many flexographlc presses operate as)units of elaborate package manufac-
turing machines.

For small repeat design such as labels or candy wrappers, and for wall
papet, decorative wrappings,,and many kinds of roll printing, design rol-
lers are used. These are rubber-covered cylinders on which a pattern of '-

repeated or continuous design covers thq entire circumference.

Rubber plates are used in special flexographic. presses and for printing
on hard or irregular surfaces difficult' to print upon with type forms or
metal plates. Plastic matrices are made from the'type forms, and the
rubber, plates then are made in the plastic mkolds by a special vulcaniz-
ing process in which heat and pressuie are applied to the rubber stock.
Rubber plates may be mounted on Varfous kinds of bases or directly on

"
press cylinders, with douhle faced tape.

o There are rubber ,stamp' presses available that will enableatyou to produce

quality rubber 'stamps without°investing in a high priced machine. Some
will make rubber plates for stabding forms within the capacity of the

. -

chase,- 1 4
-
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SURFACE.

LINOLEUM BLOCK -

ACTS SAS MATRICE
OR MOLD WITH .COPY
CUT, BENEATH THE

'FIRM BUT MALLEABLE
CLAY (PLASTIZINE TYPE)
SHAPED TO FORM STAMP.

PRESS CLAY IN MOLD
FOR IMAGE TRANSFER.

IRKED STAMP
READY FOR PRINTING.
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A. RUBBER STAMP

WITH INK PAD.

; BASE

LETTERS
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B. REFILLABLE &TAMP
WITH A SOFT PLASTIC
BASE MATERIAL, THE
INK IS FILTERED
'THROUGH TINY PORES
OR OPEN- LNGS,TO TnE
LETTERS. IT REQUIRES
NO PAD.
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Student Activity #1

SIMULATED RUBBER STAMP CONSTyCTION

Objeogve: You will take the materials given and correctly comple the
following -task: simulate rubber stamp construction.

Materials:

1. linoleum block ./6

2. modeling clay

3. .ink/inking pad, glass or 'plastic

4. roller or dauber

5. cutting tools

6. paper

4
Procedures:

1. transfer or draw original design on,linoleum block

2. Cut.or engrave design'in linoleum'

3. Make clay stamp to design specifications

4. press salt clay stamp into engr, ved linoleum black to get
impression in relief

5., ink design on stamp with brayer or dauber

6. stamp or print

722
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SUGGESTED TEST.

Rubber Stamp Construction

1. A rubber, cast of a die or slug is called a
.4

2. What term is used to describe relief printing from a rubber plate ?(

40

3. List some common uses for the rubber stamp.

4. Describe the vulcanizing process.

4.

4

111
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ANSWER SHEET

`Suggested Test

'1. Stereotype
*\

2. Flexography

o

GA 3.11

3; print. on plastic films,joil'hags, milk containers; gummed tape,
bread and andy wrapPers

tgsis.44,
/
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM C

Co
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ingtructional Section: N
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.GRAPHIC ARTS C.
A
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I

Tit Unit: 0

N
STAMPfit S

DESCRIPTION OVIINIT
., .

-

This unit T0i1il cover basic hotstamping/gold stamping concepts. W., ._11
-give,sn overview of ttie following areas: basic equiement+.variable that

..`' _ages of hot s mp-control quality of printing, advantages and
' !!

ing, items printed by01 stamp methot_ ..,,. o' g procedures, caree op-
,, poitunities.1 The materials in. t are designed for 5.hours of

' instruction.
, .

i-

HOT

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After coAletion of this,unit the student will be able to identify hot
stamping basic equipment; define-the three.mariables,that co trol qualcFty
of Printing, list advintages.and disadvantages. of hot stamp printing,
list items that are commonly piinted by'the hot stamp process. The stun
dent will demonstrate the ability to hot stamp,2tit and dicuss career
opportunities.

. .

...-

PERFQRMANCE OBJECTIVES
--:-'-

'

, 0^,--
.

I 4After-completion of thii unit the student will be _able to:
,

-:-.--- .

. .

1, Identify and.descieietsic hot tampingequipment.
.

2. Define terms and definitions.

A. List the.3 variables that contra the quality pf printing.

4. List advantages and 1 disadvantage 'of 'hot sump printing.

5. ,List items commonly printed by the hot stamp /printing process.

Ns,

. ,

/725
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.

...
,

6. Demonstrate the ability to: ,
,..

)

A. Hot stamp print
.

B: Discuss career opportunities
b

7. Compare' lbt,Stamp Printing to Letterpress Printing

.

.

r

r-

%

--"'"""r"

--------
e
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I, What is Hot Stamp Printing

A relief printing proces6.; alsoknown as gold stamping.
I

A. Three basic elements

Type;, foil and item to be.printed
9

General printing procedures

Type is placed in chase or hed,ofsprinting press; heat is ap-
plied to the metal type and it'is pressed down onto the item:
with a saecially prepared foil between the type and the item
being printed. The heat and pressure to the raised portion of

. the type causes the foil to release,fromfthe carrier and adhere
to the item being-printed. The.pressure and thesimount of time
preSsure is applied "dwell time" cause the imprint to be
slightly indented Uktoll the item.

C. An extention of Letterpress

II. Basic Equipment

.

A.. Press- (Transparency #1--Parts of the printing press)
. 4 4

Q

1. Hand,operated press

,
,

The. presS ,should" have .at least two Or more

.settings;' pressure and dwell time are controlled by the
operatbrt

,

2; '-_,Ali':operaed press

The press should have at least two or more Afferent heat
settings. Pressure and dwell time are set controlled and

% will operate at the same pressure and' dwell time until con- *"-
° trols are reset: ---An-automatit foilfeed is necessary for

speed; the foil advances automatically each time _you mak%
>ir an impression.

B. Jig (Transparenc .

A
- The jig keeps the item from moving w hile being .printed., Each
piece is registered in exactly the same way and supported
underneath, if necessary, to take the pressure of the-press.'
Commercial jtg.areevailable for some- items e.g., p`ens,

.0cils,:satin award ribbons, matchbooks, etc.
I°

27 7
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C. Types ,(Transparencies #2.

O

1. Hand type

,

ype)

Also known as printers type--each letter cast into its own, A

individual piece of lead to be placed onto the composing
stick by hand,o for printing.

Z. Linotype machine/Ludlow machine (slugs)'

Thesetwo types of machinery, 'a lino type machine and a
Ludlow machine will set a line of type on a single piece of
lead. The lines are called -sings", and are used in the
imanufacture of rubber stamps and in letterpress 'printing.

-

The linotype machine is operated like a typewriter; when
the operator punches the keys, molds are composed to form a
letter. The Ludlow machine requires hand set molds. Both
Band. type and slugs are limited to lettering. ,

3. Photo-engraved zinc/magnesium dies

Art work--photo type

Photo-ehgraved zinc/magnesium dies permit any black and
white artwork to be hot stamp printed by etching the art-
work onto a plate or die and niounting.finished product

"type high":' Additionally, the photo engraved zinc or mag-
nesidm die will Outlast either form of type (hand or slUgs)
and can be obtained from a,photo engraver.

4. Word Spacing (Transparency #5)

4'

Spacing betweeh the words is accomplished-by inserting
pieces of metal which are lower than the type itself. ."

Being lower they do not come in contact wfth the paper and
do not print. These piece's are called "quads'. and are .re-
lated in size to the "em quad", which is the square of the
type siie. For eg., if the type is 60 points, the em quad
is a'square.60 points by 60 points-

ct

5. Leading--(Transpa'renc05)

In addition to the space Setween'the 'wprdT,,it is also pos-
sible to vary'the §pace,between the lines...To.. accomplish
this..zmetal strips of ,various thickness are placed 'between
the lines of type. Tilts' is,called leading .and the leids'
afe measured in points. Their function is merely Co sepa-
rate the fineS of type. They are legs than "type-high" and
do not print.

4
0



0. Foil
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A type of foil with specially prepared backings designed to
adhere to the many different materials hot stamp printed.
Comes in colors, gloss, flat or metallic finishes.

E. Item to be printed

Most materials can be hot stamp printed e.g., paper, cardboard,
leather, suede, vinyl, plastics, etc.

III. Variables that,Control Quality of Printing

A. Heat /temp'rature

Varies with materials being printed, and foil used; usually
between4225 and 250 degrees.

4
B. Pressure/dwell time

ef: Pressure?: weight applied to the raised portion of the
type and pressed down on the item to be printed; imprint will
be slightly indented.

Using manual equipment pressure controlled by operator.
Using air operated machine--pressure controlled by operator
settingeautomatic controls.
Def: dwell time: amount of time pressure is appl ied to obtain
clear'impression..

Using manual equipment--dwell time Is controlled by operator.
Using air operated equipment--dwell time controlled by the set-
ting,of automatic controls..-

IV. Advantages And Disadvantages

A. Advantages

1. Requires no dryer

2. Ecomomical to print--can print many different names on many
different times.

3. Good for short runs

. 4. Multi-color TrihtIng practical

5. While hand set type is demanding it.is good for turning out
work in a hurry.

Disadvantages .er

1. Slugs break down very fast, virtually useless on hard items
4,and for long runs. :

III
.

IA
--,!

° 2. With slugs on softer items a run. of no more than a few
hundred items can be printed while maintaini g quality.

(ii
7 9
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-Items commonly printed by hot ttamping process

A. Logos'On wallets

B. Initials on luggige

C. Pencils and pens

D. Sa4n award ribbons

E. Napkins

F. Matchbooks_

G. Etc.

VI. Hot stamp printing procedures (Student Activity #1)

VII.' Career Opportunities

A. Compositor--hand, Machine
*4

1. Sets type by hand or machine and assembles products ,of com-
posing machine into pages.

2. Distribttes type back into case V.

3. Makes corrections as indicated by 'proofreader.

B. Proofreader

I. Cheeks galley and page prOof to see'if they match copy fur-
nished by customer.

2. Checks 'spelling of all wq.rds and word .,divisions.

3. Corrects obvious errors in grammar.

C. Engraver
4>

I. Take line drawing or pictures and prepares an original let-
terpress printing plate.

2. Mounts plate 4ndprepares it for press.'
41

D. Equipment maintenance

1. Has charge of maintaining and repairing all shop machinery

14e, 2. Orders parts needed for repairs

730
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E. Lock up man

1. Locks up forms for various ki ds of letter press printing
presses.

2. Imposes forms so that'pages print in correct order.

F. Pressman

1. Prepares prdss for printing.

2. Runs job. on press.

3. Cleans press after finishing.

1

7 3 i
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

'I. Provide student with student module.

II. Make transparencies.

III. Discuss outline of content and specific objectives and informati6p

sheets.

IV. Discuss tra agencies as they relate to,optltne of content

explainf terms and giving demonstratioalas you go.

V. Discuss student activity sheet.

;

VI. Demonstrate equipment to students stressing safety measures where
applicable.

VII. Complete student activity.

VIII. 'Discuss career opportunities.

IX. Give test.

.

O
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1r

s I. Read objective sheet.

a

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

II. Study informati on sheets..

III. Complete activity sheet.

IV. 'Discuss career opportunities in related fields.

V. Take test.

O

1.

733
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.EFERENCES /RESOURCES

1

Ie References andReSources

A. Craig, James, Dese tgning.witiv,Type: 4 Basic Course in Typo-

graphy, Warson- Gupsill Publie4ions/New-York, 1977.
c it

B. Screen Printing Magazine. Wasserman, Paul, SoYou Want to Get
Into Hot Stamping?, Screen Printing Magazine, September, 1978,
:Vol 68/No. 9, pg. 46. ' . 4
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4.

C. Miller Rex, ,Communication: Industry and Careers, Modular Explo-
ration of Technology,Series,'Prenticg Hall International, Inc.,
London, 1976;
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A. Information-Sheet

B. 1Transpirenty Masters
alP

C. Student Activty Sheets
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Information Sheetirit1

Hot type: Refers to solid metal letter press type and letter, press
relief plates. The term "hot type" generally refers to the
melting and casting procedures which occur to make the type.

LETTERING ARTWORK - PHOTO

Hand set type in composing
stick

Machine set type or slugs
linotype machine
Ludlow machine

Magnesium or zinc engravers etched
dies.*

Die is mounted to "type High".918 to

match printers type or slugs

Handset type and slugs are, limited to lettering only.
The photo engraved zinc or magnesium die is much more
versatile and will outlast either form of type.

The principle of piatemaking in hot stamp printing is the same as in
letterpress. The application of heat and pressure to the chive in hot
Stamp prid ing is-the major difference.

11.
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A PIECE OF TYPE

A piece of type is a rectangular block of metal with a'printing surface on
top. The block is called the "body" and the printing surface, is called the
"face".

The height of the body is .918" and is known as "type-high". Although this
dimension is not importaRp-to the designer, it is very important to the
printer that all type be exactly the same height 1p order to print evenly
and consistently.

Body. size
4depth)

4.4

Face IN.

\ Sir N

°O1/4

Foot

0101/01
Pack

J

Type high
.918

re'
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EM QUAD AND ITS SUBDIVISIONS
WORD DIVISIONS

EM QUAD (square of, point size),

El;t1rQUAD (2 of an EM)

I3-to- the -EM an EM)

4-to-the EM (4- of an EM).

5 -to -the EM of an EM)

6-t an EM'( of an EM)

VARIOUS LEADS F CREATING SPACE
BETWEEN LINE. OF TYPE

1 POINT

2 POINT
F. 3 POINT

4 POINT
6 POINT

.13
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! , ), BASIC PARTS OF A -HOT STAMPING PRESS

0

t

----1----4....e....."...

0

,

A. Chase
B. Jig

. C..Type
D. Foil

4

..
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116T STAMPING PROCEDURES

I. Objective:

GA 4.12

Student Activity...111+

. You will take the materials given and correctly complete the fol-
lowing tasks:

f 1. Set.' a line of type

2. Print line of type

3. Clean type and .return all equipment to the proper storage area
e06.

II. Materials

1. Press

2. Type/composing stick

3.- Foil

4..-Item to be printed

5. Galley

6. Leads and ftrd-spaCing

7. String/galley locks

III. Procedures

4

6

`,£.1

1. With a composing stick and type case set a line of type by
inserting type into ttie composing stick: Make sure. all nicks'
on the type are ,towards the open end of the composing stick. '

m ,

.
_2. When type has been set, transfer it to A galley (shallo4 three Y

sided tray) and place the desired space between the'slinest
.4 t

,I ,

3. Tie up type,Iorm with stribg or galley locks.

S
4. Lock type into printing he (elm --) of press; allow press to

heat to predetermined prinU n emperature.

:
5. Place foil between type and jig.

6. .Secuv item to be printed in jig.

7. Have 'your instructor ok your operation'and watch, you operate
the press.

dr

:)

1
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8. Press type on item being printed.,

9'. 'Make corrections if necessary e.g., dwell time,,set'up,

temperature.

10. When run is completed, clean type and return type and other
equipment to the proper storage place.

t9

4

4.

tt.
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SUGGESTED TEST

Introduction to Hot Stamping/Gold Stamping

1.. Define hot type.

Hot stamp printing is also called

3. List basic equipment used inlbot stamping.

4. List the two Inds of type and expfain their differences.

5.' Define:

Dwell time

b. Leading

c. Foil

d. Slug

The printing surface of a piece of type is called the

p

,

744
ti
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ANSWER SHEET

Suggested Test

' 1. "Hot type" generally refers to the melting end casting procedures
which occur to make the type.

2. Gold stamping.

ev

110

GA 4.15

'3. Press, typb-composing stick, foil, item to be printed, galley, leads,,
galley locks

4. Hand type- -set by hand

Linotype machine--type set by machine

-5. Define:

a. Dwell time: the amount of time' pressure is applied to the stock
that is being gold- stamped ig called dwell time.,

b. .Le'ading: metal strips of various thicknesses placed between the
lines of type.

c. Foil: foil prepared with a special backing designed to adhere to
the many different materials hot stamp printed.

d. Slug: a' line of Type set on a single piece of lead.

7

6. The printing surface of a piece of. type is called the

1:
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LITHOGRAPHY/OFFSET-PRINTING
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This unit will coffer the principles of lithography. rt will give an
overview of the followirig areas: a brief history of printing, the
principles of.lithography, the principlei, of offset printing, preparation
6f copy, typesetting, operationyof offset press and career' opportunities
in the printing industry. The materials in this unit are designed for 10
hours of instruction.

ti

UNIT'OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit the student will be able to: describe the
principles of lithography and offset printing, prepare copy for printing,
discuss career opportunities in the printing industry.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
-

After completion of this unit the student will be nlle.to::

4 1. Understand terms and definitions.

2. .Explain tfie,principles of offset printing:

3. .Disgusa scare6i0oPportunfEies.

410
'4. Demonstrate the ability to;'

a, prepare copg
44,

b. pet type for copy

C. print plate

r. r.
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT'

I. History of Printing--(See Information Sheet #1)

II. Principles of Lithography

A. Lithographic process--A photomechanicall process which prints
from photographically prepared plates. There are no raised
printing surfaces standing in relief above a lower
nonprinting background. lithography is a planographic or
surface printing process.

B.. Plates -The image or design to be printed is placed upon the
surface of the plate by
or by being drawn direct
treated sd that the'area
but will receive the lit
surface which is dampene

ansfer, by photomechanical process
it. The surface is chemically.

designed to print will resist water
graphic inks. The remainder of the
between each impression, will remain

entirely uninked, and will make no print on the paper.

I. a-g-U.-DirectTinPlate--
fact that the image to be
typedetc., onto the plat
'special pens, pencils, rib
of paper with a'special chemically treated surface.
Because the image is put directly onto the surface of the
plate, this plate does not need to be exposed or
developed.' (See Information Sheet #3) (Demo #1)

aye iitharacteflYed by the
anted is lettered, drawn,
surface itself by using

ons, etc. This plate is made

2. Indirect Image Plate--This plate is characterized by the
fact that the image to be printed is put onto a layout
sheet and is transferred electrostatically or
photographically to the plate. This requires the plate to
be both exposed and developed.' These plates are made of
various materials, including paper, plastic, aluminum, and
zinc. .

III. Principles of,Offset

O

0 o4

A. The Offset Process--When ready to print the prepared plate is
fattened around the plate' cylinder of the lithographj.c press.
After the metal plate is secured in'the press it comes'into
contact with two sets of.rollers. One set applies water which
moistens all the surface expect the area especially prepared-
:for piinting, while the other inks these area' but leayes no
ink on the moistened surface. As the plate cylinder turns it ',.

_omes into contact with the blanket cylinder which is a metal
cylindercovered by al'ubber blanket. The ink is transferred
from the inked areas of the plate to the blanket in reverse. .

As paper moves through the press it is forced be;ween the
blanket cylinder end the impression cylinder. Tfie'impression

cylinder forces the paper against the blanket and.the ink is
'offset' onto the paper'

4

(rm. # )
**/ / 7 ATM # )

Ow,
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B. Offset Presses Offset presses come in many different types,
styles and sizes. The two major types are sheet presses and

;And web presses.

1. Sheet presses--Although these presses come in various
sizes and styles, they are all characterized by the fact
that paper is fed through the press one sheet at a time.
Sheet presses are used to print when the final product
is a printed single sheet.

2. Web presses these presses also come in a variety of
sites and styles and they'are characterized by the `fact
that paper is fed through the press in one long continu-
ous sheet (`web`). Web presses are used to .print such
things as newspapers, magazines, many catalogs, many
books, and decorativ6irapping papers.

C. Other types of presses
4

1. Flatbed -A press where the printing stone or surface rests .

on a "flattened" type of table.

2. Cy/inder--Pressesequipped with automatic dampening and
inking rollers and a cylinder for carrying the paper.

3. Rotary--Consists of two cylinders that rotate in the same
direction. A plate on one cylinder and Taper on the
other. Trans -4i4

D. Operating the Offset Press. (See Information Sheet W4)

III. Copy

A. COpyTyped matter, pen drawings, ruled wort( and,copy with no
shading or graduation of tone's are line copy.

' B. Screen--Photographs, wash,drawings, and all matter in varying
density of tones are screen copy and they must be photographed
through a half tone screen: This changed them ,into a pattern
of dots, and makes them line copy.

C. Copy for Offsett-The preparation of the plates in offset
printing is essentially a photograp c process, the treatment
of the copy differs widely from the b ilding of the type form ,

for use in 'the letterpress. The 'copy is placed before the
camera, a negative.is developed, and the image is then
transferred to the printing plate. When some units of the

16

D. Masking Sheet/line up table--In order to arrange and msition
negatives together in a predetermined form, in a banner in
which the image may be transferred to a printing plate, the
films are mounted on a masking sheet, on a glass-topped light
of line-up table,, ich is equipped with precision instruments
for squaring, spacing, nd aligning the,:copy. No alteration
can beAmade inposltioni g or spacing after the plate is- -
made. 7 -4

74 S
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IV. Typesetting--The lettering which is photographically applied to
offset printing plates iproduced by several meaRts: 1) much of
it is set in metal type in letterpress composition plants which
supply reproduction proofs for offset copy. Singre display lines,
masses of body type or completely madeUp pages of matter are
assembled for offset. 2) other methods known as cold composition
are in use. Cold composition does not involve'use of metal, type.
Most of the matter is produced or assembled byione,of the ,general
classes of type setting devices listed:

Photo typesetting of photocomposition machines; machine6
producing photographic strip lettering or film or paper for
heading and display lines. -Typewriting machipes which set body
matter, paper alphabets and clip book for which characters, may be
cut put and assembled as copy.. Student ActiVity #1

V. 'Careers in Printing Industry

A. Printing Occupations
B. Machine Maintenahce
C. Skilled Occupations
D. training Requirements

(Information Sheet #6.)

7 '3
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

1. Provide student with student module. 1

2. Make transparencies.

GA 5.5

It

41
'3. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

4. DpicussAnformation sheets and go through outline of content, giving
demonstratiuns as you go.

5. DiScuss student activity sheets. 4Givsi<monsxrations for student
activity sheets ki and #2;

6. Evaluate student activities.
,

7. -Kari field trip to a newspjper .or large printing company.
y

J
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES.

1. Read objective sheet.

2.' Study information sheets.

3. ComRldterlactivity sheets.

4: Take test,

5. Take field trip (suggested).

r
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'

Information Sheet al

RY OF'PRINTING

. ,
, . a

If we were to diVide the last 50, ears of man's elistence into
. lifetimes Qg appioxlmatelY sixty-two years each., there would have been

about 800 such lifeilmes. Of 'these 800 lifetimes, 650 were spent/1n
caves. Only during-th6 lest seventy lifetimes have we beenlabLeito

.d

. communiCate effectivebi from one lifetime::to another with writing.. Just
' think'of the stories that Columbus could have written; the Bible could

-have been WriEtiffirst-hand: -The American Weit gnd the Indians,
cavemen,'somevhe before. We could know many things fon:being true if
Oliere d .--I A 1 -,.. :

-1 bi
- lifetimes lit man seen theprinteyord. For the last four lifetimes

we've been ableto meisdre tide with some_prOcision;°and only in the last
two has anyone, anywhere used an electric motor. It is evident how much

1 progress man has made.aftet. the'intentiOn of the Printed,wOrd, Realize
that most of the material'-goods that we use each,day have ,beenaccumulating

since man began to store up useful. printed knowledge.

.` -ee/
The rate* toqk an "upward' withiph the invention of writing. It ook
another leap in the 15th century when Gutenberg invented movable ype.,-
At that time it became'pOssible to produce some 1000 books a year. By

.

1950 books were produced at,a rate of 120,000 :per year. By 19'60 this
1r went to 1000 booksper day.. Today_ the; accelehtestY'the minute,

giving uspipmasurable reSources.for,knoWledge.

f

. '.This Very repent and vast accumulation of knowledge ,10 to4new
_duplicating processes whi.Ch in' turn led to new discoveries that arelLow '' * ,

replacing old familiar processes. There-are some inventions already ,

'available which arenotheing.used due to cost and-the fact' thai we ere,
not ready to advance So.ralpidly. We are at the point now where'knOwledge a

-

is doubling Vut query, four an almost overwhelming thought for
teacher and students to face because it means continue' change in subject
content and- ncreases still more our dependence -on printing-1-what we npw

, ,

call Graphic ommunidations. . .

-....,
,,,....

:Today, paper IS used-71-0r -a-di-verse -ntithier--;ofTproduc:taFr_bomks.....11.4kq_i_ f___
:'

drawings, magaiines, fotms, bulletinsAepOrts\and others that would take
a book to list. i ,

.

: f. f. e.
To give the student an idea of the'impoitanceaneincrease to printing, 4:

. . ,

, 4 take. your. students .. to. your library. and tell- them how long it would havrd
, . .,,

Cakes to print all of, the books before movab1e type: For instance,
.. 'before Gutenbergan.ordinary pers6n could not -buy 'a book. After, ,,..

Gutenberg; approxima;ely,1000 booke a year .could be printed. t a
... .

7S3
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InformLion Sheet #2

Chronology of Printing

Scribes (10 -20 books a year) 1423

Movable type, Gutenberg 1453

Aniline dye, Shapirctecould be used
to duplicate handwriting

Ot
f.

Stencils - Eason.

Electicdmotor

-First tyPewrAer, Sholes"

Linotype
ow" o

Stone Lithofraphyt
AloisSeneftlder-

PhOE4graphy

Zinc plates

Offset, press, Ira Rubel

G

f

4.

1880

1880

,

. 1867

:

1884

1796

. 1832

1860 "

1906r,

. A

1

1.
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Direct Image Plates

Information Sheet #3

One of the'sippiest plates that can be used on the press is the direct

image 'offset plate. This-plate has advantages over tome-of the other

types of plates. Basically, the plate is.designed for short run prints-",
soTe say the maximum number bf impressinnsris from 1000 to 5Q00.. How-
ever, as any plate, the number of impressions that can be used or printed
by the plate is greatly dependent upon the condition of the. printing
press and the experience of the operator.

Copy is pUC on the direct image plate'by:

.1. TYioewritax7-A carbon ribbon'joaduces the, best type for copy and

.produces more impressions.

2. A direct image pencil_ or pen. The pen or pencil can. be used for

dracangs, handwritten copy or as an aid in layoUt. A non-"repro -..

ducing.pencil is to be used for laying out copy, since it does

(
not print-on the master.

An advantage df,thit plate is that it is piobably the' least expensive of
any'nffset plate." It requires' no deveippTng, solutions or special care.

it is subject to fingerprints, 'hand lotions, tease, etc:--something that
the typist must beeaware of. It should be,handled by ,the qdges, such as,

o''
,film is handled. 4

i-----,-

, An'offsat Printing jc%b Can be done with an offset press and the direct
J

. plater. .-. .image-AItho9gh-Jimited in thequmber.df impressions, it can 'be
,preserved and saved. , .

t .
.

... . .
$

t .

A disipantage of the plate is, that is can he asily ruined, if not used.

ag'directed, jit cannot be clean0 satisfactorily pnce(.ir is on, the.!
press. Eriaura.p cin.be made When typIng or preparira the4,p14tewith a

.
. 7' .soft rubber egser. -t

1\

.c ,

- ,

so. .

\

,

"

f .1/ ...411.o00041

a
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operation of the Offset Press

GA 5.11

InfoTation Sheet #4 .

Operation of the offset press involves the successful setup and adjust-
'went_ of the basic systems of the press-. _$pecific. techniques for individ7:systems

ual presses differ; assistance may be requiud from the manufacturer or
oper4tional panualk.

The general process is0ks follows:

'1. ,Load paper andset.up paper feed

2. Adjust paper regis'eration system.

3. AdSnst paper delivery system.

4. Adjust fountain, system.

5. Adjust inking systa.

A

6. In6tall,image carrier (the plate) On piste cylinder. .

7. Turns on main' power switch:.

8. Engage inking and fountain form,rollers.

4. Cantaet ,plate to41-anitet cyiindere-
.

..10. Turp.on paper feed, mechanism.

.

11: Make necessary image position -cha
.

12. Maintain adjustments of. all systems' as job is prined.

1
N13'. Clean the press.

,

'4

A

.\

t

.
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. :eTilfor ation Sheet #5 '

(

.

Cleaning the.Offset Press'

0

Objective:

To demonstrate clean-up proceudres for the. offset_ press in order to
have the machine ready for use thehext day.,

s

Procedure: .

11,00

1. Remove the printing plate. (Preserve the
used-again.)

.

2. Remove fountain solution.

(N. 3.

plate if ,it is be

Check condition of dampening rollers.' Clean or replace, if
necessary.

4 0-

4. Remove and,wash the ink fountain.

Use cleaner sheets to Clean all ink rollers.
.

5.

Remove and clean all ink rollers that can'be removed.

° 7. Reassemble,all parts removed in the clean-Up procedures.

8. Cleah the frame of...the -offset press:

9. Secure the night latch on the machine.

off,..._%",

v

' r

6.

.4,
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. .,, Information Sheet #6
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Tti'OCg.g$ING
.

,
4

...v..

(
K_

.
.

In'this cMtext "Processing" means the'c6fiversion of artwork,
photograph and type reproduction into a form in which they can be
printed. 4' 7,-

i A \

* Though the printing medium may differ letterpress,
photolithography, photogravure, silk-screen the processing of any but
the simplest elements. for tr,ege must involve the useof photography at
some stages. Thus, there are .certain factors common to all print media
processing. For example, since orthochromatic film material is commonly
used but'is not sensitive to process cameras and way be used for .

instructipn marks and construction lines which are not intended' to be
reproduced. Again, 41ere full colour reprdduction issrequired, any of
the media processes will involve the use of colour filters to'separate
the image ,photographically intlue,,,red, yellow and black'plate* which
will overprint to give a full- 'colour result. So it can be seen that
preparation of material for processing does not differ greatly between
one medium and the ether.

Conditions tokestablishat the outset are:

a) If the medium is letterpress, is' the type to print the metal.
direct or frotha plate made'from a.tyPe irtression?

4110--------Vrrftlie medium is 'phosOlithography, photo-gravure or,silk-screen,
thus the materiel for procesSing be submitted with all elements
reduced to the same scale or can the 'required reduction merely

3

4

be,indicated on overlayt? ,' .

,,I.aas

4 14114
Apart from'establishing.-the-above'conditions, the preparation of

work for processing is similar whateyer the medium. The word "plate"
when us,in this context is taken to refer to the .physical prOduct of---
he letterpress, fittid or gravure processing techniques, and even, by

e tention, to the silk screen process (though of course in this case the

.

pro iuct us a screen and not a, plate). ?. ..°

,
.

v.

0
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CAREERS IN PRINTING INDUSTRY

Information Sheet #7

a

Almost every town in the country has a print shop. Some of them are
weekly newspapers which take on other printing jobs to keep the pres6es
raalng. More thaniwonehalf Of the people employed in printing are
nalted in five states: New York, Illinois, California,. Pennsylvania,
and Ohio. Most'of the printing plants are located near cities that have
large populations. These are places such as New Yorlc City, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Philadelphia, SanFranciscoOakland, Cindinnati, and
Cleveland. Book and magaaille-pri4tinggrehigh1_y_coneent ed in these
areas. Thlfte are some blher large employment areas for printers.

PRINTING OCCUPATIONS

Production of printer materials involves workers in a wide variety of
jobs. Printing skilled workers numberel.about 400,000 in 1970. They
represent a large portion of the printing occupationS. They usually
specialize in one area of printing operations (for instance, type
setting; photography, platemaking, presswork, or bining.) Their
training, moreover, is confined largely to only one of the basic printing
methods letterpress,'lithography, or gravure.

The largest group of skilled workers are. the composing room workers.
There were ; 000--Of them in x1970. This group-includeshand-
compositors, typesettin ,machine operators, makeup people, +
tape'perforating machine operators.

Other 1 gft groups' of skied workers are printing press workersworker and

their lithographic skilled workers, including camera
operators, artists, strippers, platemakers, and lithographic
pressworkers. 'Some of the other important printing skilled workerslare,
bookbinders, photoengravers, electrotypers, and stereotypers..

MACHINE MAINTENANCE 4,

Ii4nomber..4f different trades are employed in the maintaining of machines

thatr9duce copy' and actually do printing. For instance, maintenance
machinialits repair and adjust yrpes.etting machines, printing.presses, or

bindery equipment. They are usually found Working in large plants. In

most of, the ,imalLer.plants%,tA owner may hire someone to do the work

whenever it is needed. .

SKILLED OCCUPATIONS"
.

..
-,

. %, '.

t

' Most of .the skilled occupation4 tsemen. Practically all. these

o
., ,
ccupaaons are filled,by men. However, .many of .the less skilled'jobs,

) .

-,especially in the binderies ife'filled,by women. This is changing .as J

womenpre becoming.more skilled and interested i these high paying '
.,. jobs.= .

,,
',.

I ir

A

f

t
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Printing equipment used today is becoming complex and mechanized.
Because of this, the need is growing for technically trainer''People,in
all areas of printing. An increasing Number of production technicians
aresbeing empl4ed'hthroughout the printing industry. These people are
responsible for seeing that the standards established for printing each
job are met. Many of these people acquire'experience working in small
shops and then move on to larger companies J

9

TRAINING

af.

Apprenticeship 'is a common method of getting a start in the pritnting
crafts. In some cases, it is the only means byVhfch a person may be
trained. to become a journeyman* (skillet worker) in a unionized shop; A -

formal, program of apprenticeship is required for journeytan status in
manylilmerestablishments that are not unionized.

In '1970 there were about 13,800 aaprentices registered and-in training in
the skilled printing crafts. A registered apprentice is an employee,
who, under an agreement, eceives instruction in a specific occupation
for a specified period time. The apprentice is registered with a state
apprenticeship agency or the U. S. Dept. of L'abor's Bureau of
APprentictiShip'aneTraining,

Apprenticeships'for the printing trades usually'last from 4 to 6 years.
The pliogram covers all sides of .,the particular trade..., It generally,
includes classroom or correspondence study courses. The,materials
studied lis directly related, to the job being, done at the ,time. As .new
printing_methods ard_developed and introduced, theygenerally are '

included in the duties. of the traditional printing crafts and in the\
apprenticeship program.

9'

I.
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C

INK ON
`RAISED SURFACE

p

ADLatlyflatbed Press

THREE METHODS OF PRINTING

a

INK BELOW
RF-AC

Y

N

Letterpress-

"V'

IntagLio Process Lithographic Process

I
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T.M.-3 ! -;A. 5.15-C

A. THE PLATEN 'PRESS HOLDS
ITS TYPE FORM ON ,A
FLAT BED. THE IMPACT
OF A FLAT PLATEN MAKES
THE IMPRESSION.

111

5;CYLINDER

_ B. CYLINDER PRESSES_
ROLD THEIR TYPE
FORMS ON'A.LARGE
FLAT BED, WHICH
MOVES BENEATH AN
IMPRESSION CYLINDER

-/

ROTARY

q. 'ROTARY PRESSES ARE
BUILT FOR HIGH SPEED
WORK. THE IMPRESSION
IS TAKEN BETWEEN NO
eYtiNDERS-WHICHROLt-----
TOGETHER-.

1

/
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Student Activity #1

You will take a direct image offset plate and complete the-following
tasks:

L. Write your name on the plate with a reproducing pencil.

A' 2. Sketch an object with a'nOn-reproducing pencil. Go over the
outline sketch with a reproducing pen.'

6 -

3. Type a line across the master,with a-manual typewriter and-a
:tegular fabric ripbon.,

4.

4. Type the ame line again using a typewriter carbon
1 ribbon.

5, Have the _teacher to use your plate to reproduce several copies.
. -

6. Make note ,on the result of each instrument yot used ontlie
plate after it has been printe.

Materials:

1. Direct image offset plate

2. Non,reproducing Pencil

ilk- 3, Reproducing pencil

4. Reproductfig.-laen

5. Manual typewriter,

N

1'
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True or False

1.

2.

5.

t

SUGGESTED TEST

'There are no raised printing surfaces in offset or
lithographic printing.

In Ole offset process, the -plate is dampened then
inked on each revolution.

Line copy contaigs many.grao6tion of tones.
.

Direct'image plates are
other offset plates.

Apprenticeship programs
,usually last 1-2 years.

1. List three types of presses.

a.

( b.

c.

more expensive than most

in the printing industry

2. List the five states that hams most of the printing. industry.

1

a. .

b.

c.

d..

S.

l
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,GA 6.1

Instructional Stction:
0*,

GRAPHIC--ARTS-

Title of Unit:

SILK - SCREEN PRINTING

DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

,This unit will cover sillt7screen printing concepts; It will give an
,:erNiiew (4 the followipg areas: %That is screen printing; basic
,printing equipment, the paper- stencil, the plpto_stencil, and major
areas of specialization. The materials in this unit are designed tor'15
hours of instruction.

.

40

a UNIT ,OBJECTIVE-
.

After complet on of this unit the student will be able to linesiik
.

screen printing,- identify pe'basit silk screen equipment, and discuss
the major areas of specialization in silk screen printing. The student

ag well as basic printing.

0 PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
V ,

o
A,

.

After completion of this unit the student will be able to: )-)

1.e Give a definition of silk screen printing.,

;._Identify basic printing-equipment;

3.' -Demonstrate the abilitito:'

A Cut a paper stencil:.

'B. Print a paper stencil.

mMOMMffiamimmmmmrmr

C. Prepare a photo stenci l

D. .Print a photo stencil

..111,
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GA 6.2

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. Silk Screen Printing--a stencil process in which ink is forced
through a mesh of silk or other synthetic screen material onto the
°surface of the printing stock. The screen stencil may be prepared
by hand or photographically.

II. Basic Equipment

A. Screen frame--a rectangular hoop that keeps the fabric
(screen) stretched tight for printing.

B. Screen--Polyester, nylon, organdy, silk or tafetta fabric.

C. Squeegee--the tool which forces the ink through the screen mesh
onto the printing surface.

. Substrate--the product material in silk screen printing that is
to have a design printed on it.

E. Ink--the pigment (or coloring medium) that is forced through the
screen onto the substrate.

III. Stencil Methods'

A. Hand--any method where the image is put on the stencil by hand.
It involves covering the surface to be printed with an im-
Pervous material like paper or cardboard. Openings are cut
into the material, revealing underlaying surface. Ink is '

passed across the stencil which acts to-filock out all but the
open areas.: When' the stencil is removed only the shapes of
the open:areas are printed on the substrate. The two primary.
hand stencil mettle* are4using paper 'and lacquer f,JA.m. ,

B. qhoto Steitoil--ally method whereby the image is put ,upon the
screen using iat/ photographic process. It involves breaking up the
image photographically into aflot pattern similar to a halftone-
photograph. The printing screen'is coated with A, sensitizing
solution and the dot pattern is photographically 'transferred onto
the screen. On the parts of the screen not to be printed the
sensitizing solution is,cheMically hardened while the solution on
the other parts of the screen is washed away leaving open areas on
the screen. Ink can then be forced ,through the open areas on the
screen onto the substrate. .

1. Direct

2. Indirect

I



IV. Areas of Specialization

A. Commercial sign printing
B. Poster printing
C. Wall paper
D. Table cloths
E. T-shirts

r- a

,,

%

ao

r

0
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

t. Provide student with student. module.

2-7,Make transparencies.

3. Discuss unit and specific objeCtives.

4. Discuss information sheets apd- go

gibing demonstrations as you go.

5. Discuss student activity sheets.

6. Give test.

7. Plan trip to silk screen printing plant.

through outline of content'

4.

4 4 4. L 4 S 4. 4 4 1 4 el 44,,,
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

I. Read objective sheet.

2. Study information sheets.

3. Complete activity sheets.

4. Take test.

5. Take trip to silk screen printing plant. (Suggested)

I

V.

4 -4 44. f< 1 t¢ < t i 2 e st 44414 4 4 4 1.4 < lC l 4 a .

4
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REFERENCES/RESOURCES
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l,nformation Sheet #1

Terms an finitions

.

1. Base--A flat board or table top to which the screen frame' is hinged.
(Bed)

.

2.' Ink - -The pigment (or coloring medium) that is forced through the
6 screen onto the substrate.

) . .

.

3. Intaglio7-The design is scratched, engraved, or etched into he
plate. These depressions are filled with ink. Etching and d.-
points are-examples. Gravure printing is the industrial equivalent.

4. Planographic (or surface) Printing is done from, a smooth surface
treated chemically or mechanically-so that some areas will print and
other areas will not. Offset lithography is the only Common
example.

5'. Pushpin {hinge -A two part hingelheld in an interlocking position
by a fitted-pin or rod. It's used to attach the screen to the print
bed.

'6. Register--The exact positioning of theldesign image on thel printing
surface, a matter of special importance in multidolor work:

7.. Registration guides--Small tabs of,cardboard, metal or other mate-.
rial fastened to the base against which the stock to be printed is
registered in a predOtermined position.

,8.. Relief printing--That in which thedesign stands above the'general
level of the plates surface. Rubber stamps and fingerprints, wood-
cuti, linoleum-cut, letter press.

9. Run--A shop term referring to the actual printing procedure or the
extent, of -an edition.

S
.

10. Screen frame--A rectangular hoop that keeps fabric stretched tight
for printing.

.

11. Silk screen printing TA stencil proceas in which coloring 'matter is
forced onto the material lo be-printed through the mesh of the silk
or organdy screen so preparedas to have pervious printing areas and
impervious non printing. area.

6

1'2. Squeegee--Used to force the screen printing ink through the open
, 414...4--aG4. 44 IAA 4-14.141-.144.444 C.t.(,(4-K4.4-(44



GA 6.8

13. Stencil printing--Is accomplished by cutting designs out of stencil
paper or by making some portions of thin fabric impervious to

Ink goes'through the open portions but not through those
that are impervious. Silkscreen printing is the best-known type.

14. Stock--A broad connotation referring-to paper, cardboard; glass,
metal or whatever material is to be pri.nted.

15. Substrate--The product material in silk screen printing.that is to
have a design printed on it.

I

4444 4.< t a 4444,4 wtt. S 414'2 Stt 44 4..atr 44,44.(414.134,- f IIES, 4 4,, Zr".r
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Information Sheet 1/2

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION

The production of commercial signs and posters constitute the backbone of
the screen printing industry in terms of total number of people employed,
output measured by annual dollar volume of business, and number of indi-
vidual businesses.

Screen piinting on container ware has evolved into a distinct field of
operation quite separate and apart from routine screen printing. The
decorative motifs on drinking glasses have been printed by the screen
proCess. .Its the most economical and effective way to print colors on
'glass,

It is difficult to categorize the great. diversity of fabrics and end
products the brdad area of the textile decorating field that lend

v.

themselves to screen printing. Dress goods, toweling, drapery and uphol-
stery material, tablecloths and napkins, cloths used for shirting, lounge
and sleepwear and .t- shirts represent a partial listing of products that
can be screen printed.

; , 4 4 ar

A

Screen printing, wjth 'particular preference to wall paper has a nuniber of
advantages. It's possible to print a light colbr over a dark ground when
the design calls for it. It's less expensive for short run editions.
Stencils cost lessto'prepare than the printing plates used'in gravure
and othet metods. Colors can be as bright as you want them to be.

1.1

4
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THREE BASIC METHODS OP REPRODUCTION'

Etching
Engraving Wood
Linoleum Cut
WoodoUt

Letterpress

Lithographic
Offset
collotype

---includes---

SURFACE OR
PVNOGRAPHIC

I

T.M.-1 / GA 6.9 -Ai

Etchilng

Photogravure
Engraving

oe

INTAGLIO

STENCIL PRINTING

A



T.M.-2 / GA 6`.9-B

BASIC PRINTING EQUIPMEft

A BASE- may be table top or any flat board
B. Hihge Dar
,C Loose Pin Hinges

Screen Frame
E Squeegee
F Guides. against which stock is placed when printing
G Proof Sheet- attached to base with tape
H Kick-leg or Prop-bar

-1 , Ink
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Art work or copy

-

BASIC PRINTING HUTMENT

PAPER STENCIL

SPATULLA

PUTTY KNIFE

T . 3 (.3±, .

STENCTI. KNIFE

Or-

rp-r,
( 4



PAPER STENCIL METHOD

Objective:.

GAI6.10

Dymonstration #1

To show the process of designing, properly preparing and printing a
paper-stencil.

Materials:

1. 'Carpet tacks-On staples, if staple gun is available

2. ,Clean, soft, lintless cloths

3. Markers or guides for registering printing

4. Masking tape or gumited pape tape

5. Mineral spirits, kerosene, or turpentine

6. Newspaper, butcher paper'

7. SCieen,printing frame

8. Screen fabric.

a
9. ScreenpriAting ink

10. z Squeeje

11. itencllknife.

U. Stock or material upon which to print

13. Transparent tracing paper

Procedures:
..._.

I. Cut a brown butcher paper stencil 1/2" or so larger than the
inside dimension of the screen.

)1c------/ ,

2. Place tracing of original art or design in place. Trace cut
outlines of the art using a well.sharpened knife. ,..

. ..,30. . Place. .s,t.encil.shee,t.tuadk-r,.the.screen,.and.rua.a,l)and..af,..ink.the.---.....-...-,..--
length of the image and alOn the hinge side of the screen.

.
- '' .. .

,
.

4.. With a firm aneeven pressure, sueegee it from the center
'outward to both sides. 4 .

4
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GA 6.11

5. Pull the squeegee across the screen firmly. The angle between

the squeegee and the screen should be between 60 to 90 degrees.

6. Replace the squeegee along the hinge side of the' screen.

7. Remove the proof sheet or newspaper and insert the material to

be printed.

8. After printing is completed, remove excess ink with cardboard or

.spatula for reuse.

9. Place newspaper between screen and base, pour small amount of
*solvent on screen, work into screen with soft cloth. Raise

screen occasionally to work from both sides. Be sure all ink

hasp been removed from the image area and frame.

-
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Demonstration #2

PHOTO STENCIL METHOD

Objective:

T(Pshow the process of preparing and printing a phusto stencil.

Materials:

1. Light box
, 2. Screen

3. Emulsion
4. Cleaning solvent
5. Rags
6. Glue
7. India ink and tracing paper
8. Printing ink
9. Printing stock

10. Squeegee
'11. Spatula
12. gasking tape
13. Newspaper
14. Pen or brush for preparing design

Procedure:

4%
.1. Prepare the design--design should -tie made on tracing paper tk

transparent surface. The sketch must be dark enough so that it
blocks put any light source, for example, black crayon, on
tracing paper, or India ink on tracing paper, a photo negative or
positive.

2. Prepare photo sensitive emulsion--fbllow package instructions for
mixing of sensitizer and emulsion's The preportion is usually 1
part of sensitizer to 4 parts emulsion. This. process is to be
done in a semi-dark area.

3. Apply emulsion to screen in a dimly lit room hold screen ata
slant and apply emulsion onto the screen. Spread emulsion across
the scxreen using a straight-edged tool. Turn screen over and
evenout emulsion on backside. Repeat process once or twiet.
Remove excess emulsion and replace in jar for reuse.

4. Dry Screen-yAfter emulsion is applied let screen dry, as quickly
as possible in dimly lit room. . A fan should be used to speed
drying prodtss, being careful that the screen and fan are in a
lairlyodust-free area.

"/
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5.' Placement of design On exposing-table--

a. .clean'top of light box if dirty

b. Place design right side up on top of'exposing

bp::)

c*:',Place screen on top of design

unit (light

6. Expose sensitized screen--expose screen--time will-differ
according to light source.

7. Wash'outusing a spray hose, wash screen until design appears in

screen.

8. Block out-holes, etc. with glue or excess emulsion.

9. Register position of paper

10. Print

4

SI
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PAPER STENCIL METHOD

Objective:

GA 6.14

Student Activity #1

You will take the materials given and correctly complete the follow
tasks: cut paper stencil to size, fasten art to stencil, cut

stencil, adhere stencil to screen, print screen.

Materials: )

1 Carpet tacks or staples, if staple gun is available

2. Clean, soft, lintless clOths

3. Markers or guides for registering printing

4. Masking tape or,gummed paper tape

5. Mineral spirits, kerdsene, or turpentine

6. Newspaper, butcher paper

7. Screen printing frame

8. Screen fabric

91. Screen printing ink
. , .

10. Squeegee

11.. Stencil knife

12. Stock or material upon which to print

13. Transparent tracing paper

Procedures:

1. Cut.a brown butcher paper stencil 1/2" or so larger than the
lns'ide dimension of the screen.

Z. Place tracing of original art or design in place. Trace 'cut
outlines of the art using a well shatpened knife.

3. Place stencil sheet under the screen and run a band of ink the
length of the image and along the hinge side of the screen.

'4. With a firm and even pressure, sueegee it from the center
outward to both sides.

7 S
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1

5. Pill the, squeegee across the screen firmly. The angle betweentfr

the squeegee and the screen should be between 60 to 90 degrees.
*

e

6. Replace the-squeegee along the hinge side of the screen.

J. Remove ,the proof sheet or newspaper and insert the material_ to

be printed.

8., After printing.,ts completed, remove'excess ink with cardboard or

Place ewspaper between:screen, and base, pour small amoal'of
solve onscreen, 14ork into screen with soft cloth. Raise

screen occasionally to work from both sides. Be sure all ink
has been removed from the image area and frame.

s

spatula fc revise.



PHOTO STENCIL METHOD

Objective:

GA 6,.16

Student ACtivity #2'

You will take the materials given and correctly complete the
following tasks: design, properly prepare, and print a photo-
stencil screen. '

Materials':

1. Light box
2. Screen

. 3. Emulsion
4. Cleaning solvent
5. Rags
6." Glue .-

7. India ink and tracing paper
8. Printing ink
9. Printing stock

10. Squeegee
11. ' Spatula

12. Masking tape
13. Newspaper
14._ Pew or brush for preparing design

Procedure:

1., PreparePrepare the design design should be made on tracing paper or
transparent surface:, The sketch must be'dark enough so that it
blocks out any light'isource, for example, hie* crayon, on
tracing papei, or India ink on tracing paper, a photo negative or
positive.

' Prepare photo sensitive emulsionfollow package instructions for
mixing of sensitizer and emulsloft. The preportion is usually 1
part of sensitizer tp 4.parts emulsibn. Th s process is to be
done in a semi-dark area.

3. Apply emulsion to screenin a dimly, lit room hold screen at a
slant and apply, emulsion onto the screen. Spread emulsion across
the scxreen using a straight-edged tool. Turn screen over and
even out emulsion on backside. Repeat process once or twice.
Remove excess emulsion and replace in jar for reuse.

e)4. Dry Screen--After emulsion is applied let screen dry, as .qUickly
as possible in dimly lit roome A-fan should be used to speed
drying process, being careful that the screen and fan are'in a
fairly dust-free area. ,

;..)
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- ,

5. Placement of design on exposing ,table--

a. Clean-top of light box if dirty ,

b. Place design right side up on top of exposing unit (light

box)

c. Place screen on top of design
r

6., Expose sensitized screenlexpose screen--time will differ
according to light source.

7. Wash out--using a spray hose, wash screen until design appears in

screen.'
-1.

8. Block out/holes, etc. with g4te or excess emulsion.

9. Register position of paper

10. 'Print

at.

.,

4
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1. Screen printing is a stenciling method ginated in

2. List two advantages 9f Silk screen printing.

a.

-

SUGGESTED TEST

.-

3. Give one disadvantage of silk screen printing.

0

a.

te
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ANSWERS TO SUGGESTED TEST 7

-1. Asia

2. a. Good for short runs

. b. Can be printed on almost any surface

3. Not good for long 'runs.

4o,

t.

of
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

GA 7.1
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Instructional Section:.
U,

N

I.
GRAPHIC ARTS C

A
T

Title of Unit: 0

L.
POSTERS

N

S

(..

DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

This unit will cover the procedures in the development of a poster. It
will identify parts of a, poster and the function of those parts As they
relate to one anther. The materials in this unit are designed for 5
hours of instruction.

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit the student will be able, to discuss the
Procedures in the development of a poster. He will demon$trate the
ability, to complete a thumbnail sketch, complete a rough drawing, and
'complete a Comprehensive layout.

4

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit the student will be Ole to:
.

1. List procedures in the development' of a poster.

.-
' -2. Define the elements of design.

3.. Define the principles of design.

4. Demonstrate the ability to:
. -

a

, A. Complete a thumbnail4tketch.
0

B. Complete a rough drawing. 4
4 ---/

C. Complete a comprehdnsive layout.

D. Complete a comprehensive poster layout suitable for
reproduction.

7
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OUTLINEc:oF NTENT

'I. Steps Involved in Producing a Poster

A. Thumbnail Sketch--Thumbnail sketches are used inly u geet.
4 ;

the position of tie' different parts of the poster. wo ing
broadly and ata small scale, many arrangements' can -b made
quickly. (Teacher will demonstrate.)

B, RoughtLaYout--Rough layout should be actual size and should give
specifications fbr size and kinds of type required and their
location. This is a guide for composing type. (Teacher will
demonstrate.)

C. Comprehensive Layout--Comprehensive layout is almost an exact
copy of how the printed piece-Will apgear after its completion:
A comprehensive layout is frequently required for many jobs
reproduced in industry. (Teacher wil], demonstrate.)

-D41 Type Composition--Most modkn type composition is done in one of
the following two ways:

1. Photo.Comgosidig Machine -- Operated with a keyboard similar to
a typewriter. Many, kinds of photo composing machines are
available. Some are very simple and inexpensive, while
others are more complex and very expensive. Almost any
style and size of- type is available on modern photo
composing machines,- (TM 1/1)

2. Pre-printed Alphabets Available in a wide variety of sizes
and styles of type. Transfer jetiers consisting of black
images and transparent.sheets are commonly used. When
transferred to nsparent acetate a transparent positive
can be made which can be used in making photo screen sten -i
cils without makin a positive 'photographically. (TM #2)

E. .Paste-Ups--A layout table or drawing board with "T" square and 1
triangle are helpf01 for making good paste' ups. Guidelines are
used to assist. in properly locating the various parts of the
image to 11e assembled and to keep each part square. Copy prep-
aration layout and paste up for screen printing are the same as
for offset reproduction.

F. Printing the Poster--Most posters are reproduced by either
screen printing or offset. The factors iMtermining selection of
the printing process includes designsize, thickness, of stock,
and ,length of run. If the design includes a photograph or a
long run (100 or more) 'offset is recommended. It is not
practical to print 4-ply poster board on small offset presses.

42.



II. Elements of Design (Information Sheet #2)

A. Line

B. Texture

C. Value

D. Space

D. Color

E. Hue

III. Principles of Design (Information Sheet #3)

wilmoval

4

Unity

tB. Rhythm -and Repetition

C. Proportion

D. Balance

-.".

5

t

'4%
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I

TEACHER ACTIVITIES
r-

I. Provide student with student module.

II. Discuss unit and performance objectives.

LII. Review - information sheets.

IV. Give demonstrations.

Ai

v

V. Give test.

a

e
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

I. Read objective sheet.

II. Study information sheets.

_III. Take pest.

3

0

*

4
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POSTERS

Informs n Sheet #1

A poster should convey an idea in an instant. It should not be crowded
with detail while conveyinl the important idea. The poster should sell
the iddh.

Composition is_the form of the poster and asrangements of the parts.
There should belfor more points of interest. The placement of these
points of interest is very important..

A layout of the poster should be made to insure proper placement of the
points of interest and the proper placement of the lettering. The layout
should be done in silhouette. It should be enlarged and the spacing
should be,. constantly checked when making the postex.

Lettering shOuld be kept simple and Planned carefully. Heavy letters
should be-used since they can be read at a greater distance. Lettering

&mould be horizontal, never vertical. Top and bottom guide lines should
be lightly drawn for all letters used.

The background should remain less vivid-in contrast to the lettdring,wor
illustration shown against it._ Color contrast should generally bd
strong.

4.0
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Information Sheet 112

Elements of Design

1. Line--An important element of design and one that may create many
different eelings is line. Lines may be short and heavy, or 'Long
and lean, straight and curved, dotted or dashed, or one of many
ot rs you may or may not have seen.

. TextuFeTo give the viewer the idea of an object with a.rough
surface or to show the realistic surface of the object being drawn.

3. Value--Value deals with the lightness and/or darkness of a color. If
you were to take what we call a pure color and add white it would be
called a tint. If black were added, it would be called a shade. By
adding either black or white, you will change the value of the
original but it will not change the hue. This value change may also
be accomplished using only the values of black- white to form
grays.

4. ) Space- -The area in a picture (two dimensional sufrace) or drawing
that separates the items or objects. As objects advance (come
forward) or recede (go back) in the picture, space is created: The
use of value in color creates space.

4. Color- -There are many different things about color you should know
before you will understand its use.

5. Hue--Hue is the name of a color. It is the way we can recognize one
color from another. An example would be a green leaf. Green is the
hue, leaf is the object. Red wall, red is the hue, wall is the
object.

6. Primary ColorsThe primary colors for pigment (or paint) are: red,
yellow, and blue. xed, these three colors willmake.about every
hue (color),

7. Secondary Colors--The Secondary Colors are made when any two primary
colors are mixed in equal quanities. The Secondary Colors are:
red+blue=purple, blue+yellow=green, yellow+red=orange.

8. Teritary ColorsThe, mixing of a primary color with a secondary
color, whatever the /proportion, you get a tertiary color.

19. ROmplementaryAny two colors that are.opposite each other or the
color wheel. Complements, when mixed, tend to dull each other.

-The_ use of one color in varying tones and
intensities.

4
p-) (.4
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4

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN

r

Information Sheet #3

UNITY: Whether you use similar or_different ojbects to complete your
work, it 'is important that the whole arrangement be pulled
together into one idea visually.

RHYTHM and REPETITION: If you vary the shape and/or size of the objects
in your drawings, in orderly fashion, they will act in a rythmic
movement also.

, PROPORTION: To maintain interest and variety in your piiture, proportion
becomes. very important. To do this you should divide the area of
your picture into varying sizes:

BALANCE: An important principle of composition is balance. There are
two forms of balance which you will m6tt likely-use in the
graphic communications field: formal (or symmetric) and informal
(or asymmetric.)

'64
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ELEMENTS OF DESIGN

ct/' .

LINES MAY GIVE YOU THE FEELING
OF MOVING FAST OR SLOW. THEY,
MIGHT BE STATIC Off DYNAMIC.
LINES CREATE ENERGY AND
DIRECTION.,

TEXTURE:
v,

OBJECTS WITH A ROUGH
SURFACE,

%% %% mor

,
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VALUE SCALE

VALUE CHANGES WILL HELP CREATE
DEPTH IN A PICTURE,

A

2, SPACE AS OBJECTS ADVANCE
AN RECEED,

VOLUME, MASS ,

OR 3-DIMENSION

SHAOE'AREA
OR 2-DIMENSION

T.M, -21 / GA 7.8-3

1
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15. COLOR WHEEL WITH
PRIMARY R. SECONDARY.

-COLORS.

P.1. -3 / Gtt
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SKETCHING

. Straight (no stops)

Straight
. Done by draWing one section , moving

A hand to right, adjoining as close as possible
gives the appearance of One line.

T.M. -4 / GA 7.8-u

Freehand
circle

Circle
(2 arcs)

Square
3 different views

Circle
equal lines
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LAYOUT

This is a Headline

This is an example of juStified text ma;erial,
which is also called straight material This is'
on-example of justified text material which is
also called straight material This is an
example' of justified itext material which is
also Called straight material This is an
example of justified text material wrath is
also bailed straight material

Boston
,Chicago
Los Angeles
New York
San Juan
Seattle

u411r#'Ma

Temp

50'
40'
80'
55'
85'
70'

This is an example of justified text material
-which is also called straight material This Js
gn example of justified text fnaterial which is
also called 'straight material This is an
example of justified text material which is
also, called straight material This is an

'example of justified text 'material which is
also called straignt material

Th is is an example of a*run-around text This
is' an example of a run-arountNext This is
an example of a run-around text This is an
example of a run-around text This is an
example of a run-around
text This is art example
of a sun-around text This
is an example of a run-
around text This is an
example, of a run-around text
an example of a run-around text This
,s an example of a run- arounq text This is an
example '4( a run-around text this is
,an example of a run-around text "?his.-is an
example of a run-around text

This is

This type. ofla5 1;ind can be done
with an 1BM-Composer

I 4
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Cable
Antique

Microgrktmrna
Arnold Bock lin

Gill Sans
Standard
Bookman

4, 0

74" trl
g)

No
Cas1;ri':,Antique
Korinna.

ENGINEERING

,- Sotot
lb Cnglifib

Helvetica

4
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TYPOGRAPHY,
.examples

Newspapers

Film

Magazines

Billboards,

(e.

so

(-Road 'signs

Television

Books
PaCkaging



C-4 TYPES OF ARTWORK

Line drawing

C.4. -9 / GA 7 .8 I
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Pen and ink drawing
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Objective:

PRODUCING A POSTER

GA 7.9

Student Activity ill>

Student will take-the materials and demonstrate the ability to com
plete a thumbnail sketch, complete a rough drawing, and complete a
comprehensive layout.

Materials:

1. Pencil

2. Compass

3. Ruler

4. Tsquare

5. Paper

6. Triangle

'7. Masking tape

8. Marker

'9. Pen and ink

10. Brush

11. Paint

Procedures:

_Complete, Student Activity based on teacher demonstration and teacher
supervision, utilizing guidelines explained on Informatiod Sheet V1..

0.
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SUGGESTED TEST

Poster Making:41
t

1. List steps involved in making a poster.

, a.

b.

,
C.

cl

. e.

..!

t ,

2. Define:

Thumbnail sketch

Rough layout

?

a

Comprehensive layout

Paste up

...11

3. What are the factors that determine selectidn of appropriate printing
proces's'? .

-/

44.
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ANSWERS TO SUGGESTED TEST

. 1. A. Thumbnail sketch
B. Rough layout
C. Comprehensive layout
D. Compoding type
E. Paste ups

e.

2. Thumbnail sketch--Used mainly to suggest the position of the
different parts of the poster. By working broadly
and at a small scale, mariy. arrangements can be made
quickly. '

Rough layout Should be actual size and should give specifications
for size and kinds of type required and their location.
This is a guide for composing type.

Comprehensive layout--Almost an exact copy of how the printed,piece
will appear after its completion.

Paste up--A camera piece of artwork.

3. -Design, size, thickness of stock and length of run.

U7
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

Instructional Section:

GRAPHLC ARTS

Title of Unit:

GENERAL SAFETY

GA 8.1
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DESCRIPTION OF UNIT

This unit covers the rules for shop and personA,safety. The materials in
this unit are designed for 3 hOurs of instruction.

UNIT OBJECTIVE 60

After completion of this unit the student will be able to recognize, dis
cuss and follow the general and personal safety rules of the sHop.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

After completion of the unit the student will be able to:

1. Discuss the safety rules of them shop.

2. List the rules for Rersonal safety.

3. List the rules for general shop safety.

4. Identify the types of fire extinguishers' and be able to use
them.

U3
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I. Safety

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

CP

Freedom from danger or possible accidents.

II. Accident

Any injury, personal or property happening without 'cause.

III. First Aid

,

Temporary care or treatment given tothe victim of an accident
until professional treatment can be obtained.

IV. Personal Safety Rules,

A. Wear clothing appropriate to the job being done.

B. Confine long hair before using equipment.

C. Wear safety glasses in dangerous areas.

D. Remove any loose clothing slich as ties, coats, long sleeves
when working in the shop.

E. Remove rings or other jewelry when work.ing in the shop.

F.' Operate only the machines you are qualified to run.

G. Conduct yourself in a manner .conducive to the safety of
others.

r.

.

.2
H. Wash your hands with soap and water after using any chemicals ,3
.0 or irritants in the shop. '

.

I. Use hand cleaner, soap and water to remove ink from your
hands.

3. Advise your teacher of any accidents. .

.
a A

V. General Shop'SatetrRules
...

.
i

A. Keep all machines, and. tools clean and in goad working order.

B. Report anunsafe conditions tothe teacher.

C. Re sure all machine safety guards are"in place.

D. Turn 'machines off after using.

Unplug any machine before wgrkihg on-them for maintenance or
oiling. ,

&03
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F. Know the Correct solvent to use in any situation.

G. Cleanup spilisjimmediately.

H. Place used, oily rags in a. metal safety container.

I. Be sure the shop" is ventilated adequately.

J. Protect eyes from the bright exposure lights.

VI. Keeping an Orderly Shop

A. Be sure all machinery is arranged in a safe manner.

B., Put all materials and supplies in their proper places.

C. Keep all tools in their designated, proper,place.

LD. Use the right tool for the job.

E.4 Keep working areas clean.

F. Keep floors clean.

G. Make sure all traffic aisles are clear.

VII. Types of Fires

A. Class. A Combustible materials such as, wood- or oily rags.

B. Class B--Flammable liquids. ...gasoline, oil,.grease. -

C. Class C-7E,lectrical such as motors, wiring and switches.

VIII. _Fire Extinguishers

A. Pressurized water--(operates by squeezing) Used on Class A
fires.

B. Soda acid--(operates by turning extinguisher upside down) Used
on Class -A fires.

rC. Carbon dioxide--(operates'by squeezing handle) Used on Class B
and C fires.

D. Dry chemical--(operates by squeezing mechanism) Used on Class
B and C fires.

E. Foain fire extinguisher- -( operates by turning extinguisher
upside down) Used on class A and B fires.

if
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TEACHER ACTIVITIES

1. Provide the student with student module.

2. Make transparencies.

3. Discuss unit and objectives.

4. Disdiss informatiOn sheets and outLine of contents.

5. Discuss student activity sheets.

6. Giye test.

M
p

(NOTE: HAle,the local fire department come to your shop and give safety
and fire demonstrations.)

it

110'
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES

1. Read objective sheet.

2. Study information sheets.

3. Complete activity sheets.

4. Take test.

11,

0,
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1. Information sheets

2. Transparency masters,

3. Activity sheets

4. Demonstrations

i

ok

J

REFRENCES/RESOURCES
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FOR

CLASS "A" FIRES

FOR

CLASS "B" FIRES CARBON° DIOXIDE DRY
CHEMICAL

T.M. t; 8.6-%

FIRES AND EXTINGUISHERS

SODA-ACID WATER PUMP

FOR

CLASS' "Cu FIRES

FOAM

ti

FOAM ' VAPORIZING
LIQUID

CARBON DIOXIDE . DRY CHEMICAL VAPORIZING LIQUID

,_L
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Studedt Activity Sheet #1

Define the following:

1. Safety

, 2. Accident

3. First aid

List ten safety rules of the graphic arts shop:

1.

2.
a

3.

.4.

7.

io.

List three types of fires:

a.

2.

3.

S

a

4.
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List five types bf fire extinguishers and describe whiCh type of fire for
which each is used:.

2.

3.

5.

a

List the methods of keeping yan orderly shop and describe why the shop
shoes be kept orderly.

1.

2.

3.

4,

5.

6.

7.

List the general shop safety rules: N\

2.

'3.

,fit)0



9.

10.

11.

a
,

GA 8.9
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TENNESSEE INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

Instructional Section:

GRAPHIC ARTS

Title of Unit:

PRETEST /POST TEST

GA 9:1
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Graphic Arts

PRE-TEST/POST-TEST

Matching:

A. graphic arts
B. relief printing
C. intaglio printing
D. planographic prinpng
E. silk screen, printing
F. letterpress
G. wood cut
H. type-high
I. offset lithography

-vJ. block printing
K. Pinto -cut

The body height o

L. communication

MO. stock
N. registered apprentice
0. thumball apprentice

P. comprehensive layout
Q. printers type
R. linotype machine
S: photoengraved dies
T. slug

U. stereotype
V. flexography

a piece of type.

2. A ,print made in fairly- soft wood cut plankwise;

3. Messages received by the eye.

4. Printing from a reversed surface.

5. Used mainly to suggest thT position of the different parts of
the poster.

o

6. A stencil printing process.

7. Printing process that is well suited for the printing of
illustrated materials both photographic and line copy.,_

8. Used gs a modern substitute for wood fori'the cutting and
ing of block."prints. ,

9. A rubber cast of die or slugs.

A

10.- A line of type.- O .ft
11. Chief among these is the printing, publishing ancL,packing

dustries.

12. The design stands about the general level of the plate'surta.

Icor.

13. When the wood/linoleum is removed inside and about thd 46SigN.
leaving 'it standing jn.rer f.

a

o.
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14. A broad connotation referring to whatever material is to be
printed.

15. AlmoSt an exact copy of how the printed materials will appear
after its completi9n.

16. The-design is ,scratched, engraved or.etched into the.

.17. An employee,who under an agreement received instruction in a

specific occupation fer. a specified period of time.

18. P tang is done frIm a smooth surface treated chemically Or
meg nically so thasome areas will print and some areas will
not print..

19. Each letter' is cast in its"own individual piece of lead by
ha4pd..

20. Relief printing from rubber plates.

21. Will set a line of type on a single piece of lead.

'22. Permits any black and white art work,to,be hot stamp printed
'by echii.kg'cOle artwork onto the die.

0

. Answer True or False

.2S.- The earliest form of printing was done from wooden blocks in
China about 868 AD. . ,

d

;24. The significant breat throdgh in printing pccured in 1450'AD
when Johann Guttenberg developed the process of printing from
movable type.

Oso

25. Silk screen printing is -used to produce treasury notes, stamps
and some magazirres.

26. Gravure (intaglio) is used to pr duce signs, lamp siades and
'bottles. LI

27. Hot stamp printing ac relief printing process also knowri-as
gold stamping.

(

28, Flex'ography is a term used to describe relief printing frdm
metal plates.

29. Matchbooks are commonly Printed by the hot etamping proces8.

30.. Paper was commonly used to prtht on as early as the 15th
Century.



.
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.0.
,

31. Lettering on a poster should be horizontal, almost never
vertical. 4 .

32. The basic principal (oil and water will not mix) in litho-
. graphic printing was discovered by Alois Senefelder in 1798.

0

33.. Almost every town in the country has a print shop.

34. Apprenticeships for the printing trades usually last 4 to 6

years.

35. It is not necessary for apprentices to pass a physical

examination.

A. Graphic communications is primarily concerned with sound.

37. The Press used,for hot stamping should have one standard heat
setting.

.,

38. Computers are used to set type for newspapers.

39. More than one-half of the people employed in printing are lo-
cated in 45 states.,

40. Electrostatic printing is commonly known as"Xeroxing.

--,...."

I



ANSWER SHEET

PRE-TEST/POST-TEST
0

1. 21.

2. G 22. S

3. 23. T

4. F 24, T

5. 0 F

6.. 26. V

'7. I 27. T

. 8. K 28. F

'9. 29. T
-

10. T ,30. F

11. 31. 1'

B 32. T

J 33. T

14.. 'M 34. T

' 35. F

16. C 11 36. F

17G. 37. F

18. D 38. T

19. Q 39. T

20. V 40. T

O

f "a tt
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'JOB RUCTURE: PRINTING

. . 4

JOB TITLE: thotoradio Operator
4773

Major Job Function:

is

D.O.T. No.: 193 362 010

Operates electronic equipment to transmit and receive radio photo-
4graphs and repairs equipment.

,
Job Duties:

1. Mounts photographs or printed matter on cylihder and secures
a gripper bar.

2. Turns dials to set frequency controls.

3. Starts equipment that scans material and converts light and dark,.
areas into electrical impulses for transmission.

°

4. Communicates with receiving operator to give and receive instruc-
tions for transmission.'

- i

5.- Positions negative "cln cylinder, sets controls, and listen for
signals to receive transmission.

6. Develops negatives,rints photographs, and keeps Log of trans-
,missions.

:8

7. Maintains and repairs electronic equipment, such as wire circuit,
dials and gauges, using scheilatic diagram, handtools,and test
instruments.

,,
8. Reruns transmission when.yhotograph is substand

5 t.

1

JOB TITLE: Linotype Operator

Major Job Function:

.

D.O.T. No.: 650 582 010'

Operates machine to cast completelines of type from type *Lai and
.

deposits them in galley, in composed form for printing.'

JS GA 1 °

,,.

A
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Job Duties:

1. Starts type-casting mechanism and adjusts marginal stops and
gauge to regulate lIngth and thickness of lints to be cast.

2. Reads copy and presses keys of'keyboard to select matrices of
letters from magazine which are assembled into words.' .

3. Moves lever to cast line and deposit it in galley when line is
complete.

4. Transfers lines of type, with copy:, to composing or bank table
for making proot copy. .

5. Sets new lines of type to correct errors. as. indicated on proof-
sheet.

410

JOB TITLE: PhotOcomposing Machine Operator

Major Job Function:

D.O.T. No.: 650 582 018

Sets up and operates photocomposing machine to transfer data from
perforated or magnetic tape into print on film or photographic paper,
using either of the following methods.'

Job Duties:
4 L.,

(I) 1. Loads roll of film or paper in machine magazine.
t

2. Secures roll of perforated tape.on machine reel and threads end
of

0
tape through machine feed rollers.

3. Selects type font according to size and face of type specified
and positions it on photographic unit.

4. Turns dials to adjust line,spacing 'and light intensity according
to size and face of type..

o

5. Starts machine that automatically prints type onto film or paper
according to coded signal on tape. r

6. Removes finished copy from magazine for development.

(,)
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Photocomposing Machine Operator Job Duties ,(,continued):

(II) 1. 'Places reei of magnetic tape onto feed spindle of phototype-
setting un't.

2. Depresses keys to enter command codes, such as size and style of
type, width and length of column, and to activate computer to
produce phototypesetting film, phototypesetting Paper, or copy of
tape.

3. Removes*and stacks finished copies from photocopy printing unit.

4. Removes printing unit from machine, drains chemical solution,
washes unit, and refills Alit- with specified developing solu-
tion.

JOB'TITLE: Engraving Press Operator D.O.T. No.: 651 382 010
- /

Major Job Function:

Makes ready and operates press' to engrave decorative designs or.get-
tering on announcements, greeting and business cards, letterheads,
and related' items, following operating procedures outlined on job
order.

Job Duties:

.1. ,Installs appropriate die and inking rollers on ram, using
wrench.

2. Cuts out and fastens papet template to bed of press to maintain
flatness.of finished cards or sheett.

r

3. Inserts and adjusts roll of wiping paper that automatically
cleans die between impressions.

4. Thins ink too desired consistency and fills ink 'fountain.
5, 4

5. Starts press to obtain pFoof copy.

6: Examines proof anA adjusts press and ink fountain to obtaiCI
uniform indentation and color registration.

7. Start; press and feeds cards Or sheets to be engraved onto bed of
press.'

4
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JOB TITLE: Offset-Press Operator .0.T. No.:* 651 482 010

Major Job Functions:

Makes ready and operates offset printing press to print single and
multicolor copy from lithographic plates, examining job order to
'determine 'press operating, time, quantity to be printed, and stock
spedifications.

Job Duties:

1. Washes plate to remove protective gum coating.

2. Builds up back of plateiwith sheets of folio to raise plate t6
printing level.

3. Installs plate with backing on plate cylinder and locks in posi-
tion, using handtools.

4.. Applies folio to blanket cylinder to build up. to diameter of-
plate cylinder.

5. Fills ink fountains.
a.

6. Adjusts space,between blanket and impression cylinder according
to thickness of paper stock.

v

7. Adjusts controls to 'regulate moisture delivery to plate cylin-
der.

1
. Operates press to secure -proof copy.

9. Examines proof and adjusts press controls to obtain specific
color registration.

10. Starts press and completes pOoduction run.

U. Removes and cleans plate and cylinders at end of run.

JOB TITLE: -Embosser D.O.T. No.: 659 382 010

Major Job Function:

Sets up and operates machine to emboss gilt or blind (without gold-
leaf) lettering and design on book covers, following specifications.
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Job Duties:

1. Glues embossing.plIte to copper 'backing plate and installs it in
hot plate of machine.

2. Cuts piece of cardboard to appOximate size of plate and places
it on machine bed under plate.

3. Starts machine'to lower ram and impress cardboard.

4.. Gaits surface of cardboard aroundlimpression, leaving design or
letters raised to increase machine pregsuie at contact poipts,
using knife, compass, and square, and glues'it to'bea under
plate, adjusting bed sd'impossion and plate'are in Alignment.

5. Closes switch to heat plate. t

6. Sets guides to hold cover in position, and adjusts table height
to obtain correct depth of impression.

7. .Places cover,,with prelaid goldleaf in position, against guides
on machine hed'and starts machine that lowers'ram and stamps
goldleaf design or lettering on.cover..

8. Removes and stacks embos-sed covers.

9.. Staalits blind lettering or designs on covers in'lik manner.
,

,

-11.. I-

JOB TITLE: Telephone Directory Distributor D.O,T. No.: 906 683 018.

a .

Major JOb Function:

Drives automobile or truck.to transport telephone directories from
central storage facilities to distributidn area.

Job Duties:

1. Loads vehicle with, assigned numbei'of books and drives to distri
bution district, parking vehicle in conveniept or centralized
location.

2. Distributes books to Telephone Directory Deliverers for delivery
to residences and business establishments indicated on address
lists.

8 27
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TITLE; : PhotoengraVing Etcher D.O.T. No.: 971 3/31 014

Major Job Function:

Etches metal photographic plates to produce photoengraved printing
plates, using Etching Machines, handtools, and chemicals.

Job Duties:

1. Mi)ies caustic or acid solutions according to type metai.plate.
being etched.

2. kushes protective solution on back and edges of metal plate to
protect plate during etching

»
process.

3. Brushes protective power over photographic emulsion on plate to
protect printing design.

4. Bakes plate to adhere power to design, using gas heating plate.

5, Mounts plate in etching machine and starts machine that )sprays
acid oz caustic solution ag4inst plate to etch areas not pro-

, tected by resist solution or power.'

6. Removes and.measures.plate to.determine depth or etching, using,
depth gauge,_and remounts plate in machine when etching has not
attained specified depth.

7. Washes and scrubs etched plates:to remove resist solutions and
'photographic emulsion, using biush and caustic.

8. Dries plates, using chamois cloth.

9. Matches colors with ofiginal'artWork of multicolor photographic
plates to prpduce bal4nced color valves, applying'knbwledge of
photographic printing-process.

JOB TITLE: Photoengraver D.O.T. No.: 971,381 022

Major Job Function:

Photographs copy, develops negatives, and prepares photosensitizine
metal plates, such as copper, zinc, aluminum, and magnesium for use
in printing, using.photography and developing equipment and engrav-
ers' hand tools. -

2 3
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Job Duties: ,,
1 .

\

I. Positions copy on copy board oCdarkroom camera and film
to copy. e ,

2. Fastens scout* metal yjate to,whirling Machine table or suspen-
sion hooks, pours photosensitizine solution on plate and starts
machine 'which rotates /late to distribute and 'dry solution evenly
over plate surface.

3. Exposes negative and plate to bright light in vacuum type print-
ing frame to transfer image onto plate.'

Rolls ink onto expOs44 plate add washes unexpoied and unfixed
emulsion from pl4s, using running water and cotton pad to expose
bare metal.

, "t1.1

5. Places developed plate in acid bath' or etching machine to erode
unprotected metal to spectfiecrdepth.1

4. .
4

: Mounts,etclied plates on w6a. Alocks, u ing hammer and nails or on
meta) base, using thermosettin'eadhe e to raise printing sur-
'face type to specified height.

7. Removes excess- metal from nonlorinting areas 'of cut,Thaing rout- ,

ing machine.
°

5 1 ,

8. Cuts mortises in mounted plbtes1 using power drill and jigsaw,
for insertion of type or other cuts.

.9. Modifies and epairs finished Plates, 'using engraver's hand
tools, etching brush, and acid.

JOB TITLE: Photoengraving Finisher

Major Job Function:

T.O.T. No.: 971 381 030

Blocks out, re-etches, or intensifies designs to refine",or repair
copper, zinc, aluminum, and magnesium photoengraved printing plates
according to copy, and specifications, using artist's brushes and hand
emgravingand burnishing tools.

Job Duties:

1. Applies chalk to engraved surface and examines cut under magnify-.
ing glass to detect damaged halftone dots'and evaluate quality of

Aetching against copy.

01
t
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Photoengraving Finisher Job Duties (continued):

2. Outlines images, cuts border, blocks out backgrounds, and raises
halftone dots, using engraving tools.

*3. Burnishes high halftone dots to correct 'defects- in printing
quality and contrast of cut, using burnishing t1.1s.

4. Rapairs breaks in type,, using hand tools.

C

JOB TITLE: Photoengraving Proofer

Major Job Function:

D.O.T. No.: 971 381 038

Proves printing quality and register of photoengraved printing
plates, using hand,or power driven flatbed or cylinder press, and
prepares diata sheet on color' matching or ink modification to improve
pricking quality and register according to copy or customer specifi-

,cations.

Job Duties:

1. Clamps plates to press, applies ,ink to rollers, and positions
guides, grippers, and fingers to guide paper through press.

2. Wraps packing sheets and tymp'an around cylinder to form cushion.

3. Cuts and pastes overlays under tympan sheet to increase impres-
sion of lob areas.

4. Depresses pedal to open grippers, inserts blank sheet, and turns
crank-or starts motor to print set of proofs for progressive
proof book for both black and white and color plates.

5. Prepares, data on color matching and ink modification to .guide
pressman.

6. Examines proofs to determine printing quality of dots and lines,
using magnifier, and marks corrections, such as/re-etching and
additional 'finishing.



r

_Jol TITLE: Photoengraving Photographer

Major Job Function:

tIt
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D.O.T. No.: 971 382 014

Sets up and operates camera to photograph drawings, sketches, or
other material to produce negatives for transfer to printing plates,
rollers, or printed circuit boards.

Job Duties:

1. Mounts copy on holder, aligning center line on copy with center
Nline on holder:

Studies copy and order sheet to determine photographic technique
required to transfer desired effect onto film, acgiording to plat
or roller dimensions, type of design, colors in design, and en
graving requirements.

3 Computes camera settings required to reproduce sketch to speci
fied scale according to dimensions of printing plates or rollers

4 Focuses camera, compensating for difference in size and distor
tions in copy.

5. Measures' opening in back'of camera to verify settings, using
steel tape.

6. Positions film on vacuum 'lard, closes board against back of
camera, and, locks board in,position.

7. Arranges arc lamps for even distribution of light and exposes
film for specified length of time.

8. Removes exposed film from camera and develops film in series of
developing, ri ing, and fixing baths, or using automatic film
processing egui ent.

9. Compares developed film with design to determine whether desired
effect has been reproduced.

AO. Hangs film on line to dr1.,

_11. When producing negatives for half tone.kinting," inserts screen
in front of film to reduce copy to dots for reproduction.

8
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JOB TITLE: Scanner Operator D.O.T. No.: 972282 010

,N
Major Job Function:

Operates e ectronic color scanner to produArcolor. separated posi-
tive or negative films for,use in' producing printing plates.

Jo Dutie:

-1. Examines copy to be reproduced for possible reproduction prob-
lems and plansWork to include optimum corrections.

a
2. ',Evaluates density of colored and black areas, using knowledge of

light and color and densitometer..

3. Sets scanner dials to indicate specific color density, size,
type of film to be produced, and starts machine to automatically
produce separate positive or negative films for each primary ,
color and black cpntained.in original copy.

4

4. Examines processed film to insure consistency of quality and
places complete positive or negative and original copy in enve-
lope for return to customer.

JOB TITLE: Lithogfaphic Prate-Maker

Major JgbFunction:

p

D.O.T. No.: 972 381 010

Transfers positive or negative images to metal plates to produce

'offset photolithographic printing plates, according to oral or* writ-
ten instructions; using liquid formulas, photocomposing machine,
plate whirler, layout table, and measuring instruments.

I,

Job Duties; t

1. ,Mixes chemicals', according to standard formulas and type metal
used, to prepare platemaking 'solutions, such as counter-etch,
photosensitive coatings, developers, gum solutions, lacquers,'
developing inkg,.and desensitizing etches, using graduates,
beakers, and stirrers.

2. Washes grained metal plate with running water or acid solution
to remove dirt and gtease.

,

9

A

.3. Pours ,counter etching solution over grained surface and spreads
solution, using cotton pad 40 prepare smooth surface',.on plate.

.

4
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Lithographic. Prate-Maker Job Duties (continued):

4. Clamps'plate on whirler` disk, starts - machine, and pours sensi-
tizing solution onto center of whirling plate to*coae surface
evenly.

JS 6A '11

. Adjusts controls.to regulate whirling speed, drying temperature,
and humidity.

6. Positions plate under arc lamp of vacuum frame or photocomposing
machine and exposes plate to positive or negative image under
lamp to transfer image to plate.

o.
7. Sets exposure time on vacuum frame or photocomposing machine

according to density of negative or positive, sensitivity
coating, temperature, humidity, and thickness of'coating.

a8. Washes exposed plate inwater and applies lacquers, developing
inks, desensitizing etches, gum solutioen,s, and asphaltum to de-
velop image on plate according to process specifications and
metal use.

JOB TITLE: Lithographit Photographer D.O.T. No.: 972 382 014.

80.Major Job Function:

Sets up and operates camera to photograph illustrations and, printed"
Material and produce film or glass negativ s or Oaitives used in,
the preparation of lithographic printing rates.

Job Duties:

1. Mounts material to be-photographed on copy board and focuses
camera to enlfIrge'or reduce site of object in photograph.

O

2. Seiicts and Places screen over negative or positiveo break
shadings in 'objedt,foT halftone printing.

3. Places'color filters over film to produce four-color separation,
halftime separation, and process prints for multicolor print-
ing.

4. tFocuses J.ens,' adjusts lights, and exposesfilm to copy for spec-., ified Tiod of time.
.., .A.

.' .5. rmmeises film in series of chemical baths to develop image on'
film o mounts film in machine that automatically

fiti

t
k , film.

-

d'''
6. Hangs developed film on rack to dry: ...- .is

,
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JOB TITLE: Plate Grainer

Major Job Function:

4

'T'D.O.T. No.,: 972 682 010

Operate's plate graining Machine to roughen faces of Flexible sheets
Aa aof zinc or aluminum metal for use in offset-photolithographiclirint-

ing.

o
Job Duties:

1., Opeeates power shear to cut sheets of aluminum or zinc toisize,"
and clamps them to bed of graining machine tub:

. 2.. Operates hydraulic lifting and t.icting mechanism attached to
machine to load and unload machine with specified' amount of
steel or wooden balls, water, and abrasive.

3. Washes sediment from plates with water hose at end of graining
cycle, and places on conveyor for further washing under water
sets and drying under heating unit.

A
4. Examines each plate with magnifier at inspection table for uni-

. formity, size, and structure of grain,

5. Stacks plates yin shipping crate.

6, Rolls out and hammers used plates to remove gripper marks,
dents,.and bent corners.

7; Lubricates machine and replaces worn bearings.

JOB TITLE: Compositor

4
Major Job Function:

a

A

D.O.T. No.: 973 381 010

Sets type by hind and machine, and assembles type and etas in a
galley, for printing,articies, headings, and other printed matter,

. determining types size, style, and compositional pattern from work.
order.,

-Job Duties:

1. Measures copy with (line gaugd to determine lengtici of line.
0

T. Sets composingotick to line length indicated on line gauge.

d A.

6
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Compositor Job Duties (continued):

3. Selects type from type case and sets it in compos,itional se
pence reading from copy.

4. Inperts spacers between words or units to balance and justify
lines.

JS,GA 13

5. Transfers type from stick to galley when setup is complete.

6. Inserts,leacie, .slugs, or lines of quads between lines,,t6 adjust ,

length of setup, using proof press.

7. examines proof for errors, corrects setup, and forwards.it to'
imposing stone or bank.

8. .Cleans type after use and distributes it to specified boxes in
type ease.

JOB TITLEr Printer

Major Job Function:

D.O.T. No.: 973 381 '018

Sets type according to copy and operates cylinder or automatic
platen press to print complete job order.

Job Duties.:

1. Selects type from type case and inserts in printer's stick to
reperoduce material in copy.

. -

2. Inserts spacers betigeeW words and leads bween lines.
.

3. Slides type from stick into galley.

4. Removes assembled type from galley and places type on composing
stone.

I
5. Places chase over type, insertsquoins and locks chase to hold

type.

6. Lays form (type ip locked chase) on bed of -proof press, ink
type, fastens sheet of paper to press roller, and pulls roller
over form to make proof copy: -

7. Reads proof for 'errors and clarity, -of impression.

4.
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Printer'Job Duties (continued):

8. Corrects errors by resetting type and improves impression by
tapping face of type with hammer.

9, Positions fOrm on bed of press and tightens clamps, using
wrench.

10. Fills in c fountain and moves lever to adjust flow of ink.

Il. Sets feed-gaides according' to size and thickness of paper.

12; Runs proof.sheet through press and examines sheet for clarifyof
impression.

t.

13. Pushes buttot to start press, examines printed sheets, and ad-
just press when printing is defective. .

14. Cleans ink rollers at, end of run.

t

JOB TITLE: Engraver' D.O.T. No.: 979 381 Olb

Major Job-Function:

411
. Engraves\lettering o designs in copper or steel printing plates,
using pantograph engraving machine.

Job°Duties:

_

1. Rubs blank plate with emery or charcoal and oil to polish,
:..r. surface. ,,

,,..

2. CtaMpsjpiank.plate in pOsitiort under damond cutting point and
Master plate linde:treeTing point,of pantograph.

.

3. Starts electric motor that revolves cutting point and lower
engraving control bar, simultaneously moving bar sideways until

'tre'cing point enters desired figure on master plate..

4. Moves bar so that tracing point follows figure on master plate,
reproducing figure on blank plate.

5: Loosenr-tiimbscrews and changes position of pantograph ftr to
reproduce figures larger or smaller than those on master plate.

60. May be designated according to sype of plate used, as copper
plate engraver, and steel plate engraver.

. N'
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JOB-TITLE: Graphic Arts Technician

Majqr Job Function:

JS GA 15.

-D.O.T. No.: 979 382 018

Reproduces and assembles graphic arts materials performing any com-
bination of the following tasks.

/Job Duties:
C-

.

1. Operates machine to type master copies, such as stencils, trac-
ings, direct plates, and photo-offsets in preparation for line
copy. reproduction. .

2. Operates offset - dup'licat'ing machine to' reproduC6 single or mul-
ticolor copies of'line, drawings, graphs, or similar materials.

3. Sets up and operates variods type cameras to produce plastic or
paper plates, and negatives for later use in preparation

.

of alu-
minum plates' for reproduction in; offset lithsogriphic process.

,

4. Positions material to be photographed, focuges lenq, adjusts
light, and exposes film to copy fdr specified period of time.

5. Mixes chemical solutions according to formula; and immerses film
in solutidns to develop negatilles.

6. Positions developed_negative under masking sheet in lighted box
that allows viewer to see negative through masking sheet.

7. Strips masking sheet according to size and/or shape of image to
be Printed.

8. Opaques errors and blemishes on negative, using brush and chemi- ,

cals.

9. 'Places finished mask4t,negative on aluminum plate, and exposes_
plate to negative under arc lamp-to transfer image Io -plater
using vacuum frame.

40

'10. Applies chemicals to plate to develop transferred image to be
printed.

11. Tends machines that assem e, pages of printed material in nu-
merical sequence, .

,

.

e
f

12. Cuts, forms, sews, and glues components to form books, using
%tapling, drilling, and binding machines.

tt

,13. Maintains machinery and equipment in operating condition.

:3
O
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JOBTITLE: Screen Printer No,.: 979 684 030

Mayor Job Function:

Prints lettering and designs on objects such as posters, glass, and
texting using screen and squeegee.

Job Duties:

1. Sets register guides ,along edge of prineing table at intervals
specified for pattern repeat.

Pours color paste onto screen and position screen against guides
over object. b.,

e
3. Draws squeegee across screen to press color paste through_ open

portion of screen and print.design.

4. Repeats process, with different screen for each color in design.

5. Washes screen with water Or solvent to remove color paste.

4


